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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is a study of applicative constructions in Salish, a family of twenty- 

three languages spoken in British Columbia and the northwestern United States. In an 

applicative construction, an applicative morpheme is suffixed to the verb and the object 

bears a semantic role other than theme, such as dative, benefactive, locative, or stimulus. 

Each Salish language has from two to six different applicative suffixes. I constructed a 

database of examples gleaned from secondary sources, cataloguing them for their 

syntactic and semantic properties. I show that applicative suffixes, like many verbal 

suffixes, do not always have a one-to-one correspondence between form and function. An 

applicative suffix may exhibit more than one semantic function, and a semantic function 

may be displayed by more than one applicative suffix. 

My research leads to the claim that Salish applicatives are divided into two types. 

Relational applicatives are based on intransitive verbs and differ according to the 

semantics of the verb. Redirective applicatives are based on transitive verbs and differ 

according to the semantics of the direct object. Each Salish language has at least one 

applicative of each type. Two applicative suffixes can be reconstructed for Proto-Salish: 

one relational and one redirective. Other applicatives have been innovated in sub- 

branches or individual languages. For example, Central Salish languages have multiple 

relational applicatives and Southern Interior Salish languages have multiple redirective 

applicatives. Tsamosan languages have both multiple redirective applicatives and 

multiple relational applicatives. The innovated applicatives usurp or augment the 

... 
111 



functions of the two Proto-Salish applicatives, yielding a complex picture in the modern 

languages. 

Applicatives, especially relational applicatives, are rare in the world's languages. 

For example, they are completely lacking in English and other Indo-European languages. 

A catalog of the Salish data contributes to the study of linguistic typology. The presence 

of several applicatives in each language not only allows for comparison of applicative 

and non-applicative constructions but also of different kinds of applicatives. The 

properties I use to classify Salish applicatives-transitivity, verb class, semantic role, and 

discourse prominence-may prove useful in classifying applicatives in other languages. 

Keywords: Salish; applicative; morphosyntax; historical; typology 

Subject Terms: Salishan languages -- Morphology; Salishan languages -- Syntax; 

Applicative grammar; Grammar Comparative Salishan Languages 
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Background 

Salish languages are well known for their polysynthetic properties. The predicate 

usually consists of a verb stem, as the base, and one or more affixes or clitics. The verbal 

affixes, primarily suffixes, have a wide range of morphosyntactic functions, including 

transitive, causative, middle, reflexive, reciprocal, and applicative. 

Salish applicative suffixes and the constructions that they mark are the focus of 

this thesis. According to Donna Gerdts (p.c.), Mithun (1 999), Payne (1 997), and Peterson 

(1 999), applicative affixes appear on the verb when the direct object refers to a 

participant that is not a theme but rather a semantically oblique nominal that is related to 

the event, such as a recipient, benefactive, possessor, goal, or stimulus.' In other words, 

the applicative suffix signals the presence of a non-theme direct object, referred to in this 

thesis as the applied object. 

Observe the following Okanagan examples: 

(1) Okanagan 
a. kan n-Kik 

1 SG.SUB LOC-afraid 
'I got scared. (A. Mattina 1987:252) 

' I use the theme here'in the general use of typological linguistics to refer to the patient of 
transitive verbs and also the object being transferred in a ditransitive. Semantically oblique 
nominals are non-theme nominals that do not undergo the event expressed by the verb, but rather 
express some nominal in relation to the event, such as a recipient, beneficiary, goal, manner, 
reason, and stimulus. 
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b. n-Xil-ma-n t-s-an. 
LOC-~~~~~~-REL-TR-~sG.oBJ- I SG.SUB 

'I got scared of you.' (A. Mattina 1994:2 19) 

(1 a) is an intransitive construction having only one participant, a first-person singular 

subject expressed by an intransitive subject clitic. In contrast, (I b) is an applicative 

construction, as indicated by the applicative suffix -mi? which appears between the verb 

root and the transitive suffix. The applicative construction is syntactically transitive: the 

subject in the applicative construction is the first-person singular ergative suffix, the 

direct object is expressed as pronominal object inflection, and the verb is explicitly 

marked with the transitive suffix. The applied object is not a theme, but rather a 

semantically oblique nominal related to the event, in this case the stimulus. 

In sum, the applicative in (I b) is a transitive construction with a direct object, the 

applied object, which refers to a semantically oblique nominal relating to the event. I 

refer to such applicatives as "relational applicatives" and to the suffixes that occur in 

them as "relational (applicative) suffixes". Relational suffixes attach to a wide range of 

predicates, including psychological events, speech acts, and motions. The applied objects 

play a variety of semantic roles, including stimulus, content, and goal. Chapter 3 of this 

thesis is a survey and analysis of relational applicatives in Salish. 

Salish languages have a second type of applicative construction, which I refer to 

as "redirective applicatives". The redirective suffix is attached to a transitive base and the 

applied object plays a role such as dative, benefactive, or possessive. Compare the 

following Shuswap examples: 

2 i is reduced to a or deleted when unstressed. 
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(2) Shuswap 
a. m-kul-n-s \I mimx. 

P E R F - ~ & ~ - T R - ~  SUB DET basket 
'She made the basket.' (Dwight Gardiner p.c.) 

b. m-k61-x-t-s Y nuXWankw ta mimx. 
P E R F - ~ ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R - ~ S U B  DET woman OBL basket 
'She made a basket for the woman.' (Gardiner 1993:3 1) 

(2a) is a simple transitive construction. The verb is overtly marked by a transitive suffix 

and the subject is indicated by the third-person ergative suffix. The theme 'basket' is the 

direct object and appears as a plain NP, marked only with a determiner. In contrast, (2b) 

is a redirective applicative construction containing the redirective suffix -x(i)  between the 

verb root and the transitive suffix. The theme 'basket' is an oblique-marked NP, i.e. 

preceded by the preposition ta. The applied object 'the woman' has the semantic role of 

benefactive but the syntactic role of direct object, so it appears as a plain NP 

In general, clauses in Salish languages are limited to two syntactic arguments- 

the subject and the direct object. Semantically ditransitive clauses encode only two 

nominals as direct arguments. What is different between mono-transitive clauses like (2a) 

and ditransitive clauses like (2b) is that the direct object role is assigned to the theme in 

(2a) but it is assigned to a semantically oblique nominal in (2b). The redirective 

applicative suffix allows for an increase in the semantic valence of the verb by allowing 

the expression of the semantically oblique nominal in the clause, but it does not increase 

the verb's syntactic valence, since this is limited to two core arguments in Salish 

languages. The redirective suffix has the function of "redirecting" the semantic alignment 

of the direct object from the theme to a semantically oblique nominal. Redirective 

suffixes attach to a wide range of transitive predicates and the applied objects play a 



variety of semantic roles, including dative, benefactive, possessive, and source. Chapter 4 

of this thesis is a survey and analysis of redirective applicatives in Salish. 

In Chapter 2, I give an overview of Salish morphosyntax, the syntax of 

applicative constructions, and their discourse function. Much more could have been said 

on these topics, but I limit my discussion to some key points that serve as background for 

my survey of Salish applicative suffixes in Chapters 3,4, and 5. 

A recurrent theme in this thesis is that Salish applicatives are organized by a two- 

way typology into relationals and redirectives. Relational applicatives are formed on 

intransitive bases. In Chapter 3, I classify the relational suffixes according to the 

semantics of the verbs to which they attach. Redirective applicatives are formed on 

transitive bases. In Chapter 4, I discuss the redirective suffixes according to the semantics 

of the applied object. Some applicative constructions, especially those found in Bella 

Coola, do not fit neatly into this binary classification. In Chapter 5,1 probe some issues 

that arise when dealing with the full set of applicative suffixes in Salish, in particular the 

relationship of applicatives to simple transitive clauses. 

In Chapters 6 and 7, I discuss the applicative suffixes in relation to other 

morphosyntactic suffixes that appear on the predicate. In Chapter 6, I discuss the 

complex topic of transitive marking and object suffixes. In Chapter 7, I catalog the 

morphemes that occur before and after the applicative suffix in each language. The two- 

way typology makes certain predictions regarding the co-occurrence of applicatives with 

other suffixes. These predictions are substantiated by the Salish data. ' 

In Chapter 8, I conclude with an overview of the Salish applicative system, 

placing it in a typological perspective. While a thorough discussion of the cross-linguistic 



typology of applicatives is outside the scope of this thesis, I highlight some of the 

similarities and differences between Salish applicatives and those found in other 

languages of the world. 

I continue this chapter with some preliminary remarks. I give a brief introduction 

to Salish languages (section 1. I), a survey of previous work on Salish applicatives 

(section 1.2), and an explication of the data used in my research (section 1.3). 

1 1 Salk h languages. 

There are twenty-three Salish languages currently or historically spoken in British 

Columbia, Washington, Idaho, Montana, and Oregon (see Czaykowska-Higgins and 

Kinkade 1998:2 for a map). Table 1 shows the Salish languages and their principal 

dialects. Dialects shown in boldface are the main sources in this thesis: 



Table 1. Salish Language ~ a m i l ~ ~  

BRANCH 
Bella Coola 

Central Salish 

Tillamook 

Tsarnosan 

Interior 
Salish 

Northern 
Interior 

Southern 
Interior 

Bella Coola 
Comox 
Pentlatch 
Sechelt 
Squamish 

Halkomelem 

Nooksack 

Northern Straits 

Klallam 

Lushootseed 

Twana 
Tillamook 

Upper Chehalis 

Cowlitz 
Quinault 
Lower Chehalis 

Lillooet 

Okanagan 
Kalispel 
Coeur dYAlene 

Columbian 

DIALEC?' 
Bella Coola, Kimsquit, Tallio 
Island Comox. Sliammon 

Upriver (Chilliwack), Downriver 
(Musqueam), Island (Cowichan, 
Nanaimol 

Saanich, Sooke, Songhees, Samish, 
Lummi, Semiahmoo 

Northern Lushootseed, Southern 
Lushootseed 

Tillamook, Siletz 
Oakville Chehalis, Satsop, Tenino 
Chehalis 

Lower Lillooet (Mount Currie), 
Upper Lillooet (Fountain) 

Eastern. Western 
Northern, Southern (Colville) 
S~okane .  Kalis~el. Flathead 

Chelan, Entiat, Wenatchee (Pesquous), 
Moses-Colum bia 

Pentlatch, Nooksack, Twana, and Tillamook are no longer spoken, and the other Salish 

languages are endangered or near extinction (Czaykowska-Higgins and Kinkade 1998). 

3 This table is based on information from Czaykowska-Higgins and Kinkade (1 998), Suttles 
(1990), and Walker (1998). The language names I use here are the traditional names used by 
scholars working on Salish languages. Various tribes and bands use self-designating names of the 
languages. (See Czaykowska-Higgins and Kinkade 1998:64ff.) But since these names often vary 
from dialect to dialect, there are multiple names for each language and so using them in this study 
would make it difficult for the non-Salishanist readers to follow the discussion. 
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1.1.1 Subgrouping. 

As shown in Table 1, Salish languages are grouped into five branches-Bella 

Coola, Central Salish, Tillamook, Tsamosan and Interior Salish. The two outlier 

languages, Bella Coola to the north and Tillamook in the south, each constitute a distinct 

branch. Interior Salish is divided into two sub-branches-Northern Interior Salish 

(Shuswap, Lillooet, and Thompson) and Southern Interior Salish (Okanagan, Kalispel, 

Coeur d' Alene, Columbian). Tsamosan consists of two sub-branches-Maritime 

(Quinault and Lower Chehalis) and Inland (Upper Chehalis and Cowlitz), but only data 

from the latter are considered in this thesis. The Central Salish languages form a chain of 

related languages, though there is some evidence for several sub-branches-the Northern 

branch (Comox, Pentlatch, and Sechelt) and the Central branch (Squarnish, Halkomelem, 

Nooksack, Northern Straits, and Klallarn), and the Southern branch (Lushootseed and 

Twana) (Dale Kinkade, p.c.). Squamish and Nooksack are closely related. The languages 

Northern Straits and Klallam are grouped under the term Straits. The Saanich dialect of 

Northern Straits and the Island Dialect of Halkomelem are in close contact and have 

many shared features. 

The exact nature of the historical relationship among the five branches of Salish is 

in some dispute. Many references simply treat the five branches as coordinate daughters 

of Proto-Salish, though Bella Coola is recognized as the most divergent of the Salish 

languages (Czaykowska-Higgins and Kinkade 1998:l-5). So it is not unreasonable to 

claim, as did L. Thompson (1 979a), that Bella Coola split from the rest of the Salish 

languages. The status of the other outlier language, Tillamook, is more problematic. 

Czaykowska-Higgins and Kinkade (1 998:4) treat Tillamook as a separate branch but say 



it is more closely related to Central Salish than to any other branch. L. Thompson (1979a) 

considers Tillamook to be joined with the Central Salish languages in a branch called 

Coast ~ a l i s h . ~  1t is also difficult to place the Tsamosan languages within Salish, partly 

because of the scarcity of data. They parallel Central Salish languages in some respects 

and Interior Salish languages in others, though Dale Kinkade (p.c.) speculated that they 

are probably more closely affiliated with Central Salish. 

These considerations lead me adopt the following family tree, after Hinkson 

(1 999). 

4 Kroeber (1 999) refers to Central Salish as "Coast Salish". However, I follow the practice of 
Suttles (1 990) using Coast Salish only as a cultural term. 
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Figure 1. The Salish Language Family 
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Several factors contribute to the confusion about the relationships of the modern 

languages. The time depth of Proto-Salish is between 3000 and 6000 years (Kroeber 

1999: 1) and the Salish people have spread over a vast area during that time. On the other 

hand, we ofien see wave-like distribution of features that cross-cut genetic sub-groupings 

suggesting on-going contact. Also, the Salish languages are part of a Northwest Coast 

linguistic area and many features are shared with neighboring language families (L. 

Thompson and Kinkade l990:4244). 

1.1.2 Comparative/historical Salish studies. 

In addition to a number of grammars, dictionaries, and collections of texts for 

various Salish languages, there exists a substantial body of work on historical- 

comparative Salish. L. Thompson (1979a) remains the definitive work on phonology. See 

Kroeber (1 999:6-10) for a synopsis. 

Overall, Salish languages have very similar sound systems. They have a rich 

inventory of consonants and few vowels. The Salish languages distinguish two series of 

stops, affricates, and resonants: plain and glottalized. Uvulars contrast with velars and, in 

some languages, pharyngeals; these points of articulations also contrast plain with 

labialized consonants. Laterals include I, the lateral fricative 1, and the glottalized lateral 

affricate d. 

Following Kroeber (1 999:xxix), I use the following symbols for representing 

Salish consonants and vowels: 



Figure 2. Salish Consonants 

Figure 3. Salish ~owels'  

L. Thompson (1 979a) posits a set of sound correspondences; see Kroeber (1 999:8) for a 

list. Some sound changes relevant to this thesis are given in Table 2. 

5 I write a where Adams et al. (2005), Galloway (1997), and Galloway et al. (2004) have a: in 
Nooksack, e where Gardiner (1 993) has E in Shuswap, and e and o where Doak (1 993, 1997) has 
E and 3 respectively in Coeur dYAlene. 
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Table 2. Some Relevant Sound Changes 

1 *x 1 s 1 Northern Straits, Klallam I 

Pf4 , ,  , 

*x 

1.2 Previous research on Salish applicatives. 

There is no corpus of work on applicatives in the Salish literature, and in fact 

most reference grammars have little to say about them. Generally, applicatives are treated 

as part of the transitive morphology in reference grammars and their function is covered 

in a few paragraphs. See section 1.2.1 for a survey. 

Shapard (1 980) is an exception in that he conducted a comparative study on some 

applicative suffixes in Interior Salish. Gerdts (1 988b) devotes a chapter of her Relational 

/ . "  I , f 

I A <  .- 1 5 ' T 
,, >, f ,  , , , , * $ t 2 -  $ ,  :*:Y* !vq*:tc A kkM@o&A& , ?  , . f i , 6 ? - : >  - t A  !? ,$ r2$' ??' $. -: i 

*m 
*m 
*m 
*n 

S Comox, Sechelt, Squamish, [Island] Halkomelem, Nooksack, 
Lushootseed, Twana, Tillamook, Upper Chehalis, Cowlitz, Kalispel, 
Coeur d' Alene 

Comparative grammatical overviews are given by L. Thompson (1 979a), 

Czaykowska-Higgins and Kinkade (1998), and Kroeber (1 999). Two substantial 

comparative works of note are Kroeber's (1 999) study of subordination and Hinkson's 

(1 999) study of lexical suffixes. Several other topics have been addressed in smaller 

works. Pronouns have been treated by Newrnan (1 977,1979a, 1979b, l98O), H. Davis 

(2000), and Kiyosawa (2004b); negation by H. Davis (2001 b); aspect by Kinkade (1996); 

numeral classifiers by Gerdts and Hinkson (2004b); and reduplication by Van Eijk (1 990, 

1998). Unpublished work by Dale Kinkade on comparative morphology includes a set of 

course handouts (Kinkade 1998). 

g 
b 
w 
d 

Northern Straits, Klallam 
Lushootseed, Twana 
Tillamook 
Lushootseed, Twana 



Grammar analysis of Halkomelem to applicatives. Several papers have addressed 

applicatives in individual languages: Comox (Watanabe 1996), Columbian (Kinkade 

1980, 1982), Halkomelem (Gerdts and Hinkson 2004a, Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b), 

Kalispel (Carlson 1980), Lushootseed (Hess and Bates 2004), Okanagan (A. Mattina 

1982,1994, N. Mattina 1993), Shuswap (Kuipers 1992), Thompson (L. Thompson and M. 

Thompson 1980), and Twana (Kiyosawa and N. Thompson 2000). 

My own research on applicatives began with Dale Kinkade's Salish Seminar at 

the University of British Columbia in November 1998. In his handouts for this course, he 

listed various suffixes and particles found in Salish languages and posited reconstructions. 

He suggested reconstructions for several applicative suffixes, though some were quite 

tentative, as discussed below. I undertook a survey of the applicative suffixes in Salish 

languages, using grammars, dictionaries, and theses, and added several applicative 

suffixes to his list. In the term paper for that class, I catalogued example phrases and 

sentences of applicative suffixes and classified them into two categories; redirective and 

relational. This work led to three conference papers: 'Classification of applicatives in 

Salishan Languages' (Kiyosawa 1999),'Proto-Salish applicatives' (Kiyosawa 2002), and 

'The distribution of possessive applicatives in Interior Salish Languages' (Kiyosawa 

2004a). Chapters 3,4, and 5 expand on these topics. 

My explorations into applicatives led to the issue of two sets of object suffixes in 

Salish languages, leading to Kiyosawa (2004b). Results of this research are discussed and 

expanded upon in Chapter 6. Gerdts and Kiyosawa (2005a, 200%) address the discourse 

functions of Salish applicatives. We examine one hundred examples of relational 

applicatives from Salish texts, and discuss the applied object in discourse. 



Most of the data in this thesis are taken from secondary sources from the 

published literature. Also, I worked on Twana with Nile Thompson, looking through field 

notes of Kinkade (n.d.) and N. Thompson (n.d.), to identify applicatives (Kiyosawa and 

N. Thompson 2000). In addition, Donna Gerdts and I worked with Ruby Peter, a speaker 

of Island Halkomelem, on psych applicatives, and this led to several publications (Gerdts 

and Kiyosawa 2003,2004aY 2004b, 2005b). 

1.2.1 A survey of applicative suffixes. 

The following is a brief summary of the descriptions of applicative suffixes in the 

various Salish languages. 

1.2.1.1 Bella Coola. 

P. Davis and Saunders (1 997:49-65) recognize two suffixes -amk and -m, 

defined in terms of the concepts "nucleus" and "periphery". They say: "If the 

PARTICIPANT elicits an -m when placed on the NUCLEUS of the PROPO~ITION, it is an 

EXPERIENCER; and if it elicits an -amk it will be perceived as IMPLEMENT." (P. Davis and 

Saunders 1997:60) 

Nater (1984:62-64) refers to -m as a transitivizer, and treats -amk6 as a suffix 

that follows both intransitive and transitive verbs. He discusses three different functions 

of -amk; to derive a transitive verb from an intransitive base, to derive a transitive from a 

transitive base, and to derive an intransitive verb from an intransitive base. 

-amk appears as -yamk following a. 
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1.2.1.2 Coeur d' Alene. 

Reichard (1 938:625-626) lists applicatives under "syntactic suffixes7', and states 

that "[s]yntactic suffixes serve the purpose of showing relationships between different 

parts of the sentence. There are several datives, all used with the usual transitive 

combinations of object-subject in all of the tenses. In all cases the dative refers to the 

object." She defines each suffix as follows: - f i t  'as a favor to'; -i 'in behalf of, instead 

o f  ; and - tul 'for, in reference to'. The relational suffix -min7 is listed under "verbal 

suffixes" (Reichard 1938:608) and glossed 'used for'. 

Doak (1 997: 142-1 60) treats redirective suffixes as transitivizers. The "applicative 

transitivizers" introduce a third participant to the argument structure of the sentence and 

alter the role of the direct object. She labels -s'(i) as "benefactive applicative", -1  as 

"possessor applicative", and - tdl  as "dative applicative". She further states that 

"benefactive applicative" -@) also functions to assign source or recipient objects, and 

"possessor applicative" -1 functions to assign dative objects. She does not specifically 

discuss the relational applicative -min, though some examples with -min  glossed as 

'relational' are presented. 

1.2.1.3 Columbian. 

The Columbian apF ~licative suffixes are discussed in Kinkade (1 980) in terms o 

"two goals" being implied for transitive stems, and in Kinkade (1982) as "transitive 

inflection", which includes "a number of grammatical categories such as transitive, 

transitivizer, control, indirective, causative, object pronoun, and subject pronoun." 

7 The suffix -min is not morphologically segmentable synchronically in Coeur d'Alene, but n is 
probably from the general transitive suffix *-nt. This issue is discussed further in Chapter 6. 
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Kinkade (1 980:33) says that "the label 'indirective' is appropriate for Cm [Columbian] as 

well [as for Thompson], and the whole class [except -min] might be called 

'redirectives'." Kinkade (1998) labels direct objects with -xi  as "dative" and with - 1  as 

"genitive". Kinkade (1 982:53) says that -min 'relational' may be considered to be a 

transitivizer. He follows L. Thompson and M. Thompson's (1992:73) discussion 

of -min in Thompson: "the relational . . . refers to objects toward which the subject is 

moving or in relation to whodwhich the action is accomplished." 

Columbian data in Willett (2003) comes from Dale Kinkade7s files and Ewa 

Czaykowska-Higgins' field notes, as well as Willett's own field notes. Please refer to 

Willett (2003) for the original source of each example. Willett (2003: 135-143) discusses 

all three redirective applicatives, -xit, -it, and - tult, in her section on 'applicatives', 

and -1 under 'external possession'. She defines applicative as a valence-changing 

operation. She does not specifically discuss the relational applicative -mi. 

1.2.1.4 Comox. 

Watanabe (2003 :243-26 1) discusses three suffixes - '/am, -ni, and -mi, calling 

the first two "indirective" suffixes and the third "relational". The suffix - yam (realized 

as -a 7am after a sequence of two consonants, followed by the control or the noncontrol 

transitivizer) creates stems that imply an actor and two goals. - m i  is found mostly 

following intransitive stems. - n i  has been attested with only two intransitive verbs: 

.\I&v~.ul 'steal' and .\I& 'rain'. 

8 The suffix -xitis not morphologically segmentable synchronically in Columbian, but t probably 
derives from the lexicalized general transitive suffix *-n t. This issue is discussed further in 
Chapter 6. 
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1.2.1.5 Cowlitz. 

Kinkade (2004:232-23 5) discusses seven applicative suffixes. The relational 

suffix -mi has two variants: - m i  before first-person and second-person singular and first- 

person plural object suffixes, and -mis in third-person imperfective forms with a zero 

third-person object, before the reciprocal suffix, and in perfective forms before 

passive -m. He says that the transitive suffix - tas is probably a second relational suffix. 

There are five applicative suffixes that allow a speaker to change an indirect 

object to a direct object, -3i, -tux "t, -nil, -ni2, and -s(t). He notes that constructions with 

the suffix -3i often include 'for' in their translation or indicate that there is a benefit for 

the object. However, this suffix cannot be considered to be a benefactive in all cases. 

Thus, "it is not tied to a particular set of thematic roles, but rather can promote all kinds 

of indirect objects to direct object status." The suffix -tux "t was recorded with too few 

examples to determine its precise function. He states that comparative evidence from 

Upper Chehalis-although its role there is not entirely clear either-suggests that - tux "t 

is used when an oblique object is raised to direct object status, and the original direct 

object is possessed by someone. The suffixes -nil  and -ni2 are identical in form, but 

Kinkade treats them as distinct because different transitive suffixes follow them.9 The 

suffix -s(t) is attested only than three roots. 

1.2.1.6 Halkomelem. 

Applicative suffixes have been identified for all three dialects of Halkomelem. 

9 In Kinkade's terms, -nil takes - t objects while -ni2 takes -y  type causative objects. This is 
discussed further in Chapter 6. 
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For the Upriver dialect, Galloway (1993:248-249) discusses "transitivizers 

(control suffixes)", which include the suffixes -(a)xY 'do purposely to s-th or s-o 

(especially to an inanimate object)', -maT l o  'happen (with little control) to do an action 

not directly affecting s-o or s-thy, and -(a)las '(accidentally, happen to, manage to) do to 

s-o or s-th'. He discusses the benefactive suffix -ic under the rubric of "beneficiary 

suffixes", which also include reflexive and reciprocal (Galloway 1993:255-257). 

For the Downriver dialect, Suttles (2004:237-243) briefly illustrates four 

applicative suffixes: - n as 'goal', -as 'recipient', '-lc 'benefactive' , and -mat 'concern'. 

For the Island dialect, the ditransitive constructions and applicative constructions 

with the benefactive suffix -ic are discussed in Hukari (1 976b) and Leslie (1 979). 

Hukari (1 979) discusses the role of oblique-marked nominals in redirective applicatives, 

showing that they parallel the oblique-marked themes in antipassive constructions. Gerdts 

(1 988b) suggests that there are four applicatives, which she analyzes in terms of the 

Relational Grammar concept of advancement: a nominal bearing the semantic role of 

recipient, benefactive, causal, or directional advances from an indirect object or oblique 

relation at the initial level of structure to the direct object relation at the final level. These 

advancements are marked by the verbal suffixes -as 'recipientldative', -1c 

'benefactive', -me7 'causallstimulus', and -nas 'directional'. Gerdts gives various 

arguments for the objecthood of the applied object, including pronominal marking, 

passivization, quantifier interpretation, and possessor extraction. She discusses relational 

applicatives with respect to the unaccusative hypothesis, and shows that they are 

I0 //TI/ is realized as Obefore -&y 'first-person singular object' and -dm3 'second person 
singular object', and t elsewhere (Galloway 1993:128). 
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problematic for the Relational Grammar claim that unaccusatives do not passivize (see 

also Gerdts 1984). She discusses persodanimacy conditions on advancements (see also 

Gerdts 1988a). Her later discussions of the morphosyntax of Halkomelem applicatives 

are cast in Mapping Theory (1993, 1998). 

In recent work on Halkomelem applicatives, Gerdts and Kiyosawa (2005b) 

discuss applicatives with - m e  7, Gerdts (2004b) discusses applicatives with -nas, and 

Gerdts and Hinkson (2004a) discuss the dative applicative -as, giving evidence that it 

grammaticalized from the lexical suffix for 'face'. Gerdts (2000) and Gerdts and Hukari 

(2006b) discuss the co-occurrence of the benefactive applicative -ic with reflexives, 

reciprocals, and middle voice. Gerdts (2003) exemplifies the co-occurrence of 

applicatives and lexical suffixes. Gerdts and Hukari (2004b, 2006a) point out applicative 

uses of the causative suffix -stax ". 

1.2.1.7 Kalispel. 

Vogt (1 940:3 1,34) identifies two applicative suffixes, -3i and -1, which he does 

not name. He presents examples of these suffixes occurring in 'relative forms', where 

they are attached to verb roots belonging to Class IV verbs, i.e. verbs have a transitive or 

causative suffix in their completive form. He points out a difference between the two 

suffixes with respect to the definiteness of the theme NP: the theme is indefinite in 

clauses with -3i and definite in clauses with -1. He lists the suffix - m h  as a causative 

suffix, and says that this suffix may be called "instrumental", and that it is undoubtedly 

related to the nominal suffix -min with instrumental meaning (Vogt 194059). 

Carlson (1980:25) glosses -3ias 'benefactive/substitutive' and - I  as 'relative', 

because it builds a stem with two 'goals' (one direct, the other indirect) that somehow 
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relate to each other in the predication. One difference between the two suffixes is that the 

oblique t marks indirect goals of -3i stems, and the prepositions ZWal 'relative tolbylfor' 

and E 'to' mark indirect goals of - I  stems (Carlson 1980:24). The suffix -min is glossed 

as 'relational' as well as 'instrumental' in Carlson and Flett (1 989: vi). 

1.2.1.8 Klallam. 

Montler (1 996) discusses "six special transitivizing morphemes" under the rubric 

applicatives, though he suspects that "perhaps they do not all fit in a category of what is 

traditionally termed applicative". These six morphemes include three causative 

morphemes and a transitivizer -tax 7 in addition to two applicative suffixes -s i t  and -nas. 

Montler (1 996) refers to -si t  as the dative applicative, and says: "The presence of this 

affix creates a ditransitive stem with a recipient/beneficiary/source direct object and an 

implied patient." He glosses the sufEx -nas as 'aggressive', indicating "that the direct 

object is approached by an agent with a particular intent. The usual interpretation is that 

the intent is hostile." 

1.2.1.9 Lillooet. 

Van Eijk (1997: 113-1 16) says that the suffix -xi t  "refers to an indirect object, i.e., 

a beneficiary or recipient, or the one from whom something is taken." The suffix -min, 

he says, refers to an object that is affected less drastically than an object referred to by 

general transitive suffix. 



1.2.1.10 Lushootseed. 

Bates et al. (1 994: xvi) list four applicative suffixes. -yi is a "secondary suffix 

marking transferred agent, benefactive, dative, recipient."' ' It appears as -yi '* in 

Northern Lushootseed and -5i in Southern Lushootseed. The suffix -i is a secondary stem 

extender that allows the transitive suffix -d  to be attached to roots which normally lack a 

patient. I treat this suffix as an allomorph of the relational suffix - bi in this paper, since -i 

surfaces after the middle (intransitive) suffix -(a)b. The third suffix -cis a "portmanteau 

of suffix sequence - t-s, transitive suffix marking patient-oriented verbs". They say that it 

often converts a verb of motion into one that takes a goal patient. Bates et al. (1994) list a 

fourth suffix -s, which attaches to verbs of motion ending in -il to form a transitive verb 

with a patient direct complement. The combination of -il plus -s surfaces as -is. However, 

I follow the earlier analysis of Hess' (1967: 16) that -s is an allomorph of -c since it only 

occurs following -il. 

Following Kiyosawa (1 999) and Gerdts and Kiyosawa (2003), Hess and Bates 

(2004) give a lengthy analysis of Lushootseed applicatives, providing revised treatments 

of previously identified suffixes, dative -yi, and relational -i, and new treatments of two 

additional suffixes, relational - bi and relational - di. Thus, they posit three relational 

suffixes for Lushootseed. The suffix - bi attaches to motion, transfer, psych, and speech 

act verbs. They state that they cannot give a precise description of -di, since it is attested 

with only two roots, dq "u?q "a ?'drink3 and dqada 'steal'. 

1 1  See Beck (1 994) for an account of the syntactic difference between firstlsecond-person applied 
objects and third-person applied objects in the construction formed with -yi. 
12 According to Hess ( 1  967), the Snohomish dialect uses -ii and the Skagit dialect uses -yi. 
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Hess and Bates (2004) say that relational -i occurs in three environments: 

between a verb root and the transitive suffix - d, between an intransitive suffix - ( i b  and 

the transitive suffix -d, and between a lexical suffix and the transitive suffix -d. However, 

I treat the suffix -i that occurs between the intransitive suffix and the transitive suffix as 

an allomorph of - bi. The examples of the suffix - i  in the other environments do not seem 

to be applicatives, so those examples are not dealt with in this thesis. 

Hess and Bates (2004:75) defer discussion of - c because it does not co-occur with 

the default transitive suffix, saying: "We suspect its basic properties to be those of a 

primary transitivizer, in contrast with the secondary transitivizers discussed here." 

1.2.1.1 1 Nooksack. 

Galloway (1 997) discusses the applicative suffixes under the rubric of 

transitivizers. He glosses the suffix -Si l 3  as 'do purposely for s-01s-t (benefactive)' or 'do 

purposely on s-01s-t (malefactive)'. Under his analysis, - t is the purposive control 

transitivizer. He glosses the suffix -n i t  as 'do indirectly affecting s-01s-t', and he posits 

that it is an indirective control transitivizer. Thus, under Galloway's analysis t is not 

segmentable in -nit. However, I analyze t in both -E- t and -ni- t as the transitive suffix. 

Galloway glosses the suffix -ns  as '(happen to) do to s-01s-t' and posits that it is 

"probably another limited control transitivizer". 

13 Galloway (1 997:201) notes that xY replaces Sin many words in the speech of George 
Swanaset, probably due to the phonological influence of Upriver Halkomelem. 
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1.2.1.12 Northern Straits. 

Data used in this thesis are from the Saanich dialect. Montler (1 986: 167-168, 

170-1 74) refer to -si and -giy as 'factives', which imply a secondary involvement 

between the object and the subject, and calls -si 'indirective' and -giy 'relational'. He 

states: "[wlhen this sufix [-sil is present a third participant is implied and the participant 

expressed in the object suffix is the goal rather than the patient of the predicate"; and 

"[wlhen this suffix [-giy] is present the participant expressed in the object suffix is the 

goal as well as the patient of the predicate." He treats the suffix -nas as a transitivizing 

suffix, and glosses it as 'purposive', stating that its presence implies a patient object and 

an agent subject that exerts conscious control over the activity expressed in the predicate. 

1.2.1.13 Okanagan. 

A. Mattina (1 982) discusses -x@)t and -it, and states that they are ditransitives 

that include explicit reference to an actor, a primary goal (usually the recipient), and a 

third-person secondary goal (usually the direct object). He explains the difference 

between -x(i)t and - i t  ditransitives in terns of focus: -x@)t ditransitives focus on the 

primary goal, while -It  ditransitives focus on the secondary goal. A second difference is 

that the secondary goal complement is marked by the proclitic tin -x(i)t ditransitives but 

not in - I t  ditransitives. A. Mattina (1982) calls -m@) a 'transitivising suffix', which 

attaches to intransitive roots. A. Mattina (1994) states that the transitivizer - tgit marks 

the introduction into the sentence of a new direct object, with the concomitant demotion 

of the object person marker to the role of indirect object. In contrast the transitivizer -I t  



marks the introduction into the sentence of a possessed direct object with concomitant 

demotion of the direct object marker to the role of possessor. 

N. Mattina (1993) discusses -x@)t and -i t  as a part of the (di)transitive system. 

She states that the goal-type nominal in ditransitives controls object agreement on the 

verb, an agreement pattern commonly referred to as applicative agreement. N. Mattina 

(1 996:69-78) discusses derivational word formation rules in Okanagan, including 

'dative' -x@)t and 'possessional' -ity and their grammatical relations (pp. 45-50). 

Hkbert (1 982: 1 12-1 78) discusses three suffixes in Nicola Lake Okanagan, -x(O 

'benefactive', - 1  'indirective', and -m@) 'relational', within the framework of Relational 

Grammar. She says that constructions with -x@) generally mean that the action is 

performed "for the benefit of someone", whereas with -1 constructions mean that the 

action is performed "tolon someone". 

1.2.1.14 Sechelt. 

Beaumont (1985:102-112) refers to -15mt, -nit, and -mit as "special transitive verb 

endings", and calls them 'benefactive', 'malefactive' and 'attitude' respectively. He says 

that the special transitive endings -nit  and -6m t are added to a verb to indicate that the 

subject of the sentence is doing something 'against' (-nit) or 'for' (-e'm t) someone else, 

and -mit is added to indicate some attitude on the part of the subject towards someone or 

something else. He also says that -&n t indicates an action performed by the subject that 

"works to the advantage of someone else", i.e. a benefactive, and - n i t  is used when the 

action performed by the subject "works to the disadvantage of someone else", i.e. a 

malefactive. 



1.2.1.15 Shuswap. 

Kuipers (1974:45-53) refers to both applicative suffixes -x($ and - m(i) as 

'complex transitivizers', grouping them with the non-control suffix -n w66 t. He states 

that the suffix -x(iJ refers to a human secondary object, usually a benefactive, and that the 

suffix -m@) refers to an object that is affected indirectly, superficially, or malefactively 

by the action. Kuipers (1992) states that "the productivity of -m@)n t- is limited to certain 

semantic categories." These categories are basically similar to those I use in this thesis. 

He posits five types of verbs: mental acts (e.g. think of, want no longer, be fed up with, 

want, feel bad about (a loss)/mourn); bodily movements (e.g. gather around someone, 

turn away from, dodge, approach, run afterlpursue); sign-behavior (e.g. point at, sing (a 

song)/sing about someone, wink at, talk about, cry forlmourn); placing or shifting (e.g. 

put something on top of someone, put on (clothes)luse, throw (away) something, 

putlplace something, spill); make into or use as (e.g. take possession oflown, enslave, sell, 

use as payment, use as a scarecrow). 

1.2.1.16 Squamish. 

Kuipers (1 967:78-79) refers to the suffixes -fit, -nit, and -min(7) as 'complex 

transitivizers', all referring to an object that is only indirectly involved in the action 

expressed by the stem. He states that -3i refers to the human destinee of the action, and 

that -n i t  refers to an object that is not the destinee of the action but bears some other 

relation to it. 



1.2.1.17 Thompson. 

L. Thompson and M. Thompson (l992:71-76) refer to the applicatives -x i  

and -min as 'indirective' and 'relational' respectively. L. Thompson and M. Thompson 

(1980:32) state: "-xi redefines the goal as the entity affected or interested, still marked as 

a direct complement and thus in primary focus, but the action itself is redirected toward a 

goal related to this entity." They define the relational as a suffix that "refers to objects 

toward which the subject is moving or in relation to whodwhich the action is 

accomplished." (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1992:73) The relational suffix -min 

appears as -m eh with certain strong roots. 

1.2.1.18 Tillamook. 

Egesdal and M. Thompson (1998) discuss three transitive suffixes: -5 

'indirective', -awi 'relational', and -as 'purposive'. They state: "-s'i indicates that the 

predicate has three arguments.. . hence it is called 'ditransitive'. It can identify 

benefactive, and malefactive activities, or connote neither benefit nor harm." The 

relational suffix - awi "indicates that the action is related to a third object, instrument, or 

goal.. . Perhaps the relational's original function was to transitivize activities not 

normally able to be transitivized." The suffix -as was "originally treated as an allomorph 

of -stx 'causative'". However, this analysis was abandoned because of the penultimate 

stress assignment rule. They state: "[d]iachronically, the s element in -stx "may reflect 

the same s element in -as." 



1.2.1.19 Twana. 

Based on data from the field notes of Kinkade (n.d.) and N. Thompson (n.d.), 

Kiyosawa and N. Thompson (2000) identify two applicatives: the redirective suffix -ii 

and the relational suffix -ac. Twana is extinct and the data is scarce. The suffix -5i is 

attested with only two roots and - ac  with seven. 

1.2.1.20 Upper Chehalis. 

Six Upper Chehalis 'grammatical affixes' in Kinkade (1991: 369-373) are 

relevant to this thesis: -g i  '4Lindirective', - tmi 'redirective', - tux "tl- tx "t 

'redirective', -mid-mn 'relational', -ni  'directive', and -tad- ts 'transitive'. The 

relational suffix appears as -mis when followed by a zero third-person object suffix, or 

the first/second-person plural object suffix, and as -mn elsewhere. The suffix -ni  is 

attested with only twelve roots (Kinkade 1998). 

1.2.2 The applicative suffixes. 

Table 3 lists the applicative suffixes found in twenty Salish languages:'" 

14 The Tenino Chehalis dialect uses -xi  (Kinkade 1991 :372). 
15 I do not represent stress in this table. When a vowel is unstressed in Salish, it is usually reduced 
to schwa or deleted. 
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Table 3. Salish Applicative Suffixes 

BRANCH I LANGUAGE 1; ' APPLICAXVE 

Bella CooIa I Bella Coola 1 -amk. -m 
I Comox I -'am. -mi, -n i  
I Sechelt I -em, -mi, -ni  

Central Salish 

Tillamook I Tillamook I -Si, -awi, -as 

Squamish 
Halkomelem 
Nooksack 
Northernstraits 

Klallam 
Lushootseed 
Twana 

Interior 
Salish 

-Si, -mi, -n i  
-as, -1c, -me', -nas 

v .  -si, -ni, -ns  
-si, -giy, -nas 

-si, -gi, -nas 
-yi, -bi, -di, -(a)c 
". -si. -ac 

Tsamo san 

1 Columbian 1 -xit. -1, -tu1, -mi 

Interior 

Southern 
Interior 

Each language has from two to six different applicative suffixes. In the next three 

chapters, I will discuss applicative constructions formed with the above suffixes. 

Upper Chehalis 
Cowlitz 

1.3 The corpus of data. 

Examples of applicative constructions have been obtained from twenty of the 

twenty-three Salish languages. Pentlatch, Quinault, and Lower Chehalis are not included 

in the corpus, as there was insufficient data on these languages, all of which are extinct. 

Most of the data come from the sources listed in Table 4: 

-Si, - tuxwt, -mi(s), -ni, - t(a)s, - tmi 
-Si, -tuxwt, -mi(s), -ni ,  -t(a)s, -s 

Lillooet 
' Thompson 
Shuswap 
Okanagan 
Kalispel 
Coeur d7Alene 

-xit, -min  
-xi, -mi 
-xi, -mi 
-xi, -1, -tu1, -mi  
-xi, -1, -mi  
- Si. - 1. - tul. - min 



Table 4. Data Sources 

Bella Coola 
Coeur d' Alene 

- 

P. Davis and Saunders (1980, 1997), Nater (1 984, 1990) 
Doak (1 997) 

Columbian 
Comox 

I Kiyosawa (2005b) 

Kinkade (1 980, 1982), Willett (2003) 
Watanabe (1 996.2003) 

Cowlitz 
Halkomelem 

Kinkade (2004) 
Gerdts (1988b), Gerdts and Hinkson (2004a), Gerdts and 

Kalispel 
Klallam 

Carlson (1972, 1980), Carlson and Flett (1 989) 
Montler (1 996.2000) 

Lillooet 
Lushootseed 
Nooksack 
Northern Straits 

Van Eijk (1 987, 1997) 
Bates et al. (1 994), Hess (1 967), Hess and Bates (2004) 
Adams et al. (2005), Galloway (1997), Galloway et al. (2004) 
Montler (1 986) 

Okanagan ' A. ~ a t t i n a  (1 982, 1994), N. Mattina (1 993, 1996) 

In making use of data from secondary sources, I have modified some 

morphological boundaries according to my own analysis of applicatives, and I have 

added morphological boundaries when they are not provided in the original data. When 

the original data do not have morpheme glosses, I have provided them by using 

dictionaries and grammars, and by referring to other data. Following the practice of 

Kroeber (1 999) and Hinkson (1 999), I have also changed some of the glosses from the 

original sources in order to standardize them to the abbreviations used here. I have tried to 

note important differences between my glossing and the original in passing, but I strongly 

advise consulting the original source before citing data given here. 

Sechelt 
Shuswap 
Squamish - 
Thompson 
Tillamook 
Twana 
Upper Chehalis 

Beaumont (1 985) 
Gardiner (1 993), Kuipers (1 974, 1992) 
Kuipers (1 967) 
L. Thompson and M. Thompson (1980,1992, 1996) 
Egesdal and M. Thompson (1 998) 
Kinkade (n.d.), N. Thompson (n.d.) 
Kinkade(l991) 



Making use of the data resulting from my search of secondary sources, as well as 

from my original fieldwork on Halkomelem, I constructed a database containing a total of 

971 examples. I encoded each example for the semantic class of the predicate and for the 

semantic role of the applied object, as well as other criteria derived from previous work 

on the typology of applicatives by Donna Gerdts @.c.) and Peterson (1 999). The 

categories were fine-tuned to suit the Salish data as my analysis developed. 

Throughout the thesis, I make remarks concerning the relative robustness of one 

suffix or another. Since the data were not collected under controlled conditions, but are 

simply a sample of convenience, any such remarks are meant to show general tendencies 

rather than statistically valid results. 

Two or more tokens with the same stem and the same applicative suffix count as 

one example in the database. For example, the Kalispel verb dhwd'makeldo' appears 

with the redirective suffix -s'(i) in three separate sentences in the database: 

(3) Kalispel 
a. kwdi-S- t-an Iu? Agnes I t yBmKwe'. 

make-WR-TR-1 SG.SUB ART Agnes ART OBL basket 
'I made a basket for Agnes.' (Carlson 1980:24) 

b. k w d -  S- t- rn-n. 
~ ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R - ~ S G . O B J -  1 SG.SUB 
'I made you something.' (Carlson and Flett 1989:35) 

c. stCrn Iu' kwd-S-t-m-n? 
what ART do-RDR-TR-~SG.OBJ-1 SG.SUB 

'What have I done to you?' (Carlson and Flett 1989:35) 

These three entries are treated as one example. However, if the same verb occurs with 

different applicative suffixes, each combination of verb and suflix is treated as a separate 



example. For example, the Okanagan verb .\lq ~1 'talk' appears in the database followed 

by the applicative suffixes -xi, -1, and - tuk these are counted as three separate examples: 

(4) Okanagan 
a. kwu qwalqwil-x- t-s. 

1 SG-OBJ talk-RDR-TR- SUB 
'He talked for me (in my stead).' (N. Mattina 1993:272) 

i? kal scan4a7ils-c. 
ART about business-~SG.POSS 

'He talked to my son about his business.' (A. Mattina 1994:208) 

c. kwu qwalqwal- tul- t-s i7 scan4aWs-c. 
1 SG.OBJ ~ ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R - ~ S U B  ART b u s i n e s s - 3 ~ ~ . ~ 0 ~ ~  
'He talked to me about his business.' (A. Mattina 1994:208) 

If a root forms distinct stems by means of lexical suffixation or suffixation with other 

types of suffixes, each combination is treated as a different example in the database: 

(5) Shuswap 
a. ryp-mi-n-s 

~ ~ ~ ~ Y - R E L - T R - ~  SUB 

'be angry at somebody' (Kuipers 1974:259) 

b. 8-'yp=ilLe-m-n-s 
in-angry=inside-~~~-TR-3~~~ 
'be angry at' (Kuipers l992:5O) 

The verb root dcyp 'angry' is directly followed by the relational suffix -mi in (5a), while 

in (5b) the lexical suffix =&e 'inside' intervenes between the root and the relational 

suffix. Therefore, (5a) and (5b) are treated as separate examples in the database. 

I entered the data into the database as full clauses. This allows for a better 

assessment of the roles of the NPs involved and the overall meaning of the construction. 



Chapter 2: The Syntax and Semantics of Applicatives 

In this chapter, I give a brief introduction to the syntax and discourse functions of 

Salish applicative constructions. I give brief overview of Salish morphosyntax (section 

2. I), including elucidation of the structure of applicative clauses (section 2.2), and a brief 

discussion of the discourse functions of applicatives (2.3), including their use to express 

highly topical nominals (section 2.3), which tend to rank high in terms of persodanimacy 

(section 2.4). 

2.1 Outline of the morphosyntax. 

Before turning to the discussion of applicative suffixes, I give a brief overview of 

the features of Salish morphosyntax that are necessary to understand the data and 

arguments presented in this thesis. I illustrate the marking of subject, object, and oblique 

noun phrases, subject and object agreement, passives, possessives, and extraction. 

2.1.1 NP marking. 

In Salish languages, VSO (verb-subject-object) is the most common word order, 

though some languages allow VOS and SVO order (Czaykowska-Higgins and Kinkade 

l998:37). Nominals are usually preceded by a determiner. For example, Halkomelem has 

a set of determiners that distinguish the features gender, deixis, and definiteness (Gerdts 

l988b:3 1): 



Table 5. Halkomelem Determiners 

Determiners precede the noun. 

REMOTE 

INDEFINITE 

(1) Halkomelem (Gerdts l988b:3 1) 
te3 sw5fqe7 'the man' (visible) 
kw8a slanlCni7 'the women' (invisible) 
8a slkni? 'the woman' (visible) 
la slkni? 'the woman' (invisible) 
kwa na-sPla 'my late grandfather' 
kwsa na-#la 'my late grandmother' 
k S6kwa 'some sugar' 

In Bella Coola and Lillooet, nominals are preceded by determiners and also followed by 

k w a 
kw, kw 

determiner or demonstrative enclitics: 

k "sa 

(2) Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 1997:75) 
ti $sxw tx 
ART rope DEM 

'the rope' 

(3) Lillooet (Van Eijk l987:325) 
ti kah a' 
DET car PTC 

'the car' 

In many Salish languages, as will be discussed more thoroughly below, obliques contrast 

with subject and object NPs with respect to nominal marking. For example, in 

1 H. Davis and Matthewson (2003) gloss this particle as determiner. 
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Halkomelem (in the Island dialect), oblique NPs must be preceded by an oblique marker, 

the catch-all preposition 7% 

(4) Halkomelem (Gerdts 1988b:7O) 
a. ni can GwBqw-at ?a kw8a ?an?-%pel-?a$. 

AUX 1 SG.SUB club-TR OBL DET ~SG.POSS-shovel-PAST 
'I hit him with your shovel.' 

Oblique markers vary from branch to branch of the Salish family: x in Bella 

Coola, i in Upper Chehalis and Cowlitz, 7a in most of the Coast Salish except Squarnish, 

which has t, and t in most of the Interior languages except Lillooet, which has 73, and 

Coeur d7Alene, which has 7e (Kroeber 1 999:43).2 

Bella Coola (Nater 1984:50) 
x ta stn 
OBL DET stick 
'with a stick' 

Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:267) 
1 tit  pan-iix 
OBL DET time-cold 
'[in] this winter' 

In addition to a general preposition, some languages, including Bella Coola, 

Upper Chehalis, 

Tillarnook, Lushootseed, and the Interior languages, have prepositions with more 

specific meanings (Kroeber 1999:44): 

* The same markers are also used to mark ergative NPs in Southern Interior Salish (Kroeber 
1999:52ff). 
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Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997:220) 
1 ti  citxw a 
PREP DET house PTC 

'in the house' 

Kalispel (Carlson and Flett 1989: 189) 
ti-ci? 
from-that 
'from there, from that' 

Subject marking. 

The subject marking differs in main versus subordinate clauses. (See H. Davis 

(2000) and Kroeber (1999) for more detail.) I will briefly outline subject marking in main 

clauses here. 

The subject is marked on the predicate either as a suffix (9) or a clitic (10): 

Columbian (Kinkade l982:52) 
?am-ci-nn. 
~ ~ ~ ~ - T R : ~ s G . o B J - ~  SG.SUB 
'I fed you.' 

Columbian (Kinkade 1982:59) 
kn ia?x-m-s-c~t .  
I SG.SUB ashame-REL-CS-RFLX 
'I'm ashamed of myself.' 

As noted by Kroeber (1 999: 16-1 8), subject is marked differently in different 

languages, depending on such features as person, transitivity, and clause type. In the 

Central Salish languages, subject clitics are used in main clauses, while subject suffixes 

are used in subordinate clauses. In the Interior languages, subject clitics are used with 

intransitive predicates and subject suffixes with transitive predicates. In Upper Chehalis, 

subject clitics are used with predicates in non-continuative aspects (stative and 

perfective) and subject suffixes in the continuative aspect. 



(1 1) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1991 :367) 
a. ?it %in En. 

PERF sing- I SG.SUB 

'I sang.' 

' 
b. s-'Wan-ani. 

IMPF-sing- 1 SG.SUB 
'I am singing.' 

In many Central Salish languages, the third-person is ergative in main clauses. 

See the following Halkomelem examples: 

(12) Halkornelem (Gerdts 1988b:47) 
a. ni bw8qw-a@imS-as. 

AUX club-TR: 1 SG.OBJ- SUB 
'Helshe clubbed me.' 

b. ni 3imaS-0. 
AUX walk-  SUB 
'Helshelit walked.' 

c. ni can cjwAqw-at-@. 
AUX 1 SG.SUB C ~ U ~ - T R - ~ O B J  

'I clubbed himlherlit.' 

Third-person pronominal marking is overt when the third person is the subject of the 

transitive clause as in (12a), but it is zero when the third person is the subject of the 

intransitive clause (12b) or the object of the transitive clause (12c). 

The subject suffixes and clitics are given in Table 6: 



Table 6. Subject Pronominal Suffixes and Clitics 

1 3SG f IPL I 3PL 1 

' It is not clear that Bella Coola subject suffixes are separable from the object suffixes. See Beck 
(1 994) and P. Davis and Saunders (1997) for discussion. 
4 In the Interior Salish languages, whenever the agent is first-person plural, a passive construction 
is used. 
5 Shuswap has two first-person plural subject forms: k t  is inclusive and k "ax "is exclusive. 
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2.1.3 Object marking. 

In Salish languages, pronominal objects referencing first- and second- persons are 

most commonly verbal suffixes appearing in the verb complex between transitive 

suffixes and subject suffixes (if any). In some languages, there are two different sets of 

object suffixes. I give examples illustrating the two object suffixes for first-person 

singular (1 3), second-person singular (1 4), first-person plural (1 5) ,  and second-person 

plural (16); the (a) examples involve the general transitive suffix and the (b) examples the 

causative suffix: 

Northern Straits (Montler 1986: 164, 167) 
a. s&s sxw. 

//s&at-s sxw// 
spzink-TR- 1 SG.(S)OBJ  SUB 
'You spanked me.' 

b. hietagas sx w. 
//hi6-staxw-agas sx w// 
10ng.time-CS- 1 SG.(M)OBJ  SUB 
'You kept me for a long time.' 

Columbian (Kinkade 198252) 
a. ?am-ci-nn. 

feed-~R:2sG.(s)oB~-1 SG.SUB 
'I fed YOU.' 

b. c-'am-std-m-n. 
~ T - ~ ~ ~ ~ - c s - ~ s G . ( M ) o B J -  1 SG.SUB 

'I'm feeding you.' 

Bella Coola (Nater l984:38, 39) 
a. ?al-'awI- tul-axw! 

PREP-f0110~-TR: 1 PL.(S)OBJ-~PL. SUB 

'Follow us, folks!' 

b. 'alps- tu- mul-axw! 
eat-CS-1 PL.(M)OBJ-~PL.SUB 
'Feed us, folks! ' 



(1 6) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1991 :367,372) 
2,". a. s-caci-tul-n. 

I M P F - w ~ ~ c ~ - T R :  I/~PL.(s)oBJ-~SG.SUB 
'Helshe is watching uslyou.' 

b. s-id-stu-mul-n.  
IMPF-1ook.for-cs- ~/~PL.(M)oBJ-~SG.SUB 
'Helshe is looking for uslyou.' 

Because of their distribution, one set has been referred to as 'neutral' (Newman 

1980) or 'non-causative' (Kinkade l982), and the other 'causative' (Kinkade 1982, 

Newrnan 1980). Suffixes in the first set usually start with s; suffixes in the second set 

with m. Newman (1980) reconstructs the suffixes for Proto-Salish: 

Table 7. Proto-Salish Object Pronominal Suffixes 

Following Kinkade (1998) and Montler (1996), I refer to the two sets as S-objects 

and M-objects based on their form. The suffixes are given in Table 8: 



Table 8. Object Pronominal Suffixes and Clitics 

6 There are no active transitive sentences in Bella Coola with second-person objects. Instead, a 
passive construction is used, and the second-person is expressed as the intransitive subject 
form -n u. (See Nater 1984 for discussion.) 
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Twana, Thompson, and Shuswap do not have a contrast between S-objects and M-objects. 

In Okanagan and Kalispel, first-person object marking appears as clitics: 

(17) Okanagan(N.Mattina1996:37) 
kwu  Tac-nt-ixw. 
1 SG.OBJ tie-TR-~SG.SUB 
'You tied me up.' 

(1 8) Kalispel (Carlson 1972:42) 
kwu &-an t-xw. 
~SG.OBJ cut-TR-~SG. SUB 

'You cut me.' 

The interaction of object marking with different types of applicatives is a very 

complicated topic. I return to this in Chapter 6. 

2.1.4 Passive. 

As Kroeber (1999:25ff.) notes, all Salish languages have a construction that is 

used to demote the agent, which I will refer to here as passive, though it is variously 

called passive, impersonal passive, impersonal, agent demotion, or inverse by different 

Salish  scholar^.^ For example, in (19b), the agent is expressed as an oblique object, the 

verb adds passive morphology to the transitive base, and there is no ergative agreement. 

(1 9 )  Halkomelem (Gerdts and Hukari to appear) 
a. ni' 6ew-at-as @a sieni? tea swafqe? 

AUX help-TR- SUB DET woman DET man 
'The woman helped the man.' 

b. ni? Cew-at-am tea swajrqe' 'a $3 sleni?. 
AUX help-TR-PASS DET man OBL DET woman 
'The man was helped by the woman.' 

7 See Fadden (2000) for arguments against an inverse analysis of Lummi passives. 
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In some languages, if the passive involves a first- or second-person patient, this will be 

registered as a subject pronoun. 

(20) Lummi (Jelinek and Demers 1983) 
a. fEi-t-san ca sway'qa?. 

know-TR- 1 SG.SUB DET man 
'I know the man.' 

b. 3Ei- t-11-n a ca swayVqa7. 
know-TR-PASS- 1 SG.SUB OBL DET man 
'I am known to the man.'8 

However, in other languages, the first- or second-person patient is registered by a set of 

special passive pronouns, that are historically related to the object pronouns (Gerdts 

(21) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Hukari to appear) 
a. tew-atala c t ce 7. 

help-TR:~PL.OBJ I PL.SUB FUT 
'We will help you (PL).' 

b. tew-atalam ce7. 
~ ~ ~ P - T R : ~ P A S S  FUT 

'You (PL) will be helped.'9 

Thus, an analysis involving passive as a promotional process is not straightforward. I will 

not concern myself here with the syntactic characterization of this construction in Salish 

languages, but simply note that active constructions have corresponding passive 

constructions where the nominal corresponding to the subject in a transitive clause is 

suppressed or presented as an oblique nominal and the nominal corresponding to the 

object in a transitive clause is the sole direct argument of the passive clause. 

This also means 'You are known by the man.' 
9 This also means 'We will be helped.' 
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2.1.5 Possessive marking. 

All Salish languages are head-marking languages. Person-markers appear on 

predicates while possessive markers appear on the possessed noun phrase, either as 

prefixes or suffixes. For example, in Thompson, the first and second person possessive 

markers are prefixed, and the third person and plural possessive markers are suffixes: 

(22) Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1992:60) 
ISG n-citxw 'my house' 
~ S G  he?-citxw 'your (sg.) house' 
3sG citxW-s 'his/her/its/their house' 
IPL citxw-kt 'our house' 
~ P L  citxw-ep 'you people's house' 
~ P L  citxw-iyxs 'their house' 

Possessive inflection replaces subject inflection in some or all nominalized 

subordinate clauses in most Salish languages (Kroeber 1999: 13): 

(23) Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1992:60) ' O  

ISG n-s-yi6-m 'I (am the one who) planted (it)' 
~ S G  he?-s-yi4-m 'you (are the one who) planted (it)' 
~ S G  s-yiq-m-s '(s)he (is the one who) planted (it)' 
IPL s-yiq-m-kt 'we (are the ones who) planted (it)' 
~ P L  s-yiq-m-ep 'you people (are the ones who) planted (it)' 
~ P L  S-yi4-m-iyxs 'they (are the ones who) planted (it)' 

2.1.6 Extraction. 

In most cases of relative clauses, wh-questions, clefts, and other such 

constructions in Salish, the head appears before the embedded clauses. As discussed in 

Kroeber (1 999:272ff), subjects and objects in such constructions are extracted directly 

10 In (23)' the verb root yicj 'to plant' takes the nominalizer s- and the middle suffix -m. 
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without any special morpheme on the predicate." For example, the 'woman' in the 

Halkomelem example in (24a) heads the relative clause in (24b): 

(24) Halkomelem (Gerdts 1 988b:60) replace example 
a. n i  can 1Cm-at la slCni?. 

AUX 1 SG.SUB 100k.at-TR DET woman 
'I looked at the woman.' 

b. ... la sleni? n i  lam-at-?en?. 
DET woman AUX 1ook.at-TR- 1 SSUB 

'... the woman who I looked at' 

In contrast, obliques in many Salish languages are extracted via a second strategy, 

by nominalizing the predicate (Kroeber 1999:309ff). For example, when the instrument 

in (25a) is extracted in (25b), the verb is prefixed with the oblique-nominalizing prefix s'-: 

(25) Halkomelem (Gerdts 1988b:70) 
a. n i  can Gw8qw-at ?a kw8a ?an?-SBpel-Val. 

AUX 1SG.SUB CIU~-TR OBL DET ~SG.POSS-shovel-PAST 
'I hit him with your shovel.' 

b. kw8a ?an?- SBpel-?a1 ni na-S-iw8qw-at 
DET ~SG.POSS-shovel-PAST AUX I SG.POSS-NM-club-TR 
'your shovel that I hit him with' 

2.2 Syntactic structure of applicative constructions. 

The difference between transitive and intransitive clauses is transparent in Salish 

languages. Kroeber (1999:36) states that a clause is intransitive unless its predicate 

contains a transitive marker, an object pronominal, or subject inflection of a type 

normally associated with predicates containing one of the other marks of transitivity. All 

applicative constructions in Salish are transparently transitive in the surface syntax. 

1 I Some languages have special strategies for subjects of transitives as opposed to subjects of 
intransitives. But this does not concern us here. 
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Furthermore, the applied object in all applicative constructions straightforwardly 

tests to be the direct object of the clause, as discussed in section 2.2.1. The situation with 

the theme nominal in redirective applicatives, however, is much more complex, 

especially since Salish languages vary in their treatment of the theme. A total analysis of 

ditransitives is outside the scope of this thesis, but I give a brief overview in section 2.2.2. 

2.2.1 Applied object. 

Applied objects appear as plain NPs if they are overtly expressed, for example 

'boy' in the following sentence: 

(26) Halkomelem (Gerdts l988b: 101) 
ni  'bm-as- t-as kwOa swivGlas ?a kwBa p6kw. 
AUX give-RDR-TR-3 s UB DET boy OBL DET book 
'He gave the boy the book.' 

If the applied object is pronominal, it is expressed with the same object markers that 

appear in simple transitive clause: 

(27) Comox (Watanabe 2003 : 100,336) 
a. 7a4- a- 8 i  E. 

chase-LV-TR:~SG.OBJ 1 SG.SUB 
'I chase you.' 

b. Kal-it-mi-% E. 
~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ - S T - R E L - T R : ~ S G . O B J  I SGSUB 
'I'm angry at you.' 

(28) Columbian 
a. 766%- n-c-n. 

100k.at-TR-2sG.0~~- 1 SG.SUB 

'I'm looking at you.' (Willett 2003:129) 

b. cqina9-m-n-c-n. 
hear-REL-TR-~SG.OBJ- 1 SG.SUB 
'I heard you.' (Kinkade 1 982:53) 



The second person singular object suffixes in simple transitive constructions (27a) and 

(28a) are S-objects in applicative constructions (27b) and (28b). Some applicative 

suffixes are followed by M-objects (see Chapter 6 for detail). 

Another property that applied objects share with direct objects in simple transitive 

clauses is that they can be passivized: 

Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b3336) 
niy siysiy-me'-Oel-am ?a- $, John. 
AUX frighten-REL-TR: 1 PASS.OBJ-MDL OBL-DET John 
'John was frightened of me.' (lit. 'I was frightened of by John.') 

Klallam (Montler 1996:262) 
7aiki-nas-ag c n 7a7 ca sqBXa7. 
Come-REL-PASS ~SG.SUB OBL DET dog 
'The dog came at me.'I2 

Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson l998:253) 
da s-?isles-aGi- t-aw. 
ART NM-sing-REL-TR-PASS 
'Someone is singing for him.' 

Halkomelem (Gerdts 1988b:233) 
? i 7Bh-as- t-am tea John 
AUX give-RDR-TR-PASS DET John 

7 a kwOa Scktks. 
OBL DET book 

'John is being given vanilla extract by Mary.' 

Sechelt (Beaumont 1985: 110) 
%Cl-ern-t-ci-m-skwa 7e i e  t6n. 
write-RDR-TR-2Sc.0~~-PASS-FUT OBL DET:~SG.POSS mother 
'Your mother will write it for you. (It will be written for you by your mother.)' 

?a-A Mary 
OBL Mary 

12 Salish passive sentences are often translated as active sentences in English. 
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(34) Coeur d' Alene (Doak 19%': 145) 
kwiltm xwe sfimEe7s. 
llkwin-1- t - 0 - m  xwe s-tirn~ey-s// 
take-RDR-TR-3sc.o~~-PASS DET N M - ~ ~ u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ s G . P O S S  
'His daughter was taken from him.' 

The passive suffix appears on the predicate in (29H34) and the agent, if it appears, is in 

an oblique phrase. The NPs that would be the applied object in a corresponding active 

sentence serve as the sole direct argument in these passives of applicatives. 

In addition, the applied object is extracted in the same manner as the direct object 

of a transitive clause (see (29)); that is, through direct exaction rather than extraction via 

nominalization: 

(35) Halkomelem (Gerdts l988b: 1Ol,96) 
a. ni 75m-as-t-as kwea swiwlas 

AUX ~~v~-RDR-TR- SUB DET boy 
'He gave the boy the book. ' 

b. swiGlas kw8a ni ?Am-as-t-as 

boy DET AUX give-RDR-TR- SUB 
'It's a boy that he gave the book to.' 

(36) Lillooet 
9 

a. hala-xit-i ma1 ti s5vGt 

'a kwOa pdkw. 
OBL DET book 

'a kwOa pdkw. 
OBL DET book 

show-RDR-~PL.IMP IMP DET pitiful.person PTC 

ti skiew-s a, haia-xit-i! 
DET wife/gir l f i iend-3~~.~0~~ PTC show-RDR-~PL.IMP 

'Show that poor fellow his beloved, you folks, show her to him!' (Van Eijk 
1987:273) 

b. swat kwu x w u i  haia-xit-aiap ta mamavir-15p a? 
who DET goingto S~OW-RDR-~PL.SUB DET kitten-2p~.poss PTC 

'Who are you going to show your kitten to?' (H. Davis and Matthewson 
2003:91) 



In sum, applied objects in all Salish applicative constructions have all the 

hallmarks of direct objects.I3 This is discussed further in Chapter 7. 

2.2.2 Theme NP in ditransitive construction. 

Throughout Salish, applied objects in redirective clauses are licensed as direct 

arguments: as pronouns they appear as object suffixes and as nominals they appear as 

plain NPs. The situation with theme nominals in redirective applicatives is more 

complicated. They never appear as object pronouns. However, they vary with respect to 

nominal marking, 

2.2.2.1 NP marking. 

In most of the Central Salish languages, Tillamook, Tsamosan, Thompson, and 

Shuswap, only one plain NP besides the subject is allowed. Thus, in applicative 

constructions only the applied object appears as a plain NP. The theme, if there is one, 

appears as an oblique-marked NP. For example, the theme NP must be in an oblique 

phrase in the redirective applicative construction with -as or -1c in Halkomelem: 

l 3  However, Gerdts (1988b) notes several differences between direct objects in simple transitives 
and applicatives in some languages and uses these to argue that applied objects, unlike direct 
objects in simple transitives, are not initial direct objects, but rather advancees, in Relational 
Grammar terms. For example applied objects do not antipassivize. 

(i) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b:338) 
a. n i 3  can Gel-me'?- t kwOa laplit. 

AUX 1 SG.SUB believe-REL-TR DET priest 
'I believed the priest.' 

b. *ni? can Gel-me?-arnlals ?a kwOa laplit. 
AUX I SG.SUB believe-REL-MDL/ACTV OBL DET priest 

'I believed the priest.' 

No examples of the sequence of applicative and antipassive suffixes were attested in my database. 
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Halkomelem (Gerdts 1988b: 101) 
a. ni ?9m-as- t-as kw9a swi+las ?a 

AUX give-RDR-TR- SUB DET boy OBL 

'He gave the boy the book.' 

b. *ni ?hm-as- t-as kw9a swi+las 
AUX give-RDR-TR- SUB DET boy 

('He gave the boy the book.') 

Halkomelem (Gerdts 1988b: 10 1) 
a. ni %J1?-alc-at-as kwOa-en? mCn ?a 

AUX write-RDR-TR- SUB DET-~SG.POSS father OBL 

'He wrote the letter for your father.' 

b. *ni %51~-aIc-at-as kw8a-en? m Cn 
AUX Write-RDR-TR- SUB DET-~SG.POSS father 
('He wrote the letter for your father.') 

kw9a p6kw 
DET book 

kw9a p6kw. 
DET book 

kwOa pipa-s. 
DET letter-3s~.Poss 

kwOa pipa-s. 
DET ~ ~ ~ ~ T - ~ S G . P O S S  

Other examples of redirective constructions with oblique-marked theme NPs are 

as follows: 

Comox (Watanabe l996:33O) 
cjatxw-a?am-@i team ?a ta pap-pipa. 
burn-RDR-TR:~SG.OBJ I SG:FUT OBL DET RED.PL-paper 
'1'11 burn the paper for you.' 

Lushootseed (Hess and Bates 2004: 172) 
xWi? a+a ?u kwi  t(u)-ad-s-?8b-yi- t-s ?a kwi kupi? 
NEG EMPH Q DET PAST-~SG.SUB-NM-give-RDR-TR- 1 SG.OBJ OBL DET coffee 
'Didn't you give me any coffee?' 

Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:234) 
?i t ~97-  S- n 1 tit fiiqsn. 
PERF ~ ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R  OBL DET box 
'He made the box for him.' 

Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1980:32) 
kw&ixc ta sqwnbkws. 
l/kw6ri-xi- t-$3-es ta s-qwnbZw-s// 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R - ~ S G . O B J - ~ S U B  OBL N M - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . S ~ C ~ - ~ S G . P O S S  
'He diagnosed her illness.' 



(43) Shuswap (Kuipers 1992:49) 
mlmalqw-x- t-s ta citxw-s. 
~ ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R - ~ S U B  OBL house-~POSS 
'He paints thelhis [other's] house for him.'I6He paints his [other's] house.' 

In Sechelt and Lillooet, on the other hand, the theme NP in a redirective 

applicative construction appears as a plain NP. In the following examples, Sechelt marks 

redirective clauses with the suffix -6m and Lillooet marks them with the sufix -xit; the 

theme NP appears as a plain NP rather than an oblique-marked NP. 

(44) Sechelt (Beaumont 1985: 104) 
i61-Cm- t- en-skwa te h5ySCn. 
hold-RDR-TR - 1 SG.SUB-FUT DET ladder 
'1'11 hold the ladder for himher.' 

(45) Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997: 1 15) 
cul-xit-kan ti sq5yxw a ti n-citxw a. 
~ o ~ ~ ~ . o u ~ - R D R -  1 SG.SUB DET man PTC DET 1 SG.POSS-house PTC 

'I pointed out my house to the man.' 

In some languages, themes in redirectives can appear either as plain NPs or as 

oblique-marked NPs. In Squamish, the theme can appear with either the oblique marker 

(46) or without it (47): 

(46) Squarnish (Kuipers 1967:233) 
s-s-mn-s6t-gi-t-m t kwaci snaxwiX 7as4afiwti? 
NM-~SG.POSS-then-give-RDR-TR-PASS OBL ART canoe together 

t kwaXi sXiinay7 mSn7-s kwaci si%m'?. 
OBL ART girl daughter-~SG.POSS ART chief 

'Then he was given a canoe together with the girl, the daughter of the chief.' 

(47) Squamish (Kuipers 1967:257) 
mi-Si- t-c-ka kwi st5qw! 
come-RDR-TR- 1 SG.OB J-IMP DET water 
'Bring me some water! ' 



In Southern Interior languages, the marking of the theme varies depending on the 

applicative. In applicatives formed with the suffix -xi, the theme NP is expressed in an 

oblique phrase.'4 

(48) Okanagan (N. Mattina 1 993 :27 1) 
k w u  xwi&x- t-s t sqla6. 
1 SG.OBJ give-RDR-TR- SUB OBL money 
'He gave me some money.' 

(49) Kalispel (Carlson 1980:25) 
xwi&S- t-an 11.13 Agnes lu9 t y6mKwe7. 
give-RDR-TR-1 SG.SUB ART Agnes ART OBL basket 
'I gave a basket to Agnes.' 

(50) Coeur d' Alene (Doak 1997: 155) 
EilSic 3 e smliE. 
//Eil-Si- t -0 - s  3 e s-mliE// 
give-RDR-TR-3 OBJ-3 SUB OBL N M - S ~ ~ O ~  
'He brought overlgave him a salmon.' 

(5 1) Columbian (Willett 2003: 138) 
klyamtxic t swinax. 
/ /k l -bmt -x i t - s / /  
P S T N - f e e d - ~ ~ ~ - 3 s u ~  OBL huckleberry 
' S h e  sent huckleberries to someone.' 

l 4  Some examples in Columbian (Kinkade 1980:34) appear to have unmarked themes in 
applicatives formed with - x i t  

(i) Columbian (Kinkade 1980:34) 
?ac-yiy-x t-n Mary sttimtam. 
IMPF-weave-RDR-I SG.SUB Mary bag 
'I made a bag for Mary.' 

(ii) Columbian (Kinkade l980:34) 
7ani-x t-n Mary sttimtam. 
br ing-R~~-l  SG.SUB Mary bag 
'I  brought Mary a bag.' 

Willett (2003:140), suspecting that the oblique marking of the theme objects in the above 
examples was omitted by the speaker, re-checked these examples with a native speaker, and 
found that forms with the oblique marker are preferred. 
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In contrast, in applicatives formed with the suffixes - 1  or - tul, the theme NP is unmarked: 

Okanagan (N. Mattina 1993 :278) 
kwu rac-I-t-ixw in -  kawiip. 
1 SG.OBJ tie-RDR-TR-~SG.SUB I SG.POSS-horse 
'You tied my horse for me.' 

Kalispel (Carlson 1980:90) 
h e s ~ b - I -  t-6n Iu7 sululamihE. 
keep-RDR-TR- 1 SG.SUB ART gun 
'I keep the gun for him.' 

Coeur d' Alene (Doak 1997: 146) 
ne? l&lcexw xwa hinqwbmqan. 
//ne7 le t - I -  t-se-xw xwe hn-qwom=qin// 
I RR bind-RDR-TR- 1 SG-OBJ-~SG.SUB DET I SG.POSS-head 
'Tie my head up for me. (Tie it up for me the my head.)' 

Columbian (Kinkade 1980:34) 
m&rw-l-c-xw ?in-Ikhp. 
 break-^^^-^^: 1 SG.OBJ-~SG.SUB I SG.POSS-pot 
'You broke my pot.' 

Okanagan (A. Mattina 1994:207) 
kwu yam- tul- t-s i7 siya'. 
I SG.OBJ feed-RDR-TR- SUB ART saskatoons 
'He fed me the saskatoons.' 

Columbian (Kinkade 1980:34) 
n-kwn=akst-[tlul-n s k wan =ii% t- s. 
PRFX-grab=hand-RDR(-TU)- 1 SG.SUB club-weapon-3sG.poss 
'I took a club away from him.' 

In sum, the marking of the theme NP varies depending on the language and the 

applicative suffix being used. See the summary in Table 9: 



Table 9. Plain vs. Oblique-Marked Theme NPs 

THEME NP 
LiU00et 
Sechelt 

PLAIN 

PLAIN 

Squamish 
Other CS 
C O W ~ ~ ~ Z  

I-till I PLAIN I I 

Other NIS 
I -xi  

The marking on the theme NP in applicative constructions differs within a branch. In 

PLAIN 

OBLIQUE-MARKED 

OBLIOUE-MARKED 

Northern Interior Salish, the theme NP is plain in Lillooet and oblique-marked in 

OBLIQUE-MARKED 

OBLIQUE-MARKED 

OBLIOUE-MARKED 

Thompson and Shuswap. In Central Salish, it is plain in Sechelt and oblique-marked in 

the rest of the Central Salish languages, perhaps including Squamish. In Southern Interior 

Salish, the marking differs depending on which applicative suffix appears on the 

predicate. The theme NP is plain in applicative constructions with - 1  or - tul, and oblique- 

marked with the suffix -xi. 

2.2.2.2 Extraction. 

When oblique-marked theme NP in an applicative is extracted in Halkomelem, 

the predicate is nominalized with the prefix s- and the subject of the relative clause is 

expressed as a possessor. 

(58) Halkomelem (Gerdts l988b: 101, 103) 
a. n i  79m-as- t-as kwOa swiujlas 7a kwOa pukw. 

AUX ~~v~-RDR-TR-3  SUB DET boy OBL DET book 
'He gave the boy the book.' 

b. nil kw@a p ~ k w  n i  s-79m-as-t-s kw@a swiwlas. 
~ E M P H  DET book AUX NM-give-RDR-TR-~SG.POSS DET boy 
'It's a book that he gave the boy.' 



In Lillooet, a plain theme NP in a redirective applicative with -xi t  is extracted 

without modification to the predicate: 

(59) Lillooet ' 
a. hala-xit- i ma1 ti sii\;Gt a 

show-RDR-~PL.IMP IMP DET pitiful.person PTC 

ti s kiyw- s a, haia-xit-i! 
DET wife/girlfriend-~SG.POSS PTC show-RDR-~PLJMP 

'Show that poor fellow his beloved, you folks, show her to him!' (Van Eijk 
1987:273) 

b. s t ah  kwu xwui haia-xit-aiap i slaliiteni-1Q-a? 
who DET goingto show-RDR-~PL.SUB DET.PL ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ P L . P o s s - D E T  

'What are you going to show to your parents?' (H. Davis and Matthewson 
2003:91) 

The extraction strategy suggests that applicative clauses with the redirective suffix -xit  

are true ditransitives; both objects in a redirective applicative clause can be directly 

extracted. Thus, in redirective applicative clauses containing the suffix -xit, the theme 

NP is not oblique, even though the theme NP is not registered on the predicate by a 

pronominal marker. 

Also, in Okanagan, a plain theme NP in a redirective applicative with - 1  is 

extracted without modifications to the predicate: 

(60) Okanagan (N. Mattina 1996:47) 
a. TAc-1- t-is i7 kawiip-s. 

tie-RDR-TR- SUB ART ~ O ~ S ~ - ~ S G . P O S S  
'He tied his horse for him.' 

b. i? kaw8p-s i? viic-I- t-is. 
ART ~ O ~ S ~ - ~ S G . P O S S  ART tie-RDR-TR- SUB 
'His horse is what he tied for him.' 



Furthermore, one might expect that theme NPs in redirective clauses with the 

suffix -xi  cannot be extracted with the direct strategy, since they are obliques. However, 

the theme NP in a redirective construction with -xi  can in fact be extracted without 

nominalization on the predicate: 

(6 1) Okanagan (N. Mattina 1 !86:47,49) 
a. rac-xi-t-s i? t sn kIia?sqi%a?. 

tie-RDR-TR-3 SUB ART OBL horse 
'He tied the horse for him.' 

b. i? snk36a?sqiika? i7  vac-xi- t-s. 
ART horse ART tie-RDR-TR- SUB 
'The horse is what he tied for him.' 

In sum, the theme NP in redirective constructions with -xi in Okanagan displays 

properties of both direct objects and obliques. It extracts in the same manner as the direct 

object, although it is oblique-marked.'" 

2.2.3 Summary. 

The properties of the theme NP in the redirective applicative constructions in 

Halkomelem Lillooet, and Okanagan, are summarized in Table 10: 

Table 10. Properties of the Theme NP in Redirective Applicatives 

Halkomelem 
Lillooet 

15 This is not suprising given, as Kroeber (1999:344) notes, nominalizing prefixes are not used in 
the extraction of oblique NPs in Southern Interior languages. 
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Okanagan 

1 
PLAIN 

- 1 
-xi 

OBLIQUE-MARKED 

PLAIN 

DIRECT 

NOMINALIZATION 

OBLIQUE-MARKED 

DIRECT 

DIRECT 



In Halkomelem, the theme NP is oblique-marked and extracts via nominalization. In 

Lillooet, the theme appears as a plain NP and uses the direct strategy for extraction. In 

Okanagan, the theme is marked differently depending on the type of applicative, but it 

always extracts as in Lillooet, through the direct strategy. 

Different Salish languages accommodate the theme NP of redirectives in different 

manners in their grammars. It is beyond the scope of this dissertation to examine this 

issue further, mostly because a full range of facts from the different languages is not 

available. But overall, it is safe to assume that the theme NP in the redirective is neither 

the direct object nor an oblique NP, but rather sits somewhere in the middle. 

Different theories have means of relaying this concept. In terms of Relational 

Grammar, the theme nominal is a 2-ch8meur (Gerdts 1988b). In terms of Dryer (1 986) 

the theme is a secondary object. In terms of Mapping Theory (Gerdts 1993, 1998a) or 

Minimalism (H. Davis and Matthewson 2003), the theme is an internal argument of the 

verb that is not mapped to the direct object position in the surface syntax. 

For the purposes of this thesis, I will simply refer to this NP as the theme, and 

make no attempt at a formal analysis. 

2.3 Discourse functions of applicatives. 

The purpose of this section is to shed some light on the functions of Salish 

applicatives in actual use. Although a thorough treatment of the function of applicatives 

is outside the scope of this thesis, T give some brief remarks here based on joint work 

with Donna Gerdts, published as (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005a, 2005c) regarding the use 

of Salish applicative constructions in discourse. 



In most Salish languages, redirective applicative constructions do not have non- 

applicative counterparts. NPs playing the semantic role of datives or benefactives are 

obligatorily expressed as applied object. However, relational applicatives often have non- 

applicative counterparts. As seen by the following examples, some semantic roles can be 

expressed as either oblique NPs (62a) or as applied objects (62a). 

(62) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005a:99) 
a. n i  can si?si? ?a kw8a snaxwal. 

AUX ISG.SUB frighten OBL DET canoe/car 
'I was frightened at the car.' 

b. n i  can si?si?-me?- t kw8a sqwame$. 
AUX I SG.SUB frighten-REL-TR DET dog 
'I was fiightened at the dog.' 

Thus, relational applicative constructions, since they often have non-applicative 

counterparts, are well suited for a study of applicative use. 

Relational applicatives are not all that common, but a search of texts in several 

languages from three branches of the Salish language family yielded one hundred 

examples. See Table 1 1 : l 6  

16 Texts used for this project were: Bella Coola: P. Davis and Saunders 1980, Columbian: N. 
Mattina 2004, Halkomelem: Hukari et a]. 1977 and unpublished texts provided by Donna Gerdts 
and Tom Hukari, Lillooet: H. Davis 2001a, Nooksack: Galloway et al. 2004, Okanagan: A. 
Mattina and De Saute1 2002, Sechelt: Beaumont 1985, Shuswap: Gardiner and Compton 2004, 
Comox: Watanabe 2003, Squamish: Kuipers 1974, Thompson: M. Thompson and Egesdal 1993. 
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Table 11. Relational Applicatives in Salish Texts 

Bella Coola 
Columbian 

Nooksack 1 1 I 28L I 12 1 

Halkomelem 
Lillooet 

5 
1 

12 
1 

Okanagan 
Sechelt 

551s 
42L 

1687s + 741L I 2 1 
158s I 10 

Shuswap 

12 
2 

8 
4 
1 I 42s I 1 

Squamish 
Thom~son 

The following discussion is based on these data. 

Comox I 2 1 293s 1 17 

TOTAL 

2.3.1 Topicality. 

While the syntax of applicatives has received much attention, there have been few 

attempts to explain the reasons for choosing applicative constructions over their non- 

applicative counterparts. Two studies along these lines are Donohue's (2001) 

examination of Tukang Besi (Austronesian) applicatives from the viewpoint of Givon's 

(1 983) theory of topicality and Peterson's (1 999) cross-linguistic study of applicatives in 

fifty ~anguages. '~ A variety of semantic and discourse factors come into play in the use of 

applicatives, and some of these are important in the use of Salish applicatives. 

What is obvious is that in most cases the applied object has discourse prominence. 

The outcome of the action affecting the object or the applied object itself is often highly 

topical or central to the story. Thus, the NP is worthy of being cast as an argument NP 

998s 
168L 

3 
1 

100 1 

l 7  See Darnell (1 997) for a discussion of voice in Squamish texts from the point of Giv6n9s 
framework. He says little, however, regarding applicatives. Peterson's sample includes one Salish 
language-Halkomelem, based on the data and analysis of Gerdts (1 988b). 

58 

13 
5 

114s 
209s 

2 
5 



rather than an oblique. First, I discuss NPs that are topics in the traditional sense of the 

main character-what I refer to as primary topics. Then I expand the discussion to 

include other persons and things of interest to the discourse-what we refer to as 

secondary topics. Then I turn to a brief discussion of three ways applicatives are used to 

express topics, depending on their position relative to other occurrences of the same NP. 

2.3.1.1 Primary topics. 

Primary topics in Salish languages are usually subjects (Beck 1996a, 1996b, 

2000; H. Davis 1994; Kinkade 1990), and passive is the most common means for 

expressing non-agentive NPs that are topical (Kinkade 1987). The following two 

examples are passive applicative constructions. The person referred to as "the young 

man" and "him" (the young hunter left behind in the eagle's nest) is the main character 

and on-going topic in the story, and appears as the subject of the passive applicative. 

EAGLE (Halkomelem-Tom Hukari p.c.) 

(63) savG ham-nas-am teaGnil swiGlas, sa* Bat-s- t-am, 
NMZLNK go-REL-PASS that.one youngman NM:LNK Say-RDR-TR-PASS 

"?am-as-0ama c t 7a hw hay ?ai q a i  
~ ~ V ~ - R D R - T R : ~ O B J  IPL.SUB OBL DET very just much 

--$halwat-- ?a+-hali-t-axw tee9 syelaxw ni7 day-t-axw." 
blanket L N K - S ~ V ~ - T R - ~ S S U B  DET elder AUX ~ ~ ~ ~ - T R - ~ s s u B  

'That young man was approached and they said to him, "We will give you many 
blankets if you help the elder you killed."' (771)'' 

l 8  The number in parenthesis after the translation indicates the line or sentence number in the 
story. 
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EAGLE (Halkomelem-Tom Hukari p.c.) 

(64) ?awa k"sas i e ?  si7si?-rne?- t-am t i  ?a 
NEG DET:~SSUB too be.afraid.of-REL-TR-PASS that.one OBL 

tea$ &@a, ni? tai-n-am kwsas ?aMj 
DET big-PL AUX know-NC-PASS DET:~SSUB LNK 

&e&aMj-at-as ~ a i  tee$ &amah1 galas- t-as. 
~~P(IMPF)-TR- SUB just DET  little(^^) ~~~~(IMPF)TR-  SUB 

'The big adult eagles were not afraid of him anymore, they got to know him, that 
he was just helping them feed the young ones.' (1 76) 

In our survey, 25% of the applicative constructions were passive. 

Table 12. Active vs. Passive Applicatives 

LpNGUAGE f ACTIVE I PASSIVE I TOTAL 
I Bella Coola I 7 1 5 1 12 1 

Lillooet 
Nooksack 
Okanagan 
Sechelt 

Columbian 
Halkomelem 

I Squamish 2 1 0 1 2 

2 
11 

Shuswap 
Comox 

[Thompson I 5 1 0 1 5A 

0 
10 

Although topics are usually subjects, several languages have an object topic 

2 
2 1 

1 
17 

1 
15 

TOTAL 

construction, which uses specialized morphology to mark a topical object (H. Davis 

0 
2 

75 1 25 1 100 1 

1994; Kinkade 1987, 1989, 1990). For example, in Lillooet a relational applicative 

(indicated by the suffix -min) can be used to promote an NP to object so that it can be 

topicalized (indicated by the suffix - ta1iJ. 



KAYAM (Lillooet-H. Davis 2OOla:33 1) 

(65) ... n786was s-yaqyhqca? ni naGw-min-tali ha tu7 
. . . two.human N M - W O ~ ~ ~ ( P L )  ABSENT.DET steal-REL-TOP EXIS CMPL 

n i qgck-sw a... 
ABSENT.DET o lde r .b ro the r -2~~ .~0~~  EXIS.. . 

' . ..it was two women who stole your older brother.. . ' (1 37) 

Promotion to applied object also allows the NP to be the head of a cleft construction (66) 

or preverbal focus (67): 

PUSH-BACK-SIDES-OF-HIS-HAIR (Thompson-M. Thompson and Egesdal 1993:301) 

(66) 7e s-c6- t-s "ye xeve xWu$ nas-m-ne." 
INT NM-say-IM-~POSS INT nearby FUT take-R~~-l  SG.SUB 

'He said: "That's the one I'm going to get."' 

GHOST CATCHING (Nooksack-Galloway et al. 2004: 154) 

(67) te ce6:y xwch~m(w)esnitchxw kwCm ilh kw nCch'o xwnanat. 
//ta 40:y ~ ~ E 6 m ( ~ ) a s - n i t - E % ~  kw6m il kw n5:o xwnanat// 
ART dead meet-REL-~SG.SUB will PREP ART one night 
'the dead you will meet one night,' (3b) 

2.3.1.2 Secondary topics. 

While primary topics in Salish languages are usually subjects, applicative NPs 

that end up as objects, not subjects, also seem to exhibit some degree of discourse 

prominence. They often serve as secondary topics-that is, they may be the co-star of a 

story, or be an item or place of interest to the story. 

For example, in the Halkomelem story "Wren", it is established in the first line 

(68) that Wren's grandmother is the co-star. She re-enters the story in (69) after 25 lines, 

and we see in example (70) that grandmother is the object of a directional applicative. 



She goes on to be of interest and, in fact, inspires Wren's song, which is a standard 

feature of Wren stories in Coast Salish languages.19 

WREN (Halkomelem-Tom Hukari p.c.) 

'Little wren had ' (1) 

'He [Wren] then headed for home. His &$&&hi was sitting down when he 
arrived home. "Do some knife-sharpening my dear &%.dn';d&; What I have 
caught is like a little island." "Oh, what are you saying that for, to me that is 
hungry?" the @&&&"ix6;kr says to him.' (27-30) 

7 i a 7awa ?a6  ya-hanam-nas-as Ba 
AUX LNK NEG LNK SER-~O(IMPF)-REL- SUB DET grandparent-~POSS 

s-a+ ya- ha$@-as- t- s ya-iitalam. 
NM-LNK SER-~~~I(IMPF)-RDR-TR-~POSS SER-S~~~(IMPF)  

'But he continued and went closer to his and told her in song.' (3 1) 

'He was asking his dear o do some sharpening. He was telling his 
&&&a to sharpen 

n i l  kwa?el ni? %aka-stxw-as "yahya4=e:& ,, 
~ E M P H  indeed AUX say(1~~~)-cs- SUB sharpen( l~~~)=end grandparent(D1~) 
'This is why he was saying, "ya6yaqe:h sisaia."' (34) 

Secondary topics are added to and subtracted from the topics list as the story 

progresses, but they are central to the story at the point when they appear as applied 

objects. 

2.3.2 Three types of topics. 

In sum, applicative constructions are used when a semantically oblique NP is 

prominent to the discourse, either as a primary or secondary topic, and thus is worthy to 

appear as an argument NP-the applied object or subject of the passive applicative. 

l 9  To save space, we usually give only the English translation, except for clauses in which 
applicatives appear. 
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Applicative constructions relate to topicality in three ways, depending on when and how 

the NP is introduced into the text. 

2.3.2.1 Continuing topics. 

A continuing topic is someone or something that has been established and will 

continue to be salient. The grandmother in the Wren story above is a good example of a 

continuing secondary topic: the NP is established and then persists as topic through a 

segment of the text. Another example of this is in the Stoneheads story. Q'ise4 massacres 

his relatives who are the stoneheads. "His relatives" is established in example (73) as a 

transitive object and appears as the applied object in (75). The storyteller, by bringing up 

"relatives" in example (73), but then detouring on to the subject of weaponry in example 

(74), is really teasing the audience just like Q'ise4 toys with his relatives, visiting them 

before he goes back to slaughter them four days later. 

STONEHEADS (Halkomelem-Tom Hukari p.c.) 

sauj xwa7alam teawnil, ni? wag tai-naxw-as 
NM : LN K return that.one AUX then know-LCTR- SUB 

'He then went back home, he had found his fi$&ive;'3.' (61) 

'When he got home he started preparing his weapons. He tried the hardest wood 
of what he's going to use for a weapon from small trees. And when he hit them 
they just broke. He hit with them and they broke. Finally he found one that was 
very hard, he found one that didn't break.' (62-66) 

yelsas nem haye? nam-nas-as tea 
next go depart go-REL- SUB ART 

'He then finally went after his rd&Wx.' (67) 

were playing "qi7qtamas" (hockey), when he got there flying. 
started rushing [scrambling to get away] but he just did that [to scare and he 
left to go back home. He didn't hurt ti;"&.' (68) 
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(77) 'It was four days before he clubbed all, clubbed all his (object) on 
their heads.' (71) 

One way to show that an applied object is highly topical is to show that it continues to be 

salient across a segment of discourse. 

2.3.2.2 Backward-looking topics. 

Often the applied object refers to a nominal that has already been established as 

salient. That is, it looks backwards for its reference. We see that this can happen within a 

single sentence, as in examples (78) and (79). 

PUSH-BACK-SIDES-OF-HIS-HAIR (Thompson - M. Thompson and Egesdal l993:3O 1) 

(78) ?e s-cixw-s te?e k w h - s  l 
INT N M - ~ P L - ~ P O S S  PTC ~ ~ ~ s ~ - T R . ~ s u B  EP 

ye s-6%"-m-s u lye. 
INT NM-throw-REL- SUB to EST.REM 

'He took the that were lying around and threw over there.' (197) 

KAYAM (Lillooet-H. Davis 2001a:33 1) 

(79) . . . qaliim-[anls-as ti wa? ?am?imn-am 
hear-CS- SUB DET prog animal.noise-MDL NM-woodpecker 

n i l  i u ?  7ay1 n6s-mih-as n i i  iu? s cixw-mili-as . . . 
FOC SO then go-REL- SUB FOC SO NM go-REL- SUB 

'He heard a calling, and he went towards $; then he came upon 
him ...' (138) 

But sometimes the nominal referred to the applied object occurs several sentences prior, 

as in (80) and (81). 

A HUNTING INCIDENT (Squamish-Kuipers 1967:240ff.) 

(80) 'Spring had arrived, and the time had come when the bears 
And so we got hungry for bear-meat. We went upstream in 
place below Ash Slough. Then I spotted a bear. We approached and went up close, 
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then I went ashore and sneaked up on it. It came within range, then I shot at it. 
Then it dropped.' (1 -7) 

s-mn cdn-t-an kws n-sqwu?-t: . . .  
NM-PTC tell-~R- 1 SG.SUB ART 1 SG.POSS-wife-late/decea~ed 

'Then I returned to and told my wife: . . .' (8) 

In most cases, the applied object is mentioned earlier in the story. That is, applied objects 

do not often occur in out-of-the-blue contexts. 

2.3.2.3 Forward-looking topics. 

A systematic exception to NPs not appearing as applied object at first mention is 

when the applied object is used as a forward-looking topic. That is the applied object sets 

up a new topic, which then is salient in the next section. We see this for example in (83). 

The hero dreams about "a girl", which is both the applied object and a new secondary 

topic, and then goes on to talk about her looks, hair, etc. in the subsequent lines. 

PUSH-BACK-SIDES-OF-HIS-HAIR (Thompson - M. Thompson and Egesdal 1993:301) 

rw6$7t ekwu  iu? ?e s-?ikwlxw-s. 
sleep RPRT PERF INT ~~-dream-3poss  
'He slept and had a dream.' (202) 

$$&Ah'&a vikwlxw s-m-s 
dream i m a g e - ~ ~ ~ - 3 s u ~  UNR NM-woman 

7e n-kam=ciA-s e s-cwt[-+]xW. 
INT LOC-body.surface=mouth-3~0~s PTC NM-creek[-RED(DIM)] 

'He dreamed about a &l at the mouth of a creek.' (203) 

'A good looking @I in his dream. Golden was the gi&s hair. It was golden hair. 
He said, "That's &#&e I'm going to get."' (204-207) 



This example also illustrates another common pattern that we see in applicatives: the 

intransitive verb is given without an object in (82), and then the same verb but with the 

applied object is given in the next line. Thus, it is the applied object that is the important 

new information and not the action of the verb itself in examples such as (83). 

2.3.3 Summary. 

The results of this study are somewhat preliminary since the data sample was 

small. Nevertheless, the examples given above are typical of the data we found in Salish 

texts: in the vast majority of cases, the applied object is central to the discourse, often 

serving as either the primary or secondary topic and often as an on-going topic. Either the 

outcome of the action affecting the object is central to the story or the applied object itself 

is highly topical. The function of applicatives thus parallels the function of passives, 

which are used in many languages to place a patient that is more central than the agent 

into the subject position. 

Since the NP has discourse prominence. it is worthy of being cast as an argument 

rather than an oblique. The Salish results are thus consistent with what Donohue (2001) 

notes in his study of the Austronesian language Tukang Besi: "discourse-prominent 

references are more likely to appear as applied objects than as oblique phrases". 

2.4 Applicatives and personlanimacy hierarchy effects. 

I have argued in the previous section that applied objects are topical. Peterson 

(1999:51), in his cross-linguistic study of applicatives, points out that topics are often 

associated with the first of several oppositions-animatelinanimate, pronominallnon- 

pronominal, specificlnon-specific, (identifiablelnon-identifiable, properlnon-proper,) 



longlshort (phonetically). Thus, given our claim that applicative objects are generally 

topical, we should see a preference for these features. Although we have insufficient data 

to test many of these, our survey of data from Salish texts show that there is a 

persodanimacy effect in the use of applied objects. Higher animate arguments are more 

discourse-worthy and so are more likely to appear as applicative objects. 

This accounts for the persodanimacy effects that Gerdts (1 988a, 1988b) notes for 

Halkomelem psych applicatives. According to speaker judgments, animate NPs like 'the 

priest' in (85) are better applied objects than inanimate NPs like 'the words of the priest' 

(85) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b:338) 
ni? can qei-me?- t kw@a laplit. 
AUX I SG.SUB be l i eve - lX~~-~~  DET priest 
'I believed the priest.' 

(86) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b:338) 
??ni? can hei-me?- t kw@a sqwaqwai-s kw8a laplit. 
AUX 1 SG.SUB  believe-^^^-^^ DET word-~POSS DET priest 
'I believed the words of the priest.' 

In contrast, inanimate NPs (87) are better obliques than animate NPs (88). 

Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b:341) 
niy can t e i  ?a kw8a sqwaqwai-s kwOa laplit. 
AUX ~SG.SUB believe OBL DET word-3poss DET priest 
'I believed the priest's words.' 

Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b:341) 
?*ni? can qei ?a kwOa laplit. 
AUX ISG.SUB believe OBL DET priest 
'I believed the priest's words.' 



However, as Gerdts and Kiyosawa (2005b) show, if some context is provided, the 

acceptability of inanimate applied objects improves greatly. After all, a stimulus can play 

a central role, even if it is inanimate. For example 'the fog' is crucial in (89). 

(89) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005'03343) 
?e?at xwi? si?si?-me?-t-as tea spe?xwam kws 
AUX INCH0 fr ightened-~~~-%uB DET fog DET:NM 

nem-s $ah&- t-as tea snaxwaI-s. 
go-3ssu~ steer-TR- SUB DET canoe-~POSS 

'He's scared of the fog when he drives his car.' 

Sometimes the applicative can be used to highlight a participant of a complement clause: 

(90) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b:343) 
?i can wal Sta7e:waA- me?-eat kwa-na-s hay 
AUX I SG.SUB PERF think-REL-TR:REFL DET- 1 SG.POSS-NM finish 

?a kwOa na- sya:ys. 
OBL DET 1 SG.POSS-job 

'I was thinking about quitting my job.' 

The importance to me of my quitting my job is highlighted by expressing 'me' as the 

applied object of the verb 'think', resulting in a reflexive. 

Similarly, when an intransitive construction with an oblique NP is used even 

though the stimulus is animate (91)' there is a downplaying of the participation of the 

stimulus. 

(91) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b:343) 
ni? ?a E wal kwila& 72 kwOa 7i hiiaiarh sdaiiqal? 
AUX Q ~SG.SUB PERF fed.up OBL DET AUX playing children 
'Are you fed up with the playing children?' 



Presumably, it is the disturbance made by the playing children that is annoying, not the 

children themselves. 

To quantify the effect of the person and animacy of the applied object, we 

constructed a database of Halkomelem psych applicatives from elicited sentences, 

summarized in Table 1 3. 

Table 13. Applied Object vs. Oblique NP 

1 S T / ~ N D  PERSON 

PROPER NOUN 

OTHER HUMAN 

ANIMAL 

INANlM ATE 

As the distribution in Table 14 shows, whether the NP appears as an applied object or an 

oblique correlates with its person and animacy. 

40 
20 
57 

CLAUSE 

Table 14. Applied Object vs. Oblique NP in 
Halkomelem Psych Constructions 

0 
1 
6 

10 
19 

I APPLIED OBJECT 1 100% 1 95% 1 90% 1 63% 1 46% 1 38% 1 

6 
22 

5 

OBLIQUE 0%1 5% 1 10% 1 37% 1 54% 1 62% / 

8 

We can see that, while there is no absolute grammatical condition on the expression of 

NPs in psych constructions, the higher the animacy of the NP, the more likely that it will 

appear as an applied rather than an oblique object. Gerdts and Kiyosawa (2005b) 

speculate, however, that these results may simply be an artifact of other properties, for 

example topic-worthiness. So, for example, first and second persons are universally more 



central to the discourse, and animates generally outrank inanimates in their degree of 

importance in a conversation. Thus, the persodanimacy effects could simply be a by- 

product of effort to make elicited data interesting. 

The applicative data taken from Salish texts allows us to test this hypothesis." We 

classify the data with applied objects from the point of view of the person and animacy of 

the applied object, and give the results in Table 15. 

Table 15. PersonIAnimacy of Applied Object 

At first glance, there are fewer animate NPs (69%) and more inanimate NPs (3 1%) than 

e ~ p e c t e d . ~ '  Therefore, we discuss the examples in more detail in the subsequent sections. 

20 In our analysis of the Salish text data, we do not study oblique NPs, only applied objects, so we 
cannot discuss their relative frequency, as we did in the elicited data. 
21 Differences between the elicited data and the data from texts in the frequency of some types of 
NPs are immediately apparent. First and second persons figure more prominently in elicitations 
than texts. Also, in our Halkomelem database (Table 15), there are only 24 examples that have 
inanimate or clausal applied objects out of 150 sentences, i.e. 16% of the data. However, in the 
data from Salish texts, the percentage of inanimate applied objects is almost doubled: 31% of the 
applicative constructions have inanimate applied objects. Note also that the occurrence of animal 
applied objects is also low in elicited data (7% in our Halkomelem database). However, it jumps 
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As the data in Table 15 reveal, many cases of things expressed as applied objects 

were observed in our sample, many more than we expected, given our previous research 

on Halkomelem. We found two factors at work in these data. First, the line between 

living things and inanimate things is vaguely defined in the Salish story world. For 

example Mink was so prone to collecting wives, that he even married a cloud, tree pitch, 

and a salal bush. 

MINK AND GRIZZLY (Comox-Watanabe 2003:548ff) 

(92) 'I'm going to tell you about Mink. What Mink was like when he was around. 
Mink was doing everything, being bothersome. He's always looking for 
something to do.' (2-5) 

(93) hihiw say-sxw-as-ul ?aju kw sa-saltag-am 
very like-CS- SUB-PAST CLT DET RED(IMPF)-W~~~-MDL 

(?a) kwut ?uwkw. 
OBL CLT all 

'He liked to get married to everything.' (6) 

(94) ?uwkw tam sa-saltg-am-(m)i- t-as. 
all what RED(IMPF)-wife-MDL-REL-TR- SUB 
'He was getting married to everything.' (7) 

(95) 'Mink had lots of women.' (8) 

(96) ?uwkw ta::m saltg-am-(m)i- t-as. 22 

all what wife-MDL-REL-TR- SUB 
'He got married to everything.' (9) 

(97) saltg-am-(m)i- t kwa ta ieamqwl. 
wife-MDL-REL-TR QUOT DET cloud 
'He married the cloud.' (10) 

up to 13% in the texts. This is probably because animals are often personified characters in texts, 
as will be discussed below. 
22 Watanabe (2003539) says that two colons represents rhetorical lengthening. 
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saltg-am-(m)i- t kwa ta cjaykw. 
wife-MDL-REL-TR QUOT DET eagle 
'He married the eagle.' (1 1) 

saltg-am-(m)i- t kwa ta wajias. 
wife-MDL-REL-TR QUOT DET frog 
'He married the frog.' (12) 

'Even the . . . (what's the name of that.. .) pitch of tree.' (1 3) 

miya kwa tah saltg-am-(m)i- t-as. 
even QUOT DEM wife-MDL-REL-TR- SUB 
'He married even that.' (14) 

miya kwa ta taq=7ay 'a saltag-am-(m)i- t-as. 
even QUOT DET salalberry=tree CLF wife-MDL-REL-TR- SUB 
'He married even the salal bush.' (1 5) 

miya ta teurnaj'a (?a) saltag-am-(m)i-t-as. 
even DET barnacle (CLF) wife-MDL-REL-TR- SUB 
'Even the barnacle, he married.' (1 6) 

'And, I'm going to tell you the story about that.' (17) 

hi sa? ga tivi hihi* ('a) te ~wac$w@us-8i 
it's CLT CLT here first CLF 1 SG-POSS S~O~~-TR%G.OBJ 

kw s saltg-am-(m)i- t-'u-s k w a 
DET NM w~man-MDL-REL-TR-PAST-~POSS QUOT 

ta n a7a ta 8awgas. 
DET (R.FILLER) DET grizzly.bear 

'I'll tell you first about the time when he married the Grizzly.' (1 8) 

Thus, the items are presumably personified. The data in this story alone skewed the 

numbers in our sample. 

The second factor we observed is that items are often topic-worthy because they 

are associated with to a central character. For example in "Seagull Steals the Sun", 

Seagull tricks Sun into a box, causing the world to go dark and everything to die. Raven 

sends the ants through the floorboards to spy to see if Seagull has Sun. The ants see 



Seagull, who has deluding himself into thinking he is actually the son of the Sun, talking 

to the box. So when mention is made of Seagull approaching the box, expressed as an 

applied object in (106), we know that he is also approaching the Sun. 

SEAGULL STEALS THE SUN (Halkomelem-Hukari et al. 1977) 

(106) $e? ;a wal na'bm-nas-am '79-A qwani tea %Barn. 
to0 EVlD then go-REL-PASS OBL-DET seagull DET box 
'And the seagull went to the box again.' (1 99) 

(107) "ni7 ?a E xw7iyahem7 'a me'??" 
AUX Q 2 s g . s ~ ~  l i s t e n ( 1 ~ ~ ~ )  VOC dad 
"'Are you listening, Dad?" (200) 

In the following Halkomelem example, the importance of the smoke, expressed as 

an applied object in (1 09), is that it is leading them to the house of Syalaka 2 the title 

character. 

SYALUTSA' (Halkomelem-Tom Hukari p.c.) 

ni-i- i? waie? 7a kwayinal 7i7 ni? wal wii 
AUX get.to.top OBL over.there CONJ AUX then appear 

tea sieyacjam. 
DET smoke 

'When they got to the mountain top they could see smoke.' (21) 

s a 6  tai-naxw-as BavGnil "wal nil  tee9 ni? ie9Gam." 
NM:LNK think-NC- SUB that.one now ~ E M P H  DET AUX s r n o k e ( 1 ~ ~ ~ )  
'She thought, "That is the place where the smoke is coming from."' (22) 

hay sis ?a+ wal nem. 
and so LNK then go 
'They started again.' (23) 

mi-i-i  sews-nas-as tea iejrcjam. 
come come-REL- SUB DET smoke(1Mp~) 
'They walked towards the smoke.' (24) 



In sum, though we find many more inanimate items appearing as applied objects 

than we were led to expect based on our experience with elicited data, in every case, the 

item is either directly linked to an animate character or crucial to the storyline. 

What we see in our data overall is that it is not the person or animacy of the NP 

that determines whether it appears as an applied object or an oblique, but rather its topic- 

worthiness. Higher animates are inherently more topical, and things and places of interest 

to the storyline or to the main character are also topical and thus can appear as applied 

objects. 

2.5 Summary. 

The above discussion tried to encapsulate the key properties of Salish applicative 

constructions. I introduced a two-way typology, which serves to organize the rest of the 

thesis. I briefly recapitulate the applicative suExes that have been identified by 

researchers on Salish languages, providing a list of suffixes. I discussed the construction 

of the databased used in the thesis. I gave a brief overview of the syntactic and semantic 

properties of applicative constructions. In subsequent chapters I turn to a detailed 

exploration of Salish applicatives, suffix by suffix and language by language. 



Chapter 3: Relational Applicatives 

As stated in Chapter 1, a relational applicative construction adds a second 

argument to a clause whose non-applicative equivalent is intransitive. The resulting 

clause is a syntactically transitive construction in which a non-theme nominal is the direct 

object.' Compare the intransitive construction in (1) with the applicative construction in 

Halkomelem (Gerdts 2004b:330) 
n i' nem kw8a swi$las. 
AUX gO DET boy 
'The boy went.' 

Halkomelem (Gerdts 2004b:330) 
n i' nam-nas-as kwOa swi$las kwOa John. 
AUX go-REL- SUB DET boy DET John 
'The boy went up to John.' 

The clause in (1) is intransitive, while (2) is syntactically transitive, as evidenced by the 

third person ergative marker, and 'John', the goal of the motion, is the applied object. 

The semantic role of the applied object, goal in this case, is signaled by the relational 

suffix -n as. 

Applied objects in relational applicatives are generally not semantic arguments of 

the predicate but rather have an indirect (or oblique) relationship to the event. For 

example, contrast the intransitive clause in (3) with the relational applicative in (4): 

1 The term 'relational' for this type of applicative is adapted from L. Thompson and M. 
Thompson ( 1  992:73). 
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(3) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b:339) 
ni7 can siVsi3 'a kw@a snaxwal. 
AUX 1 SG.SUB frighten OBL DET canoe 
'I was frightened at the car.' 

(4) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b:339) 
ni? can si7si3- me'- t kw8a sqwamef. 
AUX 1 SG.SUB f r i g h t e n - ~ ~ ~ - T ~  DET dog 
'I was frightened at the dog.' 

In both sentences, the first-person subject is the experiencer of the psychological event. 

In (3), the stimulus of the event is expressed as an oblique, marked with the general 

oblique preposition 73, but in (4) the stimulus is the applied object in a relational 

applicative construction, marked by the verbal suffix -me 7, The example in (4) is 

transitive, as seen by the presence of the transitive suffix on the verb. 

The predicates that form relational applicative constructions generally occur as 

intransitive predicates in non-applicative environments, and thus they do not usually take 

the general transitive suffix. Even if they are inflected with the transitive suffix, the 

distinction between the semantic roles of direct objects and applied objects is usually 

clear. For instance, most Halkornelem psych predicates can take the general transitive 

suffix. Compare the transitive form in (5) and the relational applicative in (6): 

( 5 )  Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b:334) 
64- at C ce3 kwOa na6awmaxw 3i 
~Llrprise-T~ 2 s c i . s ~ ~  FUT DET visitor AUX 

'You will surprise the visitors when they arrive.' 

(6) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b3334) 
634- me?- t E ce7 kw8a na6awmaxw 3i 
surprise-REL-TR ~SG.SUB FUT DET visitor AUX 

'You will be surprised at the visitors when they arrive.' 

ce3 
FUT 

ce3 
FUT 

tecal. 
arrive 

tecal. 
arrive 



The subject 'YOU' is the agent in (5), but it is the experiencer in (6). The object 'visitors' 

is the experiencer in (5) and the stimulus in (6). Some psych predicates form transitives 

with the causative suffix, as in (7), which contrasts with the psych applicative in (8): 

(7) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b:334) 
n i7 can si7si7-staxw kw@a smaya0. 
AUX 1 SG.SUB frighten-cs DET deer 
'I frightened the deer.' 

(8) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b:334) 
ni' siysi7- me?- 8amS-as kw8a smaya0. 
AUX frighten-REL-TR:~SG.OBJ- SUB DET deer 
'The deer was frightened of me.' 

The first-person subject of the transitive clause in (7) is the causer-a direct, purposive 

agent. But the first-person applied object in (8) is the stimulus-an indirect cause of the 

event. The speaker might not even have been aware of having an effect on the deer. 

In sum, we see that relational applicative constructions are transitive clauses with 

an applied object-a nominal that is the direct object in the syntax but that plays a 

peripheral role in the semantic argument structure that is associated with the event. 

Applied objects in relational applicatives have a variety of semantic roles, including 

stimulus, goal, content, and benefactive, as discussed in detail below. The presence of the 

applied object is signaled on the predicate by means of a relational applicative suffix. 

Each Salish language has from one to four relational applicative suffixes, as given 

in Table 16: 



Table 16. Relational Applicative Suffixes in Salish Languages 

Bella Coola 

Central Salish 

Tillamook 

Tsarnosan 

Interior 
Salish 

Northern 
Interior 

Southern 
Interior 

LANGUAGE 1 RELATIONAL 

Bella Coola I -amk. - m  I 
Comox I -mi, -ni  I 
Sechelt 
Squamish 
Halkomelem 
Nooksack 
Northern Straits 

Klallam 
Lushootseed I -bi. -di. - (ak  I 
Twana 
Tillamook 
Umer Chehalis 
Cowlitz 
Lillooet 
Thomvson I -mi I 
Shuswav 1 -mi I 
Okanaaan I -mi I 

Coeur dYAlene I -min I 
Columbian I -mi I 

The Interior Salish languages and Twana, a Central Salish language, have only one 

relational applicative suffix, while the other Salish languages have two or more relational 

suffixes. The association of any given relational suffix to applicative semantics is very 

complicated, requiring detailed study. 

In this chapter, I provide a catalog of relational applicative constructions in Salish 

and discuss their similarities and differences across languages. In section 3.1, I classify 

the various meanings conveyed by relational applicatives according to the semantics of 

the predicate, with reference to the semantic role of the applied objects. In section 3.2, I 

survey Salish relational applicatives language by language, exemplifying the form and 

function of the various relational constructions. In section 3.3, I discuss the distribution 
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and usage of each relational suffix, and I construct an historical picture of the Salish 

relational applicative system. 

3.1 Semantic functions of relational applicatives. 

Relational applicative suffixes generally attach to intransitive predicates to form 

transitive verbs. In my database, I encoded applicatives for the semantic class of the 

predicate and the semantic role of the applied object. This allows me to study the 

semantic functions of different applicatives. The most crucial aspect of the semantics of 

relational applicatives is the type of predicate involved. In some languages, a predicate 

class is associated with a particular suffix, though the suffix might not be the same one 

from language to language. The semantic role of the applied object is largely inferred; it 

is the mostly likely kind of oblique nominal to be associated with the predicate. 

Relational suffixes appear on a wide variety of different predicates, which can be 

classified into a small list of types, as in (9): 

(9) a. Internal experience 
Psychological event (e.g. 'be afraid of ,  'be ashamed o f ,  'be tired o f )  
Perception (e.g. 'feel', 'hear', 'see') 
Cognition (e.g. 'know', 'think', 'understand') 
Liking or desire (e.g. 'like', 'want', 'wish') 

b. Expression 
Speech act (e.g. 'ask', 'sing', 'speak') 
Facial expression (e.g. 'cry for', 'smile at', 'wink at') 

c. Action 
Social interaction (e.g. 'meet', 'marry', 'act tough on') 
Activity (e.g. 'work', 'dance') 

d. Movement 
Motion (e.g. 'go', 'run', 'walk') 
Body movement/position (e.g. 'hide', 'lean', 'sit') 

e. Transfer (e.g. 'borrow', 'sell', 'steal') 
f. Nature (e.g. 'hail', 'rain', 'snow') 



Most of the examples in the database fall into one of these classes, though there are a few 

miscellaneous examples that I will not try to accommodate. 

What property is shared by these predicates? For the most part, these predicates 

usually have a dyadic semantic structure; that is, there are two participants associated 

with the event. For example, psychological predicates often involve an experiencer and a 

stimulus, verbs of cognition involve a cognizer and some content, and motion verbs often 

involve an object in motion and a goal. However, in many languages of the world, 

predicates with the meanings in (9) are intransitive rather than transitive. Even if they are 

transitive, they have low transitivity, in the sense of Hopper and S. Thompson (1 980), 

and often do not straightforwardly take direct objects. Transfer predicates (9e) may be an 

exception to this generalization, since they take theme objects in many languages in 

addition to the goal or source nominal. However, transfer predicates are often 

syntactically intransitive in Salish languages. 

Below, I give examples of relational applicatives in order to illustrate each of the 

predicate classes outlined in (9) above and to illustrate the semantic roles of the applied 

objects that are associated with them. 

3.1.1 Internal experience predicates. 

Psychological event predicates form relational applicatives in which the applied 

object is the stimulus: 

(1 0) Okanagan (A. Mattina l994:22 1) 
ixi? 79yiiw- t-ma-nt-s-an. 
there ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - s T - R E L - T R - ~ s G . o B J - ~  SG.SUB 

'I am tired of you.' 



Perception predicates form relational applicatives in which the applied object is 

the stimulus in (1 1) or content in (12): 

(1 1) Squamish (Kuipers l967:26O) 
En-wa-tkwBya?n-mi-nt-umi. 
1 SG.SUB-CONT-~~S~~~-REL-TR-~SG.OBJ 
'I am listening to you; I could hear you.' 

(12) Thompson(L.ThompsonandM.Thompson1992:75) 
//na-Zak-ap=ehih-meh- t// 
L O C - ~ ~ ~ ~ - I N C H = ~ ~ ~ - R J ~ L - T R  

'hear correctly about something, hear the correct word for something' 

Cognition predicates form relational applicatives in which the applied object is 

the content: 

(1 3) Nooksack (Galloway l997:222) 
?as- hBkwa-ni-WE kwam. 
ST-~~~II~-REL-TR:~SG.OBJ- 1 SG.SUB will 
'I'll think about (remember) you.' 

Predicates expressing liking or desire form relational applicatives in which the 

applied object is the stimulus (14) or goal (1 5): 

Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson l998:264) 
gal-Sil-awl-t-aw. 
RED(AUG)-dislike-REL-TR-PASS 
'Nobody likes it [dog].' 

Shuswap (Gardiner 1 993 :20) 
qwan-mi-n-s Y simCmalt k-pumCka7. 
W ~ ~ ~ - R E L - T R - ~ S U B  DET children I R R - ~ ~ U ~  

'The children want a drum.' 

Expression predicates. 

Speech act predicates form relational applicatives in which the applied object is 

the goal (1 6) or content (1 7): 
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(1 6) Klallam (Montler 2000: #l869) 
qwi-qw5y-ga- t 
RED-speak-REL-TR 
'scold someonela child' 

(1 7 )  Coeur d' Alene (Doak l997:209) 
1 u Eel tqwa~qwa~elmis txw.  
/ / lut  Eel t-CVC-qweV-min-stu-0-xwll 
NEG FUT LOC-RED(AUG)-speak-REL-CS-3sG.0~~-~SG.SUB 
'You don't talk about it.' 

Predicates of facial expression form relational applicatives in which the applied 

object is the goal (1 8), stimulus (19), or purpose (20): 

Sechelt (Beaumont 1985: 11 0) 
~616-vet &i-iayhls- mi- t-6mul- as! 
always-EMPH RED(IMPF)-wink-REL-TR- 1 PL.OBJ- SUB 
'He's always winking at us!' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 19925 1) 
6a(m)-mi-n-s 
c~y/~eep-REL-TR-3 SUB 

'cry for, mourn' 

Lushootseed (Hess and Bates 2004: 182) 
6ip-il- bi-d 
Cl0se.eyes-AUTO-REL-TR 
'close eyes to avoid seeing something' 

Action predicates. 

Predicates involving social interaction form relational applicatives in which the 

applied object is the goal (21) or comitative (22): 

(2 1) Lushootseed (Hess and Bates 2004: 184) 
y6dZq- bi- d 
meet-REL-TR 
'meet someone by appointment or intentionally' 



(22) Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997: 1 14) 
?i?wa?-min 
aC~~mpany/C~me.a l~ng-R~L 
'to go along with' 

Predicates involving activity form relational applicatives in which the applied 

object is the benefactive (23) or purpose (24): 

(23) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b:33 1) 
ya:ys- m e9- t 
work-REL-TR 
'work for himher' 

(24) Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997: 125) 
jiwast-An-cut-min 
exert-TR-REFL-REL 
'to make an effort for something' 

3.1.4 Movement predicates. 

Motion verbs form relational applicatives in which the applied object is the goal 

(25)' source (26), or purpose (27): 

(25) Columbian (Kinkade 198254) 
kyav'mn-cdt-m-nt-m. 
jump-REFL-REL-TR- 1 PL.SUB 

'We all jumped on him.' 

(26) Comox (Watanabe 1996:335) 
lag-a-Out-mi-&as. 
~~~V~-LV-TR:REFL-REL-TR: 1 SG.OBJ- SUB 
'He walkedlran out on me.'/'He ran away from me.' 

(27) Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994: 143) 
Yu-15-i-s Ead. 
~ U N c ~ - a r r i v e - ~ u ~ o - ~ ~ ~  1 SG.SUB 
'I got there just in time for some particular event.' 



Verbs denoting moving the body into an orientation, or holding that position, 

form relational applicatives in which the applied object is the goal (28)' source (29)' or 

periphery (30): 

(28) Columbian (Kinkade 198254) 
kl87qn-c6t-m-n-c. 
lean-REFL-REL-TR- 1 SG.OBJ(- SUB) 
'He's leaning against me.' 

(29) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b:33 1) 
kwel-me?-t 
h ide-~~L-TR 
'hide from himher' 

(30) Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:249) 
s-leq-i-s-i. 
ST-sit-AUTO-REL- 1 SG.SUB 

'I sit down beside him.' 

3.1.5 Transfer verbs. 

Transfer verbs form relational applicatives in which the applied object is the goal 

(3 1) or source (32):2 

(3 1) Sechelt (Beaumont 1 985: 1 04) 
xwuyum-ni- t-ci-Een-6lap-skwa. 3 

sell-REL-TR-~SG.OBJ- 1 SG.SUB-~PL-FUT 
'I'll sell it to you (pl.).'4 

(32) Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson l992:75) 
qw8%-m-me-s. 5 

borrow-MDL-REL(-TR)-3 SUB 

'She requests a loan from him.' 

2 In Salish languages, transfer verbs are often intransitive. Sometimes they take middle voice (cf. 
Gerdts and Hukari 1998). 
3 The root dx ~ r i ~ u m  'sell' is intransitive in Sechelt (Beaumont 1985:258). 
4 Beaumont (1985:105) remarks that the suffix - n i  implies disadvantage to the applied object, as 
the seller is expected to have profited at the expense of the buyer in this case. 
5 The stem dcjwrix'-m ('borrow' + middle) 'borrow' is intransitive (L. Thompson and M. 
Thompson 1992:75). 
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3.1.6 Nature predicates. 

Relational applicatives can be formed on predicates (nouns or verbs) denoting 

natural phenomena to express a negative effect, such as damage from inclement weather 

or attack from an animal. The semantic is the malefactive, i.e. the person or thing 

adversely affected by the event? 

Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1992:74) 
t6kl-m- t-i- t. 
T ~ ~ - R E L - T R -  1 PL.OBJ-PASS 

'We get rained on.' 

Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997: 122) 
migal-min-am 
bear-REL-PASS 
'it was eaten by a bear, he was met by a bear, ran into a bear' 

The form and function of relational suffixes. 

In this section, I turn to a detailed survey of relational applicative constructions. 

My goal is to sort out the form and function of the various relational suffixes in each 

language, making use of the semantic categories given in the previous section. Since 

closely related languages seem to have nearly identical applicative systems, I approach 

the issue by grouping the languages according to the branches and sub-branches of the 

Salish family. 

As mentioned above, each Salish language has from one to four relational 

applicative suffixes, as given in Table 1. Similarities between the suffixes in the different 

languages are obvious. Kinkade (1 998), as part of his survey of Salish comparative- 

6 Relational applicatives of nature verbs tend to be passives. See section 3.2.1.6. 
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historical morphology, reconstructs three relational suffixes: *-mi, *- n i  and*- n as.' 

Their reflexes are shown in Table 17. The forms for which he gives no reconstruction are 

listed in the N/A column: 

7 Kinkade (1 998) said that reconstructing *-ni  was problematic, due to its limited occurrence in 
only two branches-Central Salish and Tsamosan. See section 3.3.2 for discussion. 
8 Kinkade (1 998) reconstructs this suffix for Proto-Central Salish. See section 3.3.2 for 
discussion. 



Table 17. Relational Applicative Suffixes by Cognates 

Bella Coola Bella Coola 
Comox 
Sechelt 
Sauamish 
Halkomelem 
Nooksack 
Northern Straits 

Central Salish 

Klallam 
Lushootseed 
Twana 
Upper Chehalis Tsamosan 

Tillamook 
Cowlitz 
Tillamook 
Lillooet 

Northern 
Interior 

Shuswaw 
Interior 
Salish 

Southern 
Interior 

Kalisvel 
Coeur d'Alene 
Columbian 

All of the Salish languages have reflexes of *-mi except Bella Coola and two 

Central Salish languages-Nooksack and Twana. Perhaps the lack of examples of *-mi 

reflexes in the latter two languages may simply be due to insufficient data. Nooksack has 

reflexes of both *-ni, and *-nas, and Twana has the suffix -ac. All Interior Salish 

9 Kinkade (1 998) tentatively suggests the alternative reconstruction *-mis based on the Tsamosan 
suffix - m i(s). 
10 Kinkade (1998) also reconstructs *-nas for Lushootseed -c, Twana -ac, and Tillamook -as. 
However, I do not treat them as reflexes of *-nas due to a lack of evidence and irregularity of 
sound correspondences. 
I I Bella Coola -m might appear to be a reflex of *-mi, but, since suffixes with -m are ubiquitous 
in Salish, it would take more than general similarity to support this claim. Kinkade (1998) 
considers and rejects this possibility, due to the lack of a vowel in the Bella Coola form. 
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languages have only one relational applicative, a reflex of *-mi. Central Salish languages 

(other than Nooksack and Twana) have a reflex of either *- n i  or *- n as in addition to a 

reflex of *-mi, and Lushootseed has reflexes of two suffixes *-mi and *-ni, as well as 

the suffix -(a)c. Tsamosan languages have reflexes of *-mi and *-ni, as well as another 

applicative not attested elsewhere in Salish languages, - t(a)s. Tillamook has a reflex of 

*-mi and the suffix -as. Bella Coola is an outlier: neither of its suffixes, -amk or -m, 

seem to relate to relational applicative suffixes in other Salish languages. 

I start my survey of relational applicatives in section 3.2.1 with the Interior Salish 

languages, since they only have one relational applicative suffix. In section 3.2.2, I turn 

to the Central Salish languages, surveying uses of *- mi, *- ni, and *- n as. In section 3.2.3, 

I treat the two Tillamook suffixes *-mi and -as. In section 3.2.4, I treat three of the 

suffixes in the Tsamosan languages *-mi and *-ni and - t(a)s. The Bella Coola 

applicative suffixes -amk and -m are atypical compared with the relational suffixes 

found in other Salish languages, so I postpone discussion until Chapter 5. 

3.2.1 Relational suffix in Interior Salish. 

All of the Interior Salish languages-in both the Northern and Southern 

branches-have only one relational applicative suffix, a reflex of *-mi. This suffix is 

used in a wide variety of situations. 

3.2.1.1 Internal experience predicates. 

Reflexes of *-mi attach to psychological predicates to form applicatives in which 

the applied object is the stimulus: 



Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997: 124) 
p8qwu?-min 
afraid-REL 
'to be afraid o f  

Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1992:74) 
&x-m-h-s. 
~ s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - R E L - T R - ~ s u B  
'He is ashamed of her.' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1992:50) 
qas-p-mi-n-s 
itch-INCH-REL-TR- SUB 
'be tickled about' 

Okanagan (A. Mattina l994:22 1) 
ixi? ?6yKw-t-ma-nt-s-an. 
there ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - S T - R E L - T R - ~ S G . O B J -  I SG.SUB 
'I am tired of you.' 

Kalispel (Carlson and Flett 1 989: 134) 
qe7 ec-v8ymt-m-11-s. 
I PL.OBJ A S P - ~ ~ ~ ~ J - R E L ( - T R ) -  1 PL.OBJ-~SG.POSS 
'He was angry at us.' 

Coeur d7Alene (Reichard 1938584, Doak 1997: 178) 
i f -  n-Kil-man-am. 
0 in-9c-hn-jtil-min-m// 
~ O B J  ~POSS-CONT-LOC-fear-REL-SFX 
'Thou art fearing him.' 

Columbian (Kinkade 1982: 54) 
kliln-cut-m-n. 
jealous-REFL-REL(-TR)-1 SG.SUB 

'I'm jealous of him.' 

Reflexes of *-mi attach to verbs of perception to form applicatives in which the 

applied object is the goal (42)-(46) or content (47): 

(42) Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997: 124) 
kaiah-mih 
listen-REL 
'to listen to' 



Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1992:75) 
//wik=eieh-meh- t// 
see=pretense-REL-TR 
'pretend to see someone/something' (used primarily in the negative: 'pretend not 

to see someone/something') 

Okanagan (A. Mattina 1994:22 1) 
ha? nixal-ma-nt-xw? 
Q hear-REL-TR-~SG. SUB 
'Did you hear it?' 

Kalispel (Carlson and Flett 1989:200) 
skw=ne?-m-st-n. 
ask=ear-REL-CS- I SG.SUB 
'I heard it.' 

Columbian (Kinkade 1982:53) 
cqAna7-m-n-c-n. 
hear-REL-TR-~SG.OBJ- 1 SG.SUB 

'I heard you.' 

Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson l992:75) 
/ /na-~ak-ap=ehih-meh-t/ / '2 
L O C - ~ X ~ - I N C H = ~ ~ ~ - R E L - T R  
'hear correctly about something, hear the correct word for something' 

Reflexes of *-mi  attach to cognition predicates to form applicatives in which the 

applied object is the content: 

Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1992:74) 
lakw-mi-ne. 
hook-FUEL(-TR)-1 SG.SUB 
'I remember him.' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1992:50) 
ptinas-m-n-s 
think-REL-TR- SUB 
'think o f  

12 The form x'ak-p ('mark' + inchoative) in (47) means 'find out, understand, know' (L. 
Thompson and M. Thompson 1 996:42 1). 
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(50) Kalispel (Carlson and Flett l989:44) 
n-lkw-kw-mi-n. 
LOC-hungtogether-RED(NC)-REL(-TR)- 1 SG.SUB 
'I remembered it accidentally.' 

(5 1) Coeur d7Alene (Doak l997:279) 
nsilpminn 7ekwustmexw. 
/In-sil-p-min(-n)t-$3-n 7ekwun-stu-me-xw// 
LOC-dizzy-INCH-REL-TR-~SG.OBJ-I SG.SUB say-CS-I SG.OBJ-~SG.SUB 
'I forgot you told me.' 

Reflexes of *-mi attach to predicates of liking (52) or desire (53)-(54) to form 

applicatives in which the applied object is the stimulus: 

Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997: 120) 
n-q!=$nwas-min 
~ ~ T - b a d = h e a r t - ~ ~ ~  
'to dislike somebody' 

Okanagan (A. Mattina 1994:222) 
?ilxw- t-ma-n i? siya7. 
h u n g r y - s T - ~ ~ ~ - T ~  ART ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~y 
'I am hungry for sask[atoon berries].' 

Shuswap (Gardiner l993:2O) 
qwan-mi-n-s Y s6mCmalt k-pumika7. 
W ~ ~ ~ - R E L - T R - ~ S U B  DET children ~m-drum 
'The children want a drum.' 

In one language, a reflex of *-mi attaches to a predicate expressing reaction to 

form applicatives in which the applied object is the cause: 

(55) Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson l992:75) 
//kas=iie7-meh- t// 
ugly=skin-~~L-TR 
'have a (skin) allergy to something' 

This is the only example of this type that I found in any Salish language. 



3.2.1.2 Expression predicates. 

Reflexes of *-mi attach to speech act verbs to form applicatives in which the 

applied object is the goal (56)-(58) or content (59t(62): 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1992:5 1) 
kas=cin-m-n-s 
bad=mouth -R~~-~~-3  SUB 

'abuse, scold' 

Coeur d'Alene (Doak 1997:38) 
Ilpu?s=cin-min-ntll 
~ ~ O W ' ~ O U ~ ~ - R E L - T R  

'tell someone a joke' 

Columbian (Willett 2003:283) 
kasfaqwcinmn. 
//kas-iaqwcin-mi-nt- n/ /  
IRR-holler-REL-TR- I SG. SUB 

'I am going to holler at him.'/'I am going to shout at him.' 

Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997: 1 14) 
ptAkwl-min 
tell.a.legend-REL 
'to tell a legend about someone' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 19925 1) 
t-qwl-mi-n-s 
~~~x-speak/talk-REL-~R-3 SUB 

'talk about' 

Okanagan (A. Mattina 1994:226) 
lut kwu a- ks-k-m818a?-m-n-am. 
NEG 1 SG.OBJ ~SG.POSS-ABS-IRR-lie-REL-TR-SFX 
'Don't lie about me.' 

Coeur d' Alene (Doak 1997:209) 
lu Eel tqwa7qwa?elmistxw. 
//lut Eel t-CVC-qwe71-min-stu-0-xw// 
NEG FUT LOC-RED(AUG)-speak-REL-CS-~SG.OBJ-~SG.SUB 
'You don't talk about it.' 



Reflexes of *-mi attach to predicates of facial expression to form applicatives in 

which the applied object is the goal (63)-(64) or stimulus (65)-(67): 

Lillooet (Van Eijk l987:259) 
ka-kwis-mih-c-8s a. 
R S L T - S ~ ~ ~ ~ - R E L -  1 SG.OBJ- SUB RS LT 

'He smiled at me.' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 19925 1)13 
qi&=s-m-n-s 
sudden=face-REL-TR-3 SUB 

'wink at' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1992:5 1) 
&a(m)-mi-n-s 
c ~ ~ / w ~ ~ ~ - R E L - T R - ~  SUB 

'cry for, mourn' 

Kalispel (Carlson 1972: 104) 
kwu EKwakwa'byamin tx ". 
/ /kwu E-Kwkw%y-mi-n te-xw// 
I SG.OBJ ~ O - ~ ~ U ~ ~ - R E L - T R - ~ S G . S U B  
'You laugh at me.' 

Columbian (Willett 2003:283) 
kmuxwtmis wa kih8naT John. 
Ilk-muxwt-mi-nt-s// 
P S T N - ~ ~ U ~ ~ - R E L - T R - ~ S U B  PTC girl John 
'John laughed at the girl.' 

3.2.1.3 Action predicates. 

Reflexes of *-mi attach to predicates of social interaction to form applicatives in 

which the applied object is the goal (68)-(71) or comitative (72)-(73): 

(68) Thompson(L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1992:75) 
//ntikwe9-meh- t// 
f r i e n d - R ~ ~ - r ~  
'claim relationship to someone' 

13 Dwight Gardiner (p.c.) supplied this interlinear gloss. 
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Kalispel (Carlson and Flett 1989: 147) 
hec-mC?=cn-mi-st-n. 
ST-bother=mouth-REL-cs- 1 sG.sUB 
'I bothered him with my talk.' 

Coeur d7Alene (Doak 1997: 122) 
yilimixum kuie?$eySanami nSeS. 
//ylmixw-m kwu ~ ~ ~ - $ e ? S - n - m i n - ~ e S / / ' ~  
chief-MDL ~SG.SUB R E D ( A U G ) - ~ O ~ ~ ~ S ~ ~ ~ ~ - L ~ C - R E L - I D F  
'Chief, you condescend to honor us.' 

Columbian (Kinkade 198254) 
kas-lhhlahs-cut-m-n. 
IRR-play.trkk?-REFL-REL(-TR)- 1 SG.SUB 

'I'm going to play a trick on him.' 

Lilfooet (Van Eijk 1997: 1 14) 
76ih.w rnin 
get.together-REL 
'to join, go with someone' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 19925 1) 
t h l -mi -n - s  
C O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ - R E L - T R - ~ S U B  

'accompany' 

Reflexes of *-mi attach to activity verbs to form applicatives in which the applied 

object is the benefactive (74)-(75)' purpose (76), or goal (77): 

Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997: 125) 
iwzds-mi& 
work-REL 
'to work for, to look after' 

Thomspon (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1992:75) 
kwz=tis-m-me-ne. 
~ o u ~ ~ = ~ ~ c ~ - M D L - R E L ( - T R ) -  1 SG.SUB 
'I work hard for him.' 

14 Although there is a second-person plural object in the English translation, -5eSis the indefinite 
person suffix, i.e. 'someone'. The clause is syntactically intransitive, as seen by presence of k wu, 
the second-person singular intransitive subject marker. 
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Lillooet (Van Eijk l997:lZ) 
Xwast-5n-cut-min 
exert-TR-REFL-REL 
'to make an effort for something' 

Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1 992:76) 
si$m)- m(e)- s 
//si6am-mi- t-(2)-es// 
W O V ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - R E L - T R - ~ S G . O B J - ~  SUB 
'give a blanket to someone' 

The base -\lsi'&rn 'woven blanket' in example (77) above is a noun, not a transfer verb, so 

the meaning of this example is probably closer to 'put a blanket on someone' than 'give a 

blanket to someone'. 

3.2.1.4 Movement predicates. 

Reflexes of *-mi attach to motion verbs to form applicatives in which the applied 

object is the directional goal (78)-(83), source (84)-(85), or the periphery or path of the 

motion (86)-(88): 

Lillooet (Van Eijk 1987: 140) 
ka-la%"-mih-c-as a i ii? a. 
R S L T - C O ~ ~ . U ~ - R E L - ~  SG.OBJ- SUB RSLT CLT(W~~~/SO)  RSLT 

'He came right up to me.' 

Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson l992:74) 
n - k e m - ~ j r = ~ n - r n e - s  
//na-kkm-lijr=qin-meh-t-O-es// 
LOC-dive-~F~=head-REL-TR-~SG.OBJ- SUB 
'slhe dive forlafter someone' 

Shuswap (Gardiner 1993:20) 
nes-m-n-s. 
~ o . ~ ~ o ~ ~ - R E L - T R - ~  SUB 

'He went up to somebody.' 



Kalispel (Carlson 1972: 104) 
Exwuyaman txw. 
//E-xwuy-mi-nte-xw// 
to-go-REL-TR-~SG.SUB 
'You go on to it.' 

Coeur d'Alene (Ivy Doak p.c.) 
hnxwuymanan. 
//hn-xwuy-min-t-n// 
LOC-go-REL-TR- 1 SG.SUB 

'I track him.' 

Colurnbian (Kinkade 1982:54) 
kyar 'mn-c~t-m-nt-m.  
jump-REFL-REL-TR-1 PL.SUB 
'We all jumped on him.' 

Lillooet (Van Eijk 19%': 121) 
48y=lax-min 
run.away=body-REL 
'to run away from somebody' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 199250) 
t-saxw-mi-n-s 
PRFX-leave-REL-TR- SUB 
'leave somebody by himself 

Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1992:75) 
n-zCn-m-s 
//na-zCn-mi-nt-es// 
LOC-g~.around-REL-TR- SUB 
'he walks around the inside of a particular area, makes a circuit of it' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1992: 50) 
Fw=ilx-m-n-s  
~ u ~ ~ = ~ o ~ ~ - R E L - T R - ~ s u B  
'jump over' 

Okanagan (A. Mattina 1994:224) 
lut  t in - f  m=ink 1 i- ks-wik-am, 
NEG PTC 1 SG.POSS-like=stomach SBRD 1 SG.POSS-ASP-see-SFX 

ul t-xalk-ami- n. 
and PRFX-go.around-~~~(-~~)- 1 SG. SUB 

'I didn't want to see him, that's why I went around him.' 



Reflexes of *-mi also attach to body position verbs to form applicatives in which 

the applied object is the goal (89) or source (90)-(91): 

Columbian (Kinkade 1982:54) 
kl6yqn-c6t-m-n-c. 
lean-REFL-REL-TR- 1 SG.OBJ(- SUB) 
'He's leaning against me.' 

Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997: 121) 
lavw=ilx-min 
hide=body-REL 
'to hide oneself from somebody' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1 992: 50) 
nvw=ilx-m-n-s 
hidezbody -REL-TR-3 SUB 

'hide oneself from' 

3.2.1.5 Transfer verbs. 

Reflexes of *-mi attach to transfer verbs to form applicatives in which the applied 

object is the goal (92) or source (93)-(95): 

Columbian (Kinkade 198254) 
kwaln-x6x-m-n. 
borrow-IDF-EL(-TR)- 1 SG.SUB 
'I loaned someone else's property to him.' 

Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997: 1 16) 
n6s-kan kwulan-min k w  s-Bill t i  kamxwyaqs-c a. 
FUT- 1 SG.SUB borrow-REL DET  bill DET C ~ ~ - ~ S G . P O S S  PTC 

'I am going to borrow Bill's car. [Lit. I am going to borrow from Bill his car.]' 

Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson l992:75) 
fiw6%-m-me-s. 
borrow-MDL-EL(-TR)- SUB 
'She requests a loan from him.' 

Columbian (Kinkade 1 98254) 
kwan-xix-m-n. 
g r a b / t a k e - ~ D ~ - ~ ~ L ( - ~ ~ ) -  1 SG.SUB 
'I took it away from them; pickpocket.' 



3.2.1.6 Nature predicates. 

Reflexes of *-mi attach to verbs of natural phenomena, implying a malefactive 

effect on the applied object: 

Lillooet (Van Eijk 1987: 120) 
ka-gap-min-ci-m a. 
~s~~-deep/to.be.under-~~~-2s~.o~~-~~ss RSLT 

'It was dark when you came. ' 

Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1992:74) 
&'oz-mi-nt-i-s. 
dark-REL-TR- ~PL.OBJ- SUB 
'It gets dark on us.' 

Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1992:74) 
tCk1-m- t-i- t. 
rain-REL-TR- 1 PL.OBJ-PASS 
' We get rained on.' 

One example from Lillooet shows that the relational applicative suffix can be suffixed to 

a noun to convey an attack by an animal: 

(99) Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997: 122) 
miRa1-min-am 15 

bear-REL-PASS 
'it was eaten by a bear, he was met by a bear, ran into a bear' 

Relational applicatives of nature verbs tend to be used in the passive. In fact, only two 

examples out of fourteen in my database are active sentences. 

15 The noun 'bear' can also form an intransitive predicate with the middle suffix: mix'ai-a'm 
(bear-middle) 'to hunt a bear' (Van Eijk l997:122). 
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3.2.1.7 Summary. 

In summary, the types of predicates that occur with reflexes of the relational 

suffix *-mi in Interior Salish are shown in Table 18: 

Table 18. Predicate Classes with *-mi in Interior Salish 

Reflexes of *-mi appears in relational applicatives with predicates of internal 

experience (9a), expression (9b), action (9c), and movement (9d) in all the Interior Salish 

languages except for Okanagan, where action predicates are not attested. Applicatives are 

formed on more types of predicates in Northern Interior than in Southern Interior Salish; 

Southern Interior Salish does not form applicatives with the transfer (except in 

Colurnbian) or nature verb classes. 

3.2.2 Relational suffixes in Central Salish. 

Reflexes of three of the relational applicative suffixes, *-mi, *-ni, and *-nas, are 

found in Central Salish languages. Reflexes of the relational applicative suffix *-mi are 

not attested in Nooksack or Twana. Reflexes of *-ni are attested in five Central Salish 

languages: Comox, Sechelt, Squarnish, Nooksack, and Lushootseed. Reflexes of *-nas 

are attested in four languages: Halkomelem, Nooksack, Northern Straits, Klallam. 



Lushootseed and Twana have suffixes that are not attested in the other Salish 

languages, - (a)c and -ac  respectively, which are most likely cognates.I6 

All Central Salish languages have two relational suffixes, except Twana, which 

has only - ac, and Lushootseed, which has reflexes of two relational suffixes *-mi  and 

*-ni, and -(a)c 

3.2.2.1 Relational *-mi. 

The situation in Central Salish is much more complicated than in Interior Salish 

because there is more than one relational applicative suffix in each language, except 

Twana. Reflexes of * -mi  attach to a wide range of predicate classes. However, the 

predicate classes to which they attach differ from language to language, depending on the 

range of meanings assumed by the other relational suffixes of a given language. In this 

section, I survey the predicate classes that form relational applicatives with reflexes of 

*-mi, giving one example from each language in which it is attested. 

Reflexes of *-mi attach to psychological predicates to form applicatives in which 

the applied object is the stimulus: 

(1 00) Comox (Watanabe 2003:261) 
hihiw E 4wa-4wj-am-(m)i- t-anapi, ni7-i-t E 
very 1 SG.SUB RED(IMPF?)-pity-MDL-REL-TR-~PL.OBJ Say-LV-TR 1 SG.SUB 

xwukwt sam tam taXw-n[i]xw-ap. 
none FUT what know-NC-ST.INFX-~PL.SUB 

"'I feel very sorry for you," I said. "None of you will know anything."' 

16 Henceforth I refer to both suffixes as -(a)c. 
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(1 01) Sechelt (Beaumont 1985:104) 
i%s%6m- mi- t- A-Eexw te ?dlqay? 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - R E L - T R - Q - ~ s G . s u B  DET snake 
'Are you afraid of the snake?' 

(1 02) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b:334) 
6aG- m e?- t E ce? kw8a na6awmaxw i ce? tecal. 
surprise-REL-TR ~SG.SUB FUT DET visitor AUX FUT arrive 
'You will be surprised at the visitors when they arrive.' 

(1 03) Klallarn (Montler 2000:#1689) 
qivnd-ga- t 
angry-REL-TR 
'get mad, angry' 

(1 04) Lushootseed (Hess and Bates 2004: 1 8 1) 
? u - E i - b i -  t-ab ti333 sbiaw. 
PUNCT-ashamed-REL-TR-PASS DET coyote 
'They were ashamed of Coyote.' 

Reflexes of *-mi attach to perception predicates to form applicatives in which the 

applied object is the stimulus: 

(1 05) Sechelt (Beaumont 1985: 194) 
qAn6m-mi- t- Asit le s k m i e m  iiiilim n i 
hear-REL-TR-~PL.SUB DET wren S ~ ~ ~ ( I M P F )  there 

'They hear Wren singing across the water.' 

(1 06) Squamish (Kuipers l967:26O) 
En-wa-tkwBya7n-mi-nt-umi. 
1 SG.SUB-CONT-~~S~~~-REL-TR-~SG.OBJ 
'I am listening to you; I could hear you.' 

(1 07) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005 b:333) 
siwal-me?- t 
Sense-REL-TR 
' sense hidher '  



(1 08) Lushootseed (Hess and Bates 2004: 190) 
yiE-ab-i-d 
observe-INTR-REL-TR 
'observe/notice something' 

Reflexes of *-mi attach to cognition predicates to form applicatives in which the 

applied object is the content: 

Comox (Watanabe l996:3 36) 
hay-mi-% E .  
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ V ~ - R E L - T R : ~ S G . O B J  1 SG.SUB 

'I believe you.' 

Sechelt (Beaumont 1985:104) 
shhlit-mi- t-ci-Cen. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ v ~ - R E L - T R - ~ s G . o B J - ~  SG.SUB 

'I believe you (concerning it).' 

Squamish (Kuipers 1967:3 8 1) 
En-yaw?in?=c-mi-A-umi. 
1 s~.~u~-spiritual.power=mouth-~~~-~~-2s~.o~~ 
'I understand you.' 

Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b:343) 
3 i can wal Sta?e:waA-me?-eat kwa-na-s hay 
AUX I SG.SUB PERF think-REL-TR:REFL DET- I S~.POSS-NM finish 

?a kw8a na-sya:ys. 
OBL DET 1 S~.POSS-job 

'I was thinking about quitting my job.' 

Klallarn (Montler 2000: #1428) 
kwa?wi?n 6')-ga- t 
dream-REL-TR 
'dream' 

Reflexes of *-mi attach to predicates of liking or desire to form applicatives in 

which the applied object is the stimulus: 



(1 14) Klallam (Montler 2000: #2 166) 
t a r ~ % ? - ~ ~ a -  t 
wish-REL-TR 
'wish for somethingla particular food' 

(1 15) Lushootseed (Hess and Bates 2004: 180) 
?as-qwi& bi-d Ead kwi gwa-d- s-%da-d. 
~ T - l a ~ y / U n ~ i l l i n g - ~ ~ L - T R  1 SG.SUB DET SBJN- 1 SG.SUB-POSS-c~~I-TR 
'I don't know what to call it.' 

The root dqwiE means 'indifferent, unwilling, lazy' (Bates et al. 1994: 192). Thus the 

literal meaning of (1 15) is probably more like 'I am unwilling to call it something.' 

Reflexes of *-mi attach to speech act predicates to form applicatives in which the 

applied object is the goal (116)-(120) or content (121): 

(1 16) Comox (Watanabe 1996:337) 
qway- mi- 8 i  team. 
talk-REL-TR:~SG.OBJ 1 SG.SUB:FUT 
'I'll scold you.' 

(1 1 7) Squamish (Kuipers l967:3O9) 
En naC-niEim7-(m)i-At-umi. 
I SG.SUB RED-s~~~~-REL-TR-~sG.oBJ 
'I bawled you out.' 

(1 18) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2OO5b:33 1) 
xwayxwayas-me?- t 
brag(1~~~)-REL-TR 
'bragging to himher' 

( 1 1 9) Northern Straits (Montler 1 986: 1 74) 
qw51gaEaltag san. 
//qwal-qiy=al-at-ag san// 
t a l k - ~ ~ ~ = o f f s p r i n g - T ~ - ~ ~ s s  1 SG.SUB 
'Somebody scolded my kid.' 

(1 20) Klallarn (Montler 2000: #1869) 
qwi-qw5y-r~a- t 
R E D - S ~ ~ ~ ~ - R E L - T R  

'scold someonela child' 



(1 2 1) Lushootseed (Hess and Bates 2004: 183) 
yac-bi-d ti &:as. 
tell-REL-TR DET child 
'She told on the boy (and made a good story of it).' 

Reflexes of *-mi attach to facial expression predicates to form applicatives in 

which the applied object is the goal (1 22)' stimulus (1 23)-(127), or purpose (1 28): 

(1 22) Sechelt (Beaumont 1985: 11 0) 
pAl6-ye t &itayk6s-mi- t-umul-as! 
always-EMPH w~&[RED]-REL-TR- 1 PL.OBJ- SUB 
'He's always winking at us!' 

(1 23) Comox (Watanabe l996:336) 
tugw-it-mi-t-as. 
cry-ST-REL-TR- SUB 
'She is crying for him.' 

(1 24) Sechelt (Beaumont l985:lO4) 
31'3. EiZey6m-rni- t-ci-Een! 
yes laugh[R~~]-REL-TR-~SG-OBJ- 1 SG.SUB 
'Yes. I'm laughing at you!' 

(1 25) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b:33 1) 
Ke:iiam-ma- t 
C~~(IMPF)-REL-TR 
'crying over hirnlher' 

(1 26) Northern Straits (Montler 1986: 1 74) 
Kw63aj tas. 
//Kwa[?]a~-giy-staxw-@-as// 
cry-ASP.INFX-REL-CS-~OBJ- SUB 
'She was crying for him.' 

(1 27) Lushootseed (Hess and Bates 2004: 190) 
x6y-ab-i-d 
~ ~ U ~ ~ - M D L - R E L - T R  
'laugh at someone' 

(1 28) Lushootseed (Hess and Bates 2004: 182) 
tip-il-bi-d 
C ~ O S ~ . ~ ~ ~ S - A U T O - R E L - T R  

'close eyes to avoid seeing something' 



Reflexes of *-mi attach to predicates of social interaction to form applicatives in 

which the applied object is the goal (1 29)< 13 1) or comitative (1 32)-(134): 

Comox (Watanabe 2003 :550) 
yuwkw ta::m saltg-am-(m)i- t-as. 
all what wife-MDL-REL-TR- SUB 
'He got married to everything.' 

Sechelt (Beaumont 1985: 188) 
"EBlim l e qw81iwan, 
how DET:~SG.POSS heart 

we y8qcuwam-mi- t-c-an?" 
if look.for.a.wife-~~~-~~-2s~.o~~-~sG.SUB 

"How would you feel if I married you?" 

Lushootseed (Hess and Bates 2004: 1 8 1) 
Wkwukw- bi- t-s. 
play-REL-TR- 1 SG.OBJ 
'They made fun of me.' 

Comox (Watanabe l996:337) 
niv-mi-8i team s na-nat  sam. 
exist-REL-TR:~SG.OBJ 1 SG.SUB:FUT PTC  night FUT 

'I'll stay with you tonight.' 

Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994:96) 
gw8- bi-cid Ead. 
accompany-REL-TR:~SG.OBJ 1 SG.SUB 
'1'11 go with you.' 

Lushootseed (Hess and Bates 2004: 180) 
'?as-f i~-~~fi7-ad-bi-d Ead. 
S T - R E D - ~ O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - M D L - R E L - T R  1 SG.SUB 
'I room with him.' 

Reflexes of *-mi attach to activity predicates to form applicatives in which the 

applied object is the benefactive or the possessive:'7 

17 Comox also has possessive redirective applicatives, as discussed in section 4.2.2. 
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(1 35) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b:33 1) 
kwukw-me?- t 
cook-REL-TR 
'cook for hidher' 

(1 36) Comox (Watanabe 2003:260) 
yi&mi-Oi-m a ?a kwa 8 ?aya?? 
fill-REL-TR:~SG.OBJ-PASS Q OBL DET ~SG.POSS house 
'Is your house full of people?' 

Reflexes of *-mi attach to motion predicates to form applicatives in which the 

applied object is the goal (1 37)-(139) or the periphery (140)-(142): 

(1 37) Comox (Watanabe l996:335) 
lukw-mi-0-as. 
fly-REL-TR: 1 SG.OBJ- SUB 
'It's flying towards me.' 

(1 38) Sechelt (Beaumont 1985: 185) 
...q e m  ti EBt c6-mi-t-as le  ?9liS-s. 

and AUX now go-REL-TR- SUB DET S ~ S ~ ~ ~ - ~ S G . P O S S  
'...and now he went after his sister.' 

(1 39) Squamish (Kuipers l967:35 1) 
na qxw=us-mi-lit-as-wit. 
AUX g a t h e r e d = f a c e - ~ ~ ~ - T ~ - 3 s u ~ - ~ ~  
'They ganged up on him.' 

(1 40) Comox (Watanabe l996:335) 
lag-a-Out-mi-0-as. 
leave-LV-TR~REFL-REL-TR: ~G.OBJ- SUB 
'He walkedlran out on rne.'IcHe ran away from me.' 

(1 4 1) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b:33 1) 
1aG- ma- t 
run.away-REL-TR 
'run away from hidher '  

(1 42) Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994: 1 1 1) 
ad-hiw-il-bi-d Ead. 
2sc.~oss-precede/in.fr0nt-~~~o-RE~-~~ 1 SG.SUB 

'I'm in front of you.' 



We also see reflexes of *-mi in cases where a body part expressed by a lexical suffix is 

moved toward a goal: 

(1 43) Lushootseed (Hess and Bates 2OO4:lW) 
1&9=aEi'?- bi-d 
arrive=hand-REL-TR 
'touch something with the hand' 

Reflexes of *-mi also attach to body position predicates to form applicatives in 

which the applied object is the source (144), goal (145), or periphery (146): 

Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b:33 1) 
kwel-me'- t 
~ ~ ~ ~ - R E L - T R  
'hide from hirnlher' 

Comox (Watanabe l996:336) 
kwi9-ii-mi-8-as. 
stand-INTR-REL-TR: 1 SG.OBJ-3SUB 
'He's standing on me.' 

Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994: 11 9) 
'u-kiis-bi-d Ead. 
PUNCT-S~~~~.UP-REL-TR I SG.SUB 
'I stand up beside him.' 

Reflexes of *- m i attach to transfer predicates to form applicatives in which the 

applied object is the goal: 

(147) Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994:255) 
%s-xwuyu- bi-c Eax ". 
ST-sell-REL-TR: 1 SG.OBJ ~ S G . S U B  

'You sold it to me.' 



Reflexes of *-mi also attach to nature predicates that express natural phenomena 

having an adverse or malefactive effect on the applied object:I8 

(148) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b:33 1) 
sqwalqwalkw-me?- t-am 
hail-REL-TR-PASS 
'(helshelit) get hailed on' 

In sum, Central Salish languages exhibit reflexes of the relational suffix *-mi in 

combination with the verb classes shown in Table 19: 

Table 19. Predicate Classes with *-mi in Central salish19 

Reflexes of *-mi appear with predicates of internal experience, expression, action, and 

movement in all the Central Salish languages discussed above. Northern Straits appears 

to be an exception; internal experience predicates with a reflex of *-mi are not attested in 

the available data for this language. Most of the Central Salish languages lack examples 

of applicatives with transfer predicates and nature predicates. 

18 This example is passive. Northern Interior Salish languages, as well, tend to use the passive 
voice in malefactive constructions, as mentioned in section 3.2.1.6. 
19 In this and subsequent tables, N/A signifies that no attestations of the suffix were found in the 
language. 
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3.2.2.2 Relational *-n i. 

In this section, I survey the predicate classes that form relatinal applicatives with 

reflexes of *-ni, giving one example from each language in which it is attested. 

Reflexes of *-ni attach to psychological predicates to form relational applicatives 

in which the applied object is the stimulus: 

(149) Squamish (Kuipers 1967:271) 
En fiiyaQ-ni- t-umi. 
1 SG.SUB angry-REL-TR-~SG.OBJ 
'I am mad at you.' 

(1 50) Nooksack (Galloway l997:222) 
7il ?a(s)-si(y)vsay?- ni-0-as. 
AUX s T - a f r a i d - ~ ~ ~ - T ~ :  1 SG.OBJ- SUB 
'He's afraid of me.'/'He doesn't trust me.' 

Reflexes of * -n i  attach to perception predicates to form relational applicatives in 

which the applied object is the goal: 

(1 5 1) Nooksack (Galloway l997:2 18) 
76la-ni- t 
hear-REL-TR 
'hear someone/something' 

Reflexes of *-ni  attach to cognition predicates to form relational applicatives in 

which the applied object is the content: 

Squamish (Kuipers 1967:338) 
En 7175li-ni- t-umi. 
1 SG.SUB  dream[^^^]-REL-TR-~SG.OBJ 
'I dreamt about you.' 

Nooksack (Galloway 1997:222) 
'as-h51kwa-ni-Oi-E kwam. 
ST-~~~~C-REL-TR:~SG.OBJ-~ SG.SUB will 
'I'll think about (remember) you.' 
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Reflexes of *-ni attach to predicates of liking or desire to form relational 

applicatives in which the applied object is the stimulus: 

(1 54) Squamish (Kuipers l967:79) 
i f -n i -  t 
dear-REL-TR 
'wish for' 

(1 55) Nooksack (Galloway 1997:222) 
?as-891-ni- t 
s ~ - a d m i r e - ~ ~ L - ~ R  
'wish for someone, be stuck on someone' 

Reflexes of *-ni attach to speech act predicates to form relational applicatives in 

which the applied object is the content: 

(156) Squamish(Kuipers 1967:355) 
na wa @tii-At-ay?-ni- t-as-wit. 
AUX CONT argue-TR-RECIP-REL-TR- SUB-PL 
'They were arguing about it.' 

Reflexes of *-ni attach to predicates of social interaction to form applicatives in 

which the applied object is the goal (157) or comitative (1 58): 

(1 57) Nooksack (Galloway et al. 2004: 155) 
E5mus-ni-t-Exw kwam 
meet-REL-TR-~SG.SUB will 
'you will meet it' 

(1 58) Nooksack (Galloway 1997:218) 
y-as-46-ni- t 
traveling.by/with-ST-W~~~-REL-TR 
'along with someone' 

Reflexes of *-ni attach to activity predicates to form applicatives in which the 

applied object is the goal: 



(159) Nooksack (Adams et al. 2005:9) 
?ahhy-ni- t-as ta i-4 264 
work-REL-TR- SUB ART in-PAST sick 
'he will do work on the sick' 

Reflexes of *-ni attach to motion predicates to form relational applicatives in 

which the applied object is the goal (1 60)-(161) or source (1 62): 

Squamish (Kuipers l967:79) 
4hn-acut-ni- t 
return-TRl REFL-REL-TR 
'return to' 

Nooksack (Galloway 1997:220) 
Ehla-ni- t 
follow-EL-TR 
'follow someone' 

Nooksack (Galloway et al. 2004: 155) 
lhw?-ni- t 
r u n . a w a y - ~ ~ ~ - m  
'run away from it' 

Reflexes of *-ni attach to transfer predicates to form relational applicatives in 

which the applied object is the goal (163) or the source (164)-(167): 

(163) Sechelt (Beaumont 1985: 104) 
xwdyum-ni- t-ci-Een-6lap-skwa. 
sell-REL-TR-~SG.OBJ-1 SG.SUB-~PL-FUT 
'I'll sell it to you (pl.).' 

(1 64) Sechelt (Beaumont 1985: 104) 
hWimels-ni- t-St- kwa Eems syiyaya 
borrow-EL- 1 PL.SUB-FUT DET: ~PL.POSS friend 

7 e Ee ?6pan=ds. 
OBL DET ten=round.obj ect 

'We're going to borrow ten dollars from our friends.' 



Squamish (Kuipers 1967:343) 
na kwtli(n)-ni- t-c-as. 
AUX borrow-REL-TR- 1 SG.OBJ-3 SUB 

'He borrowed it from me.' 

Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994: 1 72)20 
qida-di-d 
steal-REL-TR 
'steal from someone' 

Comox (Watanabe 2003:256) 
EavGu-ni-@-as ?a ta te tala.21 
steal-REL-TR: ~SG.OBJ- SUB OBL DET ~SG.POSS money 
'He stole money from me.' 

Reflexes of *-n i  attach to nature predicates to form relational applicatives in 

which the applied object is the rnalefa~tive:~~ 

(1 68) Comox (Watanabe 2003:257) 
h i - n  i- @ay-am. 
~ ~ ~ - R E L - T R :  1 SG.OBJ-PASS 
'I got rained on.' 

In fact, the examples above of relational applicatives based on transfer verbs may 

also imply a malefactive meaning. Beaumont (1985:105) states that the suffix -ni  is a 

"malefactive ending". The buyer is assumed to be at a disadvantage, from the Sechelt 

viewpoint, since the seller is expected to have profited at the expense of the buyer in the 

case of (1 63). The source applied object of a verb 'steal' can be considered to be the 

20 In Lushootseed, a reflex of *-ni is attested with only two roots: dq wu'7qu'a 7 'drink' and dqa'da 7 

'steal'. The example with the root dqwusqwa?'drink' followed by a reflex of *-ni is a transitive 
sentence, and not an applicative. 7u-qWzPqwa 7-di-d c'ad. (PUNCT + drink + REL + TR 1SG.SUB) 
'I drank it.' (Hess and Bates 2004: 178) 
21 The root d&~+uf 'steal' in Comox is intransitive. c'g;aut.uf ta c'uf. (steal DET child) 'The child 
stole (something).' (Watanabe 2003:256) 
22 The root d i a l  'rain' (168) is the only malefactive attested, although the applicative form of the 
intransive root d&wu 'steal' in (1 67) also carries a malefactive sense. Honore Watanabe (p.c.) 
says that (168) was collected from one speaker but others rejected this form. 
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malefactive (1 66) and (1 67), but the source applied object of a verb 'borrow' does not 

necessarily carry a connotation of malefactive (1 64) and (165), since, in Coast Salish 

custom, when you borrow something from someone, you owe a favor back to that person 

(Donna Gerdts p.c.). It may be true that reflexes of *-ni have a malefactive connotation 

on the applied objects in some languages in Central Salish, and further research with 

richer contexts will be required. 

The use of the reflexes of the relational suffix *-ni in Central Salish is 

summarized in Table 20: 

Table 20. Predicate Classes with *-ni in Central Salish 

Reflexes of the relational suffix *-ni appear in relational constructions with the transfer 

predicate class in four languages. In Squarnish and Nooksack, reflexes of *- n i appear 

with more predicate classes than in the other Central Salish languages. 

Contrasting reflexes of *-mi with those of *-ni, we see in the summary in Table 

2 1 that the former appears with fewer classes of predicates than the latter: 



Table 21. Predicate Classes with *-mi and * - n i  in Central Salish 

Reflexes of *-mi  appear with more predicates of all types except transfer predicates. In 

Comox and Sechelt, reflexes of *-mi  and *-ni  are in complementary distribution: the 

latter are used only with transfer and nature predicates. In Squamish, the reflex of the 

suffix *-ni appears with more classes of predicates than the reflex of the suffix * - m i  In 

fact, Kuipers (1 967) has many more examples overall with - n i  than -mi. In Nooksack, a 

reflex of *-mi is not attested. Thus, in Squarnish and Nooksack, reflexes of *-ni have a 

broader range of functions than they have in the other Central Salish languages. 

3.2.2.3 Relational *-nas. 

Reflexes of *-nas appear in four Central Salish languages. The movement verb 

class, especially verbs of translational motion, always appears with reflexes of *-nas 

except Nooksack, where a reflex of *-nas also appears with predicates of liking and 

social interaction. 

Reflexes of *-nas attach to a predicate of liking to form a relational applicative in 

which the applied object is the stimulus: 



(1 69) Nooksack (Galloway l997:223) 
7ij- Ean if-ns-i. 
AUX- 1 SG.SUB w ~ ~ / ~ ~ ~ ~ - R E L - ~ s G . o B J  
'I like you.' 

Reflexes of *- n as attach to predicates of social interaction to form applicatives in 

which the applied object is the goal: 

(1 70) Nooksack (Galloway 1997:2 18) 
40-ns-wii l~~ 
with-REL-ECIP 
'come together (just meet, no purpose)' 

Reflexes of *-nas attach to motion predicates to form relational applicatives in 

which the applied object is the goal (171)-(174) or purpose (1 75)-(176): 

(171) Halkomelem (Gerdts 1988b: 141) 
9 i Ye+,-nas-Am$-as 13 
AUX come-REL- 1 SG.OBJ- SUB DET 

'The woman comes to me.' 

(1 72) Northern Straits (Montler 1986: 168) 
kwanagiit-nas-Aqas sxw. 
run-REL- 1 SG.OBJ  SUB 
'You ran after me.' 

(173) Klallam (Montler l996:262) 
7a1iA-nas-aq c n 7a7 ca 
come-REL-PASS 1 SG.SUB OBL DET 

'The dog came at me.' 

(1 74) Nooksack (Galloway l997:223) 
kwA7a-ns-a6417 
come.apart-REL-RECIP 
'come apart, separate into two parts, fall apart (e.g. glue loosens and books falls 

apart; it's all coming apart)' 

23 The same root 640 'with' also occurs with a reflex of the sufix *-n i  in Nooksack (1 58). 
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Northern Straits (Montler 1986: 168) 
//ye?-nas san sa?// 
go-REL ~SG.SUB FUT 

'I'll go (to do something).' 

Klallam (Montler lW6:262) 
tEi-nas cn. 
arrive.here-REL 1 SG. SUB 

'I got here for (to get) him.' 

Reflexes of the relational suffix *-n as  have a more limited range of occurrence 

than reflexes of the relational suffix *-mi, as shown in Table 22: 

Table 22. Predicate Classes with *-n as in Central Salish 

LANG 1 EXPERIENCE 1 EXPRESS / ACT f MOVE 1 TRANSFER 1 NATURE 

Examples with -n s  in Nooksack are scarce; -n s  appears with only three verb roots in my 

database-a predicate of liking, a social interaction verb, and a motion verb. Contrasting 

reflexes of *-mi and *-ni with those of *-n as, we see in the summary in Table 23 that 

reflexes of *-mi and *-ni also appear with the movement predicate class: 



Table 23. Predicate Classes with *-mi, *-ni and *-nas in Central Salish 

LANG \ EXPERIENCE 1 BXPRESS / . ACT I MOVE I TRANSFER I NATllRE 1 

In Northern Straits and Klallam, motion verbs are attested only with -nas. In 

H1 

Nk 

NS 

K1 

Halkomelem, motion verbs occur with either -nas or a reflex of *-mi, depending on the 

role of the applied object: *-nasappears with goal (177a) and *-mi with source (177b): 

*-mi 

*- n i 

*-mi 

(1 77) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b:33 1) 
a. kwEenam-nas 

run-REL 
'run toward himher' 

b. la+-ma- t 
run.away-REL-TR 
'run away from himher' 

*-mi 

*-mi 

*-mi 

Thus, it is clear that reflexes of *-nas are associated with goal applied objects. 

3.2.2.4 Relational -a c. 

*-ni 

*-mi 

The suffix - (a)c attaches to psychological predicates to form relational 

applicatives in which the applied object is the stimulus: 

*-mi 
*- nas 
*-ni 
*- nas 

*-nas 

* - n x  

(1 78) Lushootseed (Bates et a1. 1994:250) 
7as-x~&w-i-s-axw Ead. 
S T - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - A U T O - R E L - A S P  1 SG.SUB 

'I'm tired of it .(because it is dull or fatiguing).' 

*-mi 



(1 79) Twana (Kinkade n.d.) 
as-iifial-ac-bas. 
ST-fear-REL-1 SG.OBJ 

'He's afraid of me.' 

The suffix - (a)c attaches to perception predicates to form applicatives in which 

the applied object is the goal: 

(1 80) Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994: 136) 
l6q-ac-abS-axw. 
listen-REL- 1 SG.OBJ-~SG.SUB 
'Listen to me.' 

(1 81) Twana (N. Thompson 1979:132) 
as-la-179b-ac-id-Ead. 
ST-RED-look-REL-~SG.OBJ-1 SG.SUB 
'I'm looking after you.'/'I'm taking care of you.' 

The suffix - (a)c attaches to cognition predicates to form applicatives in which the 

applied object is the content: 

(1 82) Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994:33) 
9u-balii-c-abS Eax ". 
P U N C T - ~ O T ~ ~ ~ - R E L - ~  SG.OBJ ~SG.SUB 
'You forgot me.' 

The suffix - (a)c attaches to speech act predicates to form applicatives in which 

the applied object is the goal: 

(1 83) Lushootseed (Bates et al. l994:48) 
ta-daxw-c6u-c-s tsi?a7 badh?-s. 
PAST-PRFX-S~~~~-REL-~SUB DET daughter-3 SG.POSS 
'Therefore, he told his daughter.' 

The suffix - (a)c attaches to facial expression predicates to form applicatives in 

which the applied object is the stimulus (1 85) or purpose (1 84): 

l l 8  



'1 84) Lushootseed (Hess 1967: 16) 
tihal- i- s 24 

~10se.eyes-AUTO-REL 
'ignore it by shutting eyes to it' 

18.5) Twana (N. Thompson 1979:95) 
las-iliil-ac-bas-E. 
FUT-Cry-REL- I SG.OBJ-2sG.s~~ 
'You will weep for me.' 

The suffix - (a)c attaches to predicates of social interaction to form applicatives in 

which the applied object is the goal: 

(1 86) Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994: 129) 
xwi? gwa-d-s-kwai-c-ab. 

not PRFX- I SG.POSS-NM-miss-REL-PASS 
'They never missed me.' 

The suffix -(a)c attaches to motion predicates to form applicatives in which the 

applied object is the goal (1 87) or purpose (1 88): 

(1 87) Twana (N. Thompson n.d.) 
t- usil-ac-Ead. 
PAST- dive-^^^- 1 SG.SUB 
'I dove after it.' 

(1 88) Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994: 143) 
?u-IE-i-s Ead. 
PUNCT-~~~~V~-AUTO-REL 1 SG.SUB 

'I got there just in time for some particular event.' 

The suffix - (a)c attaches to (change of) position predicates to form applicatives in 

which the applied object is the goal: 

24 The same root d@l 'close eyes' also occurs with a reflex ofthe suffix *-mi in Lushootseed 
( 1  28). 
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(1 89) Lushootseed (Hess 1967: 16) 
gwad-i-s 
~it .do~n-AUTO-REL 
'sit next to him deliberately' 

(1 90) Twana (N. Thompson n.d.) 
bi-9aqil-ac-Ead a t i  5palas.25 
CONT- bend-^^^- I SG.SUB OBL ART apple 
'I'm bending down to get the apples.' 

In sum, the suffix - (a)c appears with a wide range of predicates, as summarized in 

Table 24: 

Table 24. Predicate Classes with -(a)c in Lushootseed and Twana 

In Twana, the sufix -(a)s is the only relational suffix, but Lushootseed has two 

other relational suffixes as shown in Table 25: 

Table 25. Predicate Classes with *-mi, *-ni and - (a)c 
in Lushootseed and Twana 

2 5  Nile Thompson (p.c.) confirms the presence of the oblique marker in this example. So it might 
not actually be an applicative construction, though it otherwise resembles examples with the 
relational applicative suffix -ac in Twana. 
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The function of the reflex of *- n i  is very limited, as discussed above. The choice 

between *-mi and -(a& is not obvious, since both suffixes are used in all the verb 

classes: 

(191) Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994:250) 
a. xw6kw-il-bi-d 

tired-AUTO-REL-TR 
'tired of something (especially tired of something because of one's own 

internal emotional or physical state)' 

b. ?as-xw6kw-i-s-axw Cad. 
ST-tired-AUTO-REL-ASP 1 SG.SUB 

'I'm tired of it (because it is dull or fatiguing).' 

(1 92) Lushootseed 
a. &61-il-bi-d 

~10se.eyes-AUTO-REL-TR 
'shut eyes to avoid seeing something' (Bates et al. 1994:54) 

b. &cal-i-s 
~10se.eye~-AUTO-REL 
'ignore it by shutting eyes to it7 (Hess 1967: 17) 

(1 93) Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994: 129) 
a. 7 ~ - k ~ a i = ~ ~ i s -  bi-d Cad. 

PUNCT-miss=pair-REL-TR 1 SG.SUB 
'I missed him (although I intended to meet him).' 

b. xwi' gwa- d-s-kwa3T\-c-ab. 
not PRFx- 1 SG.POSS-NM-miss-REL-PASS 
'They never missed me.' 

One difference, however, is that, with movement verbs, -(a)c is used with verbs 

of translational motion while *-mi is used with non-translational motion: 



(194) Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1 9 9 4 ) ~ ~  
translational motion 
7ai 7ak-c 
'come' 'come after something or someone, 

come for a specific purpose' (12) 

7igwa1 3igwalBa-c 
'climb a tree' 'climb after it' (16) 

latay 7u- tiy-c-ab. 
'coming to raid' 'They went after them (on a raid).' (2 1 9) 

'wiw 
'go' 

taliw-il 
'run' 

I E -  il 
'arrive' 

gwad-il 
' sit down' 

?ujiw-c 
'go after someone or something' (22) 

la- taliw-i-s 
'run for a specific goal, 

run after something or someone' (221) 

1E- i-s 
'arrive for some specific reason' (143) 

gwad-i- s 
'sit next for some specific purpose, 

sit down next to someone' (1 00) 

non-translational motion: 
hiw- i 1 hiw-il- bi-d 
'go ahead, in front' 'located in front' (1 11) 

1iy=a~i(7)- bi-d27 
'touch it' (141) 

dzalqw=us dzalqw=us-bi-d 
'look over one's shoulder' 'look over one's shoulder at something' (88) 

kiis 
'stand up' 

3u&I) 
'sit on lap' 

?u- kiis-bi-d 
'stand behind someone' (1 19) 

Vub- bi - d 
'sit on his lap' (22) 

26 Page numbers of source are given in each example. 
27 David Beck (p.c.) points out that this form probably a relic. The stem W'=aCi(7) (anive=hand) 
is not found in Bates et al. (1994) without the relational applicative. 
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3.2.2.5 Summary. 

To conclude the discussion of Central Salish, I give in Table 26 the distribution of 

the three relational sufixes sorted by the classes of predicates to which each attaches: 

Table 26. Predicate Classes with Relational Applicatives in Central Salish 

*-mi *-mi *-mi *-mi *-mi 
*- nas 

*- n i *-ni *-ni 
*-nas *-nas *-nas 

*-mi 
*- nas 

*-mi *-mi *-mi 
*- nas 

*-mi *-mi *-mi *-mi *-mi 
*- n i 

-(a>c -(a>c -(a)c -(a)c 
-as -as -as 

Overall, reflexes of *-mi are more prevalent than the other relational suffixes, 

appearing in more languages and with more classes of verbs, except for transfer verbs, 

which more often appear with reflexes of *-ni. In Squamish and Nooksack, reflexes of 

*-ni  are used for all verb classes, and in fact -n i  is used more often than -mi  in 

Squamish and it seems to have replaced - m i  altogether in Nooksack. Reflexes of the 

suffix *-nas exist only in Halkomelem, North Straits, Klallarn, and Nooksack. In the first 

three languages, it is used only with verbs of motion. In Nooksack, it was attested only 
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with three verbs. The suffix - (a)c in Lushootseed and Twana seem to be used with all 

verb classes. 

3.2.3 Relational suffixes in Tillamook. 

Tillarnook has two relational suffixes; - a wi (<*-mi] and - as. 

3.2.3.1 Relational -a wi (<*-mi). 

The relational suffix - awi attaches to psychological predicates to form relational 

applicatives in which the applied object is stimulus (195) and (196): 

Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson l998:254) 
de lag-aS-awi-c-i. 
ART angry-RED(OC)-REL-TR:~SG.OBJ-1 SG.SUB 

'I am angry at you.' 

Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:254) 
qeS qe n-XWa$aS-aGi-n-i k s-qkjie? 
NEG IRR ~ o c - a f r a i d - ~ ~ ~ - T ~ -  1 SG.SUB ART NM-dog 
'I am not afraid of dogs.' 

The suffix - awi attaches to a predicate of perception to form an applicative in 

which the applied object is stimulus (1 97): 

(197) Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson lW8:254) 
le  s- tkw=ani?-wi-c-i. 
ART ST-p~t'ear-REL-TR:~SG.OBJ-1 SG.SUB 

'I hear YOU.' 

The suffix -awi attaches to a predicate of speech act to form an applicative in 

which the applied object is benefactive: 



(1 98) Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:253) 
da s-?isles-awi- t-aw. 
ART NM-sing-REL-TR-PASS 
'Someone is singing for him.' 

The suffix -awi attaches to activity predicates to form applicatives in which the 

applied object is goal (199): 

(1 99) Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson l998:255) 
de s-liw=alE-aw-5wi-n. 
ART S T - S ~ O O ~ = ~ O U ~ ~ . O ~ ~ ~ C ~ - M D L - R E L - T R  

'He feeds him with a spoon.' 

The suffix - awi also attaches to predicates of social interaction to form applicatives in 

which the applied objects is comitative (200): 

(200) Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson l998:243) 
gwa wal Eagw-u-sti-wi-y. 
FUT with dance-REL-CS-2sG.o~~-~SG.SUB 
'I will dance with you.' 

The suffix -awi attaches to predicates of movement (motion (201) and body 

position(202)) to form applicatives in which the applied object is periphery: 

(20 1) Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson l998:253) 
de c-YaBal-awi-n-i Yay na s-?aWaw. 
ART ST-W~]~-REL-TR- I SG.SUB here at NM-beach 
'I'm walking along the beach.' 

(202) Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson l998:255) 
de s- ta-yat-acit- wi-n. 
ART ST-~O-S~~~~-TR:REFL-REL-TR 
'He is standing next to someone.' 

The semantics of the relational suffix -awi in Tillamook are summarized in Table 



Table 27. Predicate Classes with -a w i  (<*-mi) in Tillamook 

The suffix -awi in Tillamook is not attested with transfer or nature predicates. 

3.2.3.2 Relational - as. 

In example (203) below the relational suffix -as attaches to psychological 

predicates to form relational applicatives in which the applied object is stimulus: 

(203) Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:257) 
de  c-lag-aS(-s)- w%-5. 
ART ST-~~~T~-RED(oc)(-REL)-  1 SG.OBJ-~SG.SUB 
'Are you angry at me?' 

The suffix -as attaches to a predicate of social interaction to form relational 

constructions in which the applied object is goal: 

(204) Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:257) 
ye-EagwaS-&-was. 
cause-wife-REL- 1 SG.OBJ 
'He married me.' 

The suffix - as attaches to a speech act predicate to form relational applicatives in 

which the applied object is goal: 



(205) Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:257) 
gwa gwalaK-as-wil-yak 
FUT speak-REL-~PL.OBJ- I PL.SUB 
'We will speak with you folks.' 

The suffix -as attaches to a predicate of social interaction to form a relational 

applicative in which the applied object is source: 

(206) Tillamook Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:248) 
gwa t K6g- i - s. 
FUT ART catch.ride-~uTo-~~L 
'I will catch a ride (with someone).' 

The suffix -as also attaches to predicates of activity to form relational applicatives in 

which the applied object is benefactive: 

(207) Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:252) 
ye-s-xwsei-s-c~-y. 
c ~ u s ~ - N M - ~ ~ ~ s ~ ~ ~ - R E L - ~ s G . o B J - ~  SG.SUB 

'I made you a present.' 

The suffix -as attaches to a predicate of body position to form a relational 

applicative in which the applied object is periphery: 

(208) Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:249) 
s-leq-i-s- i. 
ST-sit-AUTO-REL-1 SG-SUB 

'I sit down beside him.' 

The semantics of the Relational Suffix -as is summarized in Table 28: 

Table 28. Predicate Classes with -as in Tillamook 

NATURG LANG 

Ti 
ACT MOVE ~TWSFEW 
J I J  

E X P E ~ ~ C E  I EXPRESS 
J J 



The suffix -as in Tillamook is not attested with transfer or nature predicates, and has 

wide range of distribution as -awi does as shown in Table 29: 

Table 29. Predicate Classes with -awi (<*-mi) and -as in Tillamook 

The difference in usage between the two relational suffixes is not clear. 

3.2.4 Relational suffixes in Tsamosan. 

Discussion of the Tsamosan branch is limited to data from Upper Chehalis and 

Cowlitz, as information on the other two languages, Lower Chehalis and Quinault, was 

not available. I discuss three relational suffixes found in Tsamosan: reflexes of *-mi, 

reflexes of * - ni, and - t(a)s. 

3.2.4.1 Relational *-mi. 

Reflexes of the relational suffix *-mi attach to psychological predicates to form 

relational applicatives in which the applied object is the stimulus: 

(209) Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004: 233) 
s-xw5n-ms-n. 
I M P F - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - R E L - ~ S G . S U B  
'He is tiring of it.' 

Reflexes of *-mi attach to predicates of liking or desire to fonn relational 

applicatives in which the applied object is the stimulus: 



(21 0) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1985:lines 45f, Kroeber 1999: 139) 
n 3it S?k-Sayum, t s-wi-ns 7it t6:kw-mi%-m 
and PERF RED-cry ART NM-AUX-~POSS PERF hate-REL-PASS 
'and he cried hard from being hated' 

(21 1) Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:239) 
s-qin-mis-n 
IMPF-w~~~-REL-~sG.suB 
'he is wanting himher' 

Reflexes of *-mi attach to speech act predicates to form relational applicatives in 

which the applied object is the content: 

(2 12) Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:232) 
?it t5hwa-m-n. 
PERF ~ ~ ~ ~ - R E L - T R  

'He talked about it.' 

Reflexes of *-mi attach to predicates of social interaction to form relational 

applicatives in which the applied object is the goal: 

(2 13) Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:233) 
3it Kiilxwa-m-n. 
PERF make.fun.of-REL-TR 
'He is making fun of him.' 

Reflexes of *-mi attach to motion predicates to form applicatives in which the 

applied object is the goal (2 14), source (2 1 5), or periphery or path (2 16)-(2 17): 

(2 14) Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004: 10) 
s-?is-m-cal-n. 
IMPF-Come-REL-TR: 1 SG.OBJ-~SG.SUB 
'It's coming at me.' 

(2 1 5 )  Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 :68) 
s-15xw-mis-n 
IMPF-r~n.away-REL-~SG.SUB 
'run away from' 



(2 1 6) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1 99 1 : 1 74) 
s-y5p-mis-n 
IMPF-walk-REL-~SG.SUB 
'walk on, walk in, travel through' 

(2 1 7) Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:44) 
liqq- m- n 
jump-REL-TR 
'jump over' 

We also see reflexes of *-mi in cases where a body part expressed by a lexical suffix is 

moved toward a goal: 

(2 18) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 :95) 
s-pAt=iycj-mis-n 
IMPF-S~~C~.OU~=~OO~-REL-~SG.SUB 
'reach with the foot for' 

(2 19) Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:233) 
?i t  kwap=a%n-m-n. 
PERF straight=upper.arm-REL-TR 
'He aimed at it.' 

The verb classes that occur with reflexes of *-mi in Tsamosan are shown in Table 

Table 30. Predicate Classes with *-mi in Tsamosan 

In Tsamosan, reflexes of the relational suffix *-mi are found with predicates of internal 

experience, expression, action, and movement. No examples of applicatives with transfer 

and nature predicates are attested in either Tsamosan language. 



3.2.4.2 Relational *-n i. 

Reflexes of the relational suffix *-ni attach to perception predicates to form 

relational applicatives in which the applied object is the goal: 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 : 10) 
s-95%-ni- t-anS. 
IMPF-See-REL-TR- 1 SG.SUB 
'I am going to see it.' 

Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:234) 
s-955-ni- t-n. 
IMPF-look-REL-TR-~SG. SUB 

'He's looking at it.'IbHe's watching it.' 

Reflexes of *-ni attach to speech act predicates to form relational applicatives in 

which the applied object is goal: 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1 99 1 : 1 70) 
s - ~ 8 % - n i -  t-n 
IMPF-tell-REL-TR-~SG.SUB 
'tell something (the story) to someone' 

Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:87) 
t81=aqap-ni-n-a? 
ca~~/ye~~/shout/ho~ler(?=voice)-EL-TR-IMP 
'Holler at him!' 

Reflexes of *-ni attaches to predicates of social interaction to form relational 

applicatives in which the applied object is the goal: 

(224) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1 99 1 :24) 
s-c6?st-ni- t-n. 
IMPF-pay.attentioIl.t0-~~~-~~-3~~.~~~ 
'They're paying attention to him.' 



Reflexes of *-ni attaches to motion predicates to form reIationa1 applicatives in 

which the applied object is the goal or comitative: 

(225) Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:234) 
s -789~-n i -  t-n. 
IMPF-follow-REL-TR-~SG.SUB 
'He's following him.'I6He's going with him.' 

Reflexes of *-ni are attested with predicates of internal experience, expression, 

action, and movement in Tsarnosan, as summarized in Table 3 1 : 

Table 31. Predicate Classes with *-n i in Tsamosan 

Examples of applicatives formed on transfer and nahre predicates are not attested in 
, 

/' 

either Tsamosan language. 

3.2.4.3 Relational - t(a)s. 

The applicative suffix - t(a)s is attested with only two verb roots in Upper 

Chehalis (Kinkade 1991) and eight verb roots in Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004). This suffix 

attaches to psychological predicates to form relational applicatives in which the applied 

object is the stimulus: 

(226) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1991 : 1 13) 
s-qw8n- tas-n 
1 ~ ~ ~ - f e a r / a f r a i d - ~ ~ ~ - 3 s ~ . s u ~  
'afraid o f  



(227) Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:74) 
qw8n- tas 
fearlafraid-REL 
'fear, be afraid of  

The suffix - t(a)s attaches to cognition predicates to form relational applicatives in 

which the applied object is the content: 

(228) Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004: 106) 
x5f- tas 
mindlobey-REL 
'mindlobey' 

The suffix - t(a)s attaches to predicates of liking or desire to form relational 

applicatives in which the applied object is the goal: 

(229) Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004: 1 14) 
?ac-X5qw- tas kn. 
ST-hungry-REL ~SG.SUB 
'I'm hungry for it.' 

The suffix - t(a)s attaches to speech act predicates to form relational applicatives 

in which the applied object is the goal: 

(230) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 : 112) 
s-4iw-ts-mal-n 
~ ~ ~ ~ - c a l l / i n v i t e - ~ ~ ~ -  1 SG-OBJ-3 SG.SUB 
'helshe is callinglinviting me' 

(23 1) Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:239) 
s-4iw- tas-n 
IMPF-~all-R!ZL-3 SG.SUB 
'he is calling hidher' 

The suffix - t(a)s attaches to motion predicates to form relational applicatives in 

which the applied object is the directional goal: 
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(232) Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:32) 
s-kw8xw- tas-n 
I M P F - ~ ~ ~ ~ v ~ - R E L - ~  SG. SUB 

'arrive, get there, reach' 

The predicate classes that occur with the relational suffix - t(a)s in Tsamosan are 

shown in Table 32: 

Table 32. Predicate Classes with - t(a)s in Tsamosan 

In Tsamosan, the relational suffix - t(a)s is attested with predicates of internal experience, 

expression, and movement. However, there are no attested examples of the suffix - t(a)s 

with action, transfer, or nature predicates. 

3.2.4.4 Summary. 

Contrasting three relational suffixes in Tsarnosan, there is no remarkable 

difference in occurrence, as seen in Table 33. 

Table 33. Predicate Classes with *-mi, *-ni, and -t(a)s in Tsamosan 



We observe that *-ni  is used a little more widely than *-mi. There are two differences 

between the languages. In Upper Chehalis, movement predicates appear with *-mi but 

not *-ni. Also, expression and action predicates appear with *-ni  in Upper Chehalis but 

with *-mi  in Cowlitz. These differences are relatively slight and may simply be due to 

lack of data. 

The suffix - t(a)s appears to have the same distribution as *-mi or *-ni, except for 

predicates of action. However, the difference in occurrence of reflexes of *-mi, * - ni, and 

the suffix - t(a)s is not remarkable between the two languages. 

Relational constructions that contain transfer or nature predicates are not found in 

Tsarnosan. 

3.3 Summary. 

We have seen the form and function of relational suffixes in each Salish language. 

In this section, I summarize their distribution and usage, and discuss their historical 

perspectives. 

3.3.1 The distribution and usage of Salish relational suffixes. 

Every Salish language has at least one relational suffix, most commonly a reflex 

of the relational suffix *-mi. Only two languages, Nooksack and Twana, lack a reflex of 

*-mi. Reflexes of the suffix *-mi are the only relational suffixes in Interior Salish 

languages, while Central Salish languages and Tsamosan languages have from two to 

four relational suffixes. Twana is an exception, having only one suffix. 

In the Central Salish languages, there are reflexes of three relational suffixes; 

*-mi, *-ni, and *-nas. Most of the Central Salish languages have reflexes of two 
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relational suffixes, *-mi and either *-ni or *-nas. Nooksack has reflexes of both *- n i  

and *-nay but lacks a reflex of *-mi. However, the absence of reflexes of the relational 

suffix *-mi may simply be due to the paucity of data available. Lushootseed is the only 

Central Salish language that displays three relational suffixes: *-mi, *-ni, and -(a)c. 

Tsamosan languages have three relational suffixes; reflexes of *-mi and *-n i ,  and 

the suffix - t(a)s. 

I summarize the predicate classes in relational constructions in Table 34: 





As seen in Table 34, the relationship of form to function is a complex one. We 

have seen cases where a relational suffix occurs with a certain predicate class, where a 

relational suffix occurs with more than one predicate class, and where a predicate class 

occurs with more than one relational suffix. 

Even though the distribution of the suffixes and their usages paints a complex 

picture, several generalizations emerge from the above discussion: 

*-mi is the most widespread relational suffix in Salish. It attaches to 

predicates of internal experience, expression, and movement. 

*-ni is found in five Central Salish and Tsamosan languages. Its most 

common use is with transfer predicates. 

*-nas is found in four Central Salish languages. Its most common use is with 

motion verbs. 

Other suffixes have minor usage within the family, usually localized to one sub-branch. 

3.3.2 Historical perspectives on relational suffixes. 

The concept of relational applicative, i.e. adding a non-theme participant as a core 

argument, thereby changing an intransitive verb into a transitive verb, must be very old in 

Salish, probably going back to proto-~alish.~* Given the robustness of the suffix *-mi, in 

terms of the number of different branches that have reflexes of this suffix, the wide range 

of verb classes that reflexes of *-mi attach to, and the different semantic roles of the 

applied objects associated with *-mi, it is likely that this morphology was associated 

with the relational applicative construction in Proto-Salish. 

28 See the discussion of Bella Coola in Chapter 5, however. 
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The exact nature of the semantics of Proto-Salish *-mi can be debated. Was it a 

general transitivizer devoid of semantics functioning simply to license an object? Or was 

it associated with a particular verb class or verb classes, as reflected in the modern 

languages? The former would parallel its current use in the Northern Interior Salish 

languages. The latter would parallel its use in Central Salish languages like Halkomelem. 

In Halkomelem, *-mi is more productive on psych predicates and other verbs of internal 

experience, and it is most commonly associated with applied objects with the semantic 

role of stimulus.29 In either case, the function of *-mi has changed over time, expanding 

andlor contracting in its range of meaning in the various languages. 

The suffix *-ni probably goes back to Proto-Central-Tsamosan. If this is the case, 

it was lost in some Central Salish languages (Halkomelem, Northern Straits, Klallam, 

Twana) and ~ i l l a m o o k . ~ ~  The functions associated with - n i  elsewhere are expressed with 

- m i  or -nas in these languages, or not expressed at all. 

This suffix may originally have been associated with transfer verbs, perhaps 

indicating a concept like source or malefactive. Perhaps Proto-Salish *-mi already had 

this use and was replaced by - n i  in some languages. More likely, -ni  originated on the 

edge of the relational system, associated with a new applied concept-source of a transfer 

verb. There are very few intransitive transfer verbs in each language, though, so it is 

difficult to distinguish between these scenarios. 

An alternative hypothesis is that the suffix -ni  is an innovation that first appeared 

in Central Salish (maybe Squamish or Nooksack) or Tsamosan languages and then spread 

29 See Gerdts and Kiyosawa (2005b) for a discussion on the possible origin of the suffix *-mi. 
30 The loss of relational suffixes with transfer verbs may be partly due to a shift from intransitive 
to transitive transfer verbs in some languages. 
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to other languages. These languages are likely sources because - n i  is so robust there; it 

functions as a general relational suffix, attaching to verbs of all classes. Assuming that it 

requires considerable time for a morpheme to extend its function, -n i  must be old in 

these languages. Furthermore, in Squamish -ni  has become more common than *-mi 

with all verb classes, and *-mi seems to have disappeared altogether in Nooksack. 

From its point of origin -n i  could have spread to neighboring languages. - n i  is 

limited to intransitive transfer verbs in Comox, Sechelt, and Lushootseed, except that in 

Comox - n i  seems to have replaced *-mi with nature predicates, probably due to the 

"malefactive" affect on the applied object. The spread of -ni  seems to have missed one 

pocket of Central languages-Halkomelem and the two Straits languages, Northern 

Straits and Klallam, and this would require explanation. The spread of -ni  never reached 

Tillamook, which is separated geographically from both Central Salish and Tsamosan. 

Thus, there are two possible scenarios for -ni, each with pros and cons. Either -n i  

is Proto-Central-Tsamosan and was lost or replaced in some languages, or it originated in 

a single language and spread through the region in a wave-like fashion. There is semantic 

change in either case: - n i  has either expanded its function to include all the uses of a 

general relational in some languages, or limited its function to source of transfer verbs in 

others. 

The relational applicative suffix -n as shows a similar history. Given the 

distribution of the suffix -nas, it probably originated with the Central Salish languages: 

Halkomelem, Northern Straits, and Klallam. Its spread to Nooksack was probably late, 

since it is limited to a few lexical items. This may be due to recent intense contact 

between Upriver Halkomelem and Nooksack. The alternative hypothesis, that -nas 
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originated in Proto-Central Salish and was lost in the majority of the languages, is 

unlikely, especially given the fact the functions expressed by -nas are also expressed by 

the suffixes -mi  or -ni, which are probably older, given their wider distribution. 

The central function of -nas seems to be to add a goal as the applied object of 

motion verbs. Elsewhere in Salish, this function is expressed by reflexes of the relational 

suffix *-mi. So one scenario is that the innovated form -nas encroached on the original 

semantic function of *-mi. Recall that in Halkomelem, two types of motion verbs are 

distinguished. Sources of motion or peripheries or motion are indicated by *-mi and 

goals of motion are indicated by -nas. 

In addition, as noted above, applicatives with -nas have an additional semantic 

inference that the action was done for a purpose. This inference is usually lacking in 

applicatives formed with *-mi. So it is a likely scenario that -nas originated through 

grammaticalization of a lexical form, perhaps an verb, with the meaning of 'go 

somewhere for a purpose.' 

By the same logic, the suffix -(a)c in Lushootseed and Twana was probably 

innovated. The function of this suffix in Lushootseed is very similar to that of -nas when 

it appears with the movement verb class. That is, it appears with verbs of translational 

motion, but not with verbs of non-translational motion. The suffix *-mi is used for this 

instead. Thus, the suffixes -(a)c and -nas may have an etymological relationship. 

However, the function of -(a)c is much broader than -nas: it is used for all the functions 

of relationals usually associated with the suffix *-mi. In fact, -(a)c and *-mi overlap in 



many verb classes. In contrast, -nas in in Halkomelem, Northern Straits, and Klallam has 

a very specific function. 

By the same logic, the suffix -as in Tillarnook was probably innovated, though it 

may be cognate to -(a)c. It is not clear if -as was associated with a certain verb class or 

not, since it is used with a wide range of verb classes, and -as and -awi (*-mi) overlap in 

many verb classes. 

The suffix - t(a)s probably goes back to Proto-Tsamosan. It is not clear if this 

suffix was associated with a certain verb class or not. Again, it is tempting to try to 

associate - t(a)s with the suffix -nas (and the suffix -(a)c). This might suggest a 

reconstruction for an applicative that would go back to Proto-Central-Tsarnosan. In fact, 

Kinkade (1998) tentatively posited *-nas. However, he later abandoned this view 

because there was no principled way to account for the correspondence between n and t. 

Furthermore, as pointed out for - (a)c above, the function of - t(a)s does not align with that 

of -nas, since - t(a)s is used for a wide variety of verb classes in addition to motion verbs. 

With so little data, it may not be possible to give a definitive position on the relationship 

of these three suffixes, though further research on the other Tsarnosan languages may 

shed light on the history of this suflix. Nevertheless, similarities in form and function are 

suggestive of a commonality. 

To conclude, the concept of relational applicative-adding a non-theme 

participant as an applied object of a semantically intransitive verb--is a very old concept 

in Salish. One relational suffix *-mi can be reconstructed for Proto-Salish. Other suffixes 

have been added to the relational system in some branches or some languages and have 

usurped the functions of *-mi or added additional functions to the relational applicative 



system. In languages with multiple relational suffixes, there is often considerable overlap 

in the functions of the different relationals. Thus, there is not a one-to-one relationship 

between form and function. The layering of the relational applicative suffixes over time 

has created a complex system of relational applicatives in the modern Salish languages. 



Chapter 4: Redirective Applicatives 

In the redirective applicative construction, the role of direct object is "redirected" 

from the theme to the applied nominal, which is a semantically oblique NP.' Compare the 

following Shuswap examples: 

(1) Shuswap 
a. m-kdl-n-s kT mimx. 

P E R F - ~ ~ ~ ~ - T R - ~  SUB DET basket 
'She made the basket.' (Dwight Gardiner p.c.) 

b. m-k61-x-t-s Y ndkwaniiw ta mimx. 
PEW-make-RDR-TR- SUB DET woman OBL basket 
'She made a basket for the woman.' (Gardiner 1993:3 1) 

( la)  is a simple transitive construction, and the agent is the subject and the theme is the 

object. (I b) is a redirective applicative construction, and a semantically oblique NP, the 

benefactive, is the direct object while the theme is an oblique-marked NP. The root or 

stem in the redirective construction usually takes the general transitive suffix ( < *-n t), 

and forms a transitive construction with a direct object, which is typically a theme. The 

verb in (la) is transitive and is suffixed with the general transitive suflix -n(t), the third- 

person transitive subject determines ergative agreement, and the theme 'basket' is a direct 

object, appearing as a plain NP. The redirective construction typically involves dative, 

benefactive, malefactive, or possessive applied objects. Example (1 b) is a benefactive 

applicative: the verb is suffixed with the applicative -x(i), the benefactive 'woman' is the 

' I adopt the cover term 'redirective' for this type of applicative, following Kinkade (1 980:33). 
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direct object, and the theme 'basket' appears with an oblique marker. (la) is syntactically 

transitive with two arguments: a subject and a (theme) direct object. And it is also 

semantically transitive with two participants. (I b) is syntactically transitive, as well as 

having two direct arguments: a subject and an applied object (the benefactive). However, 

(I b) is semantically ditransitive, with three participants: a subject, a (benefactive) applied 

object, and a (theme) oblique. In this case, the redirective applicative suffix has allowed 

an increase in the semantic valence over the sentence with only a general transitive suffix 

in (la). 

In Table 35, I give a list of the redirective applicative suffixes found in twenty 

Salish languages. Each language has from one to three different suffixes. 



Table 35. Redirective Applicative Suffixes 

Bella Coola 

Central Salish 

Tsamosan 

&?;~.%?<.::::;::' .<.;&*+i<;'~&~Q$rx:~;$j~>< ,'~~>~:>,:~&$~<'=,:~'$:,:,~:+,::;>.>>.>'.~'~:,':?>: <y,~,.;.; ::~q:g&~~:~:M~;~;;;;;~;::,:~i~~~~~~:~~~~9;~4~I 
Bella Coola I -amk 

Tillamook 

Interior 
Salish 

Comox 
Sechelt 

Northern 
Interior 

- 

Southern 
Interior 

Nooksack I - ~ i  I 

-?am 
-em 

Squamish 
Halkomelem 

Northern Straits I -si I 

-Si 
-as, -1c 

Klallam I -si I 
Lushootseed I -vi I 
Twana I -si I 
Umer Chehalis I -Si, - tuxwt, - tmi I 

Many Salish languages, including most of the Central Salish languages and all of the 

Northern Interior Salish languages, have only one redirective suffix. Among the Central 

Salish languages, Halkomelem is the only language that has two redirective applicative 

suffixes. The Tsamosan languages have three. Among the Southern Interior Salish 

languages, Kalispel has two redirective suffixes and the other languages have three 

s~ f f ixes .~  

I begin the chapter with a discussion of the semantic functions of redirective 

applicatives in section 4.1. Redirective applicatives signal applied objects with various 

Cowlitz 
Tillamook 
Lillooet 
Thompson 
Shuswap 
Okanag an 
Kalispel 
Coeur d'Alene 
Columbian 

2 Dale Kinkade (p.c.) remarked that the lack of - tul in Kalispel may be an accidental gap, due to 
the lack of data. 
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-Si, -tuxwt, - s  
-Si 
-xit 
-xi 
-xi 
-xi, -1, -tui 
-Sip -3 
-Si, -1, -tui 
-xit, -3,  -tu3 



semantic roles, including dative, benefactive, and possessor. Languages with several 

redirective suffixes tend to specialize the meaning of the applied objects. In section 4.2, I 

give a catalog of redirective applicatives in Salish, showing the forms and functions of 

the redirective constructions in each language. In section 4.3, I review the information on 

each redirective suffix in terms of its distribution and usage, and I conclude with some 

historical and typological remarks on the Salish redirective system. 

4.1 Semantic roles of redirective applied objects. 

In the previous chapter, I developed an analysis of the relational applicative 

suffixes classified by the semantics of the verb. The semantic roles of the applied object 

that appear in relational constructions are inferred from the nature of the event. In some 

cases, the choice of a relational suffix in a language is based upon the class of the 

predicate. For example, the source of a transfer verb and the source of a motion verb tend 

to be marked by different relational suffixes, but the goal of a motion verb and the source 

of a motion verb tend to be marked by the same relational suffix. 

In contrast, redirective suffixes are better classified by the semantic role of the 

applied object than by the semantics of the verb. The semantic role of the applied object 

and the verb class are often not correlated. For example, the benefactive, whether it 

appears with speech act verbs, action verbs, or transfer verbs, tends to be marked by the 

same redirective suffix, as we will see below. 



4.1.1 Semantic roles of applied objects in redirective applicatives. 

The semantic role of the applied object in the redirective applicative construction 

is usually dative (2)' source (3), benefactive (4)' malefactive (5)' delegative (6)' or 

possessor (7): 

Halkomelem (Gerdts and Hinkson 2004a:228) 
nem can sam-as- t la sIeni7 
AUX ~SG.SUB sell-RDR-TR DET woman 
'I'm going to sell my car to the woman.' 

Squamish (Kuipers 1967:321) 
EBn 3 a 4  

lift-RDR-TR-~SG.OBJ 1 SG.SUB FUT 

'I'll take it away from you.' 

Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:234) 
Tit sBv-S-n l tit iiqsn. 
PERF ~ ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R  OBL DET box 
'He made the box for him.' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1 992:49) 
x-lm[t]=ci-x- t-s 
P R F x - c ~ o ~ ~ = ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R - ~ s u B  
'close door on somebody' 

Comox (Watanabe l996:33O) 
jai-yam- 0 ga! 
run-RDR-TR:~ SG.OBJ IMP 

'Run for me!' (i.e. on behalf of me) 

Okanagan (A. Mattina 1994: 21 1) 
wajr kavkic-I-t-s-an an-cja?xAn. 
yes find-RDR-TR-~SG.OBJ-~SG.SUB ~SG.POSS-shoes 
'I found your shoes.' 

A typical dative applied object is a recipient of a transfer verb, such as 'give' (8), 

'send' (9)' 'buy' (10)' or 'pay' (11): 



Kalispel (Carlson l98O:E) 
xwi&S- t-an iu? Agnes u t y6mkwe7. 
~ ~ V ~ - R D R - T R -  1 SG.SUB ART Agnes ART OBL basket 
'I gave a basket to Agnes.' 

Okanagan (N. Mattina 1993 :275) 
kwu kalxwi&x- t t sqlav+. 
1 SG.0B.I send-~IlR-TR OBL money 
'Send me some money.' 

Okanagan (N. Mattina 1993 :276) 
n%y-1- t-s-n Fred i 66yxan-s. 
buy-RDR-TR-~SG.OBJ- I SG.SUB Fred ART C ~ ~ - ~ S G . P O S S  
'I bought you Fred's car.' 

Lushootseed (Hess and Bates 2004: 192) 
h ~ - k i s - ~ i - d .  
PUNCT-pay-RDR-TR 
'She paid him.' 

I use "dative" loosely, and' include goals of speech acts (12) as well as goals or targets of 

actions in general (1 3)-(1 4): 

Halkomelem (Gerdts 1988b:92) 
n i  y58-as- t-as la Mary 7a kwOa-n? syays. 
AUX tell-RDR-TR- SUB DET Mary OBL DET-~SG.POSS work 
'He told Mary about your job.' 

Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:240) 
7it cik-tuxw-C. 
PERF show-RDR- I SG.OBJ 
'He showed it to me.' 

Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1980:28) 
tw?xitne. 
//GwaG-xi- t -0-enV/ 
trap-RDR-TR-3SG.oB.I-1 SG.SUB 
'I set a trap for it [a particular animal].' 

Source applied objects are found with transfer verbs such as 'buy' (15), 'borrow' 

(16), 'steal' (17)' and 'take away' (18): 



Columbian (Kinkade 1980:33.1) 
taw-I-n. 
buy-RDR(-TR)- 1 SG.SUB 

'I bought it from him.' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1 974:2 1 8) 
kwaln-mi-x- t-s 
borrow-REL-RDR-TR-3 SUB 

'to borrow from' 

Columbian (Kinkade 1 982: 57) 
c-Jam-1-ci-nn. 
IMPF-steal-RDR-TR:~SG.OBJ- 1 SG.SUB 

'I am stealing it from you." 

Columbian (Willett 2003 : 137) 
kaskw51n. 
Ilkas- kwan-1- t-n// 
I R R - ~ ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R -  1 SG. SUB 

'I am going to take it away fiom herlhim' 

I also use source to refer to applied objects of action verbs, which physically separates a 

theme from the source applied object, such as 'hide' (19)' 'pull' (20), and 'keep' (21): 

Nooksack (Galloway 1997:222) 
kwo-w5t-as 7ii kwa[l]-xYi-@-as. 
someone AUX ~ ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R :  1 SG.OBJ- SUB 
'Someone hid something from me.' 

Columbian (Willett 2003:256) 
ncakwakst61n wa hacmintn. 
/In-cakw=akst-tdl- t-n//  
~ sT~-pu l l=hand-RD~-~~-  1 SG.SUB PTC rope 
'I pulled the rope out of his hand.' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1974: 154, Kuipers 1992:49) 
taknem-x-t-s 
keep-RDR-TR- SUB 
'withhold from objectlrefuse to give something to somebody (object)' 

Benefactive refers to positive and malefactive refers to negative intention or affect 

on the applied object, and whether the applied object bears the role of benefactive or 
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malefactive often depends on the situation. Watanabe (2OO3:25 1) states, 'the choice 

[between benefactive and malefactive] seems to depend on the context'. For example, the 

following example in Comox has two different readings: 

(22) Comox (Watanabe 2003:25 1) 
tap%-a?am- @-as 33 ta t 4asnaf. 
dirty-RDR-TR: I SG.OBJ- SUB OBL DET 1 SG.POSS dress 
'She dirtied my dress [on me]./She dirtied my dress for me.' 

The applied object in the first reading is malefactive, and the second benefactive. Another 

example in Shuswap also suggests two interpretations: 

(23) Shuswap (Gardiner 1 993:2 1) 
m-stk(t)?a-x- t-sm-s ta jiWaXW'U'k 
P E R F - ~ ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R -  1 SG.OBJ- SUB OBL beer 
'She drank the beer forlon me.' 

Since the choice between benefactive and malefactive is largely pragmatic, I treat 

benefactive and malefactive as a single type of applied object. 

Delegative applied objects are not robustly attested in the data. I found only four 

examples: one in Comox (24)' two in Okanagan (25) and (26), and one in Coeur d'Alene 

Comox (Watanabe 1996:330) 
jad-?am-@ ga! 
~U~-RDR-TR: 1 SG.OBJ IMP 

'Run for me! (i.e. on behalf of me)' 

Okanagan (N. Mattina 1993 :272) 
k "u qwalqwil-x- t-s. 
1 SG.OBJ ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R - ~ S U B  

'He talked for me (in my stead).' 



(26) Okanagan (N. Mattina l993:272) 
kwu qajr=sqAXa3-x- t-S. 
I SG.OBJ ~ u ~ ~ = ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R - ~ s u B  
'He branded for me (in my stead).' 

(27) Coeur d' Alene (Doak 1997: 157) 
ni&ices xwe pili. 
//ni&Si- t-s-es x we pilill 
cut-RDR-TR- 1 SG.OBJ- SUB DET Felix 
'Felix cut (wood) instead of melin my place.'/'Felix cut (wood) for me.' 

Notice that the Coeur d' Alene example in (27) has two interpretations--delegathe or 

benefactive. An overlap in these two meanings is understandable, since you are often 

doing a favor for someone when you do a task instead of them. Languages frequently 

conflate these two meanings, for example, the use of "for" for both in English. 

I sometimes use the cover term ''benefactive" for benefactive, malefactive, and 

delegative for the sake of exposition, but, when appropriate, I use the more precise terms. 

As discussed further below, distinguishing between these meanings is mostly contextual. 

and they have no effect on the choice of redirective suffix in any Salish language. 

4.1.2 Semantic Ambiguity. 

As we have seen in examples in (22), (23), and (27) above, redirective applicative 

constructions are often subject to more than one semantic interpretation. For example, the 

applied object can be malefactive or possessor in (28) and possessor or source in (29): 

(28) Comox (Watanabe 2003:25 1) 
Xapxw-a3am-8-as "a ta t Xapaf. 
break-RDR-TR: 1 SG.OBJ- SUB OBL DET 1 SG-POSS stick 
'He broke my stick on me.' 

(29) Squamish (Kuipers l967:253) 
6P-G- t-ka ta 85l'tn-s! 
grab-RDR-TR-IMP DET ~ ~ ~ c ~ ~ - ~ s G . P o s s  
'Take that (lit. his) pencil from him!' 
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Even though the semantic role of the applied object is ambiguous, we see the connection 

in the examples above between malefactive and possessor in (28) (his breaking my stick 

has a negative affect on me because it is mine), and possessor and source in (29) (he has 

the pencil because it is his, and he is the starting point of an act of transfer). 

It is not unusual for languages to have a single applicative morpheme that is used 

in a variety of applicative constructions such as dative, benefactive, and possessor. For 

example, we see this in Swahili (Driever 1976), Mayan languages (Aissen 1987), and 

Mixean languages (Zavala 1999). In Salish, for example, Shuswap has only one 

redirective suffix, -xi, and the semantic role of the applied object can be dative (30a), 

benefactive (30b), malefactive (30c), possessor (30d), or source (30e): 

(30) Shuswap 
t+ka-mi-x- t-s. 
s ~ - R E L - R D R - T R - ~  SUB 

'He sells it to somebody.' (Gardiner l993:23) 

~- I l ;~ i - ] ;~~-x-crn-e  Ak-6iV 
PRFX-RED-~~V~.~OO~-RDR-TR:  1 SG.OBJ-IMP IRR-Ineat 
'Leave some meat for me! ' (Kuipers 1974:222) 

x-lm[t]=ci-x- t-s 
~ ~ ~ x - c l o s e = m o u t h - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ - 3  SUB 

'close door on somebody' (Kuipers l992:49) 

y Mary wik-x- t-sm-s ta n-qC?Ea. 
DET Mary see-RDR-TR- 1 SG.OBJ- SUB OBL 1 SG.POSS-father 
'Mary saw my father.' (Gardiner 1993:22) 

taknem-x- t-s 
~ ~ ~ P - R D R - T R - ~  SUB 
'refuse to give something to somebody (object)/withhold from object' 

(Kuipers 1974: 154, Kuipers l992:49) 



Thompson also has only one redirective suffix, -xi, and the semantic role of the 

applied object can be dative (3 1 a), benefactive (3 1 b), malefactive (3 1 c), and possessor 

(31) Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1980:28,27,32,28) 
a. kwi7x tis. 

llkWP-xi- t-ey-esll 
show-RDR-TR- I PL.OBJ-3 SUB 
'She shows it to us.' 

b. vwy6qsxcms. 
//vway=aqs-xi- t-sem-esll 
bum=nose-RDR-TR- 1 SG.OBJ- SUB 
'He turned on the light for me.' 

C. 'e pi?-p-xi-cm-xw ta n-4wisqn. 
might lose-INCH-RDR-TR: 1 SG.OBJ-~SG.SUB OBL 1 SG-POSS-ax 
'You might lose my ax.' 

d 'Uqwe?xcms ta tiy. 
/ /Wqwe~-xi-  t-sem-es// 
&~&-RDR-TR- 1 SG.OBJ-3 SUB OBL tea 
'She drank my tea up on me.' 

Notice that 'tea' in example (3 1 d) does not appear with a possessive marker, yet the 

English translation indicates that the 'tea' belongs to the sufferer 'me', which is the 

applied object. This example shows that the semantically possessed NP does not 

necessarily appear with a possessive marker in Thompson. However, most of the 

Northern Interior examples in my database in fact have a possessive marker when a 

possessive meaning is given in the translation. 

According to L. Thompson and M. Thompson (1 980)' the following example of a 

possessive applicative also conveys malefactive semantics: 



(32) Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1980:28) 
mAvxtimes ta s- z6l t-ep. 
//mAv-xi- t-uym-es// 
break-RDR-TR-~PL.OBJ- SUB OBL NM-dish-~PL.POSS 
'He broke you people's dish.' 

In fact, it is generally the case that possessive applicative constructions (a.k.a. "possessor 

ascension" or "external possession constructions") do not have simple possessor 

semantics, but rather have an additional semantic "kick" indicating that the possessor is 

affected by the action (cf. Fried 1999). For example, the applied objects in the following 

sentences in Okanagan have other semantic roles in addition to possessor, according to 

their English translations: 

(33) Okanagan 
a. Mary VBc-1- t-s i? ttvirit i3 kaw8p-s. 

Mary ~ ~ - R D R - T R - ~ S U B  ART boy ART horse-~POSS 
'Mary tied the boy's horse for him.'/'Mary tied the boy his horse.' (N. Mattina 

1993:265) 

b. ca3kw kwu c-xwi&l-t-xw i-sm8hxw. 
should 1 Sg.0BJ CISLOC-give-RDR-TR-~SG.SUB 1 SG.POSS-smoke 
'Please give me my smokes.' (A. Mattina 1994:211) 

c. lut kwu . a-ks-nafiw-m-1- t-am in-kawhp. 
not 1 SG-OBJ ~SG.POSS-FUT-steal-REL-RDR-TR-INTR I SG.POSS-horse 
'Don't steal my horse fiom me.' (A. Mattina 1994:212) 

In Okanagan, the redirective applicative suffix - 1 is generally used when the applied 

object is the possessor of a theme object, expressed by a possessive marker on the theme 

NP. The translations also suggest that the applied object is benefactive in (33a), dative in 

(33b), and source in (33c). Similarly, examples fiom Lillooet and Shuswap show 

ambiguity between possessive and benefactive applied objects: 



Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997: 1 15) 
txwus-mih-xi-c-kaxw n i  n-&q8%7 a! 
look-REL-RDR- 1 SG-OBJ-2sG.s~~ DET 1 SG-POSS-horse PTC 

'Look out for my horse for me!' 

Coeur d' Alene (Doak 1 997: 146) 
ne7 lee-I-t-se-xw xwe hn-qwom=qin. 
IRR ~ ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R -  1 SG.OBJ-~SG.SUB DET 1 s~.~oss-head 
'Tie my head up for me. (Tie it up for me the my head.)' 

The applied objects in (34) and (35) can be interpreted as either possessor or benefactive. 

The ambiguity in the semantic role of the applied objects in the above examples 

results as a side-effect of the action; that is, the possessive applied object was also 

beneficiary (i.e. 'tie someone's horse for that person' in (33a), 'look out for someone's 

horse for that person' in (34), 'paint someone's house for that person' in (35)), recipient 

(i.e. 'give someone's smoke to that person' in (33b)), or starting point of an action (i.e. 

'steal someone's horse from that person' in (33c)). However, some examples show that 

the ambiguity of the semantic role of the applied object is contextual, as we have seen in 

benefactive/malefactive ambiguity in Comox. 

We even see examples with three readings for the applied object, e.g. benefactive, 

malefactive, and possessor: 

(36) Comox ( Watanabe 2003:252) 
qwuqwu-?am- 9-as ?a ta t tiy. 
.&ink-RDR-TR: 1 SG.OBJ- SUB OBL DET ~SG.POSS tea 
'He drank my tea for me [when I could not finish it].'/'He drank up my tea [on 

me]. ' 

Whether his drinking my tea is a favor (benefactive) or harm (malefactive) to me depends 

on the situation. The applied object in (37) can be source or benefactive: 



Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 :52) 
s-kwan8-txwt-n 
I M P F - ~ ~ ~ - R D R - ~ S U B  
'get it from or for' 

The applied object in (38) can be dative or s o ~ r c e : ~  

Lushootseed (Hess and Bates 2004: 176) 
9u-kwad-yi-t-ab Cad t i71  qwlay? 
PUNCT- take-^^^-TR-PASS 1 SG.SUB DET stick 
'She took that stick to me (i.e. whipped me).'IbShe took that stick from me.' 

Regarding the benefactivelmalefactive examples in Comox, Watanabe (2003:252) 

states that it can be assumed that the function of the indirective (redirective) suffix is not 

semantically driven, but rather it is an operation to add and/or manipulate the status of an 

argument. "Indirective" is defined by L. Thompson and M. Thompson (1992:71) as a 

transitive verb that focuses on the person affected by the action but also implies another 

object. They define the suffix -xi, which converts a simple root to indirective transitive, 

as the "indirective" suffix. Kinkade (1 980:33) states: 

[Columbian] 11-xi11 functions in a manner quite like that described by L. 
Thompson and M. Thompson for [Thompson] in that it is not simply 
benefactive; the label 'indirective' is appropriate for [Columbian] as well, 
and the whole class might be called "redirectives". 

In sum, one redirective suffix can assign more than one semantic role to the applied 

object.'The applied object can be dative, benefactivelmalefactive, possessor, source, or 

delegative with the same redirective suffix. 

As mentioned earlier, it is not unusual for languages to have a single applicative 

morpheme that is used in a variety of applicative constructions. However, in other 

Example (38) is a passive sentence, even though it is not reflected in the English translation. 
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languages, e.g. Kinyarwanda (Kimenyi 1980), Tukang Besi (Donohue 1999), and Yimas 

(Foley 1991), have two or more applicative morphemes, correlating to the difference in 

the semantic role of the applied object. We see this in Salish languages. When a language 

has more than one redirective suffix, the semantic roles of applied objects associated with 

each suffix is more specific. For example, there are two redirective suffixes in 

Halkomelem, -as and - k ,  and the applied object is always dative with -as, as in (39a), 

and always benefactive with -ic, as in (39b): 

(39) Halkomelem 
a. ni? 7iG-as-OahS-as 'b kw8a qeq-s. 

AUX show-RDR-TR: I SG.OBJ- SUB OBL DET baby-~POSS 
'She showed me her baby.' (Gerdts and Hinkson 2003:66) 

b. ni dlw91-ak-t-as 19 slCni? ?a kwOa saplil. 
AUX ~ & ~ - R D R - T R - ~ S U B  DET woman OBL DET bread 
'He baked the bread for the woman.' (Gerdts 1988b:gO) 

Southern Interior languages also align the semantic role of an applied object to a certain 

redirective suffix, though the situation here is not as clear-cut as it is in Halkomelem. 

This is discussed extensively in section 4.2. 

4.1.3 Summary. 

I organize my discussion of redirective applicatives according to the semantic role 

of the applied object. The roles found in Salish languages are dative, benefactive, 

possessor, and source. Classifling redirective applicatives this way is not without its 

difficulties, however. Many examples are not translated with a unique reading. The 

semantic ambiguity of the applied objects makes it hard to see the difference between the 

redirective constructions formed with different suffixes. 



There are three types of ambiguities. First, the choice between the benefactive and 

delegative or between benefactive and malefactive readings, for example, seems to be 

contextual. The same event may have different readings depending on the opinion of the 

speech act participants regarding the situation. I repeat a Shuswap example to illustrate 

this point: 

(40) Shuswap (Gardiner 1 993 :2 1) 
m-stC(t)?a-x- t-sm-s ta X waXw?u?s. 
PERF- drink-^^^-^^- 1 SG.OBJ-3 SUB OBL beer 
'She drank the beer forlon me.' 

In this situation, there is an obvious malefactive reading: 'She stole my beer.' 

Nevertheless, a benefactive reading is also available. In fact, the benefactive reading is 

usually the first to come to mind and is most often represented in the translations. Thus, I 

use benefactive to cover all three meanings. 

A second type of ambiguity arises because most redirective suffixes are 

associated with more than one type of applied object. Different events can be conveyed 

by the exact same sentence. I repeat the Upper Chehalis example from above that 

illustrates ambiguity between source and benefactive readings of the applied object: 

(4 1) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1991 :52) 
s-kwanb- txwt-n 
IMPF-get-RDR- SUB 

. 'get it fkom or for' 

In addition, in some cases it is necessary to simultaneously attribute more than 

one semantic role to an applied object. For example, possessive applied objects often bear 

additional semantic roles, such as benefactive. This is a result of the benefactive (or 

malefactive) nature of ownership. Thus, the presence of one role may imply the presence 
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of another. This is especially clear in an example like (42) where the clause gets multiple 

translations: 

(42) Shuswap (Kuipers 1992:49) 
mlmalqw-x- t-s ta ci txw-s. 
P ~ ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R - ~  SUB OBL house-~POSS 
'He paints thehis [other's] house for him.'/'He paints his [other's] house.' 

In such cases, neither of the semantic roles should be excluded from consideration. 

Therefore, it is necessary in some cases to attribute more than one semantic role to the 

applied object simultaneously. 

4.2 The form and function of redirective suffixes. 

In this section, I turn to a detailed survey of redirective applicative constructions. 

My goal is to discuss the various redirective suffixes language by language, detailing for 

each language (and each suffix) what range of meanings the applied object has. As 

mentioned above, each Salish language has from one to three redirective applicative 

suffixes, as given in Table 35. Similarities between some of the suffixes in the different 

languages are obvious, as seen in Table 36: 



Table 36. Redirective Applicative Suffixes by Cognates 

Central Salish 

I 
I Sechelt 

Halkomelem 
Nooksack 
Northern Straits 

Lushootseed 
Twana 

Tsarnosan 

1 Tillamook I Tillamook 1 - ~ i  I I I 

UpperChehalis 
Cowlitz 

Interior 
Salish 

Kinkade (1998), in his comparative-historical survey of Salish morphology, reconstructs 

the redirective suffix *-xi4 Most Salish languages have reflexes of *-xi, given in the first 

column of suffixes in Table 36. Other suffixes that can be reconstructed for branches, 

sub-branches are given in the second column. Thus, a redirective suffix *- Vm can be 

reconstructed for Comox and Sechelt, *- tux "t for Proto-Tsamosan, and *-I and *- t uI for 

-Si 
-Si 

Kinkade (1 998) suggests the possible reconstruction of a Proto-Salish suffix *- Vm linking 
Comox -?am and Sechelt -em with Upper Chehalis -tmi. He considers this to be tentative, since 
the phonological similarity is neither transparent nor accounted for by any known sound 
correspondences. Thus, I choose not to adopt his analysis here. 
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Proto-Southern Interior Salish. The suffixes in the third column are unique to a single 

language. 

Reflexes of the suffix *-xi are widespread in Salish languages, and, as we will see 

below, they allow a full range of semantic roles of applied objects. The languages that do 

not have reflexes of *-xi are Bella Coola, which has -amk; two Central Salish languages, 

Comox and Sechelt, which have reflexes of *- Vm; and Halkomelem, which has 

developed two new redirective suffixes, -as and -lc. The other Central Salish languages 

(Squamish, Nooksack, Northern Straits, Klallam, Lushootseed, Twana) and Tillamook 

have only one redirective suffix, a reflex of *-xi The Tsamosan languages have four 

redirective suffixes: a reflex of *-xi, a reflex of *- tux "t, and - tmi  in Upper Chehalis 

and a reflex of *-xi, a reflex of *- tux "t, and -s in Cowlitz. The Northern Interior Salish 

languages have only one redirective applicative, a reflex of *-xi, while the Southern 

Interior Salish languages have one or two additional applicative suffixes, reflexes of *-I 

andlor * - t ul. 

I start my survey with the Northern Interior Salish languages, since they have only 

one redirective applicative suffix. I turn next to Central Salish languages, where most 

languages have one redirective suffix-a reflex of either *-xi or *- Vm. In Tsamosan 

languages, we see reflexes of *-xi as well as two other redirective suffixes unique to this 

branch. Last I turn to Southern Interior Salish languages, which have a complicated 

system of redirective applicatives. Two additional redirectives can be reconstructed for 

this branch. I postpone the discussion of applicatives in Tillamook and Bella Coola until 

Chapter 5. The Tillamook applicative is atypical in function and the Bella Coola 

applicative is atypical in both form and function. 
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4.2.1 Redirective suffix in Northern Interior Salish. 

The Northern Interior Salish languages (Lillooet, Thompson, Shuswap) have only 

one redirective applicative suffix each, all reflexes of *-xi, and the applied object can be 

dative (43), benefactive (44), possessor (49 ,  or source (46).' 

(43) Dative 
a. Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997: 120) 

nQs-xit 
go-RDR 
'to give something to somebody' 

b. Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1992:71) 
//nC-x- t// 
~ ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R  
'hand over (something) to someone' 

c. Shuswap (Gardiner 1 993 :23) 
tujka-mi-x-t-s. 
sell-REL-RDR-TR-3 SUB 

'He sells it to somebody.' 

(44) Benefactive 
Lillooet (Van Eijk 1987:325) 
7ai-xi-c-as ti n-sqAcaz7 a ti k$h a. 
buy-RDR- I SG.OBJ-3 SUB DET 1 SG.POSS-father PTC DET Car PTC 
'My father bought a car for me.' 

Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson l992:72) 
cu-xi- t-ne. 
~ & ~ - R D R - T R -  1 SG. SUB 
'I make it for her.' 

Shuswap (Gardiner l993:2 1) 
m-ste(t)?a-x- t-sm-s ta %wa%w?6%. 
P E R F - ~ ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R -  1 SG.OBJ-3 SUB OBL beer 
'She drank the beer forlon me.' 

5 There are only two Northern Interior examples of source applied objects with reflexes of *-xi in 
my database, both in Shuswap. 
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(45) Possessor 
a. Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997: 1 15) 

c?as-mih-xit- kan kw s- kika? 
come-REL-RDR- 1 SG.SUB DET ~ ~ - k i k a ?  

'I am coming to get the prepared salmon that belongs to kikas (so I can bring 
it to her).' 

b. Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1980:28) 
wikxcn. 
//wik-xi- t-si-en// 
see-RDR-TR-~SG.OBJ- 1 SG.SUB 

'I see what you have.'IbI see your tracks.' 

c. Shuswap (Kuipers 1992:49) 
pul-st-x- t-s ta skmkelt-s. 
lie-CS-RDR-TR- SUB OBL daughter-~POSS 
'He kilIs his (other's) daughter.' 

(46) Source 
a. Shuswap (Kuipers 1 974:2 1 8) 

kwah-mi-x-  t-s 
borrow-REL-RDR-TR-3 SUB 
'to borrow from' 

b. Shuswap (Kuipers 1974: 154, 1992:49) 
taknem-x- t-s 
keep-RDR-TR-3 SUB 
'refuse to give something to somebody (object)/withhold from object' 

In all of the Northern Interior Salish languages, reflexes of the redirective suffix 

*-xi are used with dative, benefactive, and possessive applied objects. Source applied 

objects are attested in Shuswap, but not in Lillooet and Thompson. The number of 

applied objects in different semantic roles found in each language is given in Table 37: 



Table 37. Applied Objects with *-xi in Northern Interior salish6 

Lillooet 

Benefactive applied objects occur more frequently than other types of applied objects. 

Possessive applied objects occur more frequently than dative ones. Source applied objects 

are scarce in Shuswap and not attested in Lillooet and Thompson. 

Shuswap 
TOTAL 

4.2.2 Redirective suffixes in Central Salish. 

3 

Most Central Salish languages have only one redirective suffix: reflexes of *- Vm 

Thom~son I 7 
2 

12 

appear in Comox and Sechelt, and reflexes of *-xi appear in Squamish, Nooksack, 

10 

Northern Straits, Klallam, Lushootseed, and Twana. The one exception is Halkomelem, 

16 
13 I 11 
3 9 1 -  25 

which has two redirective suffixes, -as and -1c. Dative (47aX53a) and benefactive 

3 

(47b)-(53b) applied objects are attested in all Central Salish languages, except Comox 

11 
2 
2 

and Sechelt, which apparently lack dative applied objects. 

0 

22 
65 

(47) Squamish (Kuipers 1967:303,264) 
a. En sfit-Si- t-umi. 

1 SG.SUB give-RDR-TR-~SG.OBJ 
'I give it to you.' 

14 
0 

b. tav-Hi- t-ka! 
~ O / ~ ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R - I M P  
'Do it for him!' 

29 

In this table, a single example may be counted as more than one token of a type of applied 
object, since more than one semantic role is implied in the translation. 
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(48) Halkomelem (Gerdts l988b: 101, 1 15) 
a. n i  ?Am-as- t-as kw@a swiGlas ?a kw@a pdkw. 

AUX give-RDR-TR- SUB DET boy OBL DET book 
'He gave the boy the book.' 

b. n i  1%"-alc-at-as. 
AUX b l a n k e t - ~ ~ R - ~ R - 3 ~ ~ ~  
'He covered it with a blanket for him.' 

(49) Nooksack (Galloway 1997:2 17,222) 
a. ?Am-Bi-t 

Come-RDR-TR 
'give hand over something to someone' 

b. ko[?] ?ay $B?B'-xYi- t-as kwo- w~5t-as.~ 
DEM ART CONT sew-RDR-TR-3 SUB someone 
'Someone is sewing clothes for someone.' 

(50) Northern Straits (Montler 1986: 171) 
a. kweyasit san. 

//kwey-si-at-@ s a d /  
unable/forbid-~~R-~~-30~~ 1 SG.SUB 
'I refused it to him.' 

b. aatsisa san sa?. 
/laat-si-at-sa san sa?// 
prepare/make/do-~~~-~~-2s~.o~~ 1 SG.SUB FUT 
'I'll make it (a paddle) for you.' 

(5 1) Klallam (Montler 1996:262) 
a. jie7-si- t 

W&~-RDR-TR 

'write (something) to someone' 

b. kwn-asi-c-ag cn. 
look-RDR-TR:~SG.OBJ-INTR 1 SG.SUB 

'I look at (something) for you.' 

7 Thanks to Brent Galloway (p.c.) for supplying the glosses. 
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(52) Lushootseed (Hess and Bates 2004: 172, 177) 
a. xWi? a h  3u kwi t(u)-ad-s-?8b-yi-t-s 

NEG EMPH Q DET PAST-~SG.SUB-NM-give-RDR-TR- 1 SG.OBJ 

?a kwi kupi? 
OBL DET coffee 

'Didn't you give me any coffee?' 

b. 'u-xw6yu-b- txw-yi-d Cad tsi d-Yibac. 
PLJNCT-sell-INTR-CS-RDR-TR 1 SG.SUB DET.FEM 1 SG.POSS-grandchild 
'I sold it for my granddaughter.' 

(53) Twana (Kinkade n.d.) 
a. kwad- Si-d- bag! 

get-RDR-TR- 1 SG.OBJ 
'Bring it to me!' 

b. laq- Si- d- Cad a t i  duxwtiqwabad. 
buy-RDR-TR-I SG.SUB OBL ART toy 
'I bought him a toy.' 

In Comox and Sechelt, dative applied objects are not attested, but benefactive applied 

objects are: 

(54) Comox (Watanabe l996:332) 
:a%-?am-$ay-am-ul 73 ta janxw. 
cook-RDR-TR: 1 SG.OBJ-PASS-PAST OBL DET fish 
'They cooked fish for me.' 

(55) Sechelt Peaurnont 1985: 104) 
xw6yum-Cm- t-c-6-Map-skwa? 
S ~ - R D R - T R -  1 SG.OBJ-Q-~PL.SUB-FUT 
'Will you (pl.) sell it for me?' 

Possessive applied objects are attested in Comox, Sechelt, Squamish, Lushootseed, 

and Twana, but not in Halkomelem, Nooksack, Northern Straits, and Klallam: 

(56) Comox (Watanabe 2003:252) 
law-?am-$-as ?a :a te aplas-ul ?a ta kwaxwa. 
take.0ut-RDR-TR: 1 SG.OBJ- SUB OBL DET I SG.POSS apple-PAST OBL DET box 
'He took my apples from the box.' 



Sechelt (Beaumont 1985: 11 0) 
38~6-Bt  kw81-Cm- t-c-at t e  kw8xwa. 
NEG- 1 PL.SUB hide-RDR-TR-~SG.OBJ- IPL.SUB DET box 
'We haven't hidden your box for you yet.' 

Squamish (Kui pers l967:253) 
$P- Si -  t-ka ta %517tn-s! 
grab-RDR-TR-IMP DET p e n c i l - 3 ~ ~ . ~ 0 ~ ~  
'Take that (lit. his) pencil from him!' 

Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994: 13 5)8 
lakw-yi-c 
eat-RDR-TR: 1 SG.OBJ 
'eat my food' 

Twana (Kinkade n.d.) 
kwad-5-d-Ead a ta wa@b. 
~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R - ~  SG.SUB OBL ART box 
'I took his box.' 

The theme NP in Sechelt (57) and Twana (60) does not have a possessive marker even 

though the translation indicates that the theme NP is possessed by the applied ~ b j e c t . ~  

Source applied objects are attested in Squamish and Nooksack: 

Squamish (Kuipers 1967:321) 
t17-gi- t-umi EBn 3a4 
lift-RDR-TR-~SG.OBJ 1 SG.SUB FUT 

'I'll take it away from you.' 

Nooksack (Galloway 1997:222) 
kwo-wiit-as 1 kwa[l]-xYi-%as. 
someone AUX h ide-mR-~~:  1 SG.OBJ- SUB 
'Someone hid something from me.' 

One example in Lushootseed translated the applied object as either dative or source: 

No overt theme NP was given with this example. 
9 The theme NP is in an oblique phrase in Comox (56) and Twana (60) but appears without an 
oblique marker in Sechelt (57) and Squamish (58). 
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(63) Lushootseed (Hess and Bates 2004: 176) 
VU-kwad-yi- t-ab Ead tivil qwlay7. 
PUNCT-take-RDR-TR-PASS 1 SG.SUB DET stick 
'She took that stick to me (i.e. whipped me)./She took that stick from me.' 

This is a passive sentence; the first-singular pronominal (the surface subject) is the goal 

of the action in the dative reading and the starting point of the action in the source 

reading. Under both readings, there is a negative effect on the applied object. 

One example of a delegative applied object is attested in Comox: 

(64) Comox (Watanabe l996:33O) 
jai-?am-9 ga ! 
run-RDR-TR: 1 SG.OBJ IMP 

'Run for me!' (i.e. on behalf of me) 

Malefactive applied objects are attested in Comox: 

(65) Comox (Watanabe 2003:252) 
makw-?am-8-as. 
eat-RDR-TR: 1 SG.OBJ- SUB 
'He [or unknown someone] ate my food [on me by stealing it from my plate].'/ 

'He ate it for me [because I could not finish it].' 

Apparently, the choice between benefactive and malefactive readings in (65) is 

contextual (cf. section 4.1). 

We saw above that in Northern Interior Salish languages, there is only one 

redirective suffix, applied object can have the semantic roles of dative, benefactive, and 

possessor. However, this is not always the case in Central Salish. Even though there is 

only one redirective suffix in Central Salish languages (except Halkomelem), only two 

languages-Squamish and Lushootseed-have applied objects with all three semantic 

roles: dative, benefactive, and possessor. 



(66) Squamish (Kuipers l967:303, 3 18,253) 
a. Dative 

sfit-Si- t-m EBxw vii. 
give-RDR-TR-PASS ~SG.SUB FUT 
'He'll give it to you.' 

b. Benefactive 
Eii-Si- t-dmui-ka! 
put .up.high-~~~-~R- 1 PL.OBJ-IMP 

'Put it up high for us!' 

c. Possessor/source 
Biv-Si- t-ka ta X517tn-s! 
grab-RDR-TR-IMP DET ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ - ~ S G . P O S S  

'Take that (lit. his) pencil from him!' 

(67) Lushootseed 
a. Dative 

%-t f i~-~i -d .  
PUNCT-pay-RDR-TR 
'She paid him.' (Hess and Bates 2004: 192) 

b. Benefactive 
'Ww- txw-yi-c. 
go-CS-RDR-TR: 1 SG.OBJ 

'Take it for me.' (Bates et al. 1994:23) 

c. Possessor 
lakw- yi-c 
eat-RDR-TR: 1 SG.OBJ 
'eat my food' (Bates et al. 1994: 135) 

We see that reflexes of the redirective sufExes *- Vm and *-xi occur with applied objects 

bearing various semantic roles: dative, benefactive, possessor, and source. Halkomelem, 

the only Central Salish language that has two redirective suffixes, has -as and -1c, and 

neither is cognate with the other applicative sufXxes. The applied object is dative in the 

redirective construction with the suffix -as (68a) and benefactive with the suffix -1c (68b). 



(68) Halkomelem (Gerdts 1 988b:90) 
a. ni ?&m-as-t-as kw8a sqwamCy? ?a kw8a s&im. 

AUX ~ ~ V ~ - R D R - T R - ~ S U B  DET dog OBL DET bone 
'He gave the dog the bone.' 

b. ni qw51-alc-t-as la sICni7 79 kW8a saplil. 
AUX ~ ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R - ~ S U B  DET woman OBL DET bread 
'He baked the bread for the woman.' 

There is no ambiguity in the semantic role of the applied objects with the redirective 

suffixes in Halkomelem. Although, the benefactive redirective suffix -1c partially 

resembles -1, the possessive redirective applicative in Southern Interior languages, 

Halkomelem does not use -1c for possessive applied objects. 

The semantic roles of applied objects of the various redirective applicatives is 

summarized in Table 38: 

Table 38. Semantic Roles of Applied Objects with Central Salish Redirectives 

Comox I I -?am 1 -?am 1 I 
I I 

Dative applied objects are found across Salish except Comox and Sechelt. Benefactive 

Squamish 
Halkomelem 
Nooksack 
Northern Straits 
Klallam 
Lushootseed 
Twana 

applied objects are seen in all of the Central Salish languages. Possessive applied objects 

are found in Comox, Sechelt, Squamish, Lushootseed, and Twana. Source applied object 

-em Sechelt I -em 
- Si 
-as 
- Si  
- si 
-si 

-yi 
- S i  

- Si 
- Ic 
- Si 
- si 
-si 

- yi 
- S i  

-Si 

- yi 
- S i  

- Si 

- Si 

- yi 



are found in Squamish, Nooksack, and Lushootseed. The number of applied objects in 

different semantic roles attested in each language is given in Table 39: 

Table 39. Applied Objects with Central Salish ~edirectives" 

Benefactive applied objects are more robustly attested than other types of applied objects 

in the Central Salish languages, except in Klallarn and Twana, where only a few 

examples of redirective constructions were found. Dative applied objects are attested in 

more languages than possessive applied objects. Source applied objects are scarce; they 

are attested only in three languages, Squamish, Nooksack, and Lushootseed, and each 

language has only one or two examples. 

Ld 
Tw 
TOTAL 

4.2.3 Redirective suffixes in Tsamosan. 

Both Tsamosan languages represented in this study-Upper Chehalis and 

Cowlitz-have three redirective suffixes. Both have reflexes of the redirective suffix *-xi 

10 In this table, a single example may be counted as more than one token of a type of applied 
object, since more than one semantic role is implied in the translation. 
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-yi  
- S i  

3 
1 

18 

9 
1 
70 

2 
1 
9 

1 
0 
4 

14 
3 

95 



and another redirective suffix -tux ".n addition, Upper Chehalis has the redirective 

suffix - t m i  and Cowlitz has the redirective suffix -s. Applied objects with reflexes of *- 

x i  may be dative (69)-(70) or benefactive (71)-(72): 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1 99 1 :5) 
s-99m=ul-Si- t-n 
IMPF-take.to/deliver=canoe-RDR-TR-3 SG.SUB 
'take a canoe across to' 

Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:272) 
Eilmi=kwp-Si-c-a?! 
carry=wood-RDR-TR: 1 SG.OBJ-IMP 
'Bring me some wood! ' 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 52)  
kwan8-s-Si-stg. 
get-?-RDR-PASS 
'They got [it] for him.' 

Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:234) 
vi t s87- S- n 1 tit Riqsn. 
PERF make-RDR-TR OBL DET box 
'He made the box for him.' 

No cases of possessive or source applied objects are attested with reflexes of *-xi. 

The redirective suffix -tux "t is found only in Tsamosan languages (Kinkade 

1998). Applied objects in redirective constructions with the suffix - tux "t may be dative 

(73x74) or benefactive (75): 

(73) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1 99 1 : 149) 
id- tuxwt 
Come-RDR 
'bring it to' 

(74) Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004: 1 67) 
kwdstm- tuxwt 
borrow-RDR 
'lend to' 



(75) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 : 10) 
?it 75%-%- tuxwt En. 
PTC see/look.at-RED-RDR 1 SG.SUB 
'I examined it for him.' 

In one example, the applied object is ambiguous between source and benefactive: 

(76) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1 99 1 : 52) 
kwan6- tuxwt 
get-RD~ 
'get it from or for' 

Kinkade (1 99 1 :3 73) lists a third redirective suffix in Upper Chehalis, - tmi. 

However, he provides no discussion nor sentential examples. I include it here for the sake 

of completeness. This suffix, which is attested with only seven roots, attaches to 

transitive base verbs. The applied object, which is dative in all the examples, is always 

human (Kinkade 1998). However, the suffix - tmi does not seem to increase either 

syntactic or semantic valence as other redirective applicatives do. 

(77) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1 99 1 :3 8) 
a. E6ya-c 

borrow-TR: 1 SG.OBJ 
'he lent me' 

b. E6ya-tmi-xw 
borrow-RDR-3 SG.OBJ 
'loan' 

(78) 'Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199151) 
a. kw51-;in 

divide-TR 
'divide' 

b. kw51-S-tmi-xw 
divide-?-m~-3 SG.OBJ 
'give away' 



(79) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1991 :34) 
a. s-Eal-t-n 

IMPF-give-TR-3 SG.SUB 

'give' 

b. EBl- tmi-xw 
give-RDR-~SG-OBJ 
'give, hand to' 

(80) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1 99 1 : 1 6 1) 
a. KaKiP-n 

sacred-TR 
'make it holy' 

b. Xa367- tmi-xw 
sacred-RDR-3 SG.OBJ 
'forbid' 

The same verb roots appear with - tmi (81 a)-(82a) and the redirective 

(8 1) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1 99 1 : 1 5) 
a. 7uni- tmi-xw 

ask.for-RD~-3s~.o~~ 
'ask for' 

b. 7unB-tuxwt 
ask. for-RDR 
'ask (him) for' 

(82) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 :95) 
a. pat- tmi-xw 

~ t i ~ k . ~ ~ t - R D R - 3  SG.OBJ 
. 'hand to' 

b. p6t-tuxwt 
stick.out-RDR 
'hand it to' 

It appears that examples with -tux "t have applied objects and theme NPs, while 

examples with - tmi do not have theme NPs. The suffix - tmi seems in fact to add a dative 



applied object, but it does not increase syntactic valence since the theme nominal seems 

to be unspecified. Further research will be needed to clarifl the function of this suffix. 

The applicative suffix -s is attested in Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004) but not in Upper 

Chehalis. This suffix has been found with only three roots (Kinkade 2004:235). The 

applied object is benefactive (83b) or source (84): 

Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:235) 
a. Gwa16-n 

mark/write/design/brand/vote-TR 
'mark/write/design/brand/vote [it]' 

b. 7it s-c. 
PERF mark/~rite-RDR- 1 SG.OBJ 
'He signed for me.' 

Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:235) 
s-kwh-s-cal-n.  
IMPF-~&~-RDR- 1 SG.OBJ-~SG.SUB 

'He's grabbing it away fiom me.' 

In the third root that appears with -s, the verb does not actually seem to be an applicative 

but rather a simple transitive: 

(85) Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:36) 
l b p -  s- t 
straight-RDR-TR 
'straighten it out' 

Transitive uses of applicative s&xes are discussed further in Chapter 5. Although the 

suffix -s is found with only three roots, it seems to function, at least some of the time, as 

redirective. 



Applied objects are dative or benefactive with reflexes of *-xi and -tux wt in 

Upper Chehalis. The difference in the semantic roles of the applied objects with the two 

different suffixes is not clear: 

(86) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 :5 1) 
a. kw51-S-n 

giveldivide-RDR-TR 
'give a potlatch for' 

b. kw51-g- tuxwt 
giveldivide-?-RDR 
'give to' 

When the redirective suffixes follow the root dk ~ 5 1  'give, divide', the applied object is 

benefactive with the suffix *-xi, and dative with - tux "t. However, *-xi is used for 

applied objects other than benefactives. With the root .\lW 'give', the applied object is 

dative with both redirective suffixes: 

(87) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 :34) 
a. Eal-S-n 

give-RDR-TR 
'give, give away to' 

b. EAl-tuxwt 
give-RDR 
'give it to' 

The redirective suffixes may combine with certain roots to derive particular 

meanings, as in the following examples with the root d261i 'send, throw, throw away, 

dump' (Kinkade 2004:30). (88a) is a simple transitive sentence, in contrast to the 

applicatives in (88b) and (88c): 



(88) Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:30, 191,234) 
a. kiiji-n-a?! 

dump-TR-IMP 
'Dump it!' 

b. kiil-3-n 
S ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R  

'send word to' 

c. ?it k 3 -  tuxwt. 
PERF throw-RDR 
'He threw it at him.' 

The precise meaning of the root with different suffixes may be due to the context or the 

combination of root and suffix may be lexicalized. 

The root d Wx wa is glossed as 'teach' (Kinkade 2004:12). This root is not attested 

without either the suffix - n i  or -s'i: 

(89) Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004: 12,3 15) 
a. 3dx "a- n i- ... 

 teach-^^^- 
'teach, advise' 

b. ?it ?bxw-gi-c. 
PERF teach-RDR-TR: 1 SG.OBJ 
'He blamed me.' 

The same root also appears with the redirective suffix -tux WL" 

(90) . Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004: 12) 
?it ?fixw-n-tuxw-C. 
PERF teach-REL-RDR- 1 SG.OBJ 
'He taught me.' 

11 The stacking of applicative suffixes is discussed further in Chapter 7.  
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I am not sure what the difference is between (89a) and (90). It could be that the relational 

suff~x is used as a transitivizer in (89a) to bring in a theme object rather than to bring in a 

dative applied object. 

The same verb roots appear with either the redirective suffix -2i or -s in Cowlitz: 

(91) Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:78,235) 
a. cjwa16?-G- 

mark/write-RDR 
'write to' 

b. ?it cjwaW-s-c. 
PERF mark/Write-RDR- 1 SG.OBJ 
'He signed for me.' 

(92) Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:32,235) 
a. s-kwh-Si-t-n. 

IMPF-~&-RDR-TR-~ SG. SUB 
'He get it for him.' 

b. s-kwh-s-cal-n. 
IMPF-~&~-RDR- 1 SG.OBJ-~SG.SUB 
'He's grabbing it away from me.' 

There is difference in function between the suffix -s'i and -s. However, the difference 

depends on the verb, and the semantic role of the applied object is unpredictable by the 

suffix. 

The semantic role of applied objects in redirective constructions in Tsamosan is 

summarized in Table 40: 



Table 40. Semantic Roles of Applied Objects 
with Tsamosan Redirectives 

Dative, benefactive, and source applied objects are attested in both Tsarnosan languages. 

The suffix -tux "tin Cowlitz appears with the dative applied objects. The number of 

applied objects in different semantic roles found in each language is given in Table 41 : 

Upper Chehalis 

Cowlitz 

Table 41. Applied Objects with Tsamosan Redirectives 

Upper Chehalis -tux "t 7 2 1 9 
- tmi 7 0 0 7 

-Si 
- tuxwt 
- tmi 
-Si 
-tuxwt 
- S 

- Si 
- tuxwt 

- Si 

Dative applied objects are attested more often than applied objects with other semantic 

roles. Source applied objects are scarce; two examples are attested in Tsamosan. 

Cowlitz 

TOTAL 

4.2.4 Redirective suffixes in Southern Interior Salish. 

Recall that Northern Interior languages each have just one redirective suffix, a 

reflex of *-xi, and that it is used for all three roles of applied objects--dative, 

benefactive, and possessor. In Southern Interior languages the situation is much more 

- Si 
-tuxwt 
- S 

7 
7 
0 

35 

4 
0 
1 

11 

0 
0 
1 
2 

11 
7 
2 

47 



complicated. Different semantic roles may be marked by different applicative 

morphemes-two different suffixes in Kalispel and three different suffixes in the other 

languages. 

4.2.4.1 Redirective *-xi. 

In redirective applicatives formed with reflexes of the redirective applicative *-xi, 

the applied object is usually dative (93) or benefactive (94): 

(93) Dative 
a. Okanagan (N. Mattina l993:27l) 

kwu xwi&x- t-s t sqlaui. 
1 SG.OBJ give-RDR-TR- SUB OBL money 
'He gave me some money.' 

b. Kalispel (Carlson 1980:25) 
xwi&S- t-an Iu? Agnes Iu? t y6mXwe7. 
give-RDR-TR- 1 SG.SUB ART Agnes ART OBL basket 
'I gave a basket to Agnes.' 

c. Coeur d' Alene (Doak 1 997: 155) 
EfSic 7e smIiE. 
llEfl- Si- t-0-s ?e s-mliE// 
give-RDR-TR-3 OBJ-3 SUB OBL  salmon 
'He took him a ~almon."~ 

d. Columbian (Willett 2003: 138) 
kVamtxic t swiinax. 
//kt-'bmt-xit-s// 
P S T N - ~ ~ ~ ~ - R D R - ~  SUB OBL huckleberry 
'Slhe sent huckleberries to someone.' 

(94) Benefactive 
a. Okanagan (A. Mattina l994:2 1 1) 

ka7kic-x- t-m-an t . a- kI-fia?xiin. 
~ ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R - ~ s G . o B J -  1 SG.SUB OBL ~SG.POSS-FUT-shoes 
'I found you some shoes.' 

12 Ivy Doak (p.c.) supplied a revised translation. 
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b. Kalispel (Carlson 1980:24) 
'Wi-S- t-an Iu? Albert lus t sq6l tE. 
eat-RDR-TR- 1 SG.SUB ART Albert ART OBL meat 
'I ate some meat for Albert.' 

c. Coeur d' Alene (Doak 1997: 168) 
kip~cn.  
//tap-Si- t-s-n// 
shoot-RDR-TR-~SG.OBJ- 1 SG.SUB 

'I shot it for you.' 

d. Columbian (Willett 2003: 139) 
xakxic shrnka% t syiiya?. 
//xak- x i t- s stamkav-sf/ 
p i c k - ~ ~ ~ - 3  SUB daughter-3s~.poss OBL serviceberry 
'She picked some serviceberries for herkis daughter.' 

In the vast majority of the s i i -e ight  examples with reflexes of *-xi in the Southern 

Interior languages in my database, the applied object is dative and/or benefactive. In one 

example in Coeur d'Alene and four in Colurnbian, reflexes of *-xi occur with possessive 

applied objects: 

(95) Possessor 
a. Coeur d'Alene (Doak 1997: 167) 

mCcwSic. 
//mecw-Si- t-@-s// 
b r e a k - m ~ - ~ ~ - 3 0 ~ ~ - 3  SUB 
'He broke something that belongs to another.' 

b. Colurnbian (Kinkade l982:58) 
kwu71-mi-x t-n. 
end-REL-RDR- 1 SG. SUB 
'I used up something belonging to someone else.' 

Possessive applied objects occurring with reflexes of the redirective suffix *-xi are not 

attested in Okanagan or Kalispel. 



In the Interior Salish data, three examples of redirective applicatives are explicitly 

glossed as delegative: 

(96) a. Coeur d' Alene (Doak 1 997: 157) 
ni&ices xwe p i l i  

,a v -  Ilnic-si- t-s-es xwe pilill 
cut-RDR-TR- 1 SG.OBJ- SUB DET Felix 
'Felix cut (wood) for me./Felix cut (wood) instead of melin my place. 

b. Okanagan (N. Mattina l993:272) 
kwu qwalqwil-x- t-s. 
1 SG.OBJ talk-RDR-TR- SUB 
'He talked for me (in my stead).' 

c. Okanagan (N. Mattina 1993:272) 
kwu 4ag=sqEay-x- t-s. 
1 SG.OBJ ~ u ~ ~ = ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R - ~ s u B  
'He branded for me (in my stead).' 

There are two attestations of reflexes of *-xi with a source applied object in a 

Shuswap, but none in Lillooet, Thompson, or any of the Southern Interior languages. 

Possessive applied objects with reflexes of *-xi are attested in all of the Northern Interior 

languages, but only two Southern Interior languages-Coeur d'Alene and Columbian. 

The possessive redirective suffix -i takes over this function in the Southern Interior 

languages. Delegative applied objects with a reflex of *-xi are found in Coeur d'Alene 

and Okanagan, but this usage is not common in Interior Salish nor elsewhere in Salish. 

Although there is often overlapping semantics, the main roles of the applied object in the 

redirective applicative construction with reflexes of *-xi are summarized in Table 42: 



Table 42. Semantic Roles of Applied Objects with *-xi 
in Southern Interior Salish 

Each Northern Interior Salish language has only one redirective suffix, a reflex of *-xi, 

I Cr, ~ r n  

and it occurs with dative, benefactive, possessor, andlor source applied objects. In 

Southern Interior Salish, there are three redirective applicatives; reflexes of *-xi, -1 

and - tuL Reflexes of *-xi occur with dative and benefactive applied objects in all four 

J I J 

languages, but with possessive applied objects only in Coeur d'Alene and Columbian. 

J 

The number of examples in my database of redirective applicatives with applied objects 

of each type is given in Table 43: 

Table 43. Applied Objects with *-xi in 
Southern Interior Salish 

1 I I I 

TOTAL I 19 I 47 I 6 67 

Benefactive applied objects are the most robustly attested. Possessive applied objects are 

the rarest. No examples were attested in Okanagan and Kalispel, and only one example in 

Coeur d'Alene. 



4.2.4.2 Redirective - I .  

All the Southern Interior languages use the applicative suffix -1 to designate 

possessive applied objects. If present, the possessed NP, referred to here as the theme NP, 

usually appears with a possessive marker: 

(97) Columbian (Kinkade l98O:M) 
mivw-~-c-xw ?in-lkip. 
break-RDR(-TR)- 1 SG.OBJ-~SG.SUB 1 SG.POSS-pot 
' You broke my pot.' 

Kinkade (1998) defines -1  as 'genitive' since the applied object is usually interpreted as 

the possessor of the theme in Columbian. However, in some examples, the applied object 

is translated as a benefactive: 

(98) Columbian (Kinkade 1980:33) 
4i9- I- t- a?! 
w ~ ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R - I M P  

'Write it for him! ' 

It is not clear if 'it' belongs to 'him' since the theme is a zero third person in (98), and 

thus not marked for possession. Compare the following example, which has the same root 

dcj1j; 'write': 

(99) Columbian (Kinkade 1 980:34) 
. 4if-I- t-a? hi?-min-s Mary! 
Write-RDR-TR-IMP  rite-INST-~SG.POSS Mary 
'Write a letter for ~ a r ~ ! ' ' ~  

13 The word for 'letter' is composed of the verb for 'write' plus an instrumental suffix. 
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The theme NP 'letter' is inflected for third-person singular possessive, and the possessor 

of the letter refers to Mary. In this case, writing Mary's letter is a favor or benefit to Mary. 

If the theme does not belong to the applied object, a reflex of *-xi is used instead: 

(1 00) Columbian (Kinkade 1980: 34) 
4i?-xit-a3 ani sm?Amm! 
write-RDR-IMP DET woman 
'Write [it] to that woman! ' 

The applied object is dative, and writing a letter may still be a favor or benefit for the 

woman, who is the recipient, but the letter does not belong to woman at this point. Here 

are more examples in Okanagan: 

(1 01) Okanagan (N. Mattina 1993:280) 
a. Mary c5c-1- t-s i? tt+it i3 kaw5p-s. 

Mary tie-RDR-TR- SUB ART boy ART ~ O ~ S ~ - ~ S G . P O S S  

'Mary tied the boy his horse.'I4 

b. Mary rac-xi-t-s i7 t snkl6a%qAXa? i 7  ttuji t. 
Mary ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R - ~  SUB ART OBL horse ART boy 
'Mary tied the horse for the boy.' 

In (1 0 1 a), the applied object is possessor as well as benefactive. In (1 01 b), the applied 

object is benefactive, and 'horse' is not inflected for third-person singular possessive. 

Therefore, the predicate in (101 b) is marked by a reflex of the redirective sufEx *-xi 

instead of -1. N. Mattina (1996:49) notes that themes in Okanagan applicative 

constructions with -xi and -1 differ in referentiality. She also states that, "dative themes 

[theme NPs in -xi applicative constructions] cannot be possessed (unless in unrealized 

l4  This is the translation in the original source. 
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mood), and the theme NPs [in - 1  applicative constructions] must be possessed." For 

example, compare the -1 applicative in (1 02a) with the -xi applicative in (1 02b) :I5 

(102) Okanagan (A. Mattina l994:212) 
a. lut  kwu a-ks-naciW-m-1- t-am in- kawbp. 

not I SG.OBJ ~SG.POSS-FUT-steal-REL-RDR-TR-JNTR 1 SG.POSS-horse 
'Don't steal my horse from me.' 

b. lut  kwu a-ks-nacjW-x- t-am t i- kt- kawiip. 
not 1 SG.OBJ ~SG.POSS-FUT-steal-RDR-TR-INTR OBL 1 SG.POSS-IRR-horse 
'Don't steal a horse for me.' 

The applied object in (102a) is possessor as well as source, and the theme NP 'horse' is 

inflected for the first-person singular possessive, which is coreferential with the applied 

object. The applied object in (l02b) is benefactive, and the 'horse' appears as an oblique. 

It is inflected for the first-person singular possessive. However, 'horse' in (102b) is in 

unrealized mood, as shown by the irrealis prefix, and the possession of the theme NP is 

not reflected in the translation. 

As shown previously, the possessive applicative construction often has an 

additional semantic "kick" indicating that the possessor is affected by the action. The 

Southern Interior languages exhibit a number of such examples; the possessor is also a 

dative (1 03)' benefactive (1 O4), malefactive (1 O5), or source (1 06): 

(1 03) . Possessor/dative 
a. Okanagan (N. Mattina l993:277) 

kwu c-xwi&l- t i-kl-lkalit. 
1 SG.OBJ ASP-give-RDR-TR 1 SG.POSS- bread 
'Give me what will be my bread.' 

15 Both of these examples are in the passive. 
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b. Colurnbian (Willett 2003: 137) 
7aniIn. 
//7ani-1- t-n//  
take.al~ng-RDR-TR- 1 SG.SUB 
'I took it to herhim. [I took herhim it.]' 

(1 04) Possessor/benefactive 
a. Okanagan (N. Mattina l993:278) 

kwu vac- I- t-ixw in- kawip. 
1 SG.OBJ ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R - ~ S G . S U B  1 SG.POSS-horse 
'You tied my horse for me.' 

b. Kalispel (Vogt l94O:M) 
yes-u:l-I- t-Cm. 
ASP-burn-RDR-TR-INTR 
'I am burning it for him.'/'I am burning his.. .' 

c. Coeur d' Alene (Doak 1997: 146) 
ne7 1&cexw xwa hin~)~6mqan.  
//ne7 let-1-t-se-xw xwe hn-ciWom=qin// 
IRR bind-RDR-TR- 1 SG.OBJ-~SG.SUB DET 1 SG.POSS-head 
'Tie my head up for me. (Tie it up for me the my head.)' 

d. Columbian (Kinkade 1982:58) 
lkwu71-n&1-t-xw. 
~ ~ ~ - N c - R D R - T R - ~ s G . s u B  
'You used up his X for him. ' 

(1 05) Possessor/malefactive 
a. Okanagan (N. Mattina 1993 :274) 

kwu %(I)- I -  t- s. 
1 SG.OBJ ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R - ~ S U B  

'He ate it up on me.' 

b. Colurnbian (Kinkade l98O:M) 
~ a l ~ ~ i t k ~ - l - c  wa ?in-lati. 
drink-RDR-TR: 1 SG.OBJ PTC 1 S G . P O S S - ~ ~ ~  

'She drank my tea (after taking it away fiom me).' 

(1 06) Possessor/source 
a. Okanagan (A. Mattina 1 994: 2 12) 

lut kwu a-ks-naciw-m-1-t-am in-  kawip. 
not 1 SG.OBJ ~SG.POSS-FUT-steal-REL-RDR-TR-INTR 1 SG.POSS-horse 
'Don't steal my horse fiom me.' 



b. Kalispel (Carlson 1980:26) 
kwdIi-I- t-an. 
~OTTOW-RDR-TR- 1 SG.SUB 

'I borrowed it from him.' 

c. Coeur d' Alene (Reichard 193 8:584, Doak 1997: 182) 
Ei?ckwf tamas. 
//En jrc-kwin-I-t-m-sll 
1 SG.SUB CONT-grab-RDR-TR-INTR-~SG.POSS 
'He is taking it from me.' 

c. Columbian (Kinkade l980:33) 
t5w-I-n. 
buy-RDR(-TR)- 1 SG.SUB 
'I bought it from him.' 

Thus, I treat the applied object as the possessor of the theme in redirective constructions 

with -1, unless the possessor reading is not appropriate. 

To summarize the discussion on the redirective sufEx -1 its main use is in 

possessive applicatives, as was previously made clear by various researchers. The 

suffix -1 is referred to as 'possessional' in Okanagan (N. Mattina 1996:69) and 'possessor 

applicative' in Coeur d' Alene (Doak 1997: 142), and also it is defined as 'genitive' in 

Columbian (Kinkade 1998). The status of the applied object as the semantic possessor is 

seen most clearly in cases in which possession of the theme is indicated in the English 

translation but not in the inflection of the theme NP: 

(1 07) . Okanagan (N. Mattina l993:276) 
kwu 7' ' ' awm-I- t-xw ya? ~acsqfika?tn. 
1SG.OBJ let.100~e-RDR-TR-~SG.SUB ART reins 
'Let loose my reins.' 

However, in many examples, the relevant NP is referred to twice-as the applied object 

and as the possessor of the theme: 



(1 08) Columbian (Kinkade l98O:N) 
m~cw-i-c-xw ?in-ikBp. 
break-RDR-TR: 1 sG.oBJ-~sG.SUB I SG.POSS-pot 
'You broke my pot.' 

It is often the case that the possessive applied objects have additional semantic 

"kick" indicating that the possessor is affected by the action. Thus, the possessor may 

also simultaneously bear roles such as dative, benefactive, malefactive, or source. In the 

following example, the applied object is both the possesor and the source. 

(1 09) Colurnbian (Kinkade 1 980:34) 
~ a l 4 ~ 8 t k ~ - l - c  wa 'in-lati. 
drink-RDR-TR: 1 SG.OBJ PTC 1 SG.POSS-tea 
'She drank my tea (after taking it away from me).' 

We can hypothesize that this leads to a use of -1 applicatives to refer to applied objects 

that are not possessors but rather dative, benefactive, etc. The distinctness of the applied 

object and the possessor is seen most clearly when the theme is possessed by some 

person other than the applied object, as illustrated in (1 10): 

(1 10) Okanagan (N. Mattina 1993:276) 
n?iy-1- t-s-n Fred i? Ijdyxan-s. 
buy-RDR-TR-~SG.OBJ- 1 SG.SUB Fred ART car-~SG.POSS 
'I bought you Fred's car. 

Thus, applied objects in redirective applicatives with the suffix -1 bear a variety of 

semantic roles, as summarized in Table 44: 

Table 44. Semantic Roles of Applied Objects with -1 
in Southern Interior Salish 

Ka 
Ok, Cr, Cm 

J 
J 

J 
J 

J 
J J 



In all of the Southern Interior Salish languages, the suffix -1  is used with dative, 

benefactive, possessive, and source applied objects, except Kalispel where source applied 

objects were not attested. 

In many examples, given the variation in inflecting the theme for possession, or 

even in expressing it at all, it is very dificult to determine what role or roles to assign to 

the applied object. Some examples are given more elaborate translations than others, but 

this does not necessarily imply that examples with simple translations do not allow for 

further complications in meaning. Many of the nuances of the semantics are doubtlessly 

determined by the specific context, which is seldom represented in elicited clauses. 

In sum, the semantics of the examples is difficult to determine. Limiting the 

coding to meanings actually reflected in the English translations, and counting examples 

for each possible semantic role of the applied objects, leads to the totals given in Table 

45: 

Table 45. Applied Objects with -1 in Southern Interior Salish 

It is obvious that possessive applied objects are more robustly attested than any other type 

of applied object. Benefactive is second and dative is third. Source applied objects are not 

common, and they were not even attested in Kalispel. Thus we can conclude that while 



redirective suffix - 1  is used for many types of applicatives, its central use is as a 

possessive applicative. 

4.2.4.3 Redirective - t ui. 

The Southern Interior languages, except for Kalispel, have a third redirective 

applicative suffix - tui. Compare the simple transitive clause in (1 1 la) with the - tui  

redirective construction in (1 11 b): 

(1 1 1) Coeur d' Alene (Doak 1997: 158) 
a. ?a& c. 

//?a&- n t- a- s// 
~ O O ~ . ~ ~ - T R - ~ O B J - ~ S U B  

'He looked at it.' 

b. ?a&Xtulc. 
N?aLX- tul- t- @-sf/ 
~oo~.~~-RDR-TR-~oBJ-~suB 
'He looked at it for him.' 

The redirective suffix - tui  in (1 11 b) allows the addition of a third participant-the 

benefactive. 

The semantic role of the applied object is dative (1 12)' benefactive (1 13)' 

possessor (1 14)' or source (1 15): 

(1 12) Columbian (Willett 2003: 137) 
- yarman t6ln. 

//yar-mi- tul- t-n// 
push-REL-RDR-TR- 1 SG.SUB 

'I pushed it to herhim.' 

(1 13) Okanagan (A. Mattina 1994208) 
kwu sad- tdl- t-s i? sliIj. 
1 SG.OBJ split-RDR-TR- SUB ART wood 
'He split wood for me.' 



(114) Okanagan(A. Mattina 1994:211) 
ii7 c-an-%lxw pit, ul uk-tdl-t-s 
as.soon.as ASP-LOC-come.in Pete and s~~-RDR-TR-~suB 

i 7 t a t ~ i t  i9 siai@na?k-s. 
ART boy ART P~S~O~-~SG.POSS 

'As soon as Pete came in, he saw the gun that the boy had (not necessarily the 
boy's gun).' 

(1 1 5) Columbian (Kinkade 1 980:34) 
wakw- tul-n. 
hide-RDR(-TR)- 1 SG.SUB 
'I hid it from him.' 

We have seen the same semantic roles of the applied object in redirective constructions 

with reflexes of *-xi and -1 in Southern Interior Salish, There are some differences 

between the suflixes, however. 

One difference between redirective constructions with reflexes of *-xi and the 

suffix - tul  can be seen when these suffixes follow the same root. In Okanagan and 

Columbian, the applied object is benefactive in the redirective constructions with reflexes 

of *-xi (1 l6a) and (1 17a), while it is dative in the - tul  redirective constructions (1 16b) 

and (1 17b). 

(1 16) Okanagan (N. Mattina l993:272,208) 
a. kwu qwalqwil-x- t-s. 

1 SG.OBJ ~ ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R - ~ s u B  
'He talked for me (in my stead).' 

b. kwu qwalqwal- tdl- t-s iv scan4aWs-c. 
1 SG.OBJ talk-RDR-TR- SUB ART ~ U S ~ ~ S S - ~ S G . P O S S  

'He talked to me about his business.' 

(1 17) Columbian (Willett 2OO3:136, 137) 
a. kwlnwilxtn. 

//kwuln=wil-xit-n// 
borrowehicle-RDR- 1 SG.SUB 
'I borrowed a vehicle for herhim.' 



b. kwintuin. 
/ /kwuh- tul- t-n// 
~ ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R -  1 SG.SUB 

'I loaned it to herhim.' 

We see the opposite pattern in Coeur d'Alene; the applied object is dative in the 

redirective constructions with reflexes of *-xi (1 1 8a), while it is benefactive in the - tui 

redirective constructions (1 l8b): 

(1 18) Coeur d' Alene (Doak 1997: 154,157) 
a. 6n ne3kw6 EicxwbySices ye sfa3b. 

11611 ne3kwun Eic-xwuy-Si-t-se-s 9e s-~eS=astq// 
1 SG.SUB think LOC-go-RDR-TR- 1 SG.OBJ- SUB OBL NM-sweet=crop 
'I think she brought me huckleberries.' 

b. cxwuytdltm xwa Don. 
//c-xWuy- tul- t-0-mll 
LOC-go-RDR-TR-30~~-PASS DET Don 
'It was taken over there for Don.' . 

However, with one verb root 'scorch', the applied object is benefactive in the redirective 

constructions both with a reflex of *-xi (1 l9a) and - tuk (1 l9b): 

(1'1 9) Coeur d'Alene (Doak 1997: 159) 
a. tbmSic. 

Ntam-Si- t-PI-sll 
SCO~C~-RDR-TR-~OB J- SUB 
'He burned it for himhomebody.' 

b. timtuic. 
//tarn- tul- t-@-st/ 
scorch-RDR-TR-~OBJ-3 SUB 
'He burned it for somebody.' 



Doak (1 997: 1570 concludes that it is hard to determine the semantic difference between 

redirective constructions with a reflex of *-xi and those with - tui in Coeur d7Alene. She 

gives examples of - tui redirectives with only four roots, so Doak (1 997: 165) states: 

The rarity of -tui-t- suggests that any possible discourse function is no 
longer useful. However, it is my hypothesis that the distinction between 
the -5i-t- and -tul-t- applicatives lies in distinguishing whether the 
(morphological) object or the patient (second object) is in focus in the 
discourse. A discourse function seems to be a plausible alternative 
explanation for the variety of forms, but it is also the most difficult to test 
in a dying language. 

The difference between -i and - tui  redirectives also merit examination. In 

Okanagan the semantic difference between -1 and - tulredirective constructions is clear 

when these suffixes follow the same root. The applied object is possessive in (120a), and 

benefactive in (1 20b): 

(120) Okanagan (A. Mattina 1994:208) 
a. kwu sic)-al- t-s i-sli6. 

1 SG.OBJ split-RDR-TR- SUB I SG.POSS-wood 
'He split my wood.' 

b. kwu sac)- tbl- t-s i? slii). 
1 SG.OBJ s ~ ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R - ~  SUB ART  WOO^ 
'He split wood for me.' 

The theme does not have a possessive marker in (120b). The theme has a possessive 

marker in the - tui redirective construction, and the possessor is not coreferential with the 

applied object, as in (1 2 1 b): 

(1 2 1) Okanagan (A. Mattina l994:207) 
a. kwu 'am-l-t-is i-sqwsi? 

1 SG.OBJ ~ ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R - ~ s u B  1 SG.POSS-SO~ 
'He fed my son.' 



b. kwu ?am- tul-t-s a-siya?. 
1 SG.OBJ ~ ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R - ~ s u B  ~SG.POSS-saskatoons 
'He fed me your saskatoons.' 

In (1 2 1 a), the applied object is a first person singular pronominal that is coreferential 

with the possessor of the theme NP 'son': it is 'my son' that he fed. Thus, the applied 

object in (121a) is possessor. In (121b)' the applied object is a first person singular 

pronominal that is not coreferential with the possessor of the theme NP 'saskatoons': it is 

'me' that he fed. Thus, the applied object in (1 2 1 b) is dative. 

A. Mattina (1993:208) gives another set of examples that show this contrast 

between - 1  and - tul redirectives; the applied object possessor in (122a) and dative in 

(1 22) Okanagan (A. Mattina l994:2O8) 
a. kwu siw-l- t-s i-sqwsi? i 7  skwist-s. 

~SG.OBJ ask-RDR-TR- SUB 1 SGPOSS-Son ART name-3sG.~oss 
'He asked my son what his name is.' 

b. kwu su- tul- t-s i-sqwsi? i7 skwist-s. 
1 SG.OBJ ask-RDR-TR- SUB 1 SG.POSS-Son ART name-3sG.~oss 
H e  asked me what my son's name is.' 

It is 'my son' that he asked the name in (122a), and it is 'me' that he asked my son's 

name in (122b). Thus, even though the applied object in (122a) and (122b) is the f ~ s t  

person singular, which happens to be coreferential with the possessor of the theme NP in 

(1 22b), its semantic role is possessor in (1 22a) and dative in (1 22b). 

As previously discussed, the possessive applied object is not always coreferential 

with the possessor of the theme NP in -1redirective construction: 



(1 23) Okanagan (N. Mattina l993:276) 
n'iy-I-t-s-n Fred i7 buyxan-s. 
buy-RDR-TR-~SG.OBJ-I SG.SUB Fred ART C ~ ~ - ~ S G . P O S S  

'I bought you Fred's car.' 

The dative applied object 'you' is not coreferential with the possessor of the theme NP 

'Fred'. (123) is similiar to the example with the redirective suffix - tu1 in (121b) (repeated 

here as (1 24)): 

(124) Okanagan (A. Mattina 1994:207) 
kwu ?am- tdl- t-s a-siya'?. 
1 SG.OBJ feed-RDR-TR- SUB ~SG.POSS-saskatoons 
'He fed me your saskatoons.' 

The applied object is dative and not coreferential with the possessor of the theme NP in 

both examples (123) and (124). 

This semantic difference between -1 and - tu1 redirectives is also observed in 

Colurnbian. When attached to the same root, -1 redirectives have benefactive applied 

objects (125a) and (126a) and - tuiredirectives have dative or source applied objects. 

(125) Columbian 
a. tumistmlcn. 

Iltumist-mi-1- t-si-n// 
sell-REL-RDR-TR-~SG.OBJ- 1 SG.SUB 

'I sold it for you.' (Willett 203:281) 

b. tumist-m-tdl-c 
sell-REL-RDR-TR: 1 SG.OBJ 
'he sold it to me' (Kinkade 1982:58) 

(1 26) Columbian (Kinkade l98O:M) 
a. wakw-I-n. 

hide-RDR(-TR)- 1 SG.SUB 

'I hid it for him.' 



b. wakw-tul-n. 
hide-RDR(-TR)- 1 SG.SUB 
'I hid it from him.' 

Perhaps this difference relates to the concept of possession. The benefactive examples 

imply the applied object's possession of the theme, while the goal/source examples do 

not. The suffix -1 appears to have a closer connection to possesion than the suffix - tuL 

The applied object is possessor in redirective constructions with -land - tuk 

(127) Columbian 
a. kwb-I-c-n. 

~ T ~ ~ - R D R - T R : ~ S G . O B J -  1 SG.SUB 

'I took it away from you.' (Kinkade 1982:56) 

b. n-kwn=akst-[tlbl-n skWan=b%t-S. 
PsTN-grab=hand-RDR(-TR)- 1 SG.SUB clubweapon-~SG.POSS 
'I took a club away from him.' (Kinkade 1 980: 34) 

The applied object is also a source, and it is coreferential with the possessor of the theme 

NP. Perhaps the crucial distintion is that (1 27a) and (1 27b) have different stems; that is, 

they both have the same root 'grab', but the addition of a lexical suffix 'hand' creates a 

different stem in the- tul redirective construction (127b). In the Southern Interior Salish 

languages, stems with lexical suffixes do not appear in the redirective constructions with 

- In addition to (127b), there are three more examples, which have stems with lexical 

suffixes in Columbian: 

(1 28) Columbian 
a. ncakwakstbln wa hacmin tn. 

//n-cakw=akst- tlS1-t-n// 
P S T N - ~ U ~ ~ = ~ ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R -  1 SG.SUB PTC rope 
'I pulled the rope out of his hand.' (Willett 2003:256) 

l6 See Chapter 7 for further discussion on the combination of lexical suffixes and applicatives. 
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b. s-n-lkwi=hlqwp- t6I-n. 
NM-PSTN-~~~~.OU~=~~~O~~-RDR(-TR)- 1 SG.SUB 
'I took it out of his mouth.' (Kinkade 198258) 

c. ncja?kstbIcn. 
/In-cja?=akst- ttil- t-si-n// 
P S T N - W ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ O = ~ ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R - ~ S G . O B J -  1 SG.SUB 
'I put it in your hand.' (Willett 2003:256) 

The applied object is source in (128a) and (128b), and dative in (128~). Other than 

Columbian, the stem with a lexical suffix is not found in the- tuf redirective construction 

in the Southern Interior languages. Thus the use of the redirective suffix - tuf following a 

stem with a lexical suffix might have developed only in Columbian. Okanagan also 

exhibits peculiar uses of the redirective suffix - tuf. 

In Okanagan, the usage of the redirective sufix - tuf allows us to distinguish two 

senses of possession: 

(129) Okanagan (A. Mattina 1994:213,211) 
a. c-an-hIxW pit, ul wik-I-t-s 

ASP-LOC-come.in Pete and see-RDR-TR- SUB 

i? tatujit i9 sfaf&ina?k-s. 
ART boy ART pistol-~SG.POSS 

'Pete came in and saw the boy's pistol.' 

b. ti? c-an-'Wxw pit, ul uk- t6I- t-s 
as.soon.as ASP-LOC-corne.in Pete and see-RDR-TR- SUB 

i 7 tatujit i9 sfa&na9k-s. 
ART boy ART pistol-~SG.POSS 

'As soon as Pete came in, he saw the gun that the boy had (not necessarily the 
boy's gun).' 

In the -1redirective construction (129a), the applied object 'the boy' is possessor, and he 

is the owner of the 'pistol'. In the - tuiredirective constmction (129b), the applied object 



'the' boy' is also possessor, but he is not necessarily the owner of the 'pistol'. Thus, 

the - tu i  redirective construction can imply physical possession rather than ownership. 

In sum, the semantic roles of the applied object in the redirective constructions 

with - tu i  are dative, benefactive, possessor, or source: 

Table 46. Semantic Roles of Applied Objects with - tul  
in Southern Interior Salish 

The suffix - tui was not attested with benefactive applied objects in Columbian nor with 

dative applied objects in Coeur d'Alene. Possessive applied objects were only attested in 

Okanagan and Columbian, applied objects bearing the role of source were only attested in 

Columbian. These lacunae may arise through the simple lack of data. Only twenty 

examples with - tui were found in the Southern Interior data.I7 The number of applied 

objects in different semantic roles found in each language is given in Table 47: 

Table 47. Applied Objects with - tu l  in Southern Interior Salish 

I TOTAL 1 10 ( 5 2 4 I 19 ( 

17 One example with - tui in Columbian seems to imply a purposive connotation without 
increasing any valency. 
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Dative applied objects occur more frequently than any other type of applied objects. In 

Okanagan, the suffix - tul is used when physical possession rather than ownership is 

implied. In Columbian, the suffix - tul  is used instead of - I  when a predicate contains a 

lexical suffix. 

4.2.4.4 Summary of redirective suffixes in Southern Interior Salish. 

The Southern Interior languages have three redirective sufixes; reflexes of 

*-xi, -1, and - tul, except Kalispel, which lacks - tul. The semantic roles of the applied 

objects in redirective constructions are summarized in TabIe 48: 

Table 48. Semantic Roles of Applied Objects with 
Southern Interior Redirectives 

Reflexes of the redirective suffix *-xi are attested with dative and benefactive applied 

objects in all four languages. They are also attested with possessive applied objects in a 

small number of examples in Coeur d'Alene and Colurnbian, but not in Okanagan and 

Kalispel. The suffix -1 is found with dative, benefactive, possessive, and source applied 

objects. Often the applied object bears the role of possessor and in addtion some other 

role such as benefactive or source. The sufEx - tul  is found with dative applied objects in 

Columbian and Okanagan, and with benefactive applied objects in Okanagan and Coeur 

d'Alene. The number of applied objects bearing each each semantic role in all of the 

Soutern Interior examples is given in Table 49: 
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Table 49. Applied Objects with Southern Interior Redirectives 

The semantic role of applied objects that occurs more frequently than any other roles with 

each redirective suffix in Southern Interior is the benefactive with reflexes of *-xi, the 

possessor with -1, and the dative with - tui. The source applied objects are scarce. 

The redirective suffix - tui is used not only to signal the semantic role of the 

applied object, but also to complement the usage that reflexes of *-xi and -1 do not have; 

that is, to attach the stem consisting of a root and a lexical suffix in Columbian, and to 

distinguish the applied object's having in own's physical possession versus ownership in 

Okanagan. 

- tul 
TOTAL 

4.3 Summary. 

We have seen cases where the semantic roles of applied objects are more 

transparent than others, where they are speaker-oriented, and also where the status of 

theme NPs is more significant than the semantic roles of the applied objects. The 

available data are very limited, and often no context is provided. The translations often 

indicate multiple readings for the applied object; one semantic role often implies another. 

Halkomelem is the only language that exhibits a one-to-one correspondence between the 

semantic roles of the applied object and the redirective applicative suffixes. 

10 
42 

5 
87 

2 

71 
4 

10 
20 
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4.3.1 The distribution and usage of Salish redirective suffixes. 

Reflexes of the suffix *-xi are the most widespread redirective suffixes in Salish 

languages, and they allow applied objects with a full range of semantic roles. Reflexes of 

*-xi are the only redirective suffixes in Northern Interior Salish. Most of Central Salish 

languages also have only one redirective suffix, a reflex of *-xi, except Comox and 

Sechelt, which have reflexes of *- Vm, and Halkomelem, which has two redirective 

suffixes, -as and -lc. 

The Tsamosan and Southern Interior languages are notable for having more 

redirective suffixes. These languages all have *-xi plus one or two additional redirectives. 

The Tsamosan languages have - tux "t, Upper Chehalis also has - tmi, and Cowlitz also 

has -s. The Southern Interior Salish languages have -1 and - tut  except for Kalispel 

where - tul is not attested. 

I summarize the semantic roles of applied objects in redirective constructions in 

Table 50: 





Some relational suffixes tend to appear with applied objects bearing a particular 

semantic role. In Comox and Sechelt, *- Vm appears with benefactive or possessive 

applied objects, but not with dative applied objects. In Halkomelem, the suffix -as 

appears with dative, and the suffix -Ic with benefactive applied objects. In Upper 

Chehalis, the suffix - tmi seems to appear only with dative applied objects. A reasonable 

assumption would be that most redirective suffixes originally marked a single function, 

which manifests as its core function, though it maybe have spread sporadically to mark 

other uses. 

Thus, the core function of an applicative suffix can be determined by how 

frequently it appears in that function. I counted the semantic roles of the applied objects 

for each su%x and give the results in Table 5 1 : 

Table 51. Applied Objects with Salish Redirectives 

Even though some applied objects are semantically ambiguous, we can see tendencies for 

*-xi 
"-vm 
- lc 
- tuxwt 
- tul 
- tmi 
-as 
- 1 
- S 

TOTAL 

each sufix to be associated with applied objects bearing certain semantic roles. 

Benefactive applied objects occur more frequently than other types of applied object with 

134 
3 0 
10 
2 
5 
0 
0 

35 
1 

178 

58 
0 
0 

14 
10 
7 
5 

13 
0 

95 

3 5 
5 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 

63 
0 

79 

6 
0 
0 
1 
4 
0 
0 
6 
1 

14 

201 
3 2 
10 
16 
19 
7 
5 

117 
2 
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reflexes of *-xi and *- Vm, and, of course, the Halkomelem suffix -1c occurs only with 

benefactives. Dative applied objects appear more frequently than any other types of 

applied object with the suffixes -tux "t and - tul, and the Upper Chehalis suffix -tmi and 

the Halkomelem suffix -as appear only with datives. Possessive applied objects appear 

more frequently than any other types of applied objects with the suffix - I .  Examples with 

the suffix -s are scarce, and so it cannot be determined which semantic role is more 

closely associated with this suffix. 

Furthermore, the results in Table 5 1 allows us to establish the relative frequency 

of applied objects bearing different semantic roles for each suffix. I have presented this as 

a hierarchy in (130): 

(130) Hierarchies of applied object occurrence1* 

a. Benefactive-oriented suffixes: *-xi, *- Vm, -1c 

Benefactive > (Dative) > Possessor > Source 

b. Dative-oriented suffixes: - tux "t, - tul, - tmi, -as 

Dative > (Benefactive) > Source > Possessor 

c. Possessive-oriented suffix: -1 

Possessor > Benefactive > Dative > Source 

The hierarchies show which type of applied object tends to occur in applicative 

cons~ct ions with each redirective suffix. Reflexes of *-xi and *- Vm, and -lc are 

strongly correlated with benefactives; the suffixes -tux "t, - tul, - tmi, and -as with 

datives, and the suffix -1 with possessors. 

18 Parentheses indicate a semantic role that is not attested in all languages or in examples of each 
type of applicative. 
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4.3.2 Historical perspectives on redirective suffixes. 

The survey in this chapter shows that the concept of redirective is a very old one 

in Salish. Every language has at least one redirective morpheme, and many languages 

have more than one. The suffix most often associated with redirective applicatives 

reconstructs as Proto-Salish *-xi. It is found in all three branches, and, in fact, is the only 

redirective suffix in Northern Interior Salish and most of the Central Salish languages. 

Therefore, it is likely that this morphology was associated with the redirective 

construction in Proto-Salish. 

Judging from the usage of its reflexes in the modern languages, Proto-Salish *-xi 

was probably associated with the semantic roles of dative and benefactive. But in many 

languages (in two out of the three branches), its function has been extended to mark all 

kinds of applied objects, including possessors and sources. Thus, in these languages, its 

function is parallel to a general di-transitivizer, perhaps equivalent to in function to dative 

case in a dependent-marking language. Alternatively, it might be claimed that its original 

function was as a general di-transitivizer but that it use for marking possessor and source 

was lost (or usurped by other morphemes) in many languages. 

The suffixes -1 and - tu i  probably go back to Proto-Southern Interior Salish. If this 

is the case, - tul  was lost in Kalispel; the functions associated with - tui  are expressed 

with igi or -1. The central function of the suffix -l is to add a possessor as the applied 

object. Elsewhere in Salish, this function is expressed by reflexes of *-xi or *- Vm. 

Perhaps Proto-Salish *-xi already had this use and was replaced by -1 in Kalispel and 

Okanagan. Or perhaps the extension *-xi to mark possessive applicatives was 



contemporaneous with the development of -1. Under either viewpoint, there is a clear 

tendency for Salish languages to develop a means of expressing possessive applicatives. 

One obvious question is: why do some languages have possessive applicatives 

(a.k.a. external possession constructions) while others lack them? Does the presence or 

absence of possessive applicatives in a language follow from some other factor, such as 

word order in possessive constructions or oblique marking of theme NPs? I could observe 

no obvious pattern, but the issue should be explored further. 

The core function of the suffix - tul is dative, according to the counts on applied 

objects in different semantic roles. However, the role of this suffix is not entirely clear: it 

has also developed language-specific uses. In Okanagan, it is used to distinguish having 

the applied object in one's physical possession versus ownership. In Columbian, it is used 

if the stem contains a lexical suffix. 

The suffix *- tux "t is tentatively reconstructed for Proto-Tsamosan. However, 

data are available from only two of the four Tsamosan languages, and Upper Chehalis 

and Cowlitz are thought to comprise a sub-branch of Tsamosan. Thus, research on 

Quinault and Lower Chehalis will be required to verify the antiquity of this suffix. 

The sufix - tmi is attested only in Upper Chehalis, and the suffix -s is attested 

only in Cowlitz. Again, further research on the other Tsamosan languages is required to 

determine whether these suffix go back to Proto-Tsamosan. 

The redirective suffixes - 73m in Comox and -em in Sechelt may have developed 

from the suffix -m, which is used in various functions such as middle and passive 



(Mercedes Hinkson p.~.) . '~ ,~ '  Thus, the function of these suffixes in Comox and 

Sechelt-to express benefactive applied objects, and also possessive applied objects in 

Comox-is probably innovative. Kinkade (1 998) reconstructed *- Vm Vfor -?am in 

Comox, -em in Sechelt, and - tmi in Upper Chehalis. However, it is dubious that - tmi 

has an etymological relationship with -7am in Comox and -em in Sechelt, since the 

suffix - tmi is attested only with dative applied objects, while - 7am in Comox and -em in 

Sechelt are not attested with dative applied objects. 

The suffixes -as and -1c in Halkomelem are most certainly innovative. The suffix 

-as expresses dative, and -Ic expresses benefactive applied objects, and the functions and 

the suffixes have a one-to-one correspondence. Furthermore, the dative suffix -as is 

grarnmaticalized from the lexical suffix 'face' (Gerdts and Hinkson 1996,2004a). It 

remains a mystery why Halkomelem redirective s&ixes do not align with redirective 

suffixes elsewhere in the Salish family. 

To conclude, the concept of redirective applicative-adding a third participant as 

a core argument-is a very old concept in Salish. One redirective suffix *-xi can be 

reconstructed for Proto-Salish. Other suffixes have been added to the redirective system 

in some branches or individual languages and have usurped the functions of *-xi or 

added additional functions to the redirective applicative system. In languages with 

multiple redirective suffixes, there is often considerable overlap in the hc t ions  of the 

different redirectives. 

19 Watanabe (2003:253ff) explores the possibility that the redirective - 7am and the active- 
intransitive - 7am are both reflexes of the Proto-Salish intransitive marker *-m. 
20 Alternatively, Donna Gerdts (p.c.) suggests that this suffix might relate to the Halkomelem verb 
root 7ebm 'give'. 
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Chapter 5: Exceptional Applicative Suffixes 

So far, my analysis of Salish applicatives has led to the conclusion that there are 

two types of applicatives with distinct properties. Chapter 3 presents evidence that 

predicates in relational constructions are formed on intransitive bases, while Chapter 4 

shows that predicates in redirective constructions are formed on transitive bases. I 

classify relational applicative constructions according to the predicate class of the base: 

internal experience, expression, action, movement, transfer, or nature predicates. The 

applied objects in relational applicatives have a variety of semantic roles; the role is 

inferred from the type of oblique relation that would be associated with the event 

structure of the predicate. In contrast, I classify redirective constructions according to the 

semantic role of the applied object, which may be dative, benefactive, possessive, or 

source. 

The Salish languages discussed above all have at least one applicative of each 

type, and many of them have more than one relational andlor more than one redirective 

applicative sufix, in which case the work of the applicative system is shared among them, 

often with some degree of overlap. This viewpoint of applicatives accommodates the 

majority of applicative sufixes and their function in Salish languages. However, a 

residue of several forms and several functions of applicatives do not fit well with my 

typology. I turn to a discussion of these remaining details in this chapter. 

I discuss the exceptions to my typology from two perspectives. In section 5.1, I 

discuss the two-way classification into relational versus redirective applicatives. Most 
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Salish applicative suffixes behave as one type or the other. However, some suffixes, 

although they are primarily of one type, nevertheless are used in a few examples as the 

other type. In some cases, both types of uses are so common that it is impossible to assign 

the suffix conclusively to one type or the other. 

In section 5.2, I discuss the issue of valence increasing versus valence 

maintenance. Standard applicatives add one degree of semantic valence to the predicate. 

However, sometimes applicative suffixes are used on transitive predicates without 

increasing the valence. When used in this fashion, the function of the applicative is quite 

similar to that of transitive suffixes. Thus, the boundary between applicative suffixes and 

transitive suffixes is blurred. 

Thus, we see that applicative suffixes often deviate from the typology that I have 

established for Salish, but in systematic ways. The issue of deviation from the Salish 

standard is especially pronounced in Bella Coola, as I discuss in section 5.3. Neither of 

the two Bella Coola applicatives fits with my typology. Furthermore, one Bella Coola 

applicative seems to have the primary function of marking instrumental applied objects, 

and this function is unattested elsewhere in the Salish languages. 

5.1 Applicative suffixes that switch types. 

According to my typology above, each applicative suffix should in theory be 

assigned to one type, either relational or redirective. However, in practice, the situation is 

somewhat more complex. In particular, we see that many redirective suffixes also get 

used as relational suffixes (section 5.1.1). In fact, one suffix, -s'i in Tillamook, is difficult 

to classify (section 5.1.2). The reverse situation, relational suffixes used as redirective 

suffixes, is much rarer (section 5.1.3). 
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5.1.1 Redirective suffixes used as relational. 

Redirective suffixes being used as relational applicatives is a relatively rare 

occurrence. Redirective suffixes by definition should attaches to a transitive base to 

create a semantically ditransitive verb. But in some examples in my database, all listed 

below, redirective suffixes appear in relational constructions in which there are two 

participants-a subject and non-theme applied object. For example, the redirective 

suffixes - ?am in Comox (1)' - yi in Lushootseed (2), -si' in Upper Chehalis (3) and 

Cowlitz (4) attach to activity predicates to form relational applicatives in which the 

applied object is a benefactive:' 

(1) Comox 
a. Eil-im-?am-t-umul-as Mary. 

dance-MDL-RDR-TR- 1 PL.OBJ-3 SUB Mary 
'Mary danced for us.' (Watanabe l996:33 1) 

b. paya? Stam t 8a-$ah-am-?am- t-anapi. 
always 1 PL.SUB CLT RED(IMPF)-pray-MDL-RDR-TR-~PL.OBJ 
'We will always be praying for you (pl.).' (Watanabe 2003:252) 

(2) Lushootseed 
a. li&-b-ii-d 

cut-MDL-RDR-TR 
'cut cattails for her' (Hess 1967:43) 

b. i Q ~ - a b - ~ i - d  
make.rnats-~D~-~~R-TR 
'make mats for her' (Bates et al. 1994: 150) 

c. ?u-p6s-il-yi-cid Cad. 
PUNCT-throw-AUTO-RDR-TR:~SG.OBJ 1 SG.SUB 
'I'll throwlpitch for you.' (Hess and Bates 2004: 176) 

1 In addition to the semantics of the translation, evidence for the intransitivity of the base in many 
of the following examples comes from the fact that intransitive morphology like middle and 
autonomous appears before the applicative suffix. 
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Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1991 :372) 
?it ybs-S-c. 
PERF work-RDR-TR: 1 SG. OBJ 
'Helshe worked for me.' 

Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:2 10) 
yaybs-S-n 
work-RDR-TR 
'use, work for' 

The redirective suffixes -yi in Lushootseed (5)' -3i in Cowlitz (6)' -xit in Lillooet 

(7)' -xit in Columbian (8) attach to speech act predicates to form relational applicatives 

in which the applied object is benefactive (5)-(7) or content (8): 

Lushootseed (Hess and Bates 2004: 183) 
y5c-ab-yi-d ti c%i$as. 
tell-MDL-RDR-TR DET child 
'She told for the boy.' 

Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004: 193) 
%lh-S-n 
sing-RDR-TR 
'sing for' 

Lillooet (Van Eijk l987:3 12) 
Xi-am-xit  
sing-MDL-RDR 
'to sing for someone' 

Columbian (Kinkade 1980:33) 
mag-xit-n. 
tell. story-RDR- 1 SG.SUB 
'I told a story about it.' 

The redirective suffix -1 in Columbian attaches to predicates of cognition (9a)- 

(9b), desire (9~) '  or perception (9d) to form relational applicatives in which the applied 

object is content or goal: 



(9) Columbian 
a. c-mi-stii-l-n. 

PWX-know-CS-RDR(-TR)- 1 SG. SUB 

'I know about it (a secret).' (Kinkade 198258) 

b. 'acs6xwltls. 
/Pat-suxw-1- t-1-s// 
IMPF-know-RDR-TR- 1 PL.OBJ- SUB 
'He knows us.' (Willett 2003:132) 

c. may- n 6- I -  n. 
oppose-NC-RDR(-TR)- 1 SG. SUB 
'I didn't want it (noise) and wanted to be undisturbed.' (Kinkade 1982:58) 

d. wik-1- t-m-n. 
s~~-RDR-TR-~sG.  OBJ- 1 SG. SUB 

'I saw you.' (Kinkade 198257) 

I sum up the fifteen examples of redirective suffixes used in relational 

constructions in Table 52. 

Table 52. Redirectives Used as Relationals 
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The redirective suffix usually forms relational applicatives in which the applied object is 

the benefactive, though, in Columbian, redirective suffixes are used to indicate the 

content or the goal of experience or expression verbs. 

5.1.2 The suffix -3i in Tillamook 

In one instance, the Tillamook suffix -s'i, there is insufficient data to classify its 

function as either redirective or relational. However, since Kinkade (1998) says it is a 

reflex of the Proto-Salish *-xi, we can assume that redirective is its primary function. 

There are only eight examples with the suffix -si' in my database. It forms three 

redirective constructions in which the applied objects are dative (10)--(12): 

Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:239) 
gwa k S- tkw=agwa(s)-Si-c-a! 
FUT ART L O C - ~ u ~ ' s ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R :  1 SG.OBJ-IMP.SG 

'You pay me!' 

Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1 998:25 1) 
gwu (3a) nag-vay- Si-  t-yaL 
FUT (?) L O C - ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R -  1 PL. SUB 
'We are going to do it back to him.' 

Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:252) 
gwa sayah-S- t-iwl. 
FUT poison-RDR-TR- 1 PL.OBJ 
'They would poison us.' 

Considering the stem in (lo), it appears that the literal meaning of this sentence is 'You 

put it (money) aside for me!'. Thus the applied object is a benefactive. The literal 

meaning in (1 1) is 'We are going to retaliate (for something) on him.' and in (12) 'They 

would poison it (e.g. a drink) on us.' Thus, the applied objects in (1 1) and (12) can be 

interpreted as malefactive. 



Egesdal and M. Thompson (1 998:251) state, "I/-gill indicates that the predicate 

has three arguments, an agent and two patients for the predicate's action.. ." Presumably, 

they mean by this an agent, a patient, and a third argument such as goal or benefactive. 

However, some examples have only two participants. For example, the suffix -3 forms 

relational constructions with activity predicates in which the applied object is the 

benefactive (13) and with motion verbs in which the applied object is the location (14): 

(1 3) Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson l998:Z 1) 
gwa7 ya-fah-an-Si- t-i. 
FUT RED(CONT?)-work-FMTV-RDR-TR- 1 SG.SUB 

'I will work for [hirn~.'~ 

(1 4) Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1 998:Z 1) 
9 

de  s-Cal-Eal-aS-c-i 
ART ST-RED(AUG)-d~ead-RDR-TR:~SG.OBJ- 1 SG.SUB 
'I got ahead of you.' 

The roots djah 'work' in (13) and d&l 'be ahead' (14) are semantically intransitive, and 

it is unlikely that they are followed by the general transitive suffix. 

Also, the following example does not seem to be a redirective construction: 

(1 5) Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson l998:Z 1) 
la nag- tu- Si- t- i. 
ART ~ o c - b e l i e v e - ~ ~ ~ - T ~ -  1 SG.SUB 
'I believe what you told me.' 

The fact that the object suffix in (1 5) is third-person rather than second-person suggests 

that a more literal translation would be 'I believe it (what you told me)' and not 'I believe 

you about what you told me.' Thus, there are only two participants-an agent and a 

2 Egesdal and M. Thompson (1 998) translates this sentence as 'I work for you.' This is probably 
an error. (Paul Kroeber p.c.) 
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content of cognition-in this example. Again, this is a relational use of the suffix -2i, and 

the applied object is the content of the cognition verb. 

In two other examples, the suffix-si' attaches to nominal rather than verbal bases. 

In example (1 6)' the base 'build a house' is a compound of the root dye 'cause' and a 

form consisting of a nominalizing prefix, and a reduplicated root dna ?'stay9 followed by 

an instrumental suffix, i.e. 'dwelling'. The applied object is a benefactive. 

(1 6) Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson l998:X 1) 
gWa? ye-s-ni7-nay-win-Si-c i ? 
FUT C~US~-NM-RED(AUG?)-stay-INST-RDR-TR:~SG.OBJ Q 

'Are they going to build a house for you?' 

In example (1 7), the form translated 'go after someone with a knife' consists of the root 

dhuq 'cut' followed by an instrumental suffix, i.e. 'knife'. The applied object is a goal. 

(1 7) Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson l998:252) 
(de) wai huq- tan-Si-c. 
(ART) with CUGINST-RDR-TR: 1 SG.OBJ 
'He went after me with a knife.' 

These forms are presumably denominal verbs hence intransitive. The use of the 

applicative suffix on an intransitive base is a relational rather than a redirective function. 

In s h ,  there are only eight examples of applicative constructions with -s'i in 

Egesdal and M. Thompson (1998), three of which are redirective and five are relational. 

The semantic role of the applied object in the applicative constructions with -3i in 

Tillamook is summarized in Table 53: 



Table 53. Semantics of the Suffix -3' (<*-xi) in Tillamook 

Even though the Tillamook data is very limited, the usage of the suffix -5 is apparently 

not restricted to redirective constructions in Tillamook, even if this suffix is a reflex of 

the Proto-Salish redirective suffix *-xi 

5.1.3 A relational suffix used as a redirective. 

I have found only one language, Tillamook, in which a suffix that primarily 

behaves as a relational suffix also behaves like a redirective. As discussed in Chapter 3 

(section 3.2.3.2), the suffix -as attaches to a variety of intransitive verbs to form 

relational applicatives like the following: 

Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:257) 
de c- lag-a:(-s)-WAS- 9. 
ART ST-angry-RED(OC)(-EL)- 1 SG.OBJ-~SG.SUB 
'Are you angry at me?' 

Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson l998:257) 
gwa gwalaB-as-wit-yak 
FUT S ~ ~ ~ ~ - R E L - ~ P L . O B J -  1 PL.SUB 
'We will speak with you folks.' 

Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson l998:249) 
s-teq-i-s-i. 
ST-sit-AUTO-REL- 1 SG.SUB 

'I sit down beside him.' 

In addition, we see that the suffix -as can be used in redirective constructions in 

which the applied object is benefactive (21bH22b): 
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Tillamook 
a. g a t d ~ l a ' u  d a tsa'hgn dzits ~ d z ~ k l .  

1 / ~ ~ a & l i i 6 ~  de c-5han cic eceklll 
Gatc'elau ART ST-make DEM canoe 
'Gatc'elau made this boat.' (Edel 1939:53) 

b. gwa 'bh5n-s-c-i. 
FUT ~ ~ ~ ~ - R E L - ~ s G . o B J -  1 SG.SUB 
'I will make it for you.' (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:258) 

Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:256,252) 
a. (de) s-tan-5n-i. 

(ART) ST-~UIII-TR- 1 SG.SUB 

'I burned it.' 

b. tan-an-s-5t-i. 
burn-RED(OC)-EL-TR- 1 SG.SUB 

'I burned it for him.' 

However, the suffix -as when used in redirectives does not exactly parallel its use 

in relationals when we examine the formal properties of the two types of constructions. 

As we can see in examples with third-person objects, in relational constructions such as 

(20) the suffix -as is not followed by a transitive suffix, while in redirective constructions 

such as (22b) it is. That we see two different types of object suffixes following the suffix 

-as suggests that there may in fact be two different -as suffixes. More data and more 

research is needed to give a conclusive discussion of this issue. 

5.1.4 . Summary. 

In this section, I have shown that some uses of applicatives do not match the two- 

way typology of relational versus redirective applicatives that I developed in Chapters 3 

and 4. We see that redirective suffixes often get used for relational functions, namely they 

are suffixed on intransitive bases to form transitive predicates. In fact, in Tillamook, the 

form that historically relates to the redirective suffur is attested more often on intransitive 
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bases than transitive ones. The opposite situation, relational suffixes functioning as 

redirective ones, is comparatively rare, attested only for one suffix in Tillamook. 

While these facts fall outside my two-way system for Salish, they are not 

surprising given the typology of applicatives in the world's languages. In most languages, 

applicative affixes attach to either intransitive and transitive bases. See, for example, 

Amharic (Amberber 2000), Barupu (Donohue 1994), Chichewa (Alsina and Mchombo 

1990), Creek (Martin 2000), DulongIRawang (LaPolla 2000), Motuna (Onishi 2000), 

Warrungu (Tsunoda 1998), and Yup'ik (Mithun 2000). If a language does not allow an 

applicative to attach to both types of bases, then it usually allows only transitive bases 

(Polinsky 2005). For example, the applicative suffix - b'e 'instrumental' attaches only to 

transitive bases in K'iche' (Campbell 2000); and the applicative suffix -ka 'benefactive' 

attaches only to transitive bases in Kharia (Biligiri 1965). The opposite situation, an 

applicative that attaches only to an intransitive base is much rarer. For example, the 

applicative -mi  'comitative' or 'dative' and the applicative suffix -ngan 'locative' 

attach only to intransitive bases in Ngan'gityemerri (Reid 2000). 

Salish languages are unusual in that they have applicatives of both types--ones 

that attach only to intransitives and those that attach only to transitives. But given the 

typological propensity for an applicative to be used on both types of predicates, it is not 

unexpected that a relational will be used as a redirective and vice versus. 

5.2 Transitive uses of applicative suffixes. 

Applicatives add one degree of semantic valence to the predicate; relational 

applicatives attach to intransitive verbs and form transitive constructions, while 

redirective applicatives attach to transitive verbs and form semantically ditransitive 
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constructions. However, sometimes applicative suffixes are used on transitive predicates 

without increasing the valence. When used in this fashion, the function of the applicative 

is quite similar to that of transitive suffixes, and the direct object is a theme rather than a 

semantically oblique NP. 

5.2.1 Applicative suffixes used as transitives. 

As defined and exemplified in Chapters 1-4, applicative suffixes signal the 

semantic role of a non-theme applied object. However, the direct object is a theme in 

some constructions with relational and redirective suffixes. 

5.2.1.1 Relational suffixes used as transitives. 

Relational applicative constructions, as defined and illustrated above involve an 

applied object that is a non-theme, e.g. psychological stimuli, goals of motion or speech 

acts, and sources of transfer. For example, the suffix -mi in the Okanagan example below 

is a relational suffix that marks the applied object as a psychological stimulus: 

(23) Okanagan (A. Mattina 1 994:2 19) 
n-Xil-ma-nt-s-an. 
LOC-~~~~~~-REL-TR-~SG.~BJ- 1 SG.SUB 

'I got scared of.you.' 

However, the suffix-mi also forms transitive constructions with theme direct objects. 

(24) Okanagan (A. Mattina l994:224) 
sa4- mi- s. 
split -REL-3 SUB 

'He split it.' 

In some cases, the same verb root also occurs with the general transitive suffix and the 

difference in meaning in the clauses with and without -mi  is not clear: 
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(25) Okanagan (A. Mattina 1994:224) 
a. sac)-n t-is. 

~plit-T~-3 SUB 

'He split it.' 

In other cases, there seems to be some difference between some difference in meaning 

between transitive clauses with the general transitive suffix and the relational suffix: 

(26) Okanagan (A. Mattina l994:2 18) 
a. &xw-ant 

liquid.pours/spills-TR 
'pour (liquid)' 

b. &xw-mi-nt 
liquid.pours/spills-REL-TR 
'spill (liquid)' 

The clause with the relational suffix exhibits a lower degree of transitivity, for example 

agent control, than the clause with the general transitive suffix does. 

Here are some additional examples of transitive constructions in which the 

applied object is the theme appear with reflexes of *-mi: 

Comox (Watanabe 2003:260) 
huy-mi- t E ti% lasup. 
finish-REL-~R 1 SG.SUB DEM SOUP 
'I ate the soup all by myself.' 

Squamish (Kuipers 1967:79) 
sac)-mi-nt-way 
split-REL-TR-RECIP 
'split and share' 

Klallarn (Montler 2001 :#l8O5, 1837, 1881,2037, 1806) 
a. cli-qa-stxw 

PU~.UP-REL-CS 
'put up (as pole)' 



b. hawa-qi-stxw 
return-REL-cs 
'return something' 

c. kwc-qi-t 
send- l2E~-~~ 
'send (an object)' 

d. Gwa-gi-t-aq 
water-REL-TR-PA SS 

'taken out of water' 

e. Eiya-g6-stxw 
PU~.UP-REL-CS 

'put up (as pictures)' 

(30) Lushootseed 
a. xwab=61iE-bi-d 

toss=bundle-~~L-T~ 
'toss something over shoulder' (Hess and Bates 2004: 186) 

b. y6yus-bi-d 
work-REL-TR 
'work at it'(Hess 1967:29) 

c. kwad-bi-d 
take-REL-TR 
'steal something' (Hess and Bates 2004: 18 1) 

d. yal=aEi- bi-d 
both'hand-REL-TR 
'use both hands on something' (Hess and Bates 2004: 185) 

(3 1) Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson l998:253) 
gwa ha7ay-aGi- s- t-i. 

- FUT 0ver.there-EL-REL-TR- 1 SG. SUB 
'I will move it [chair] a little ways away.' 

(32) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1 99 1 : 1 76) 
y6s-m-n 
fidwork-REL-TR 
'fix, work on, work at' 



(33) Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997: 1 14) 
a. t64-rnih 

throw-REL 
'to throw something' 

b. 'hiqwa?- min 
drink-REL 
'to drink something away, to lose it by drinking' 

c. tAw-mih 
sell-REL 
'to sell something' 

(34) Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1992:73,74,75) 
a. pbn-m-s 

find-EL(-TR)- SUB 
'find someone' 

b. %[a']%tek-mi-A-s 
RED[RPT.INFX]~~~~~~~-EL-TR-3 SUB 
'[clothing] fits her, suits her (lit. she is appropriate with respect to [the 

clothing])' 

c. lltixkan-meh-tll 
~ ~ C ~ - R E L - T R  

'carry something in pack on one's back' 

(35) Shuswap (Kuipers l992:5O, 50,5 1) 
a. kex-m-n-s 

~ ~ V ~ - R E L - T R - ~ S U B  

'give object away' 

b. sixw-m-n-s 
SP~~~-REL-TR-~SUB 
'spill' 

(36) Okanagan (A. Mattina 1994:219,220,223,224,224) 
a. lut 1 a-ks-1184"-m-n-am. 

NEG ~SG.POSS-ASP-steal-REL-TR-PASS 
'Don't steal it.' 



xWi&-X-ma-n t-xw. 
give-FMTV-EL-TR-~SG.SUB 
'You gave it away.' 

trap-m-3- t-s-an a-sululmink. 
shoot-REL-RDR-TR-~SG .OBJ- 1 SG.SUB ~SG.POSS-g~n 
'I shot your gun (gun is the target).' 

sa4- mi- s. 
S ~ ~ ~ ~ - R E L - ~ S U B  

'He split it.' 

iwi-mi-s .  
~ ~ ~ ~ . o u ~ - R E L - ~ s u B  
'He took it off.' 

(37) Kalispel (Carlson 1972: 104) 
a. pwEane:Estamamtxw. 

llpuxw=iEn=eEst-mi-nte-xwl/ 
~ ~ o w = ~ ~ ~ ~ = ~ ~ ~ ~ - R E L - T R - ~ s G . s u B  
'You scatter it out fiom the palm of your hand.' 

b. &Anamstan. 
//&an-mi-ste-n// 
tielpinch-REL-cs- 1 SG. SUB 
'I tighten it.' 

(38) Coeur d' Alene 
a. mer'wHeSmnc 

llme~'w-~eS-m(i)-n t-@-sll 
break-IDF-REL-TR-~OBJ-3 SUB 
'he broke something for somebody else' (Doak 1997:66) 

b. kwu $tegwminSeS xwe njialacC 
Ilk $c-tigw-min-3eS xwe njialace?// 
~SG.SUB CONT-buy-REL-IDF DET raspberry 
'You are buying (for us) raspberries.' (Doak l997:225) 

c. 4e)-min-an 
make.design-REL-1 SG.SUB 
'I wrote it.' (Shapard 1980: 264) 

d. ?icmame?e?mistus 
//kc-me?-[C1Vl][C2]-min-stu-sI/ 
ASP-S~~~-RED-REL-CS-~  SUB 

'he sends them away' (Doak 2004: 128) 



e. ~ ~ ~ ~ x ~ a ~ m s t m . ~  
//xwep-xwep-m-st-m// 
spread.out-FE~(~u~)-FE~-cs-~~~~ 
'Blankets are spread here and there.' (Reichard 1938:635, Doak 1993:78) 

(39) Columbian 
a. yar-mi-n-c. 

push-REL-TR- 1 SG.OBJ(- SUB) 
'He pushed me.' (Kinkade l982:53) 

b. nckw8pmsn. 
/In-cakw=ap-min-stu-n// 
~oss-pull=base-REL-cs- 1 SG.SUB 

'I am dragging it.' (Willett 2003:281) 

c. khamhampAkstmn6nn. 
//k-ham-hamp=akst-min-nun-n t-n// 
PSTN-RED(AUG)-drop'hand-REL-NC-TR- 1 SG.SUB 
'I accidentally dropped it.' (Willett 2003:283) 

d. kwtihmn. 
/ /kwuh-mi-nt-n//  
borrow-EL-TR- 1 SG.SUB 

'I am borrowing it. (Willett 2003:283) 

Similarly, transitive constructions in which the applied object is the theme appear 

with reflexes of the suffix *-ni: 

Lushootseed (Hess and Bates 2004: 178) 
'3.1-qwu3qwa3-di-d Ead. 
P U N C T - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - R E L - T R  1 SG.SUB 
'I drank it.' 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 :5, 13,3 8,90, 166) 
a. %m-S-ni-xw 

deliver/take-?-~~~-3s~.o~~ 
'deliver something , take something somewhere' 

Ivy Doak (p.c.) supplied the gloss for the verb root. 
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b. 7ipxw-ni-xw 
hide-EL-~SG.OBJ 
'hide something' 

c. s-E6:ya-ni- t-n 
IMPF-~oITow-REL-TR-~SG. SUB 
'borrow something' 

d. n61-n-n 
act.like/imitate-REL-TR 
'act like, imitate something/someone' 

e. fw6y-ni-xw 
1ose.someone-REL-~SG.OBJ 
'lose someone' 

(42) Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:35,96,103,206,235) 
a. kw6fs-ni-n-as! 

~epzuate-REL-TR-1MP 
'Part it!' 

b. t61- t1-ni-n-a?! 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ E D - R E L - T R - I M P  
'Stretch it!' 

c. wCA- wh-ni-n-a?! 
fold-RED-REL-TR-IMP 
'Fold it up!' 

d. lam5-ni-t-m 
tie-EL-TR-PASS 
'it was tied up, it was caught' 

e. ?it kwh-n-mx.  
PERF catch-REL- I SG.OBJ 
'He caught me.' 

Transitive constructions in which the applied object is the theme appear with the 

suffix -(a)c 



(43) Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994: 185) 
3u-4il-agw-i-s Eaxw yaXi dii 
~ u N c ~ - r i d e - s ~ x - ~ u ~ o - ~ ~ L  ~SG.SUB because the. thing. that 

daxw-as-huy-s ti'M s- tiqiw. 
P R F X - S T - ~ & ~ - ~ S U B  DEM NM-horse 

'You ride it because that is what a horse is for.' 

Transitive constructions in which the applied object is the theme appear with the 

(44) Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:257) 
a. de c-ilkw-&-wag. 

ART s ~ - b i t e - ~ ~ -  1 SG.OBJ 

'He bit me.' 

b. ~ - X i i - 5 s - ~ a t .  
ST-~UI-~-REL- 1 PL.SUB 

' We hurt him.' 

c. de c-gWqw-5s- was. 
ART ST-PUS~-EL- I SG.OBJ 

'He pushed me.' 

d. de c-gwilW-5s- was. 
ART S T - S C ~ ~ ~ C ~ - R E L -  1 SG.OB J 
'It [the cat] scratched me.' 

In sum, the use of a relational suEx to refer to a theme nominal, rather than an 

oblique, is fairly common. It is attested in fifteen of the twenty languages in my sample, 

and in all of the branches of Salish. Since the relational suffix attaches to intransitive 

bases to create a transitive verb, its function as a simple transitive suffix is a natural 

development from its use as an applicative. 



In most languages, it is fairly obvious that the applicative use of the relational 

suffrx is the core use and the transitive use is secondary. Table 54 gives the number of 

examples of each type of use for the examples in my database. 



Table 54. Transitive Use of Relational Suffixes 

The suffixes -ni in Tsarnosan and -mi in Okanagan are an unexplained exception to this. 

In fact, in all of the Southern Interior Salish languages, the use of -mi in simple 

transitives is very prevalent. 



5.2.1.2 Redirective suffixes used as transitives. 

The suffixes -x i t  in Lillooet and -sin Cowlitz are redirective suffixes that 

increase the valence of a clause, deriving ditransitive verbs. Contrast the following 

examples: 

(45) Lillooet 
a. 7ai-xi-c-as ti n-sqAcaz7 a ti k+h a. 

buy-RDR- I SG.OBJ- SUB DET I SG.POSS-father PTC DET Car PTC 

'My father bought a car for me.' (Van Eijk 1987:325) 

b. qwzis-xi t-kan ti 7 a. 
shoot-RDR- 1 SG.SUB DET deer PTC 

'I shot the deer.' (Van Eijk 1997: 11 6) 

(45a) is a redirective applicative construction with three participant NPs, and the theme 

NP 'a car' is not marked oblique. The first-person singular applied object is interpreted as 

a benefactive. However, (45b) is an example of an applicative suffix used in a simple 

transitive clause. This sentence has only two participants and the object is the theme.4 

We see another example of this type with the Cowlitz redirective suffix -s: 

(46) Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:36) 
l b p -  s- t 
straight-RDR-TR 
'straighten it out' 

The suffix -s is attested with only three roots, and in the other two examples it seems to 

function as a redirective (see section 4.2.3). 

Van Eijk (1987:233) lists this verb root with the general transitive followed by the reflexive 
suffix as q "us- an -cu't 'to shoot oneself, and otherwise it either appears with - xit  or with the 
general intransitive as dqwlis- am 'to shoot'. 
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The Cowlitz suffix may be cognate to the Tillamook suffix -as, which is used as a 

redirective and followed by S-objects in some examples. Thus, there may in fact be two 

distinct suffixes of the form -as in Tillamook: one a relational suffix, and the other a 

cognate of the Cowlitz redirective suffix -s. 

Relational suffixes function as simple transitive suffixes more often than 

redirective suffixes do. This is probably due to the fact that the primary fiinction of 

relational suffixes is to increase syntactic valence from intransitive to transitive. 

Redirective suffixes, on the other hand, attach to bases that are already transitive. 

5.2.2 Applicative suffixes as causative. 

Applicative suffixes may also function as causative suffixes. Causative suffixes 

are used primarily to indicate that 'something causes someone to do/be something'. See 

the following Squamish examples: 

(47) Squamish (Kuipers 1967:397) 
a. En (?i-)&iGwal. 

1 SG.SUB (FMTV-)afraid 
'I get scared.' 

b. En ?i-$iiwal-ni- t. 
1 SG.SUB F M T V - ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ - R E L - T R  

'I got frightened of it.' 

c. 7-@qwal-s 
FMTV-afraid-cs 
'scare, frighten [someone]' 

(47a) is an intransitive clause, (4%) is a relational applicative clause, and (47c) is a 

causative transitive clause. In (47a) and (47b), the subject is the experiencer, while in 

(47c), the object is the experiencer. 



However, applicative suffixes may also convey causative functions in some 

clauses: 

(48) Shuswap (Kuipers 1 992:5 1) 
qaxw-mi-n-s 
s c a r e , a w a y - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - 3  SUB 

'frighten [someone]' 

In (48), the experiencer is the direct object, not the subject, even though a relational 

suffix, not the causative suffix, is suffixed to the verb. The semantic relation between the 

subject and the object is the same as the one that obtains in the causative transitive 

construction (47c). Examples of reflexes of *-mi used this way are attested in several 

languages: 

(49) Tillarnook (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:254) 
a. gwa7 yuq-5wi-n. 

FUT die-REL-TR 
'He will kill him.' 

b. de c-wagw[-agw]al-%wi-n. 
ART ST-live[-RED(OC)]-REL-TR 
'He rescued him.' 

c. gwa nag-gwal-awi-n-i. 
FUT LOC-WaTm-REL-TR- 1 SG.SUB 

'I will make it hot.' 

d. de c- waZwan-Swi-n. 
ART ST-Cry-REL-TR 
'He made him cry.' 

(50) Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997: 120, 122, 122, 122) 
a. kl=Aka7-min 

take.ofFhand-REL 
'to release one's grip on something, to let go of something' 



b. saujt-min-am 
S ~ ~ V ~ - R E L - P A S S  

'he was taken slave' 

c. &z7q-min 
cushion-REL 
'to use something for a cushion' 

d. stqin-min 
pillow-REL 
'to use something for a pillow' 

Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson l992:74) 
sak-min-m-ci-me. 
stick-INST-REL-TR: I SG.OBJ-PASS 

'I fall headlong (lit. something makes me act like a stick or rod with relation to 
[the ground]).' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1992:5 1) 
a. kwal-na8ei-m-n-s 

under/below-afraid-~~~-~~-3 SUB 
'use as a scarecrow' 

b. kl=ekst-m-n-s 
come.off/be.released=hand-EL-TR-3su~ 
'drop, let go of (release hand from)' 

c. sac-mi-n-s 
lie-REL-TR- SUB 
'put, place sg. object' 

d. svt-t-mi-n-s 
slave-STATUS-EL-TR- SUB 
'enslave' 

Causative constructions in which the direct object is causee are attested with 

reflexes of the relational suffix *- ni: 

(53) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1 991 : 168) 
Xwiy-n-n 
threaten-REL-TR 
'threaten someone' 



I have found only one example of a redirective suffix in a causative construction: 

(54) Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1980:28) 
fexicmxw. 
//jrah-xi- t-sem- exw// 
good-RDR-TR- 1 SG.OBJ-~SG.SUB 

' You make me happy.' 

Co-occurrence with the causative suffix is generally a property of intransitive verbs in 

Salish (Gerdts l988b: 157ff). This is probably why relational suffixes are used in 

causative constructions more often than redirective suffixes are. 

5.2.3 Summary. 

The instances of relational or redirective suffixes used to express transitive or 

causative events are summarized in Table 55: 

Table 55. Transitive or Causative Use of Relationals 

As mentioned earlier, the use of relational suffixes to express transitivity is observed in 

all Salish languages except five Central Salish languages (Sechelt, Halkomelem, 

Nooksack, Northern Straits, and Twana). Perhaps this shows that the function of 

relational suffixes is more stable in Central Salish than the other branches. The use of 

relational suffixes to express causatives is also observed, though it is less common than 

the transitive use. 
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In contrast, the instances of the redirective suffixes used to express transitive or 

causative events is scarce. See Table 56: 

Table 56. Transitive or Causative Use of Redirectives 

The use of the redirective suflixes as the general transitive or causative suffix is observed 

in only one example each in three languages in my database. 

5.3 Bella Coola applicatives. 

Bella Coola has two applicative suffixes: -am k and -m. The suffix -amk 

functions as both a relational and a redirective applicative. The suffix -m, except for a 

single example, functions as a relational. 

5.3.1 Applicative suffix -am k. 

Compare the following examples: 

(55) Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 1 997:75,55) 
a. tx-i-s valeks ti 41sxw tx. 

cut-3 SG.OBJ-~SG.SUB Alex ART rope DEM 

' 'Alex cut the rope.' 

b. tx-amk-i-s ti Yimmllki: tx ti t$a tx. 
cut-APPL-3 SG.OBJ-~SG. SUB ART boy DEM ART knife DEM 
'The boy used the knife to cut with.' 

Example (55a) is a simple transitive sentence, and the NP 'the rope' is the direct object. 

In (55b), the 'the knife', an instrument to cut something (e.g. rope) with, is the object. 
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Thus, (55b) is a redirective construction with an instrumental applied object. Here is 

another example: 

(56) Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 1997:32, 50) 
a. cp-i-s ti Vimmllki: tx ti Gwjiwmtimut tx 

wipe-~SG.OBJ-~SG.SUB ART boy DEM ART Car DEM 

Val t i  cpmpuxta tx. 
PREP ART towel DEM 

'The boy wiped the car with the towel.' 

b. cp-amk-i-s ti Vimmllki: tx ti cpmpu:sta tx 
w ~ ~ ~ - A P P L - ~  SG.OBJ-3 SG. SUB ART boy DEM ART towel DEM 

~ u I  t i  4wiiwmtimut tx. 
PREP ART car DEM 

'The boy used the towel to wipe the car.' 

Example (56a) is a simple transitive sentence and 'the car' is the direct object; the 

instrument 'the towel' appears in a prepositional phrase. In (56b) the instrumental NP 

'the towel' is the object and the NP the 'the car' appears in the prepositional phrase. Thus, 

(56b) is a redirective construction, and its applied object is an instrument. Instrumental 

applicatives are attested elsewhere in languages of the world, e.g. Chichewa (Alsina and 

Mchombo 1990), Dyirbal (Dixon 1994), Eskimo (Fortescue 1984), Kalkatungu (Blake 

1979)' Kinyarwanda (Kimenyi 1980)' and Upper Necaxa Totonac (Beck 2006). However, 

they have not been observed in any Salish language other than Bella Coola. 

However, the analysis of the suffix -amk as a redirective is sometimes 

problematic. Note that -amk can follow the intransitive -a: 



Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 1 997:52) 
k ~ - a - ~ a m k - i - s  ti-Yimlk- tx ti-Xic-tx 
chop-INTR-APPL-~SG.OBJ-~SG.SUB ART-man-DEM ART-axe-DEM 

?a4-ti-stn- tx. 
PREP-ART-log-DEM 

'The man used the axe to chop on the log with.' 

Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 1997:5 1) 
cp-a-yamk-i-s ti-Yimlk- tx ti-cpmpwsta- tx. 
wipe-INTR-APPL-3 SG.OBJ-3 SG. SUB ART-man-DEM ART-towel-DEM 
'The man used the towel to wipe.' 

P. Davis and Saunders (1997) analyze the suffix -a as antipassive, and Nater (1 984) 

analyzes it as an detransitivizer that is suffixed to an unmarked transitive base. In 

examples (57) and (58), if the applicative suffix -amk is used as a redirective (i.e. 

instrumental), it should be suffixed on a transitive base, not an intransitive one. Thus it is 

unexpected to see the non-transitive suffix -a followed by the suffix -amk. 

Furthermore, the suflix -amk is not only used as a redirective applicative suffix. 

Nater (1 984:63-64) summarizes the functions of -amk as  follow^:^ 

(59) a. intransitive base + -amk + transitive verb 
b. transitive base + -amk + transitive verb 
c. intransitive base + -amk + intransitive verb 

Thus, -am k sometimes functions as a relational applicative suffix (59a), but in other 

cases,.it does not increase the valency of the verb at all (59bH59c). 

Nater (1984:64) explains (59b) further: the suffix -amk can convey special 

meanings with transitive bases. For example, as (59b) is exemplified by (60b), -amk 

5 Nater (1984) lists the suflix as -(y)amk: it appears as -yamk following a. 
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adds the notion of 'to do something in addition to or in connection with some other 

activity. ' 

(60) Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 1997:55) 
a. bs-i-s ti nus?u3lji tx t i  stn tx. 

bend-3sg.o~~-3s~.su~ ART thief DEM ART stick dem 
'The thief bent the stick.' 

b. bs-amk-i-s ti nus?u:lf tx ti stn tx. 
b e n d - ~ ~ ~ ~ - 3  SG.OBJ-~SG.SUB ART thief DEM ART stick DEM 

'The thief bent the stick aside.' 

Example (60b) is not an applicative construction, since -amk does not increase either the 

syntactic or the semantic valence of the clause, nor is the direct object role redirected to a 

participant other than the theme. 

Nater (1984:64) also notes that -amk often has a connotation of casualness or 

"unnoticed-ness", for example in (6 1 b): 

(61) Bella Coola (Nater l984:64) 
a. ?uljt-i-s. 

steal-3 SG.OB J - 3 s G . s ~ ~  
'He stole it.' (When the speaker has witnessed the event.) 

b. Wji-amk-i-s. 
S ~ ~ ~ ~ T R N S - 3  SG.OBJ-~SG.SUB 
'He stole it.' (When the speaker did not witness the event.) 

Again, (61b) is not an applicative construction, since -amk does not increase either the 

syntactic or the semantic valence, and the direct object is the same as in (61a). 

(59c) is excemplified by (62): 

(62) Bella Coola (Nater l984:64) 
kwl-amk 
Wli.rm-INTR 

'to pass gifts around' 



According to Nater (1 984:64), (62) is an intransitive clause. Thus, it is not an applicative 

construction. 

When the suffix -amk functions as a relational suffix, it attaches to psychological 

predicates, as in (63b) and (64b): 

(63) Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 1997:5 1) 
a. yum-c 3al ti smatmx-c tx. 

ashamed- 1 SG.SUB PREP ART friend- 1 sG.POss DEM 

'I'm ashamed of my friend.' 

b. yum-amk-i-c ti smatmx-c tx. 
~ s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - A P P L - ~ s G . o B J -  1 SG.SUB ART friend- 1 SG.POSS DEM 
'I'm ashamed of my friend.' 

(64) Bella Coola (Nater l984:63) 
a. yayaatw-ii-c ?a$ iayx. 

happy-FMTV?- 1 SG.SUB PREP this 
'I am happy about this.' 

b. yayaatw-amk-iit-i-c iayx. 
happy-APPL-FMTV?-~SG-OBJ- 1 SG.SUB this 
'I am happy about this.' 

In (65b)' (66b)' and (67) -am& occurs with speech act predicates, and the applied 

object is the content: 

(65) Bella Coola (Nater l984:63) 
a. ?aala&-ii-c ?al ti qwaXw tx. 

~ ~ ~ - F M T v ? -  1 SG.SUB PREP ART raven DEM 
'I am telling something about Raven.' 

b. ?aalai-amk-iit-i-c t i  qwaXw tx. 
tell-APPL-FMTV?-~SG.OBJ- 1 SG.SUB ART raven DEM 
'I am telling something about Raven.' 

(66) Bella Coola (Nater l984:63) 
a. nuyaml-c ?a1 tx. 

sing- 1 SG.SUB PREP him 
'I am singing (a song) about him.' 
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b. nuyaml-amk-i-c tx. 
sing-APPL-~SG.OBJ- 1 SG.SUB him 
'I am singing (a song) about him.' 

(67) Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders l997:6l) 
'ayuc-amk-ci-n~.6 
Say-APPL- 1 SG.SUB-2sG.0~~ 
'I'm going to mention you (your name).' 

The sufix -amk occurs with a motion verb to form relational applicatives in 

which the applied object is the goal (68b): 

(68) Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 1997:61) 
a. ?awl-m-ic ti %mlk tx. 

follow-APPL-3 SG.OBJ- 1 SG-SUB ART man DEM 

'I'll go and follow the man.' 

b. ?awl-amk-i-c t i  'imlk tx. 
follow-APPL-~SG.OBJ- ~SG.SUB ART man DEM 

'I'll run after him for someone.' 

Example (68a) is an applicative construction with -m, and the applied object is the goal 

of the motion predicate. Example (68b) is an applicative construction with -amk, and the 

applied object is also the goal of the motion predicate, but a benefactive reading is also 

implied. 

The suffix -amk can occur with body position predicates; in this case, the applied 

object may be a benefactive (69b) or a location (70b): 

(69) Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders l997:6S) 
a. Ymt ?a1 tx. 

sit PREP him 
'He's sitting with him.'/'He's sitting on account of him.' 

6 When the object is second person, the subject sufix precedes the object suffix (Nater 1984:38). 
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b. ?mt-amk-i-s. 
sit-APPL-~SG.OBJ-3 SG.SUB 

'He has to go and sit there for him.' 

(70) Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders l997:64) 
kulank ti yimmllki: tx Val t i  man-s tx. 
beside ART boy DEM PREP ART f a t h e r - 3 ~ ~ . ~ 0 ~ ~  DEM 

'The boy is beside his father.' 

kulank-amk-i-s ti simmllki: tx 
b e s i d e - ~ ~ ~ ~ - 3 s ~ . o ~ ~ - 3 s ~ . s u ~  ART boy DEM 

ti man-s tx. 
ART father-3s~.poss DEM 

'The boy is going to sit alongside his father.' 

We see then that, in its relational use, the suffix -amk forms applicatives based 

on the same sorts of predicates as we have seen elsewhere in Salish, as summarized in 

Table 57: 

Table 57. Semantic Roles of Applied Objects and 
Predicate Classes with -am k 

There are no examples in the database of instrumental applied objects in other Salish 

languages. 

Furthermore, it is generally the case in the other Salish languages that redirective 

applicatives are the only way to express the non-theme NP. For example, the dative NP in 

Halkomelem can be the applied object in an applicative construction (71)a, but not an 

oblique NP in a non-applicative (71)b: 



(7 1) Halkomelem 
a. nem can sam-as-t la sleni? ?a Ba-na snaxwal. 

AUX 1 SG.SUB sell-RDR-TR DET Woman OBL DET- 1 SG.POSS canoe/car 
'I'm going to sell my car to the woman.' (Gerdts and Hinkson 2003:66) 

b. *nem can sam-at Ba-na snaxwal ?a la sleni? 
AUX 1 SG.SUB  sell-^^ DET- 1 SG.POSS canoe OBL DET woman 

'I'm going to sell my car to the woman.' (Donna Gerdts p.c.) 

In contrast, non-applicative parallels are available for many applicative examples in Bella 

Coola (example (56) repeated here as (72)): 

(72) Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders l997:32, 50) 
a. cp-i-s t i  simmllki: tx ti ~ w 3 w m t i m u t  tx 

W ~ ~ ~ - ~ S G . O B J - ~ S G . S U B  ART boy DEM ART Car DEM 

sal t i  cpmpu:sta tx. 
PREP ART towel DEM 

'The boy wiped the car with the towel.' 

b. cp-amk-i-s ti  Vimmllki: tx t i  cpmpu:sta tx 
wipe-APPL-~SG-OBJ-~SG.SUB ART boy DEM ART towel DEM 

?uI t i  ~wKwmt imut  tx. 
PREP ART Car DEM 

'The boy used the towel to wipe the car.' 

In the simple transitive sentence (72a), the instrument 'the towel' appears in a 

prepositional phrase, and the direct object is 'the car'. In the redirective applicative 

sentence (72b), the instrument 'the towel' is the applied object and the theme 'the car' is 

in a phrase. The theme 'the car' is focused in (72a) and the instrument 'the 

towel' is focused in (72b), since they are placed in the direct object position, as reflected 

in the English translations. 



5.3.2 Applicative suffix -m. 

The suffix -m attaches to predicates expressing desire to form relational 

applicatives in which the applied object is the goal: 

(73) Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 1997:35, 60) 
a. Yanayk ti Hanm tx ?a1 ti sxwpanil tx. 

want ART hunter DEM PREP ART deer DEM 

'The hunter wanted the deer.' 

b. ?anayk-m-i-s ti nus?u:l% tx t i  sl4an tx. 
want-APPL-3 SG.OBJ-~SG.SUB ART thief DEM ART necklace DEM 
'The thief wanted the necklace.' 

The suffix -m attaches to speech act predicates to form relational applicatives in 

which the applied object is the goal: 

Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 1997:61) 
3ayuc-m-ci-nu. 
say-APPL- 1 SG.SUB-~SG.OBJ 
'I'm going to tell you (it).' 

Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 199759) 
cut-m-is t i  lfiwlx tx t i  Yimmllki: tx. 
speak-APPL-3sG.0~~-~SG.SUB ART old.person DEM ART boy DEM 

'The old man told the boy.' 

Bella Coola (Nater l984:62) 
?axws-m 
holler-~pp~ 
'to holler at somebody' 

The suffix -m attaches to predicates expressing social interaction to form 

relational applicatives in which the applied object is the goal: 

(77) Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 1997:35, 60) 
a. smatmx ti  Vimlk tx ?uj: ti Vimmllki: tx. 

friend ART man DEM PREP ART boy DEM 
'The man is a fiend tolfriendly to the boy.' 
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b. smatmx-m-is ti 7imlk tx ti Vimmllki: tx. 
friend-APPL-~SG.OBJ-~SG-SUB ART man DEM ART boy DEM 

'The man took the boy as a friend.' 

(78) Bella Coola (Nater l984:62) 
talaws-m 
get.married-APPL 
'to many somebody' 

The suffix -m attaches to motion predicates to form relational applicatives in 

which the applied object is the goal: 

(79) Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 1997:35, 60) 
a. puA ti 7imlk tx 71.11 lmii. 

come ART man DEM PREP US 

'The man came atlfor us.' 

b. puA-m-i-s ti 7imlk tx ti nus?u:lk tx. 
come-APPL-~SG.OBJ-~SG.SUB ART man DEM ART thief DEM 

'The man attacked the thief' 

(80) Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 1997:61) 
yawl-m-ic ti yimlk tx. 
f0110~-APPL-~SG.OBJ- 1 SG.SUB ART Man DEM 

'I'll go and follow the man.' 

The suffix -m attaches to a predicate of body position to form a relational 

applicative in which the applied object is the location: 

(81) Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 1997:65) 
kuiank-m-i-s t i  simmllki: tx 
beside-APPL-~SG.OBJ-~SG.SUB ART boy DEM 

ti man-s tx. 
ART father-~SG.POSS DEM 

'The boy is sitting next to his father.' 

In example (82c) the suffix -m is used as a redirective: 



(82) Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 1997:50) 
a. nuyaml ti man tx 7ul ti mna-s tx 

sing ART father DEM PREP ART son-~SG.POSS DEM 

x ti syut tx. 
PREP ART song DEM 

'The father sang the song to his son.' 

b. nuyaml-amk-i-s ti man tx ti syut tx 
sing-APPL-~SG.OBJ-~SG.SUB ART father DEM ART Song DEM 

7ul ti mna-s tx. 
PREP ART son-~SG.POSS DEM 

'The father sang the song to his son.' 

c. nuyaml-m-i-s ti man tx ti mna-s tx 
sing-APPL-~SG.OBJ-~SG.SUB ART father DEM ART son-~SG.POSS DEM 

x ti syut tx. 
PREP ART song DEM 

'The father sang his son the song.' 

The examples listed in (82) have three participants: an agent 'the father', a theme 'the 

song', and a goal 'his son'. (82a) is an intransitive sentence, and the theme and goal NPs 

are marked with prepositions. (82b) is a transitive sentence; the suffix -amk functions as 

a transitive suffix, the theme is the direct object, and the goal is marked with a 

preposition. (82c) is an applicative sentence, the goal is the applied object, and the theme 

is marked with a preposition. 

The semantics of -m are summarized in Table 58: 

Table 58. Semantic Roles of Applied Objects 
and Predicate Classes with -m 



The semantics of -amk and -m are summarized in Table 59: 

Table 59. Semantic Roles of Applied Objects and 
Predicate Classes with -amk and -m 

When the suffixes -amk and -m occur in redirective constructions, it is clear that they 

signal different semantic roles of the applied object; -amk signals an instrumental 

applied object, and -m a dative applied object. However, it is hard to determine the 

difference in function between these two suffixes in relational constructions. 

5.3.3 Applicative suffies used as transitives. 

The suffix -amk is also used in simple transitive constructions: 

(83) Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 199750) 
slc?jw-amk-i-s ti simlk tx ti nup-s tx. 
find-APPL-~SG.OBJ-~SG.SUB ART man DEM ART S ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ S G . P O S S  DEM 
'The man found his shirt.' 

(84) Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 199754) 
Yaw. nap-amk-i-c ?ul tx. 
yes & ~ - A P P L - ~  SG.OBJ- 1 SG-SUB PREP him 
'Yes, I gave it to him.' 

(85) Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders l997:6O) 
?axws-amk-ic t i  skwacta-nu tx. 
holler-APPL-~SG.OBJ-1SG.SUB ART ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ s G . P o s s  DEM 
'I hollered your name.' 

(86) Bella Coola (Nater 1984:63) 
smsma-yamk-i-c ti smsma. 
tell-APPL-~SG.OBJ- 1 SG.SUB ART story 
'I am telling a story.' 



(87) Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 199750) 
nuyaml-amk-i-s ti man tx ti syut tx 
sing-APPL-~SG.OBJ-~SG.SUB ART father DEM ART Song DEM 

%I ti mna-s tx. 
PREP ART ~ O ~ - ~ S G . P O S S  DEM 

'The father sang the song to his son.' 

The object in the above examples is the theme. 

5.3.4 The Bella Coola puzzle. 

Even though there are two applicative suffixes, the Bella Coola system diverges 

from the picture of Salish applicatives given above in several ways: 

a) Bella Coola does not have any reflexes of the proto-Salish applicative forms; 

b) Both Bella Coola applicative suffixes, -amk and -m, are used in both 

redirective and relational constructions; and 

c) Bella Coola is the only Salish language in which instrumental applied objects 

are attested. 

Let's take a close look at some applicative data in Bella Coola. The applied object 

in the redirective applicative constructions is an instrument with -amk (88), and dative or 

benefactive with -m (89): 

(88) Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 199750) 
. cp-amk-i-s ti Vimmllki: tx ti cpmpu:sta tx 

wipe-APPL-3sG.0~ 5-3 SG-SUB ART boy DEM ART towel DEM 

9ul ti ~wffwmtimut tx. 
PREP ART car DEM 

'The boy used the towel to wipe the car.' 



(89) Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 1997:50) 
nuyaml-m-i-s ti man tx ti mna-s tx 
sing-APPL-3sG.0~~-~SG.SUB ART father DEM ART son-~SG.POSS DEM 

x ti syut tx. 
PREP ART song DEM 

'The father sang his son the song.' 

The semantic role of the applied objects in the relational applicative constructions below 

are psychological stimulus (go), goal of desire (91), goal of a speech act (92)' content of a 

speech act (93), goal of social interaction (94)' goal of motion (95), and location of body 

position (96), (97): 

Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 19975 1) 
yum-amk-i-c t i  smatmx-c tx. 
~ s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - A P P L - ~ ~ G . o B J -  I SG.SUB ART friend- I SG.POSS DEM 

'I'm ashamed of my friend.' 

Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders l997:6O) 
7anayk-m-i-s ti nus'h:18 tx ti slhan tx. 
want-APPL-~SG-OBJ-~SG.SUB ART thief DEM ART necklace DEM 

'The thief wanted the necklace.' 

Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 1997:59) 
cut-m-is ti lkwlx tx t i  simmllki: tx. 
speak-A~~~-3  SG.OBJ-3 SG. SUB ART old.person DEM ART boy DEM 
'The old man told the boy.' 

Bella Coola (Nater 1984:63) 
7aala&am k-iit-i-c t i  qWagw tx. 
tell-APPL-FMTV?-3sG.0~~- 1 SG.SUB ART raven DEM 

'I am telling something about Raven.' 

Bella Coola (Nater l984:62) 
talaws-m 
get.married-APPL 
'to many somebody' 

Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 1997:60) 
pu%-m-i-s ti 7imlk tx t i  n u s k l 8  tx. 
come-APPL-~SG.OBJ-~SG.SUB ART man DEM ART thief DEM 
'The man attacked the thief.' 



Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 1997:64) 
kulank-amk-i-s ti 'immllki: tx 
~ ~ s ~ ~ ~ - A P P L - ~ s G . o B J - ~  SG.SUB ART boy DEM 

ti man-s tx. 
ART father-3sG.~oss DEM 

'The boy is going to sit alongside his father.' 

Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders 1997:65) 
kulank-m-i-s t i  7immllki: tx 
beside-APPL-3sG.0~~-~SG.SUB ART boy DEM 

ti man-s tx. 
ART father-%~.poss DEM 

'The boy is sitting next to his father.' 

The semantic roles of applied objects in Bella Coola applicative constructions are 

summarized in Table 60: 

Table 60. Semantics Role of Applied Objects with -amk and -m 

It appears that, the functional difference between -amk and -m is determined by the 

semantic role of the applied object and not by the transitivity of the base. Both suffixes 

are used on both intransitive and transitive bases. For the most part, the two suffixes seem 

to be .in complementary distribution according to the role of the object, though the 

difference between them is not clear when the applied object is the location of a body 

position predicate. 



5.4 Summary. 

The majority of applicative suffixes in Salish languages can be classified as either 

relational or redirective. However, some applicative suffixes are used in both types of 

constructions. Thus, the boundary between relational and redirective is not always clearly 

set. Moreover, the boundary between applicative and transitive is unclear. Applicatives, 

by definition, should involve a non-theme as the applied object. But in some cases, the 

object in the applicative bears the semantic role of theme, thus paralleling simple 

transitive constructions. Several languages have one or more applicatives that act 

exceptionally to the typology that I have posited for Salish languages in Chapters 3 and 4. 

Moreover, as we have seen above, neither of the two Bella Coola applicatives behave in 

the classic fashion. They attach to both intransitive and transitive bases and they show 

both valence-increasing and valence-maintaining uses. 

In terms of the Proto-Salish picture, we can posit that a two-way typology of 

applicatives and the association with the relational applicative to the suffix *-mi and the 

redirective applicative to the suffix *-xi goes back to Proto-Salish. We have seen that 

some languages add to this system. Sometimes the original suffixes are lost, but in this 

case the languages replace the expression of those concepts with other applicative 

suffixes. In addition, we have seen that applicative suffixes in many languages have taken 

on other functions. Either often generalize in terms of the types of verbs they appear on 

and also they take on non-applicative functions. 

In Bella Coola, however, the applicative system is different in both form and 

function from the other Salish languages. Thus, the Bella Coola system has undergone a 

great deal of change since Bella Coola split from the other languages. It is not surprising 



that Bella Coola applicatives do not fit into the Salish applicative system. As 

Czaykowska-Higgins and Kinkade (1 998:4) point out, "Bella Coola on the North Coast 

of British Columbia is the most divergent of the Salish languages, showing influences of 

its Wakashan neighbors, as well as a number of innovations specific to it." It would be 

interesting to investigate whether the neighboring Wakashan (Haisla and Heiltsuk- 

Oowekyala) and Athapaskan (Chilcotin and Dakelh) languages possess applicative 

systems similar to Bella Coola's. That would help ascertain whether the Bella Coola 

system deviated from the one found elsewhere in Salish languages due to internal or 

external factors. 

Alternatively, perhaps the correct viewpoint would be to posit that the system I 

have reconstructed for Proto-Salish in fact goes back only to the common ancestor of the 

other languages after Bella Coola split off fiom the family. However, given the fact that 

several other Salish languages have miscellaneous applicative suffixes that behave 

outside the core system in exactly the way that the Bella Coola ones do, it is probably 

more reasonable to view these exceptions as natural developments from the core use of 

applicatives. 



Chapter 6: A Closer Look at Transitive Marking. 

In Chapter 5, we saw that the semantic distinction between applicative suffixes 

and transitive suffixes is not always clear. In fact, applicative suffixes, especially 

relational suffixes, are used frequently as transitive suffixes. In this chapter I look at 

transitive marking in more detail. In section 6.1, I show that the function of transitive 

markers is not straightforward; in some cases they function like applicative suffixes. In 

section 6.2, I talk about transitive marking and object pronouns in applicative 

constructions. There are two sets of object pronouns in Salish, and they are for the most 

part selected based on which transitive suffix appears on the verb. However, the selection 

of objects in applicative constructions is quite complex, because verbs in applicative 

constructions sometimes take transitive marking and sometimes do not. I speculate on 

possible explanations. 

6.1 Transitive suffixes used as applicatives. 

In Salish languages, both transitives and applicatives are morphologically marked 

on the predicate. However, semantically, the difference in function between applicative 

and simple transitive suffixes, and between applicative and causative suffixes seems to be 

very blurred in some cases. Applicative suffixes can be used for transitive or causative 

functions, and transitive or causative suffixes can be used for applicative functions. 



6.1.1 General transitive suffix used as applicative. 

As discussed in section 5.2. it is fairly common for relational suffixes to be used 

in simple transitive constructions in which the object is a theme nominal, as in the 

following Lillooet examples. 

(1) Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997: 114) 
a. 664-mih 

throw-REL 
'to throw something' 

b. 'UqWa9-min 
drink-REL 
'to drink something away, to lose it by drinking' 

c. t6w-mih 
sell-REL 
'to sell something' 

This function is attested in fifteen languages and in all of the branches of Salish. However, 

the use of redirective suffixes to refer to a theme nominal is extremely rare. Only two 

examples (one each in Lillooet and Cowlitz) are attested. 

Since relational suffixes attach to intransitive predicates and increase syntactic 

valence, their function as simple transitive suffixes is a natural development. On the other 

hand, redirective suffixes attach to transitive predicates, so it is not a natural development 

for them to be used to increase valence, since Salish clauses are limited to at most two 

arguments. 

The opposite situation also holds: the transitive suffix functions like an 

applicative. Although a thorough discussion of transitive suffixes is outside the scope of 

this thesis, it is clear that many Salish languages use the general transitive suffix in 

clauses where the direct object is a non-theme nominal. Sometimes the general transitive 



suflix functions like a relational applicative; that is, it derives a transitive verb from an 

intransitive verb. For example, observe the intransitive motion verbs and speech act verbs 

in (2aH5a) examples and their transitive counterparts in (2b)-(5b), in which the direct 

object is a goal. 

Halkomelem (Gerdts and Hukari 2000) 
a. ticam 

'swim along' 

b. fcim-at 
S W ~ ~ - T R  

'swim after it (to get it)' 

Halkomelem (Gerdts and Hukari 2000) 
a. naqam 

'dive down' 

b. naqem-at 
dive down-TR 
'dive down for it' 

Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997: 11 0) 
a. sqwai 

'to report' 

b. syai-an 
report-TR 
'to report to somebody' 

Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997: 110) 
a. wa%w 

'shout, holler' 

b. waviiw-an 
shout/holler-TR 
'to shout, holler at somebody' 

Also, the use of the general transitive suffix in a redirective function is typically 

observed with verbs meaning 'give', which take a nominal with the semantic role of 

dative as direct object; none of the following examples have applicative morphology: 
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Sechelt (Beaumont 1985: 138) 
y6t-ci-Een-skwa ve ' , 9 r v  Se svften, we teqis-axw. 
give-TR:~SG.OBJ- 1 SG.SUB-FUT OBL DET food if sit.down-2s~.suB 
'I'll give you some food if you sit down.' 

Lillooet (H. Davis and Matthewson 2003:99) 
t6w-en-ikan kw-s John na xih a n-kaoh a. 
s ~ ~ I - T R - ~  SG.SUB DET-NM John DET.ABSENT old PTC I SG.POSS-C~T PTC 

'I sold John my old car.' 

Coeur d' Alene (Doak 1997: 123) 
Eil-t-ulmi- t. 
~ ~ V ~ - T R - ~ P L . O B J -  1 PL.SUB/PASS 
'We gave it to you folks./It was given to you folks.' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1 974:2 1 1) 
kax-ci-n yyi?. 
give-TR:~SG.OBJ this 
'I give you this.' 

Thus we see that clauses with the semantic function of an applicative construction can be 

formed simply with a transitive suffix in Salish languages. 

6.1.2 Causative suffix used as applicative. 

As discussed in section 5.2.2 above, it is fairly common to see a relational suffix 

used as a causative suffix, though not as frequent as seeing a transitive suffix used for this 

purpose. See, for example, the following from Tillamook: 

(1 0) Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson l998:254) 
. a. gwa? yuq-5wi-n. 

FUT die-REL-TR 
'He will kill him.' 

b. gwa nag-gwal-awi-n-i. 
FUT LOC-Warm-REL-TR- 1 SG.SUB 

'I will make it hot.' 



c. de c-waRwan-Swi-n. 
ART ST-CTy-REL-TR 
'He made him cry.' 

However, the use of a redirective suffix to function like a causative is extremely rare. 

Only one example (in Thompson) is attested. This is, again, due to the transitivity of the 

bases that applicatives attach to. Since both relational and causative suffixes attach to 

intransitive predicates and increase syntactic valence, the use of the relational suffix as 

the causative suffix is a natural development. 

The opposite pattern is also observed: the causative suffix can be used as an 

applicative. The applicative use of the causative sufEx is attested only in some languages. 

It is common for the causative suffix to be used as relational, especially in Central Salish 

languages: 

(1 1) Comox (Watanabe l996:328) 
a. qwiqw-qway-stu-mi @am. 

?-talk-CS-~SG.OBJ I SG.SUB:FUT 
'1'11 talk to you.' 

b. 19%-stu-mi E. 
bad-cs-2sc.o~~ 1 SG.SUB 

'I don't like you.' 

(12) Sechelt (Beaumont 1985: 113) 
a. 'Xy-stexw 

good-cs 
'like' 

b. miy-stexw 
bad-cs 
'dislike' 

(1 3) Squarnish (Kuipers 1967:73-74) 
a. ha71-s 

good-cs 
'like' 



b. qi-s 
bad-cs 
'dislike' 

c. 7aly-s 
hurt-cs 
'feel sorry (for someone)' 

d. Ei-Eaf-s 
RED-follow-cs 
'follow, chase' 

(1 4) Halkomelem (Gerdts 1988b:28) 
a. qw51-staxw 

speak-cs 
'speak to himlherlit' 

b. ?Sy- staxw 
good-cs 
'like him/her/it' 

c. qS1-staxw 
bad-cs 
'hate him/her/it' 

d. stfital-staxw 
understand-cs 
'know himherlit' 

(1 5) Northern Straits (Montler 1986: 172) 
qwCltxw san. 
//qweI-staxw-$3 san// 
t a lk -cs -3s~ .o~~  1 SG.SUB 
'I talked to him.' 

(1 6) Klallam (Montler l996:263) 
. ?i?- t6- s 

good-CS- SUB 
'enjoy, feel good toward' 

(1 7) Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994:95) 
gwa- gwa(d)- txw 
RED-talk-cs 
'beratehcold someone' 



(1 8) Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson l998:258) 
de c-Say6y-stxw-i. 
ART ST-scold-CS-1 SG.SUB 
'I scolded him.' 

Also, in Halkomelem, when the causative sufix attaches to denominal verbs, 

which are intransitive constructions in Salish, it has a benefactive, not a causative 

function (Gerdts and Hukari 2004b:206): 

(1 9) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Hukari 2004b:206) 
a. ni? c-ieele?-staxw-as tea SaSiyal- s. 

AUX vB~-heart-cs-3suB DET elder.  sibling(^^)-3 sg.~oss 
'He made hearts for his older brothers.' 

b. nem c- gaitan-stam:! 
go VBL-pencil-cs: 1 OBJ 
'Go get me a pencil!' 

c. ni? txw-saplil-staxw-as la sleni? kw8a 
AUX v~~-bread-cs -3su~  DET woman DET 

'The woman bought bread for her children.' 

So we see the causative suffix is frequently hct ions like a relational applicative. 

On the other hand, the causative suffix is rarely used as a redirective applicative. 

Presumably, this is because in general causative suffixes are attached only to intransitive 

bases. However, Gerdts and Hukari (2006a) note that the causative suffix in Halkomelem 

functions as an applicative when it is attached to a small class of transitive verbs. The 

object in the transitive construction is a source in (20a) and a goal in (21a), while the 

object in the causative construction is a benefactive in (20bH2 1 b). 



(20) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Hukari 2OO6a: 142-3) 
a. nil  lwet gwa ni7 qe?an-t teab s i b  ?a 

~ E M P H  who DET AUX  steal-^^ DET:~POSS grandparent OBL 

kw8a sevtan-s? 
DET lunch-3~oss 

'Who stole your grandfather's lunch fiom him? 

b. nem E ce7 qah- s tax teah saisiia ?a 
go ~SG.SUB FUT s teaks  DET:~POSS  grandparent(^^) OBL 

kw8a scifa. 
DET strawberry 

'You're going to steal some strawberries for your grandparents.' 

(2 1) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Hukari 2OO6a: 143) 
a. calasl-t E teah men ?a Bah snaxwal. 

borrowllend-TR 2 s G . s ~ ~  DET:~POSS father OBL DET:~POSS canoe/car 
'Lend your father your car.' 

b. ni? ?a E calayl-staxw kw8a John ?a kw tela? 
AUX Q ~SG.SUB borrow/lend-cs DET John OBL DET money 
'Did you borrow some money for John?' 

Thus we see that applicative suffixes can function as causatives, and also the 

causative suffix function as applicatives. Their shared functions are expected because 

both involve valence-increasing operations (from intransitive to transitive, or from 

transitive to ditransitive). Further, both take non-theme objects. Causees in many 

languages, like most applied objects in Salish languages, are usually higher animates. In 

fact, in many languages, e.g. Hualapai (Ichihashi-Nakayama 1 996), Orizaba Nahuatl 

(Tuggy 1996), and Olutec (Zavala 2000), the same suffix to be used for both applicative 

and causative constructions. 



6.2 Transitive marking and objects in applicatives. 

In this section, I discuss several puzzles that arise concerning the interaction of 

applicatives and transitive marking. The first puzzle concerns the presence or absence of 

transitive marking in applicative constructions. As observed in data cited in the previous 

chapters, in some examples the applicative suffix is immediately followed by a transitive 

suffix (22), while in other examples the applicative suffix does not appear to be followed 

by a transitive sax (23): 

(22) Halkomelem (Donna Gerdts, p.c.) 
ni7 can si'hi3-me'- t-as kw8a swivtlas kw8a John. 
AUX 1 SG.SUB f T i g h t e n - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ - 3  SUB DET boy DET John 
'The boy was frightened at John.' 

(23) Halkomelem (Gerdts 2004:330) 
n i7 nam- nas-as k "83 swivtlas kw8a John. 
AUX go-REL- SUB DET boy DET John 
'The boy went up to John.' 

The transitive suffix intervenes between the relational suffix and the ergative suffix in 

(22)' but not in (23). 

The second puzzle concerns object marking. There are two sets of object 

pronouns in Salish-S-objects and M-objects-selected, for the most part, based on the 

transitive suffix appearing on the verb. S-objects appear with the general transitive suffix, 

and M-objects appear elsewhere. 

The third puzzle is that applicative constructions in some languages contradict 

this generalization. We see both types of exceptions, cases in which the applicative is 

followed by the general transitive suffix but the objects are from the M-object set, and 

cases in which there is no general transitive suffix but the objects are from the S-object 

set. 
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In sum, applicative, transitive, and object suffixes interrelate in complex ways, 

which I hope to elucidate in the following discussion. 

6.2.1 S-object versus M-object. 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Salish languages (except Twana, Thompson, and 

Shuswap) distinguish two sets of suffixes for at least some first- and second-person 

object forms. The S-object set occurs after the general transitive suffix (Proto-Salish 

*-n t), as in (24a)-(26a), and the M-object set occurs after the causative suffix (Proto- 

Salish *-st@, as in (24bH26b): 

(24) Northern Straits (Montler 1986: 164, 167) 
a. s&s sx W. 

//s6-at-s sxw// 
~pmk-TR- 1 SG.(S)OBJ  SUB 
' You spanked me.' 

b. hiOt6gas sx W. 

//hie-staxw-agas sx W// 
long-time-cs- 1 SG.(M)OBJ   SUB 
'You kept me for a long time.' 

(25) Bella Coola (Nater 1984:38, 39) 
a. ?aI-?awl- tubaxw! 

RDP-follow-TR: 1 PL.(S)OBJ-~PL.SUB 
'Follow us, folks!' 

b. ?alps- tu-mul-axw! 
eat-CS- 1 PL.(M)OBJ-~PL.SUB 
'Feed us, folks! ' 

(26) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1991 :367,372) 
4,".  a. s-caci- tul-n. 

CONT-w~~c~-TR:  ~/~PL.(s)oBJ-3SG.SUB 
'Helshe is watching uslyou.' 

b. s-id-stu-mul-n. 
CONT-1ook.for-CS- ~/~PL.(M)oBJ-~SG.SUB 
'Helshe is looking for us/you.' 
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As the reader has probably noticed in the examples given throughout this thesis, 

objects in applicative constructions are sometimes from the S-object set and sometimes 

from the M-object set. This section tries to shed some light on the distribution of the 

object sufixes. 

For the most part, the object set is predictable: when the applicative suffix is 

followed by the general transitive suffix, the object is from the S-object set. When the 

applicative suffix not followed by the general transitive suffix, the object is from the M- 

object set. 

Most applicative sufTixes are followed by the general transitive suffix, and thus 

the object suffix is fiom the S-object set. For example, the suffixes -as in Halkomelem 

(27), -1 in Okanagan (28), and -me 7 in Halkomelem (29), are all followed by the general 

transitive suffix, and thus their objects are from the S-object set: 

Halkomelem (Gerdts and Hinkson 2003:66) 
niy '5%-as- 0amH-as ?a kw8a qeq-s. 
AUX show-RDR-TR: 1 SG.(S)OBJ- SUB OBL DET baby-~POSS 
'She showed me her baby.' 

Okanagan (N. Mattina 1 993 :274) 
taxw captikw(l)-1- t-s-an. 
PRT ~torytell-RDR-TR-~SG.(S)OBJ- 1 SG.SUB 
'I'll tell you a story.' 

Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2003: 133) 
ni7 sivsiy-me?-8am8-as kwOa smaya8. 
AUX frighten-RDR-TR: 1 SG.(S)OBJ- SUB DET deer 
'The deer was frightened of me.' 

In contrast, the suffix -nas in Halkomelem (30), -(a)c in Lushootseed (3 I), 

and - t(a)s in Cowlitz (32) are not followed by the general transitive suffix, and thus their 

object suffixes are fiom the M-object set: 
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Halkomelem (Gerdts 1988b: 141) 
7 i ?e+a- nas-Amg-as la slCni?. 
AUX come-RE~-l SG.(M)OBJ- SUB DET woman 
'The woman comes to me.' 

Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994:33) 
?u-balii-c-abS Eax ". 
PUNCT-forget-EL- 1 SG.(M)OBJ ~SG.SUB 

'You forgot me.' 

Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:79) 
4.d- ts- m i. 
happy-REL-~SG.(M)OBJ 
'He made up with YOU.' 

Object-marking in most applicative constructions is captured by this 

generalization. But other patterns are seen in the data as well, as I will discuss in the 

following sections. Object marking in applicatives is summaried in Table 61. I list each 

applicative suEx and code it for the relationallredirective distinction. I indicate in the TR 

column whether or not a transitive suffix follows the applicative s ~ i x .  I say whether the 

object is fiom the S-object set or the M-object set. In the case of splits in the data, I give 

totals in parenthesis for examples of each type in my database. 



Table 61. Object marking in applicatives 

Most Salish S-OBJECT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Ch, Cz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Ch, Cz REL NO 

HI, NS, K1 -nas REL NO M-OBJECT 

Ti -as REL YESINO S-OBJECT ( 5 )  M-OBJECT (12) 
I Ch, Cz ( - t(a)s I REL NO M-OBJECT I 

I CZ 1 -S I RDR 1 YES I S-OBJECT I I 
I U I  -as RDR S-OBJECT 

I - tmi I APPL I N O  I I M-OBJECT I 

As can be seen in Table 61, for the most part each applicative suffix appears only 

with S-objects or appears only with M-objects. But some applicative suffixes (see the 

ones marked yeslno for transitivity) are sometimes followed by S-objects and sometimes 

by M-objects. Such data provides evidence that it is not the applicative suffix but rather 

the presence or absence of the transitive suffix that determines the selection of the object 

set. For example, the suffixes -ni  in Tsamosan and -as in Tillamook can occur with or 

without the general transitive suffix: when they appears with - t, the object is from the S- 
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object set (33a)-(34a), and when they appear without -t, the object is from the M-object 

set (33 bH34b): 

Tillarnook (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:252,257) 
a. tan-an-s-6t-i. 

burn-WD(OC)-REL-TR- 1 SG.SUB 

'I burned it for him.' 

b. ye-Eagwag-6s-was. 
cause-wife-EL-1 SG.(M)OBJ 
'He married me.' 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1 99 1 : 1 68'92) 
a. s-kwiy-ni- t-n 

lM~~-threaten-RE~-~R-3 SG.SUB 

'threaten someone' 

b. 7ac-ndkw-ni-mi En. 
ST-not.know-EL-~SG.(M)OBJ 1 SG.SUB 

'I don't know you.' 

This observation says nothing about why transitive marking is present or absent in 

the first place, but I address this point below. For now, sufice it to say that the 

generalization that transitive marking is associated with S-objects accounts for most of 

the data in Table 61. The object marking in the shaded cells remains to be accounted for. 

6.2.2 Redirective versus relational. 

What determines the presence or absence of transitive marking after applicative 

suffixes? The most obvious question to ask is: Does it relate to the relationallredirective 

distinction? The answer is yes and no. As Table 61 clearly shows, most redirective 

examples involve applicative and transitive suffix stacking. The only redirective suffixes 

that are not straightforwardly followed by the general transitive suffix are the cases where 

fusion of the suffix and the root has taken place: Southern Interior Salish *-xi- t and 
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Tsamosan - tux "t. discussed below. Therefore correlating redirective suffixes with the 

general transitive suffix is a promising hypothesis. 

However, the situation with relationals is more complicated; some relational 

suffixes are followed by the transitive suffix and some are not. For the most part, the 

general transitive suffix follows *-mi and * - ni, but not the suffixes -n as (Halkomelem, 

Northern Straits, Klallam), - (a)c (Lushootseed, Twana), and - t(a)s (Upper Chehalis, 

~owlitz).' What property can account for the difference in the two types of relationals? I 

consider two possibilities: first that there is "hidden" transitive marking in these suffixes 

that determines the object set, and second, that the semantics of the applicative 

constructions determines the object set directly. 

6.2.2.1 The causative hypothesis. 

The relational suffixes that do not take transitive marking have a common 

property: they all end in the consonant dc. Given that many relational suffixes have the 

shape CV, it is tempting to segment off the final consonant as the piece that marks 

transitivity. Moreover, it is tempting to equate this piece with the causative suffix (Proto- 

Salish *-stw). Not only does it bear a phonological resemblance to the causative suffix, 

but this would account for why the object in these cases is from the M-object set. 

Causative suffixes take M-objects, as illustrated above.3 

' Tsamosan *-n i  and Tillarnook -as show variable behavior, as discussed in section 6.2.3.6. 
2 I have not seen enough data in Nooksack to tell whether -ns  has S-objects or M-objects. Brent 
Galloway (p.c.) informs me that they are S-objects, and in this case, the Nooksack data are not 
accounted for by my analysis. 
3 Note that Northern Straits also allows the causative suffix after the relational suffix, and then the 
object is from the M-object set: 
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Adopting a causative analysis for the relational suffixes ending in s provides an 

explanation for object marking in applicatives. All applicatives suffixes are followed by 

transitive suffixes+ither the general transitive sax or the causative suffix-and the 

selection of the object depends on the transitive suffix. 

6.2.2.2 The dative hypothesis. 

In Kiyosawa (2004b), I develop another account of M-object marking in 

applicatives. Salishanists generally refer to suffixes from both sets as "object" (or 

"accusative", cf. Barthmaier 2002, Doak 1997, Montler 1996). There is no doubt that 

both sets mark syntactic objects. However, since there are formally two different sets, it 

is worthwhile to explore the possibility that they may not be marking the same type of 

object. I propose that the M-object set registers agreement with a "dative" object. By this 

I mean either an indirect object or the sortsof direct objects that are often marked with 

dative case rather than accusative case in dependent-marking languages. 

As discussed above, the causee in the causative construction is an M-object in all 

Salish languages. In many dependent-marking languages of the world, causees are often 

marked with dative case. For example, dative is used in the causative construction in 

Bolivian Quechua (Cole 1983): 

(35) nuqa wawa-man yaca-Ei-n. 
I child-DAT know-cs- 1 SG 

'I taught it to the child.' 

(i) Northern Straits (Montler 1986: 174) 
k ~ a l - ~ ~ i - s t - ~ ~ a s  sa9 sx W. 

/ / ~ ~ - i l - ~ i ~ - s t a x ~ - a ~ a s  sa? sxw/l 
down-AUTO-REL-CS-1 SG.(M)OBJ FUT 2SG.SUB 
'.You're going to sink me.' 



The object of the causative construction is often marked by a case other than accusative, 

since the causee is not a theme. 

Similarly a case can be made for dative marking in the non-control transitive 

constructions, which are also marked by the M-object set. I suspect that this has 

something to do with low transitivity in the sense of Hopper and S. Thompson (1 980), 

although more research is needed to support this proposal. For example, the 'accidental' 

reading of the non-control transitive suffix fits well in the low-transitivity category of 

non-volitionality. Cross-linguistically, low transitivity is often manifested as non- 

canonical case on the subject or the object (Haspelmath 2001). Thus, marking objects in 

non-control environments with the object suffix set equivalent to dative case is not 

unexpected. 

Comox (Watanabe 2003:219) 
7a4- nu- mS-as. 
chase-NC- 1 SG.(M)OBJ- SUB 
'He caught up with me.' 

Sechelt (Beaumont 1985: 123) 
%i&-nti-mi-~en! 
~ ~ s ~ ~ ~ - N c - ~ s G . ( M ) o B J -  1 SG.SUB 
'I love you!' 

Squamish (Kuipers 1967:86) 
na  Iji7-n-mg-as. 
CLT grab-NC- 1 SG.(M)OBJ-3 SUB 

'He holds me.' 

We can extend this hypothesis to the objects of applicatives. Objects of 

applicatives are also not prototypical objects. They are generally not themes. The applied 

object of *-nas, for example, is the goal of a motion verb or the goal (addressee) of a 

speech act verb. Cross-linguistically, we find that objects of these types are often marked 



dative in dependent-marking languages. For example, goals of motion or speech act verbs 

are dative in Japanese: 

(39) a. Taroo-ga Canada-ni ki-ta. 
Taroo-NOM Canada-DAT come-PAST 
'Taroo came to Canada.' 

b. Taroo-ga Hanako-ni it-ta. 
Taroo-NOM Hanako-DAT say-PAST 
'Taroo said to Hanako.' 

Given my hypothesis that the M-object set parallels dative case, its use for marking the 

non-theme objects of applicative constructions is not unexpected. 

6.2.2.3 Contrasting the two hypotheses. 

Are there grounds for choosing between the causative hypothesis and the dative 

hypothesis? One suggestive piece of evidence is the fact that M-objects show up on 

applicatives even when there is no final s in the applicative suffix. For example, the 

applicative suffix - tmi takes an M-object: 

(40) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1991 :373) 
a. s-Yun6- tmi-y-n 

IMPF-~s~ .~oT-RDR-~  SG.(M)OBJ-~SG.SUB 
'helshe is asking h i d e r  for it' 

b. ?it ?unB-tmi-xw 
PERF ask.for-m~-3 SG.(M)OBJ 
'helshe asked himher for it' 

Interestingly, this suffix is only used in applicatives in which the semantic role of the 

applied object is dative. 



A further example of this type-a construction associated with dative meaning 

taking M-objects, comes from the Southern Interior languages. Simple transitive clauses 

marked with the general transitive marker take objects from the S-object set, as expected: 

(4 1) Okanagan (N. Mattina 1 996:2 16) 
ixi7 hkl-nt-s-an. 
DEIC feed-TR-~SG.OBJ- 1 SG.SUB 
'This is what I am feeding you.' 

(42) Kalispel (Carlson l972:4O) 
tqan-ci- n. 
hit-~SG.(S)OBJ- 1 SG.SUB 

'I hit you.' 

(43) Columbian (Kinkade 1 98252) 
?am-ci-nn. 
feed-TR:2s~.(s)o~J-l SG.SUB 

'I fed YOU.' 

Furthermore, the reflex of the redirective suffix *-xi in Coeur d'Alene takes S-objects: 

(44) Coeur d' Alene (Doak 1997: 153) 
gwnigices. 
//gwnit-gi-t-se-s// 
a s k . f o r - ~ ~ ~ - ~ R -  1 SG.(S)OBJ-3 SUB 
'He begged something for me.' 

However, in three languages, Okanagan, Kalispel, and Columbian, applicative 

constructions with reflexes of the redirective suffix *-xi take objects from the M-object 

set, even though there appears to be a transitive suffix on the verb: 

(45) Okanagan (A. Mattina 1994: 2 1 1) 
kavkic-x- t-m-an t a- k1-4aTxfin. 
find-RDR-TR-~SG.(M)OBJ- 1 SG.SUB OBL ~SG.POSS-IRR-shoes 
'I found you some shoes.' 



(46) Kalispel (Carlson and Flett 1989:35) 
kw6i-S- t-rn-n. 
~~~~-RDR-TR-~SG. (M)OBJ-  1 SG.SUB 

'I made you something.' 

(47) Columbian (Kinkade 1982:56) 
k81-xt-m-s. 
give-RD~- 1 SG.(M)OBJ-~SG. SUB 

'Helshe gave it to me.' 

In sum, the occurrence of M-objects is functionally motivated. M-objects are used 

for objects that are not themes, such as causees in causative constructions, goals in 

relational applicatives, and goals or benefactives in redirective applicatives; or for themes 

that are low in transitivity, such as objects of non-control transitives. Thus, the usage of 

the M-object set parallels the use of dative case on objects in dependent-marking 

languages. 

6.2.2.4 Summary: transitive and object marking. 

This discussion has strayed from the original question: Is the redirective versus 

relational distinction relevant for transitive marking and thus object marking? The answer 

is basically no, because some redirectives have S-objects while others have M-objects 

and some relationals have S-objects while others have M-objects. So the S-object/M- 

object distinction cross-cuts the redirectiveJrelationa1 typology. I discuss transitive 

marking in redirectives further in the next section. As for relationals, the dative 

hypothesis provides us with an explanation for why some relationals take S-objects while 

others take M-objects. 

As mentioned in the conclusion of Chapter 3, even though the distribution of the 

suffixes is fairly complicated, several generalizations emerge from the study of relational 



*-mi is the most widespread relational suffix in Salish. It attaches to 

predicates of internal experience, expression, and movement. 

*-ni is found in five Central Salish and Tsarnosan languages. Its most 

common use is with transfer predicates. 

*-nas is found in six Central Salish languages. Its most common use is with 

motion verbs. 

We can relate the core uses of relational suffixes to the dative hypothesis. 

As pointed out above, goals of motion verbs are commonly associated with dative 

case in dependent-marking languages, and this predicts that the relational suffix -nas will 

appear with M-objects. In contrast, if we assign the core use of the relational suffix -mi  

to psych applicatives, then we do not expect an applied object from the M-object set. 

Cross-linguistically, when dative case appears in psych constructions it is the experiencer, 

not the stimulus, that is dative-marked. As for the relational suffix *-ni, it is associated 

with sources of transfer verbs in core use. Cross-linguistically, the goal rather than the 

source is more likely to be case-marked dative, especially when they occur in the same 

construction. 

6.2.3 Four cases of reanalysis of transitive suffixes. 

. One other area of Salish grammar in which we see the conflation of applicative 

and transitive suffixes is in their morphological form. Most of the time, we see a 

sequence of an applicative suffix followed by a transitive sax. For example, reflexes of 

the relational suffix *-mi are followed by the general transitive suffix in most languages: 



(48) Sechelt (Beaumont 1985: 104) 
& s ~ ~ m - m i -  t-8-eexw te ?61qay? 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - R E L - T R - Q - ~ s G . s u B  DET snake 
'Are you afraid of the snake?' 

However, in some languages the applicative suffix is fused with the following transitive 

suffix creating a single dual-purpose sufix. In this section, I discuss three cases of this 

fusion, and its implications for the choice of object set. 

6.2.3.1 -min in Interior Salish. 

The relational suffix is the fused form -min in both Coeur d'Alene and Lillooet, 

and not a sequence of two morphemes, relational - m i  and transitive -n, as in other 

Interior Salish languages. In Coeur d'Alene, the general transitive marker is -(n)t. 

However, the relational suffix appears as -min before the redirective sax-an 

environment where a transitive suffix does not normally occur: 

(49) Coeur d' Alene (Doak l997:25O) 
i3tegWmingitm 3 e S ~ X  W. 

110 in-jrc- tigw-min-Si- t-m 3e s-miixw// 
~SG.OBJ ~SG.POSS-CONT-buy-EL-RDR-TR-INTR OBL NM-tobacco 
'You are buying him tobacco.' 

In Lillooet, the general transitive suffix appears as - v~N&/v~s:~ 

(50) . Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997: 11 5) 
c61- uh 
point-TR 
'to point at something' 

4 The vowel of the suffix is either schwa or a copy of the root vowel (H. Davis and Matthewson 
2003:Sl). 
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The general transitive suffix is probably the historical source of the n in the relational 

suffix - min (5 I), 

(5 1) Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997: 124) 
p6qwu3-min 
afraid-REL 
'to be afraid of  

One piece of evidence that n can no longer be analyzed as the transitive suffix 

comes from data in which -min is followed by a reflexive suffix, which in Lillooet is 

preceded by the general transitive sufEx: 

(52) Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997: 124) 
paqwu7-min-an-ciit 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - R E L - T R - R E F L  

'to be afraid of oneself 

The relational suffix co-occurs with the transitive suffix when followed by the reflexive 

suffix. We can contrast the situation in Comox, where the relational suffix, which does 

not contain a fused transitive suffix, is immediately followed by the reflexive suffix: 

(53) Comox (Watanabe 1 996:336) 
la%-mi-Out ta Euf. 
bad-REL-TR:REFL DET child 
'The kid is behaving badly, crying and screaming.' 

Also, 'n occurs even when the relational applicative is followed by a redirective suffix: 

(54) Lillooet (Van Eijk 1987:90) 
6ah-mih-xi-ci-lkan. 
throw-REL-RDR-~SG.(S)OBJ- 1 SG.SUB 
'I tossed it over to you.' 



In contrast, in the neighboring Northern Interior Salish language, Shuswap, n segments 

as the general transitive suffix and thus does not occur before the redirective suffix: 

(55) Shuswap (Gardiner l993:23) 
tGka-mi-x- t-s. 
sell-REL-RDR-TR-~SG.SUB 
'He sells it to somebody.' 

6.2.3.2 -xi t in Interior Salish. 

We also see some fusional effects with reflexes of the redirective suffix *-xi, 

which is followed by the general transitive suffix in most languages: 

(56) Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1980:27) 
Ea~)~xite! 
IIEacjw-xi- t-&/I 
W~~~-RDR-TR- IMP 

'Write [a letter] to herlfor her!' 

In Columbian, the general transitive suffix appears as -n(t) (57), but the redirective suffix 

contains t (5 8): 

Columbian (Kinkade 1 982:5 1) 
ki5m-nt-m 
go.past-TR- 1 PL.SUB 

'we went past it' 

Columbian (Kinkade 1980:34) 
Gi?-xit-a? a n i  sm?imm! 
W T ~ ~ ~ - R D R - I M P  DET woman 
'Write to that woman!' 

When the subject suffix is first-person singular and the object suffix is the third-person 

zero, the t in the general transitive suffix is lost. However, in the same environment, the t 

in the redirective suffix is present: 



(59) Columbian 
a. x5sn 9isqalAw. 

//xas- n t- n ?in-sqalBw// 
lose-TR- I SG.SUB I SG.POSS-money 
'I lost my money.' (Willett 2003:142) 

b. xasxitn. 
//xas-xi t -n / /  
lose-RDR- 1 SG.SUB 

'I lost it for him.' (Kinkade 1980:33) 

Therefore, the redirective suffix is - x i t  in Columbian, and not synchronically a sequence 

of the redirective suffix - x i  and the transitive suffix - t.5 

In Lillooet, -xi and -t are also fused, and Van Eijk (1 997) gives this as a single 

morpheme -xit. The only remnant of the Salish transitive suffix appears as the t in the 

redirective form - x i t  (60a); recall that the general transitive suffix appears 

(60) Lillooet 
a. qwds-xi t- kan  t i  ii9 a. 

shoo t -m~- l  SG.SUB DET deer PTC 

'I shot the deer.' (Van Eijk 1997: 1 16) 

b. qds-en-lkan. 
shoot-TR- 1 SG.SUB 

'I shot at himlherlit.' (H. Davis and Matthewson 2003:80) 

The initial consonant of the first- or second-person singular object suffixes appears as c 

after either the redirective or the general transitive suffix; note that the t in - x i t  

disappears: 

A. Mattina (1 985, 1994) and N. Mattina (1996) do not segment -x( i ) t  in Okanagan, thus 
analyzing it as a single morpheme. In contrast, Doak (1 997) and Carlson (1 980) segment -Si-t  in 
Coeur d' Alene and Kalispel. 
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(61) Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997: 11 5) 
cul-xi-c-as ti citxw-s a. 
point-RDR- 1 SG.(S)OBJ- SUB DET ~ O U S ~ - ~ S G . P O S S  PTC 

'He pointed out his house to me.' 

This is the expected allomorphy of the general transitive suffix -t in sequence with first- 

person and second-person objects: - t and -s fuse as - c. 

(62) Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson l980:28) 
wikxcn. 
//wik-xi- t-si-en// 
see-RDR-TR-~SG.OBJ- 1 SG.SUB 

'I see what you have.'/'I see your tracks.' 

Thus we see that the final - t of the redirective applicative suffix in Lillooet is historically 

the transitive suffix. 

In sum, the final n in the relational suffix -min in Lillooet and Coeur d'Alene 

and the final t i n  the redirective suffix -x i t  in Lillooet and Columbian can be linked 

historically to the general transitive suffix. Thus we see that fusion has taken place 

between the applicative suffix and the transitive suffix in these languages. 

Therefore, we see that, in some Southern Interior Salish languages, -xi behaves 

like the applicative suflix -nas  in taking M-object suffixes. This would be anomalous if 

the t of -xit  were regarded as the transitive suffix, since we know from the above 

discussion that - t governs the S-object set. In fact, Kinkade (1982) does not separate - x i  

and - t in Columbian. So perhaps this suffllx is now a single morpheme -x i t  in some 

languages. Similarly, when the object suffix is from the M-object set, the suffix - t 

following the suffix -si in Northern Straits and the suffix - t following the suffix -1 in 

Colurnbian and Coeur d'Alene should not be analyzed as the general transitive suffix. In 



other words, the applicative suffix and the general transitive suffix have been reanalyzed 

into a single rnor~heme.~ In this case, S-objects are not necessarily expected. 

6.2.3.3 - tux "t in Tsarnosan. 

In the case of - tux "t in Upper Chehalis and Cowlitz, the final t is not the general 

transitive suffix, according to Dale Kinkade (p.c.). Recall that Kinkade (1991 :366, 

2004:236) posits that the third-person singular object suffix is -t in the imperfective 

and -n in the pefective (see Table 62 above). In Upper Chehalis, the transitive suffix - t 

never comes word-finally in either imperfective or perfective forms (63). However, the 

final t of - tux "t does occur word-finally in perfective forms (64), thus it is not the 

transitive suffix: 

(63) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1991 :367) 
3 , " .  a. s-cacl- t-n. 

IMPF-watch-TR-~SG.SUB 
'Helshe is watching himherlit.' 

b. ?it :BE-n.  
PRF watch-TR 
'Helshe watched himherlit.' 

(64) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 : 10) 
? i t  76%-tuxwt ?it kwumP- s. 
PRF see/look.at-RDR PTC father-~POSS 
'He saw it for the other man's father.' 

In contrast, the first-person singular S-object suffix appears as c, which is presumably a 

coalescence of - t and -s  historically. 

6 An alternative analysis is that - x i t  is the proto-form of this applicative suffix, and it was 
reanalyzed as two morphemes -xi- t. However, such a reanalysis would have had to occur 
independently in other languages over several branches. 
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(65) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1991 :373) 
?it ci%-tuxw-c 
PRF show-RDR-1 SG.(S)OBJ 
'he/she showed it to me' 

Thus the object following the applicative - tux "t is from the S-object set, even 

though this suffix is not followed by transitive marking in the modern language. 

6.2.3.4 The Case of Bella Coola. 

In Bella Coola, the applicative suffixes -m and -amk take S-objects. Compare the 

causative in (66)' which takes an M-object, with the applicatives in (67) and (68): 

Bella Coola (Newman l969:302) 
tkt-nu ?u$ tu ?urnat-tu-mi-nu f aaw. 
a r r ive -2sG.~~~  at ART go-CS- 1 SG.(M)OBJ-~SG.ABS DEM 
'You will arrive at the place where I lead you.' 

Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders l997:6l) 
Yayuc-m-ci-nu. 
Say-APPL- 1 SG.(S)OBJ-~SG.ABS 
'I'm going to tell you (it).' 

Bella Coola (P. Davis and Saunders l997:6l) 
Yayuc-amk-ci-nu. 
Say-APPL- 1 SG.(S)OBJ-~SG.ABS 
'I'm going to mention you (your name).' 

However, Bella Coola is the lone Salish language that lacks a general transitive sufix. 

Thus, S-objects are unexpected at all in the language, given that they are associated with 

transitive marking. 

6.2.3.5 Disappearing transitive markers and object selection. 

In the previous section, I presented four examples of three cases where the general 

transitive suffix seems to be disappearing in applicative constructions and one case, Bella 
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Coola, where the general transitive suffix has in fact disappeared from the language as a 

whole. What we note about object marking in these cases is that in three of them, -min in 

Interior Salish, -tux "t in Tsamosan, and -m and -amk in Bella Coola, the loss of the 

general transitive suffix has no effect on object marking-the applied object is from the 

S-object set exactly as if the general transitive suffix were still there. The fusional data is 

thus interestingly mysterious. The change in the status of the transitive suffix creates a 

mismatch that violates the generalization that S-objects should appear only after the 

general transitive suffix. 

In one example, however, the case of -xit has a variable effect. The applied 

object is an S-object in Lillooet but an M-object in Columbian. But again the result is 

somewhat mysterious. Three Southern Interior Salish languages-Okanagan, Kalispel, 

and Columbian-have applied objects with reflexes of the redirective suffix *-xi that are 

from the M-object set. However, only Columbian has been argued to have fused -xi 

and - t. I suggest in Kiyosawa (2004b) that the motivation for the change from S-object to 

M-object in these languages is driven by the semantic connection of M-object to dative. 

6.2.3.6 Remnants. 

The remaining cases of object marking that do not comply to the generalization 

that S-objects follow the general transitive suffix (represented by shading on Table 61), 

are extremely marginal, attested in only one or two examples each. But for the sake of 

completeness, I mention them here. 

In most of the examples in my database, f i e  redirective suffix -1, which is found 

in Southern Interior Salish languages, is followed by the general transitive suffix and S- 

objects. 
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(69) Okanagan (N. Mattina 1993:274) 
//t'axw captikw(l)- 1- t-s-an// 
PUT storytell-RDR-TR-~SG.(S)OBJ- 1 SG.SUB 

'I'll tell you a story.' 

However, in Colurnbian there are two instances of -1 where an M-object appears even 

though the general transitive marker follows the applicative suffix. 

(70) Columbian 
a. wik-f- t-m-n. 

see-RDR-TR-~SG.(M)OBJ- 1 SG.SUB 

'I saw you.' (Kinkade 198257) 

b. suxw-3-t-m-s. 
~ ~ c o ~ ~ ~ z ~ - R D R - T R - ~  SG.(M)OBJ-~SG.SUB 
'She recognized me.' (Dale Kinkade p.c.) 

Apparently, this is attested only on two verbs: the verb for 'see' and the verb for 

'recognize'. Both of these cases involve the relational rather than the possessive use of 

the applicative suffix.' 

In Coeur d' Alene, applicatives formed with the redirective suffix - 1  on the root 

44 'fill' can take either an S-object or an M-object: 

(7 1) Coeur d' Alene (Doak 1997: 143-4) 
a. 4wi61cn. 

//cjwi&f- t-si-n// 
fill-RDR-TR-~SG.(S)OBJ- I SG.SUB 
'I filled it for you.' 

7 Kinkade (1982: 6 1)  refers to -1 followed by the M-object set, and says that "[blecause these 
forms unexpectedly have - t- 'transitive' it may be best to consider the underlying form of this 
suffix as -it- . . ." Note, however, that the thirty-three other examples of this suffix in Columbian 
are followed by the transitive suffix and S-objects. Therefore, fusion as an explanation would 
need to be linked to these two particular verb roots. 
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b. Gwi61tmit. 
//Gwi6-I-t-mi- t// 
fill-RDR-TR-~SG.(M)OBJ- 1 PL.SUB 
'We filled it for you.' 

c. cjwi61tmisilS. 
//~wi6-l-t-mi-s-ilS// 
fill-RDR-TR-~SG.(M)OBJ- SUB-~PL 
'They filled it for you.' 

The second-person singular object is from the S-object set when the subject is first- 

person singular, and from the M-object set when the subject is first- or third-person plural. 

Perhaps with this particular root, whether the object is from the S- or M-object set 

depends on a subject-object person hierarchy, though there is not enough data to confirm 

this. 

One last problem is from Northern Straits: the root d ~ a t  'prepare, make, do' 

followed by the transitive suffix can take either an S-object or an M-object: 

(72) Northern Straits (Montler 1986: 17 1, 1 72)8 
a. gatsisa san sa9. 

//%at-si-at-sa san sa?// 
prepare/make/do-~~R-~~-2(~)0~~ 1 SG.SUB FUT 

'I'll make it (a paddle) for you. ' 

b. fiatsitiga san sa9. 
//%at-si-at-aqa san sa?// 
prepare/make/do-~~R-~R-2(~)0~~ 1 SG-SUB FUT 

'I'll fix it (a paddle) for you.' 

Given examples like the above, and also the examples from Tillarnook and Upper 

Chehalis, repeated below, with which I started the discussion of Table 6 1, it is very clear 

8 Timothy Montler (p.c.) informs me that the predicate in (77b) was originally analyzed as -si- 
stax "(-RDR-CS) instead of -si- t(-RDR-TR), but it was wrong since subsequent data collected does 
not support this. 
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that in many instances the factors influencing the choice between S-object and M-object 

pronouns are still not fully understood. 

(73) Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:252,257) 
a. tan-an-s-5t-i. 

burn-RED(OC)-REL-TR- 1 SG.SUB 

'I burned it for him.' 

b. ye-EagwaS-5s-was 
cause-wife-REL-1 SG.(M)OBJ 
'He married me.' 

(74) Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1 99 1 : 168'92) 
a. s-Xwiy-ni-t-n 

I M P F - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - R E L - T R - ~  SG.SUB 

'threaten someone' 

b. vat-ntikw-ni-mi En. 
ST-not.kIl0~-REL-~SG.(M)OBJ 1 SG.SUB 
'I don't know you.' 

6.3 Summary. 

The distinction in function between applicative suffixes and transitive suffixes is 

not always a clear one. Applicative suffixes function as transitive suffixes, and vice versa. 

Furthermore, applicative morphemes and transitive morphemes sit next to each other in 

the verb suffix template and seem to work in tandem to license arguments. The 

conditions on the co-occurrence of applicative suffixes and transitive suffixes are 

complex and are tied to the choice between the two sets of pronominal object suffixes. 

Furthermore, in some cases, we see that a sequence of an applicative and a transitive 

suffix has fused into a single unanalyzable form. 

No one generalization or hypothesis accounts for all the facts concerning the co- 

occurrence of applicative, transitive, and object suffixes. However, there are several 

promising threads of analysis. 
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i. Redirective suffixes license the general transitive suffix. 

ii. Also, psych applicatives and source applicatives license the general transitive 
suffix. 

iii. Directional applicatives do not license the general transitive suffix. They link 
instead to dative semantics, which licenses M-objects. 

iv. If the general transitive suffix is present, S-objects appear. If there is no 
general transitive suffix present, then M-objects appear. 

v. In some cases, a sequence of an applicative suffix and a transitive suffix has 
been reanalyzed as a unit. Sometimes this causes a shift from S-object to M- 
object. 

vi. The final consonant in some applicatives may be a causative suffix -s. 

In sum, the applicative and the transitive suffixes show a good deal of overlap in 

both form and function. Overt marking of transitivity is quite rare in the world's 

languages, but it is a key element in Salish clause structure. The interrelationship between 

applicative marking and transitive marking is very complex and deserves more thorough 

study. 



Chapter 7: Combinatory Properties of Applicatives 

In this chapter, I discuss various combinations of applicative suffixes with other 

suffixes. As mentioned in Chapter 1, Salish languages are known for their polysynthetic 

structure. They have a large number of suffixes, most of which can co-occur with 

applicative suffixes. The basic order of verbal suffixes in the predicate complex is shown 

in Table 62: 

Table 62. Verbal Suffix Template 

This table is a rough template showing the relative order of the suffixes, and not a formal 

lexical 
suffix, 

intransitive 

treatment of the morphology. In some cases, outer layer morphology creates the right sort 

of base for earlier morphology in the template, allowing another cycle of suffixation. For 

applicative 

example, Gerdts (2004a) shows how the object of a causative (a +3 suffix) can be 

expressed as a lexical suffix (a +1 suffix) [the lexical suffix for child is =eyafl, 

transitive, 
causative, 

non-control 

detransitivizing the verb and thus creating a base to which another causative suffix can be 

attached: 

object, 
passive, 

reflexive, 
reciprocal 

(1) Halkomelem (Gerdts 2004a:773) 
ni? qaqamas-st-eyal-staxw-as la nas la Mary. 
AUX take.breast-cs-child-cs-3su~ DET nurse DET Mary 
'The nurse had Mary breast-feed the child.' 
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Applicative suffixes co-occur with different suffixes in the template. Some 

suffixes, such as a variety of intransitive suffixes that occur directly suffixed to the root to 

form intransitive bases, appear before the applicative suffixes. Other suffixes, including 

the general transitive suffix, the object suffixes, and the passive suffixes, occur after-not 

before-applicative suffixes. These are discussed in Chapters 2 and 6. 

In this chapter I focus on the suffixes that can occur both inside and outside of the 

applicative suffixes. In section 7.1, I discuss reflexive and reciprocal suffixes; in section 

7.2, causative and non-control suffixes; and in section 7.3 lexical suffixes. I turn to the 

discussion in section 7.4 of two co-occurring applicative suffixes. 

In Chapters 3 and 4, I developed an analysis of two types of applicatives in Salish 

languages: relational and redirective. Relational constructions are formed on intransitive 

bases, and redirective constructions are formed on transitive bases. In Chapter 5, I 

discussed some exceptions to this typology. Sometimes relational suffixes are used to 

form simple transitives, and redirective suffixes are used in relational contexts. 

Furthermore, applicatives in the two outlier languages, Tillamook and Bella Coola, seem 

to function differently from applicatives in other Salish languages. Nevertheless, the two- 

way typology accommodates most of the facts concerning applicatives in Salish. 

The two-way typology leads to certain expectations regarding the co-occurrence 

of applicatives with other suffixes, as I discuss in section 7.5. For example, we expect to 

see relational, and not redirective, suffixes following intransitive suffixes. This is largely 

the case, though occasionally we see examples in which a redirective suffix functioning 

like a relational suffix (as discussed in Chapter 5) follows an intransitive suffix. In 

contrast, we do not expect to see a difference between relational and redirective suffixes 



with respect to which suffixes follow them. In fact we see some differences in behavior 

among applicative suffixes, but they vary language by language and suffix by suffix, and 

do not split along the lines of the two-way typology. 

7.1 Applicatives, reflexives, and reciprocals. 

Kinkade (1 998) reconstructs the Proto-Salish reflexive suffix * -sSwt and the 

reciprocal suffix *-a walx ".he reflexive and reciprocal suffixes appear in the same slot 

in the template as the object suffixes. In their core use (indicating action on oneself or 

each other), the reflexive and reciprocal suffixes productively appear on verb forms that 

can otherwise take transitive suffixes, namely process unaccusatives, and always 

straightforwardly mean 'self or 'each other' (Gerdts 2000: 157), as illustrated in the 

following Halkomelem examples. 

(2) Halkomelem (Gerdts 2000: 157) 
a. kwesat kwesa@at kwestal 

'burn it' 'burn self 'burn each other' 

b. cjwaqwat GwaqwaOat hWaqwatal 
'club it' 'club self' 'club each other' 

c. ?akwat ?a kwaea t 7akwtal 
'hook it' 'hook self' 'get hung up with each other' 

As is usually the case with aflixal reflexives and reciprocals in the world's languages, the 

surface syntax is intransitive, as evidenced by the verbal inflection: absolutive rather than 

ergative agreement is used for third-person subjects: 

(3) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Hukari to appear) 
ni? kwalaS-@at(*-as) kw8a swajrqe?. 
AUX shoot-REFL- SUB DET man 
'The man shot himself.' 



(4) Halkomelem (Gerdts and Hukari to appear) 
?i? ha:qwa- tai(*-as) ta sqwamqwamej. 
AUX S~~(CONT)-RECIP- SUB DET ~ o ~ ( P L )  
'The dogs are smelling one another.' 

Since reflexives and reciprocals form intransitive bases, we expect that the relational 

applicative suffixes can follow them, and we see that this is the case. 

Reflexes of the relational suffixes * -mi  (5)-(8) and *-ni (9) can follow the 

reflexive suffix: 

Comox (Watanabe 2003:335) 
tas-gut-mi- t-ul E ta qaymixw. 
close-TR:REFL-EL-TR-PAST 1 SG.SUB DET native.person 
'I was getting closer to the person.' 

Tillarnook (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:255) 
de s- ta-yat-acit- wi-n. 
ART ST-to-stand-TR:REFL-REL-TR 
'He is standing next to someone.' 

Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997: 125) 
Kwast-An-cut-min 
exel%-TR-REFL-REL 
'to make an effort for something' 

Columbian (Kinkade 198254) 
kliln-cut-m-n. 
jealo~s-TR:REFL-EL-TR: 1 SG.SUB 

'I'm jealous of him.' 

Squarnish (Kuipers l967:79) 
din-acut-ni- t  
return-TR:REFL-EL-TR 
'return to' 

Reflexes of the relational suffixes *-mi (10) and *-ni (1 1) can follow the reciprocal 

suffix: 



Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:255) 
gwa? da &?aha?- t-agw51-wi-n. 
FUT ART LOC-fight-TR-RECIP-REL-TR 
'He is going to fight with him.' 

Squamish (Kuipers 1967:355) 
n a  wa 4aGa-fit-ay?-ni- t-as-wi t. 
AUX CONT argue-TR-RECIP-REL-TR-3 SUB-PL 

'They were arguing about it.' 

In contrast, redirective suffixes, since they attach to transitive bases, should not 

follow reflexives and reciprocals. In the database, there is only one example in which a 

redirective suffix follows the reflexive suffix. However, this form seems very 

idiosyntactic, because the meaning is the same with or without the reflexive suffix: 

(1 2) Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson l992:Z) 
a. qwin-xi-c 

speak-RDR-TR: 3 SUB 

'speak to someone for someone; [esp. in arranging a marriage] act as 
intermediary for someone' 

b. qwin-cdt-x-c 
speak-REFL-RDR-TR:~SUB 
'speak to someone for someone; [esp. in arranging a marriage] act as 

intermediary for someone' 

Also, the reflexive morphology does not convey any reflexive meaning. Another another 

example of a reflexive used in this way in Thompson is the word kasclit (//ias-t-sud/ 

bad-TR-REFL), which means 'say no [to a marriage proposal]' (L. Thompson and M. 

Thompson l980:28). So apparently the domain of marriage gives rise to a special class of 

verbs that are morphologically reflexive but semantically transitive. 

The instances of applicative suflixes following a reflexive or reciprocal suffix are 

summarized in Table 63: 



Table 63. Reflexive and Reciprocal Suffixes 
Preceding Applicatives 

I ~ r n  I -mi  I REL I REFLEXIVE I 

Cx 
Ti 
Li 

Since the reflexive and reciprocal suffixes form intransitive constructions, relational 

suffixes can follow those suffixes. In contrast, it appears that a redirective suffix can 

follow the reflexive only in a highly lexicalized context. 

Next we turn to examples where the reflexive or reciprocal suffix follows a 

applicative suffix.' Reflexes of the relational suffix *-mi can be followed by the general 

transitive suffix and the reflexive suffix: 

Comox ( Watanabe 1996:336) 
19%-mi-Out ta Zu$. 
bad-REL-TR:REFL DET child 
'The kid is behaving badly, crying and screaming.' 

-mi 
-awi 
-min 

Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b:336) 
9 i can wal iciws-ma?-Oat2 kwa-na-s ?i Ga4i7. 
AUX 1 SG.SUB already tired-REL-TR:REFL DET- 1 SG.POSS-NM AUX sick 
'I'm tired of myself being sick.' 

Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997: 124) 
nkwzanwas-min-an-ctit 
WOY-REL-TR-REFL 
'to worry about oneself' 

REL 

REL 

REL 

1 Some Salish languages have non-control reciprocal suffixes, but no examples of these suffixes 
co-occurring with applicative suffixes are attested in the database. 
2 The vowel e in the relational suffix -me?changes to a before the reflexive suffix (Gerdts and 
Hinkson 2004a). 
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Reflexes of the redirective suffix *-xi can be followed by the reflexive suffix: 

(16) Lillooet (Van Eij k 1997: 125) 
kd -x i - c f i t  
make-RDR-REFL 
'to make something for oneself 

(1 7) Columbian (Kinkade 1982:59) 
sc- mag-x-cbt-axw. 
PRFX-tell-RDR-REFL-IMPF 
'He's talking to himself.' 

In contrast, Gerdts (1 988b) claims that the redirective suffixes -as  and -1c in Halkomelem 

cannot be followed by the reflexive suffix: 

(1 8) Halkomelem (Gerdts 1988b: 11 3) 
*n i  can Vim-as-Oat. 

AUX ISG.SUB give-RDR-REFL 
'I gave it to myself.' 

(1 9) Halkomelem (Gerdts 198813: 1 13) 
*ni  4w51-alc-f3at ?a kwOa saplil. 

AUX bake-RDR-REFL OBL DET bread 
'He baked the bread for the woman.' 

The reciprocal suffix can also occur after applicative suffixes. Reflexes of the 

relational suffix *-mi can be followed by the reciprocal suffix: 

(20) Comox (Honor6 Watanabe p.c.) 
gal-it-mi- t-awl. 
angry-ST-REL-TR-RECIP 
'They are angry at each other.' 

(2 1) Squarnish (Kuipers l967:79) 
sa4-mi-n t- way 
split-REL-TR-RECIP 
'split and share' 



Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b:336) 
7e7at %i:'%e7-me'- tai tea s ia l iqal  kw-s 
AUX S~~(IMPF)-REL-TR:RECIP DET children DET-NM 

'The children are shy about speaking to each other.' 

Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997: 125) 
cuqw-mib- twd-an 
splice-REL-RECIP-TR 
'to add several pieces of rope together' 

The relational suffixes -n i  (24), -nas (25), and - t(a)s (26) can also be followed by the 

reciprocal suffix: 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1991 : 172) 
s-y8y-S-n- twal-n-n 
IMPF-tell-AUTO-REL-RECIP-?-~SG.SUB 
'they tell each other' 

Nooksack (Galloway l997:2 18) 
Go-ns-wal 
W~~~-REL-RECIP 
'come together (just meet, no purpose)' 

Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:79) 
7ac-Gwhl- ts-wlx-umx. 
S T - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - R E L - R E C I P - ~ P L  

'They like each other.' 

The redirective suffixes -xit (27), -as  (28), -1c (29), - tux "t (30) can be followed 

by the reciprocal suffix: 

(27) Columbian (Kinkade 1 982:60) 
ma)-xt-+6xw. 
tell-RDR-RECIP 
'They're telling each other stories.' 



Halkomelem (Gerdts 2000: 146) 
3a:m-as-tal 
give-RDR-TR:RECIP 

'give it to each other' 

Halkomelem (Gerdts 2000: 146) 
ni7 ct 4wal-ak-tal. 
AUX ~ P L  cook-RDR-TR:RECIP 
'We cooked for each other.' 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 : 10) 
s-?a%-h-txwt-wali  
IMPF-~~~/~OO~.~~-?-RDR-RECIP 
'looking after each other' 

The examples of applicatives followed by the reflexive and reciprocal suffixes are 

summarized in Table 64: 

Table 64. Applicatives Followed by Reflexive and Reciprocal Suffixes 

[ LANO' 1 *SUFFIX. REI~RDR REFLEXIVE RECIPROCAL 

I Li I -min 1 REL / REFLEXIVE I RECIPROCAL 1 

Cx 
sq 
Hl 

1 Ch 1 -tuxWt 1 RDR I 1 RECIPROCAL I 

-mi 
-mi  
-me7 

Cm 

H1 

The reflexive and reciprocal suffixes appear in the same position as object suffixes, so 

one would expect there to be no restriction on their occurrence afier the applicative suffix. 

However, Halkomelem does not allow the reflexive suffix to appear after the redirective 

suffixes -as and - 1  c. 

REL 

REL 

REL 

-xit 
-as 
- I C  

REFLEXIVE 

REFLEXIVE 

RDR 

RDR 

RDR 

RECIPROCAL 

RECIPROCAL 

RECIPROCAL 

REFLEXIVE 

*REFLEXIVE 

"REFLEXIVE 

RECIPROCAL 

RECIPROCAL 

RECIPROCAL 



7.2 Applicative, causative, and non-control suffixes. 

Next, I turn to the interaction of applicative suffixes with transitive suffixes. The 

general transitive suffix, which appears only outside and not inside applicative suffixes, is 

covered in section 6.1. Here, I discuss the causative suffix *-stw and the non-control 

transitive suffix *-n w~i -n .~  

7.2.1 The causative suffix. 

The causative suffix *-stw has a variety of functions. Typically, this suffix is 

added to intransitive verbs to form causatives in which a causer causes a causee to do 

something: 

(3 1) Thompson (L. Thompson l985:394) 
kwis-s-cm-s. 
fall-CS- 1 SG.OBJ- SUB 
'She caused me to fall (or managed to make me fall).' 

The causative derives a transitive base, and thus we predict that causatives can 

form redirective applicatives. The causative suffix can by followed by the redirective 

suffix -a  ?am (- Vm) (32), -yi (< *-xi), (33), -x (< *-xi) in (34), and -1 (35): 

(32) Comox (Watanabe 2003:250) 
'%Itan-st-avam-Bi te3 m ?a ta Euf. 
eat-CS-RDR-TR:~SG,OBJ 1 SG.SUB:FUT OBL DET child 
'I will feed the child for you.' 

3 The reconstructed forms are from Kinkade (1998). He also suggests alternate forms for the 
causative suffix and the non-control transitive suffix: *-sta wand *-n wa'l-n respectively. The 
suffix-n at the end of the non-control transitive suffix *-n wil-n is the general transitive 
suffix -n, which occurs in Interior Salish. 
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Lushootseed (Bates et al. 1994:23) 
?uXw- txw-yi-c. 
go-CS-RDR-TR: 1 SG.OBJ 
'Take it for me.' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1 992:49) 
pul-st-x- t-s ta simkelt-s. 
lie-CS-RDR-TR- SUB OBL daughter-3~oss 
'He kills his (other's) daughter.' 

Columbian (Kinkade l982:58) 
kwah-st\i-1-n. 
examine-cs-WR- 1 SG.SUB 

'I showed it to him.' 

One example from Kalispel is particularly noteworthy because the relational 

suffix appears before the causative suffix and the redirective suffix appears after it: 

(36) Kalispel (Carlson and Flett 1989: 153) 
tu-mi-st-S-t-n. 
transact.business-REL-CS-RDR-TR- 1 SG. SUB 

'I bought it for somebody.' 

Example (36) is exceptional because in this case the causative suffix does not form a 

causative stem in which a causer causes a causee to do something. The root d te w 

'transact business' always appears with two suffixes tu-mi-st when it means 'buy, sell' 

(Carlson and Flett 1989:92). Thus, the relational and causative suffixes may be 

lexicalized in this example. In fact, the Columbian cognate, tumist, is analyzed as a verb 

root meaning 'sell7, which is in turn followed by a relational suffix, in the following 

example: 

(37) Columbian (Kinkade 198 1%) 
tumist-ma-n. 
sell-EL(-TR)- I SG.SUB 

'I sold it.' 



Reflexes of the relational suffix *-mi can be followed by the causative suffix: 

(38) Northern Straits (Montler 1986: 174) 
a. tEistas. 

//tE-giy-staxw-@-as// 
~ ~ ~ v ~ - R E L - c s - ~ o B J - ~  SUB 

'He brought it.' 

b. ~Ealgistfigas say sxw. 
/ / ~ ~ - i l - g i ~ - s t a x ~ - a ~ a s  say sxw// 
down-AUTO-REL-CS-I SG.OBJ FUT  SUB 
' You're going to sink me.' 

RED(RES)-SC~~~-REL-CS- 1 PL.OBJ  SUB 
'YOU scared us.' 

(39) Klallarn (Montler 2001 : #1399, 1866) 
a. nu?-AEi-gi-stxw 

?-deep-REL-cs 
'deepen' 

b. sajrsi?-gi-stxw 
afraid-REL-cs 
'scare, frighten' 

The causative suffix seems to serve as a simple transitive suffix in (40) and (41); 

it is not used in the usual sense (i.e. 'to cause someone to do something', as exemplified 

in (3 1 ) above): 

(40) Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson l998:243) 
gwa wal Eagw-u-sti-wb-y. 4 

FUT with ~ ~ ~ c ~ - R E L - c s - ~ s G . o B J -  1 SG.SUB 
'I will dance with you.' 

4 This is the only Tillamook example in the database in which the relational applicative suffix 
appears as - u and is followed by the causative suffix. 
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(41) Kalispel (Carlson 1972: 104) 
tanamstan. 
//;an-mi-ste-n// 
tielpinch-REL-CS- 1 SG.SUB 

'I tighten it.' 

In some Salish languages, the causative suffix is used like a general transitive 

marker in certain aspects (with or without the customary prefix). The aspectual use of 

causative can follow the relational suffix: 

(42) Shuswap (Kuipers 1 992:50) 
c-X-vyp=el&m-st-s 
cus~-in-angry=inside-~~~-cs-3 SUB 

'be angry at' 

(43) Coeur d' Alene (Doak l997:209) 
l u  Eel tqwa~qwa7elmistxw. 
//lut Eel t-CVC-qwe71-min-stu-0-xw// 
NEG FUT LOC-RED(AUG)- peak-REL-CS-~SG.OBJ-~SG.SUB 
'You don't talk about it.' 

(44) Columbian (Willett 2003:282) 
7achdymstms 
IPac-huy-min-st-m-s// 
IMPF-visit-REL-CS- 1 SG.OBJ- SUB 
'He visits me every day.' 

n yv'fip. 

all the time 

(45) Columbian (Kinkade 1 982%) 
yar-mi-st-m-s. 
push-REL-CS-1 SG.OBJ- SUB 
'He is pushing me.' 

Looking next at data in which a redirective suffix is followed by the causative 

suffix, only one example is atte~ted:~ 

5 The object suffix following the causative suffix is from the M-object set. 
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(46) Coeur d' Alene (Doak 1997: 16 1) 
VeEhSistmis. 
//?e(c)-Eeh-Si-st(u)-mi-s// 
CUST-hold-RDR-CS-~SG.(M)OBJ- SUB 
'He helps you.' 

However, in some Interior Salish languages the causative suffix is used instead of the 

general transitive suffix to mark transitivity in the customary aspect. 

I summarize the co-occurrence of applicative and causative sufixes in Table 65: 

Table 65. Applicatives and Causative Suffixes 

The causative suffix comes before and after redirective suffixes, but it only comes 

after relational suffixes. Since the causative suffix derives transitive bases, and 

redirectives but not relationals are suffixed to transitive bases, we correctly predict that 

only redirectives will follow the causative. When the causative suffix comes after a 

relational or a redirective suffix, sometimes it is not used in the usual way ( i.e. 'to cause 

someone to do something') but rather as a simple transitive suffix (Tillamook, Kalispel). 

Also, causative suffixes appear in some languages (Shuswap, Coeur d'Alene, Columbian) 

to mark transitivity in the customary aspect. 

7.2.2 The non-control suffix. 

The non-control transitive suffix *-n wi-n is used for actions that are performed 

accidentally or accomplished with difficulty (L. Thompson 1979b, 1985; Carlson and L. 
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Thompson 1982). Non-control constructions are translated as 'do accidentally, 

unintentionally', 'manage to do', '(finally) succeed in doing', etc.: 

(47) Northern Straits (Montler 1986: 165) 
tam- n6xw san. 
hit-NC ISG.SUB 
'I hit it accidentally.'/'I finally managed to hit it.' 

The non-control transitive suffix can occur before reflexes of the redirective 

suffix *-xi (48)-(49), and before -1 (5O)-(5 1): 

Lushootseed (Hess 1967:43) 
ki1-dxw-ii-c 
put.on.~lothing-NC-RDR-TR: 1 SG.OBJ 
'manage to get it on for me' 

Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1980:28) 
ciqnwCxcmxw. 
llciq-nwCn-xi-t-sem-exw// 
dig-Nc-RDR-TR-1 SG.OBJ-~SG.SUB 

'You (accidentally) dug up my [flowers] on me.' 

Okanagan (N. Mattina 1996:92) 
nral-nu-I-t-xw. 
sink-NC-RDR-TR-~SG.SUB 
'You managed to sink something of his.' 

Columbian (Kinkade 198258) 
cakk-nfi-I-n. 
throw-NC-RDR(-TR)- 1 SG.SUB 
'I accidentally hit it.' 

In contrast to the sequence -n  61- in (5 I), the sequence of - n bn-xi o r  - n bn - tb1 is 

rejected in Columbian (Kinkade 1982). 

One example from Columbian is particular noteworthy because a relational suffix 

appears before the non-control transitive suffix and a redirective suffix appears after it: 



(52) Columbian (Kinkade 1982:58) 
cak-m-nu-I- t-n. 
throw-REL-NC-RDR-TR- 1 SG.SUB 
'I accidentally threw it at him.' 

Examples of a relational suffix -mi followed by the non-control transitive suffix 

are attested in Columbian (52) and Shuswap (53): 

(53) Shuswap (Kuipers 1974: 197) 
lakw-m-nweh-s 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . o ~ - R E L - N c - ~ s G . s u B  
'remember, think of, conceive a thought, get an idea' 

An example of the redirective suffix occurring before the non-control transitive 

suffix is found in Comox: 

(54) Comox (Watanabe 2003:25 1) 
kwal-?am-nu-m~-as ?a ta te ti  haya. 
POUT-RDR-NC- 1 SG.OBJ- SUB OBL DET 1 SG.POSS tea 
'He accidentally spilled my tea.' 

In Halkomelem, none of the applicative suffixes can be followed by the non- 

control transitive suffix: 

(55) Halkomelem 
a. *ni ?Am-as-naxw;as kw8a sqwamCy7 ?a kwOa s0'6m7. 

AUX give-RDR-NC- SUB DET dog OBL DET bone 
'He managed to give the dog the bone.' (Gerdts 1988b: 116) 

b. *ni kwan-aIc-n-6mS-as. 
AUX t a k e - ~ ~ ~ - N c - l  SG.(M)OBJ- SUB 

'He managed to get it for me.' (Gerdts 1988b: 118) 

c. *si?si?-me?-naxw 
afraid-REL-~c 

'accidentally be frightened by hidherlit' (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b:337) 



d. *nem-nas-naxw 
go-REL-NC 

'managed to go toward hidherlit' (Donna Gerdts p.c.) 

It is ungrammatical for the non-control transitive suffix to appear after either a redirective 

or a relational suffix in Halkomelem. 

The co-occurrence of applicative suffixes with the non-control transitive suffix is 

summarized in Table 66: 

Table 66. Applicatives and Non-control Suffixes 

I ~ h .  ~ r n  I -m i  I R E L  I I J I  

-as RDR X 
- IC RDR x 

I Cm - 1 RDR J 
I RDR x 

The non-control suffix comes before and after redirective suffixes, but it only 

comes after relational suffixes. Since the non-control transitive suffix derives transitive 

bases, and redirectives but not relationals are suffixed to transitive bases, we correctly 

predict that only redirectives will follow the non-control suffix. However, the co- 

occurrence of applicatives and the non-control suffix is restricted suffix by suffix and 

language by language. In Columbian, the non-control suffix can precede the redirective 



suffix -1, but not -xit or - tul. In Halkomelem, the non-control suffix cannot follow 

applicative suffixes at 

7.3 Applicatives and lexical suffixes. 

Lexical suffixes are bound roots that have meanings analogous to free-standing 

nominals. Salish languages have more than one hundred lexical suffixes expressing body 

parts, flora and fauna, people, and cultural artifacts, such as houses, garments, and 

instruments. The syntax and semantics of lexical suffixes have been discussed 

extensively (Gerdts 2003, Gerdts and Hinkson 1996, Hinkson 1999). 

For our purpose here, it is sufficient to note that lexical suffixes are used for 

different functions. One use of lexical suffixes is as an adjunct to specify the instrument, 

manner, or location of the verb. 

(56) Halkomelem (Gerdts 2003:346) 
4t=aean 
go.along-outh 
'walk along (a shore, etc.)' 

Following Gerdts and Hinkson (1996), I refer to this function as Type 1 

Another use of lexical suffixes is to express the nominal that plays the role of the 

theme: 

(57) Halkomelem (Gerdts 2003:347) 
qws=e$an 
throw.out=net 
'set a net' 

6 Honor6 Watanabe (p.c.) reports that his preliminary observation is that the relational suffix - m i  
in Comox cannot be followed by the non-control transitive suffix. 
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Following Gerdts and Hinkson (1996), I refer to this function as Type 2. When the lexical 

suffix is not followed by a transitive suffix, the sentence is syntactically intransitive. 

Examples of lexical suffixes appearing before applicative suffixes are quite 

common. When a lexical suffix appears before a reflex of the relational suffix *-mi (58)- 

(69) or *-ni (70)-(71), it has a Type 1 function. 

Squamish (Kuipers l967:79) 
qxW=h-mi-A 
gathered=face-REL-TR 
'gang up on someone' 

Halkomelem (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2005b:332) 
S -  tase:=wah- me?- t 
~~:~oc-like.that=inside-~~L-~~ 
'thinking that way about it/him/her' 

Lushootseed (Hess and Bates 2004: 186) 
dzal=ikad- bi-d 
turn=side-REL-TR 
'visit someone' 

Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:254) 
le s- tkw=ani7-wi-c- i. 
ART S T - ~ U ~ = ~ ~ ~ - R E L - ~ S G . O B J - ~  SG.SUB 

'I hear you.' 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 199 1 :95) 
piit=yd-m-n 
stick.out=foot-REL-3 SG.OBJ 

'reach with the foot for' 

Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:233) 
7i t kwap=a%n-m-n. 
PERF straight=upper. arm-REL-TR 

'He aimed at it.' 

Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997: 120) 
n-ql=4nwas-min 
~RT-bad=heart-~~L 
'to dislike somebody' 



(65) Thompson (L. Thompson and M. Thompson l992:75) 
a. //kas=i6e?-meh- t/l 

ugly=skin-REL-TR 
'have a (skin) allergy to something' 

b. llwik=eEeh-meh- tll 
see=pretense-REL-TR 
'pretend to see someone~somethin~'~ 

(66) Shuswap (Kuipers l992:5O) 
ke-km=ix-m-n-s 
RED-SU~~~C~'~O~~-REL-TR-~SUB 

'sneak up to' 

(67) Kalispel (Carlson and Flett 1989: 147) 
hec-mU=cn-mi-st-n. 
ST-bother=mouth-REL-cs- 1 SG.SUB 
'I bothered him with my talk.' 

(68) Coeur d'Alene (Doak l997:38) 
//pu?s=cin-min-ntll 
b low=rnou th -~~~-T~  
'tell someone a joke' 

(69) Columbian (Willett 2003:283) 
nkw)i;81qwpmn. 
//n-kwsi=alqwp-min-nt-n// 
PSTN-take.out'throat-~~~-TR- 1 SG.SUB 
'I took it out of my mouth.' 

(70) Squamish (Kuipers l967:38l) 
i. n yaw?in=c-ni- t-umi. 
1 SG.SUB ~piritual.power=mouth-~~~-~~-2~~.0~~ 
'I understand you.' 

(71) Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:87) 
tA=aqap-ni-n-a?! 
call/yell/shout/holler(?=voice)-EL-TR-IMP 
'Holler at him! ' 

7 This predicate is used primarily in the negative: 'pretend not to see someone/something' (L. 
Thompson and M. Thompson l992:75). 
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In the above cases, the combination of intransitive verb root and lexical suffix constitutes 

an intransitive verb, so it is not unexpected that a relational applicative can suffix to it. 

In two examples, we find reflexes of *-xi following lexical suffixes with Type 1 

functions: 

(72) Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson l998:252) 
5 -  tkw=agwa(s)- ~i t-a! 
LOC-PU~=S~~~-RDR-IMP. SG 

'Pay him! ' 

(73) Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997: 120) 
n6s=akav-xi t 
go=hand-RDR 
'to send something to somebody' 

Nevertheless, in these cases the combination of the verb root and the lexical suffix seems 

to form verbs with transitive meanings, and the redirective derives verbs with typical 

ditransitive meanings, 'put' and 'send' respectively. 

More commonly, lexical suffixes followed by redirective applicatives have a 

Type 2 function, i.e. the lexical suffix plays the role of theme. The combination of verb 

and lexical suffix constitutes a semantically transitive base to which the redirective suffix 

is added. The applied object has the semantic role of goal or benefactive: 

Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1 99 1 : 5) 
s-vhm=ul-Si- t-n 
 take take. to/deliver=canoe-RDR-TR-3 SG. SUB 
'take a canoe across to' 

Lushootseed (Hess and Bates 2004: 192) 
v u - i 6 l = ~ a d - ~ i - d  Cad. 
PUNCT-don'f00t-RDR-TR 1 SG.SUB 

'I put shoes on him for (his mother who was too busy with the other children).' 



Cowlitz (Kinkade 2004:272) 
Eilmi=kwp-Si-c-a?! 
~arry=wood-RDR-TR: 1 SG.OBJ-IMP 
'Bring me some wood!' 

Shuswap (Kuipers 1992: 53) 
w7=elxw-x- t-s. 
be.finished=house-~~~-~~-3su~ 
'He finishes (building) a house for herker house.' 

Coeur d7Alene (Doak 1997: 154.224~) 
7eSelitkwapStulmn. 
//7ec-Sel-it=kwp-S(i)t-ulm-nl/ 
C U S T - ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ = ~ ~ ~ ~ - R D R - T R - ~ P L . O B J -  I SG.SUB 

'I chopped wood for you fellows.' 

Columbian (Willett 2003: 136) 
kwhwi lx tn .  
//kwuh=wil-xit-n// 
borrow=vehicle-RDR- 1 SG.SUB 
'I borrowed a vehicle for her/him.' 

We also see lexical suffixes followed by the redirective suffix - d c  in 

Halkomelem, as discussed in Gerdts (2003). 

(80) Halkomelem (Gerdts 2003:348) 
Skw=ayal-alc-88m5. 
bathe=baby-RDR-TR: 1 SG.OBJ 

'Bathe the baby for me.' 

There are very few examples with the opposite order-the lexical suffix following 

the applicative. Applied objects are often human, and lexical suffixes seldom refer to 

humans. In (8 l), we see the lexical suffix meaning 'child' in an applicative construction 

formed with the relational suffix -giy (< *-mi)? 

8 When the possessive applied object is coreferent to the subject, middle voice is used. 
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(8 1) Northern Straits (Montler 1 986: 174) 
qwalljpla j san. 
//qwal-qiy=al-aq sad /  
t a i k - ~ ~ ~ = o f f s p r i n g - ~ ~ L  1 SG.SUB 

'I'm scolding my kid.' 

The lexical suEx plays the role of the possession of the possessive applied object. 

We also see the lexical suffix for 'child' appearing following a reflex of the 

relational suffix *-mi the following Shuswap example: 

(82) Shuswap (Kuipers l992:5 1) 
7aKw-m-n=ilt-m 
throw-EL-TR'C~~~~-MDL 
'there are sundogs9 (lit: throwing children)' 

In Shuswap, the root 4732 w'throw' does not appear without the relational suffix -mi  and 

the general transitive suffix -n. In another example, the suffix for 'water' appears in the 

same environment: 

(83) Shuswap (Kuipers l992:5 1) 
x-7aZw-m-n=etkw-n-s 
PRFX-~~OW-REL-TR'W~~~~-TR-~ SUB 

'throw object into the water' 

I summarize the co-occurrence of applicatives and lexical suffixes in Table 6. 

9 "Sundog" refers to a small halo or rainbow appearing on either side of the sun. 
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Table 67. Applicatives and Lexical Suffixes 

In sum, we find that examples with lexical suffixes preceding applicative suffixes are 

quite common. The lexical suffixes sometimes serve as modifiers of intransitive verbs 

(type 1 use) deriving intransitive bases that take relational suffixes. In other examples, 

lexical suffixes serve as modifiers (type 1) or themes (type 2) of transitive verbs to form 

semantically transitive bases that take redirective suffixes. Lexical suffixes following 

applicatives are not very common. 

7.4 Multiple applicatives. 

Sometimes more than one applicative suffix appears in the predicate complex. In 

some examples, two applicative suffixes can appear with another suffix between them: 

(84) Kalispel (Carlson and Flett 1989: 153) 
tu-mi-st-S-t-n. 
tran~a~t.b~~ine~~-REL-CS-RDR-TR- 1 SG.SUB 
'I bought it for somebody.' 

(85) Columbian (Kinkade 1982:58) 
cak-m-nu-I-t-n. 
throw-REL-NC-RDR-TR- 1 SG.SUB 

'I accidentally threw it at him.' 

The root dtu 'transact business' is followed by the relational suffix - m i  and the causative 

suffix -st in (84) to form a transitive stem 'buy' ('cause to transact business'). Then the 

redirective suffix - g j  (< *-xi] attaches to the transitive stem to form a redirective 



construction in which the applied object is benefactive. In the same way, the root dcak 

'throw' is followed by the relational suffix -mi  and the non-control transitive suffix -nu 

to form transitive stem 'accidentally throw it' in (85). Then the redirective suffix - I  

attaches to the transitive stem to form a redirective construction in which the applied 

object is dative. 

What I discuss in this section are cases of two applicative sufflxes directly stacked 

on top of each other. Multiple applicatives of this sort are rare in languages, though they 

are attested in Kinyarwanda (Kimenyi 1 BO), Sierra Popoluca (Marlett 1 986)' and 

Huastec (Constable 1989): and Upper Necaxa Totonac (Beck 2006)." In Salish, three 

patterns of stacking are attested. The sequence of a relational followed by a redirective 

suffix, which is fairly common, is discussed in section 7.4.1. The sequence of two 

relationals, which is attested in only four examples, is discussed in section 7.4.2. The 

sequence of two redirectives, which is found in only one example, is discussed in section 

7.4.3. The sequence of a redirective followed by a relational suffix is not attested in the 

database. 

7.4.1 Relational followed by redirective. 

Given my two-way typology of Salish applicatives, sequences of a relational 

suffix followed by a redirective suffix are expected. The relational suffix derives a 

transitive base, to which the redirective suffix attaches. 

Sequences of a relational suffix followed by a redirective suffix are attested in the 

Northern Interior Salish languages, Lillooet (86)' Thompson (87), and Shuswap (88): 

10 See Samkoe (1 994) for theoretical aspects of multiple applicatives in the world's languages, 
including examples from Salish languages. 
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(86) Lillooet (Van Eijk 1997: 11 5) 
a. i iq-mih-xit  

arrive-REL-RDR 
'to arrive here for somebody in order to get something belonging to that 

person' 

b. c?as-mih-xit-kan kw s-kika7 
C O ~ ~ - R E L - R D R - ~  SG.SUB DET NM-kika? 

'I am coming to get the prepared salmon that belongs to kika7 (so I can bring 
it to her).' 

C. txWus-mih-xi-C-kaxW n i n - iq887 a. 
100k.0ut-REL-RDR- I SG.OBJ-~SG.SUB DET 1 SG.POSS-horse PTC 

'Look out for my horse for me (so you can tell me where it is or bring it to 
me).' 

(87) Thompson 
a. ce7xwmixc. 

//ce?exw-mi-xi- t-es// 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - R E L - ~ R - T R - ~ s u B  
'He congratulates her.' (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1980:28) 

b. ptin-m-x-cm-s.. . 
Ilptin-mi-xi-t-sem-es// 
find-REL-RDR-TR- 1 SG.OBJ- SUB 
'He finds my.. . ' (L. Thompson and M. Thompson 1992:72) 

(88) Shuswap 
a. kwaln-mi-x-t-s 

borrow-REL-RDR-TR-3 SUB 

'to borrow from' (Kuipers 1 974:2 18) 

b. tvtka-mi-x- t-s. 
sell-REL-RDR-TR- SUB 
'He sells it to somebody.' (Gardiner 1993:23) 

In the Southern Interior languages, there are three redirective suffixes: *-xi, -1, 

and - tui, and in Columbian the sequence of a relational followed by a redirective is 

possible with each redirective suffix: 



(89) Columbian (Kinkade l982:58) 
a. kwu71-mi-x t-n. 

end-REL-RDR- I SG.SUB 

'I used up something belonging to someone else.' 

b. cak-m-xit-n. 
hit.by.throwing-REL-RDR- 1 SG.SUB 

'I threw it for someone else.' 

(90) Columbian 
a. ck-mi-1-n. 

hit.by.throwing-REL-RDR(-TR)- 1 SG.SUB 

'I threw it.' (Kinkade l982:58) 

b. nAlt-m-1-n. 
~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ - R E L - R D R ( - T R ) -  1 SG-SUB 

'I forgot someone's whatever I had.' (Kinkade 1982:58) 

c. tumistmlcn. 
//tumist-mi-l- t-si-n// 
sell-REL-RDR-TR-~SG.OBJ- 1 SG.SUB 

'I sold it for YOU.' (Willett 2003:281) 

(91) Columbian 
a. yarman tbln." 

//yar-min- tul- t-n// 
push-EL-RDR-TR-1 SG.SUB 

'I pushed it to herhim.' (Willett 2003:137) 

b. cak-m-tul-n. 
hit.by.throwing-REL-RDR(-TR)- 1 SG.SUB 

'I threw it to the next person (to catch).' (Kinkade 198258) 

c. tumist-m-t6l-c. 
sell-EL-RDR-TR: 1 SG.OBJ(- SUB) 
'He sold it to me.' (Kinkade 198258) 

Sequences of a relational suffix followed by a redirective suffix are not attested in the 

other Southern Interior Salish languages, but this is probably simply due to a lack of data. 

11 The suffix -mi appears as -min before the suffix - tul  with the root dyar  'push'. Compare 
(9 1 b) and (9 1 c).  
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Given my two-way typology of Salish applicatives, sequences of a relational 

suffix followed by a redirective suffix are expected. The relational suffix derives a 

transitive base, to which the redirective suffix attaches. This raises the issue, why is this 

attested only in Interior Salish languages? My suggestion regarding this is that the cases 

of stacking given above all involve the use of a relational suffix to form a simple 

transitive in which the object bears the role of theme and not an oblique relation, as 

discussed in section 5.2.1.1. This usage of relational suffixes is most robustly attested in 

Interior Salish languages. 

7.4.2 RelationaI followed by relational. 

The sequence of a relational suffix followed by a redirective suffix is totally 

plausible in terms of transitivity, since the relational suffix increases the syntactic valence 

from one to two arguments, and the redirective suffix increases the semantic valence 

from two to three arguments. However, we also unexpectedly find the stacking of two 

relational suffixes in two Salish languages-Lushootseed, in which one example is 

attested, and Tillamook, in which three examples are attested. 

First, examine the Lushootseed example: 

(92) Lushootseed (Hess and Bates 2004: 182) 
Suu-c- bi-d 
100k.at-REL-REL-TR 
'keep an eye out for someone or something' 

In (92), the root ds'ul 'look, see; appearance' (Bates et al. l994:213) is followed by the 

relational suffix -(a)cand the relational suffix - bi (< *-mi). This root can be followed by 

either of these relational suffixes singly: 



(93) Lushootseed (Bates et al. l994:2 14) 
a. 73s-Sdu-c Ead ta ha71 s-tub:. 

ST-look-REL 1 SG.SUB DET good NM-man 
'I'm looking at the good man.' 

b. gul-bi-d 
look-REL-TR 
'keep an eye out for someone or something, look for someone (to come by)' 

The root is followed by - (a)c in (93a) and - bi in (93b). Notice that the translation of (92) 

is the same as that of (93b). If - bi alone can form a relational suffix (93b), it is not clear 

what the function of the suffix - (a)c is in (92). 

Three examples of the stacking of relational suffixes are attested in Tillamook: 

(94) Tillamook 
a. gwa hayay-ad4-s- t-i. 

FUT 0ver.there-REL-REL-TR- 1 SG.SUB 
'I will move it [chair] a little ways away.'I2 (Egesdal and M. Thompson 

l998:253) 

b. da s-135-as-aw-as-c-i. 
ART ST-angry-RED(oc)-REL-REL-~SG.(S)OBJ- 1 SG.SUB 
'He made me angry at you.' (Edel 1939:28, Egesdal and M. Thompson 

1998:252) 

c. gwa5 hawatav-awi-s- w-i. 
ongoing tire-REL-REL-~SG.(M)OBJ- 1 SG.SUB 

'I am tired of you.' (Egesdal and M. Thompson l998:253) 

Compare (94b) (repeated here as (95a)) with (95b) and (9%): 

12 The translation implies associative causation ('cause it to be over there' = 'move it'). However, 
-s-t is not the causative suffix. If it were the causative suffix, it would be -stx "-i instead of 
-s-t-i 
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(95) Tillamook 
a. da s-laS-aS-aw-as-c-i 

ART ST-~~~I-~-RED(oc)-REL-REL-~SG.(S)OBJ- 1 SG.SUB 
'He made me angry at you.' (Edel l939:28, Egesdal and M. Thompson 

l998:252) 

b. de c- lag-aS(-s)-w%S? 
ART ST-angry-RED(OC)(-REL)-1 SG.(M)OBJ-~SG.SUB 
'Are you angry at me?' (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:257) 

c. de lag-a:-awi-c-i 
ART angry-RED(OC)-REL-~SG.(S)OBJ-1 SG.SUB 

'I am angry at you.' (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:254) 

The reduplicated root d l a i  'angry' can be followed by stacked relational suffixes -aw-as 

(< *-mi- as) in (95a), by - as alone as in (95b), or by -a wi (< *-mi) alone as in (95c). 

Again, if -as or -awi alone can form a relational suffix, why do they stack together in 

Compare (94c) (repeated here as (96a)) with (96b):I3 

(96) Tillamook (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:253,272) 
a. gwaS hawaEa7-awi-s-w-i. 

ongoing tire-REL-REL-~SG.(M)OBJ- 1 SG.SUB 
'I am tired of you.' 

b. de c-hawaE57-aw. 
ART S T - ~ ~ - M D L  

'He is tired.' 

Again, it is not clear why there are two relational suffixes in the sentence, since it usually 

requires only one relational suffix to increase the valence and signal the applied object, 

which is the stimulus of a psychological event in these examples: 

13 The relational suffix -awi in (96a) resembles the middle suffix, but it would be -3wwithout i if 
it were the middle. 
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(97) Tillamook 
a. qeS qe n-iiwajlaS-avbi-n-i k s-qkiie?. 

NEG UNR Loc-afraid-~~L-T~- 1 SG.SUB ART NM-dog 
'I am not afraid of dogs.' (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:254) 

b. de  c-lag-aS(-s)-w&S? 
ART ST-angry-RED(OC)(-REL)- 1 SG.(M)OBJ-~SG.SUB 
'Are you angry at me?' (Egesdal and M. Thompson 1998:257) 

The stacking of relational suffixes is contradictory to semantic and syntactic 

valence. Is the second suffix being used as a redirective applicative? Is either the first or 

second suffix not being used as an applicative suffix? Which relational suffix signals the 

applied object? More research is clearly needed. 

7.4.3 Redirective followed by redirective. 

There is only one example in my database in which two redirective suffixes stack. 

Kinkade (1 98258) cites -xi-  tul as a case of applicative stacking: 

(98) Columbian (Kinkade 1982:58) 
h-?iiy-x- tul-n. 
PSTN-go-RDR-RDR- 1 SG.SUB 
'I brought something to change back.'/'I returned (the gloves) (to the store).' 

However, I suspect that -x is not the redirective suffix, especially since the sequence 

of -xi-lor -]-xi is rejected in Columbian (Kinkade 1982:59), and no other stacking of 

redirective suffixes is attested. This suffix -x may be the same suffix that functions as a 

stem formative in Okanagan: 

(99) Okanagan (A. Mattina l987:23 3) 
lut ili3 ta c- kic-x. 
NEG be.there PTC CISLOC-reach-FMTV 
'It didn't reach there.' 



7.4.4 Summary. 

There are four logical possibilities of applicative combinations: relational- 

redirective, relational-relational, redirective-relational, and redirective-redirective. I 

summarize the multiple applicative data attested in Salish languages in Table 7. 

Table 68. Multiple Applicatives 

REL-RDR 

REL-REL 

Sequence of redirective and relational suffixes are not unexpected, since they are 

consistent with the two-way typology of applicatives. The relational suffix derives a 

transitive base, to which the redirective suffix is attached. However, the stacking of two 

relational suffixes or two relational suffixes is unexpected. Not only are such examples 

are extremely rare, but the exact function of the suffixes in them is unclear. More 

research is obviously called for. 

-mi-] 
-mi-tul 

RDR-REL 
RDR-RDR 

7.5 Summary. 

In this chapter, I have shown that applicative suffixes can co-occur with other 

suffixes. The two-way typology I developed in Chapters 3 and 4 leads us to expect 

certain patterns of co-occurence of the relational and redirective with other suffixes. 

First, let's see what suffixes can appear before the relational and redirective 

suffixes, summarized in Table 69. 

Cm 
Cm 

-(a)c-mi 
-mi-as 

N/A 

-xi- tui?? I Cm 

Ld 
Ti 



Table 69. Suffixes Occurring Before Applicatives 

REFLEXIVE~RECIPROCAL 

CAUSATIVE/NON-CONTROL 

LEXICAL SUFFIX 

As for relationals, we expect that they are suffixed only to intransitive bases, and we see 

that this is the case. Straightforwardly, relationals cannot be formed on a base that 

contains a transitivizing suffix such as causative, non-control transitive, or redirective. On 

the other hand, relationals can be suffixed to a base that contains a reflexive or reciprocal 

suffix, because these suffixes are detransitivizing in Salish. Furthermore, when lexical 

suffixes appear inside of relational suffixes, they have Type 1 functions. That is, the 

lexical suffix plays the role of an adjunct, not a theme. The only unexpected result is the 

four examples of a relational suffix followed by a second relational suffix. The function 

each suffix in this case is unclear. 

As for redirectives, we expect that they are suffixed to transitive bases, and we see 

that this is the case. Straightforwardly, redirectives can be suffixed to a base that contains 

a causative, non-control transitive, or relational suffix. In the case of lexical suffixes, the 

ones that occur inside redirective suffixes have Type 2 functions. That is, the lexical 

suffix plays the role of a theme, and the verb and lexical suffix constitute a semantically 

transitive base. In contrast, the reflexive and reciprocal suffixes derive intransitive verbs, 

so redirective sufExes should not appear after them. In my database, there was just one 

very idiosyncratic example of a redirective following a reflexive in Thompson. In 

addition, stacking of two redirective suffixes seems to not be permitted. Perhaps the 

RELATIONAL 

REDIRECTIVE 

J 
X 
J 

(1) 
J 
J 

(4) 
X 

J 
(1) 



explanation for this is that the redirective derives a ditransitive that cannot be further 

transitivized. 

The two-way typology of applicatives also makes predictions concerning the 

suffixes that can follow applicative suffixes. The results of my survey are summarized in 

Table 70. 

Table 70. Suffixes Following Applicatives 

I RELATIONAL (4) 1 x 
LEXICAL SUFFIX 

Both relational and redirective applicatives allow the expression of applied 

J 

REDIRECTIVE 

objects, and with some language-by-language and suffix-by-suffix exceptions, the 

applied object can be expressed by a reflexive or reciprocal suffix when it is coreferential 

with the subject. The derived object can be also a lexical suffix. However, since applied 

objects tend to be higher animates, and few lexical suffixes express higher animates, 

x 

examples are rare. With respect to transitive suffixes, we expect applicative suffixes to be 

followed by the non-control transitive suffix, just as they are followed by the general 

transitive suffix. However, we do not expect applicative suffixes to be followed by the 

J 

causative suffix, which usually derive transitive from intransitive verbs. However, the 

applicative suffixes themselves derive transitive verbs and thus the base to which the 

(1) 

causative suffix would attach is not intransitive, However, we find that in some languages, 

the causative suffix is used like a general transitive suffix in certain aspects. When used 

in this function, it can follow applicative suffixes. 
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In sum, the two-way typology of applicatives provides an explanation for what 

suffixes can appear inside and outside applicative suffixes. 



Chapter 8: Conclusion 

Applicative suffixes, like many verbal suffixes in Salish, are heterogeneous: their 

form and function do not always have a one-to-one correspondence. An applicative suffix 

often has more than one semantic function, and the same semantic function is marked by 

more than one applicative suffix. Because of this complexity, the task of making 

descriptive generalizations concerning the Salish applicative system has been a 

challenging one. 

The task was made more difficult by the lack of research on applicatives in the 

world's languages. When I started my research in 1998, very little cross-linguistic 

research had been done on the typology of applicatives.' Much work concentrates on the 

syntactic properties of applicatives, that is, what position the applied object occupies in 

the surface syntax and what transformation (or the equivalent in non-derivational 

theories) can be posited to accommodate the "movement" of the applied object into this 

position. 

Given the overall lack of literature on applicatives, it is not surprising if 

Salishanists when describing individual languages give scant details concerning 

applicatives. I am fortunate that many descriptive studies of Salish languages at least list 

various morphemes, make attempts to characterize their semantic function, and give 

examples, including sentential examples, some with interlinear glosses. This has made 

I thank Donna Gerdts for sharing her applicative database on thirty-five languages with me. 
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my task both easier and more enjoyable, as my work is connected to research of the 

scholars who have come before me. The Pan-Salish approach to this topic has been very 

efficacious because some patterns that were obscure to researchers on individual 

languages due to the scarcity of data have become much clearer when examples from the 

twenty languages in my survey were collected and compared. 

I started my discussion of Salish applicatives in Chapter 1 with an introduction to 

the Salish language family and a summary of the applicative suffixes found in twenty 

languages. In Chapter 2, I gave a brief outline of the syntactic structure of Salish 

applicatives and their discourse function. In Chapters 3 and 4, developed an analysis of 

two types of applicatives in Salish languages: relational and redirective. Relational 

suffixes attach to a wide range of intransitive predicates, including psychological events, 

speech acts, and motions. Applied objects in relational applicatives play a variety of 

semantic roles, including stimulus, content, and goal. Redirective suffixes attach to a 

wide range of transitive predicates and the applied objects play a variety of semantic roles, 

including dative, benefactive, possessor, and source. 

The majority of applicative suffixes in Salish languages can be classified as either 

relational or redirective. However, some applicative suffixes are used in both types of 

construction, as I discussed in Chapter 5. Sometimes redirective suffixes are used to form 

relational constructions, and sometimes relational suffixes are used to form redirective 

constructions. Nevertheless, the two-way typology accounts for most of the facts 

concerning applicatives in Salish. Also, I discussed examples of applicative suffixes used 

as transitive suffixes. The relationship between applicatives and transitives is a 

complicated one, as I discussed further in Chapter 6. 



In Chapter 7, I discussed combinations of applicative suffixes with other suffixes. 

The two-way typology makes certain predictions regarding the co-occurrence of 

applicatives with other suffixes. These predictions are substantiated by the Salish data. 

Relational applicatives appear after suffixes that derive intransitive bases and redirective 

applicatives appear after suffixes that derive transitive bases. Of the four possible 

combinations of multiple applicatives, the stacking of relational-redirective is the only 

one that fits with my two-way typology. 

In this chapter, by way of conclusion, I give a brief reprise of the Salish 

applicatives suffixes in section 8.1; I place the Salish system in cross-linguistic 

perspective in section 8.2; I make some brief remarks about transitivity and applicatives 

in section 8.3; and I make some suggestions for fume research in section 8.4. 

8.1 Salish applicative system. 

Each Salish language has at least one relational applicative and at least one 

redirective applicative suffix. The suffixes most often associated with relational and 

redirective applicatives reconstruct as Proto-Salish *-mi and *-xi respectively, as 

discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. The Salish applicative suffixes are shown in Table 71 : 





The relational suffix *-ni probably goes back to Proto-Central-Tsamosan. The 

suffix -nas probably originated in the Central Salish languages. The suffix -(a& in 

Lushootseed and Twana, and the suffix -as in Tillamook were probably innovated. The 

suffix - t(a)s probably goes back to Proto-Tsarnosan. Similarities in form and function of 

the suffixes - (a)c, -as, and - t(a)s suggest a possible relationship. 

The redirective suffixes - 7am in Comox and -em in Sechelt may have developed 

from the middle suffix -m. The suffixes -as  and -Ic in Halkomelem are most certainly 

innovative. Gerdts and Hinkson (1996,2004a) claim that the dative suffix -as is 

grammaticalized from the lexical sufix 'face'. The suffix *-tux "t is tentatively 

reconstructed for Proto-Tsarnosan. The suffix - tmi is attested only in Upper Chehalis, 

and -s is attested only in Cowlitz. The suffixes -i and - tui go back to Proto-Southern 

Interior Salish. 

We see then that only two applicative suffixes can be reconstructed for Proto- 

Salish: one relational and one redirective. Other applicatives have been innovated in sub- 

branches or individual languages. The innovated applicatives usurp or augment the 

functions of the two Proto-Salish applicatives, yielding a complex picture in the modern 

languages. The number of relational versus redirective applicatives in each (sub-)branch 

is given in Table 72. 

Table 72. Relationals vs. Redirectives by (Sub-)Branch 

I Tsarnosan I 3 I 3 I 

Salish I Southern Interior Salish 1 2-3 
Central Salish-Tillamook 2-3 1-2 



The Northern Interior Salish languages, which have one relational and one 

redirective suffix, most closely resemble the system that I propose for Proto-Salish. Other 

languages show splits in either the relational or redirective systems. Southern Interior 

Salish languages have only one relational applicative, but they have two or three 

redirective applicatives. The Central Salish languages and Tillamook have only one 

redirective applicative (except for Halkomelem, which has two), but they have two or 

three relational suffixes. The Tsamosan languages show splits in both types of 

applicatives-each language has three relational and three redirective applicatives. 

The two-way typology that I develop accommodates most of the data in my 

database, though a few attested uses of applicatives fall outside the typology in 

interesting ways, as discussed in Chapter 5. Neither of the two Bella Coola applicatives 

behave in the classic Salish fashion. 

8.2 Salish applicatives in cross-linguistic perspective. 

A thorough discussion of the cross-linguistic typology of applicatives is outside 

the scope of this thesis. However, I briefly outline some of the similarities and differences 

between Salish applicatives and those found in other languages of the world. Most of 

these points I have noted in passing in previous chapters. Overall, there are many 

similarities between applicatives in Salish and those in other languages. What is most 

notable about the Salish case is the number of different types of applicatives that are 

attested within a single family. 



8.2.1 Semantic roles of applied objects. 

Polinsky (2005) gives a hierarchy of semantic roles of applied objects ranked 

according to the order of frequency of their occurrence in languages of the world: 

benefactive comitative goal > instrument > > source > circumstance > location manner recipient 

Figure 4. Hierarchy of Semantic Roles by Frequency 

We can compare this to the semantic roles of applied objects in Salish redirective 

applicative, which in order of frequency are: benefactive > dativelgoal > possessor > 

source. The majority of examples involve benefactive, recipient, or source applied objects. 

Salish languages tend to lack instrument, comitative, or manner applicatives. For example, 

instrument applicatives are widely attested, e.g. Chichewa (Alsina and Mchombo 1990), 

Dyirbal (Dixon 1994), Eskimo (Fortescue 1984), Kalkatungu (Blake 1979), Kinyarwanda 

(Kimenyi 1980), and Upper Necaxa Totonac (Beck 2006). In fact, instrument applied 

objects occur in more languages than applied objects of source. However, they have not 

been observed in any Salish language other than Bella Coola (see Chapter 5). 

In addition, Polinsky's hierarchy does not effectively capture the distribution of 

semantic roles in Salish relational applicatives-stimulus, goal, content, location 

(periphery or path), purpose, source, benefactivelmalefactive, comitative. According to 

Polinsky's hierarchy, circumstantial applied objects seem to occur in relatively few 

language. Peterson (1 999) observes that nine languages of his fifty language sample have 

circumstantial applicatives. These are Caquinte, Chichewa, Halkomelem, Kalkatungu, 

Maasai, Tepehua, Tukang Besi, West Greenlandic, and Zoque. However, 



"circumstantial" is a cover term for several types of applied objects, including reason as 

well as stimulus. For example, in the circumstantial applicative in Tukang Besi, the 

applied object is a reason, not a stimulus, and in fact this language seems to lack psych 

applicatives per se: 

(I) Tukang Besi (Donohue 1 997:4 1 6) 
No-mate-ako te buti. 
 REALI IS-~~~-APPL CORE fall 
'They died in a fall.' 

Gerdts and Kiyosawa (2005b) revisit Peterson's sample languages, and find that 

psych applicatives are clearly attested only in Halkomelem and West ~reenlandic.' 

Therefore, it may be the case that in fact only two out of the fifty languages in Peterson's 

sample exhibit psych applicatives-and one of these is Halkomelem. Applicative 

constructions with applied objects bearing the role of psychological stimulus may be rare 

in the world's languages, but they are robustly attested in all of the Salish languages. 

8.2.2 The mapping of form and function. 

It is not unusual for languages to have a single multi-purpose applicative 

morpheme that is used in a variety of applicative constructions such as dative, 

benefactive, and possessive. Languages with a single applicative include Swahili (Driever 

1976) and Mayan languages (Aissen 1987). However, it is also fairly common for a 

language to have two or more applicative morphemes, each specialzed for use with 

applied objects in a limited range of the semantic roles. Languages that have several 

applicatives include Chickasaw (Munro 2000), Haka Lai (Peterson 1 999), Ilokano 

1 The data on Caquinte and Zoque available to us are insufficient to determine if their 
circumstantial applicatives include the psych use. 
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(Cerdts and Whaley 1993), Kinyarwanda (Kimenyi 1 98O), Nez Perce (Rude l985), 

Tukang Besi (Donohue 1999), Upper Necaxa Totonac (Beck 2006), and Yimas (Foley 

1991). In Salish, we can see both types of mappings: there are some general purpose 

applicative morphemes and some suffixes that map to specific semantic roles. 

For example, Shuswap has only one redirective suffix, -xi, and the semantic role 

of the applied object can be dative (2a), benefactive (2b), malefactive (2c), possessor (2d), 

or source (2e): 

(2) Shuswap 
a. t6ka-mi-x-t-s. 

sell-REL-RDR-TR- SUB 
'He sells it to somebody.' (Gardiner l993:23) 

b. c-kwi-kwl-x-cm-e fik-&?! 
PRFX-RED-~~~v~.~oo~-RDR-TR: I SG.OBJ-IMP IRR-meat 
'Leave some meat for me!' (Kuipers 1974:222) 

c. x- kal=ci-x- t-s 
P R F X - ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S ~ ~ = ~ O U ~ ~ - R D R - T R - ~ S U B  
'open door to someone' (Kuipers l992:49) 

d. Y Mary wik-x- t-sm-s ta n-q63Ea. 
DET Mary see-RDR-TR- 1 SG-OBJ- SUB OBL 1 SG.POSS-father 
'Mary saw my father.' (Gardiner 1993:22) 

e. taknem-x-t-s 
keep-RDR-TR- SUB 
'refuse to give something to somebody (object)/withhold from object' 

(Kuipers 1974: 154, Kuipers 1992:49) 

In contrast, when a language has more than one redirective suffix, the semantic 

roles associated with a certain suffix are more limited. Halkomelem illustrates this point. 

There are two redirective suffixes in Halkomelem, -as and -Ic, and the applied object is 

always dative with -as, as in (3a), and always benefactive with -Ic, as in (3b): 



(3) Halkomelem (Gerdts l988b: 101, 11 5) 
a. ni ybm-as- t-as kwOa swi&las kwOa p6kw. 

AUX give-RDR-TR-3 SUB DET boy OBL DET book 
'He gave the boy the book.' 

b. ni 15%"-alc-at-as. 
AUX b l a n k e t - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ - 3  SUB 

'He covered it with a blanket for him.' 

While all of the Northern Interior languages have a single multi-purpose 

redirective suffix, Southern Interior languages have two or three different redirective 

suffixes. Though the situation is not as clear-cut in Southern Interior as it is in 

Halkomelem, the redirective suffixes also tend to align with applied objects bearing 

particular semantic roles. Counts of examples with the various redirective suffixes 

attested in Salish languages lead to the following hierarchies of mapping of form to 

function: 

(4) Hierarchies of applied object occurrence2 

a. Benefactive-oriented suffixes: *-xi, *- Vm, -1c 

Benefactive > (Dative) > Possessor > Source 

b. Dative-oriented suffixes: - tux "t, - tul, - tmi, -as 

Dative > (Benefactive) > Source > Possessor 

c. Possessive-oriented suffix: -1 

Possessor > Benefactive > Dative > Source 

8.2.3 Possessor applicatives. 

As discussed extensively in section 4.2.4.2, Salish possessive applicative 

constructions often have an additional semantic "kick": the possessor is affected by the 

Parentheses indicate a semantic role that is not attested in all languages or in examples of each 
type of applicative. 
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action in some way and so the applied object bears and additional role: dative (5)' 

benefactive (6)' malefactive (7), or source (8). 

Okanagan (N. Mattina 1993:277) 
kwu c-xwi&i- t i- ki-lkalit. 
I SG.OBJ ASP-give-RDR-TR 1 SG.POSS- bread 
'Give me what will be my bread.' 

Kalispel (Vogt 1940:34) 
yes-u:l-I- t-Cm. 
ASP-burn-RDR-TR-INTR 
'I am burning it for him.'/'I am burning his.. .' 

Columbian (Kinkade 1980:34) 
~ a l ~ ~ A t k ~ - I - c  wa ?in-lati. 
d r i n k - ~ ~ ~ - ~ R :  ~SG.OBJ PTC 1 SG.POSS-tea 
'She drank my tea (after taking it away from me).' 

Coeur d' Alene (Reichard 1938:584, Doak 1997: 182) 
Ei3ckwii tamas. 
//En jrc-kwin-I- t-m-s// 
I SG.SUB CONT-grab-RDR-TR-INTR-~SG.POSS 
'He is taking it from me.' 

Note that Polinsky (2005) does not include possessors in her semantic role 

hierarchy in (1). She states that the place of possessors in the hierarchy is not clear in 

some cases, but that it often aligns with the benefactive/goal. That the possessor is 

difficult to locate in the hierarchy is no surprise, given that the possessive relation is not 

directly associated with the predicate but is anchored semantically through a nominal 

argument of the predicate. 

8.2.4 The transitivity parameter. 

Many previous researchers, especially Dixon anc 3 Aikhenvald (2000:13-14), 

Donna Gerdts (p.c.), Payne (1 997)' have noted the valence-increasing properties of 

applicatives, and have pointed out that applicatives can be formed on both intransitive 
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and transitive bases. In most languages, an applicative affix attaches to both intransitive 

and transitive bases. See, for example, Amharic (Amberber 2000), Barupu (Donohue 

1994), Chichewa (Alsina and Mchombo 1 WO), Creek (Martin 2000), DulongIRawang 

(LaPolla 2000), Motuna (Onishi 2000), Warrungu (Tsunoda l998), and Yup'ik (Mithun 

2000). Those applicatives that are limited to one type of base usually attach only to 

transitive bases (Polinsky 2005). For example, the applicative suffix - b'e 'instrumental' 

attaches only to transitive bases in K'iche' (Campbell 2000); and the applicative 

suffix -ka 'benefactive' attaches only to transitive bases in Kharia (Biligiri 1965). 

Applicatives that attach only to an intransitive base are much rarer. For example, the 

applicative suffixes -m i  'comitative, dative' and - ngan 'locative' attach only to 

intransitive bases in Ngan'gityemerri (Reid 2000). 

The situation in Salish does not fit typological expectations. Ironically, the Bella 

Coola applicatives, which do not match any of the other Salish languages in either form 

or function, are the most normal cross-linguistically. Bella Coola, the outlier language to 

the north, lacks a relationallredirective distinction; the suffixes -am k and -m attach to 

both intransitive and transitive bases, and they are selected based on the semantic role of 

the applied object. The other Salish languages have both types of applicatives, relationals 

that attach only to intransitives and redirectives that attach only to transitives, with only a 

rare exceptional use of a redirective suffix for a relational function. Tillamook, the outlier 

language to the south, has an applicative suffix that historically relates to the redirective 

suffix but is attested slightly more often on intransitive bases than transitive bases. Also, 

there is only one example attested in Tillamook of a relational suffixes having a 

redirective function. 



8.2.5 Defining relationals. 

It is an overriding assumption in the literature on applicatives that constructions 

are better classified by the semantic role of the applied object than by the semantic class 

of the verb. I argued in Chapter 4 that this is the correct characterization of Salish 

redirective applicatives. The semantic role of the applied object and the verb class are 

often not correlated. A benefactive applicative, for example, tends to be marked by the 

same redirect suffix whether it appears with speech act verbs, action verbs, or transfer 

verbs, tends to be marked by the same redirective suffix 

In contrast, I have argued above that relational applicatives are best classified by 

the semantics of the verb. For the most part, the semantic role of the applied object that 

appears in a relational construction is inferred from the nature of the event. The choice of 

relational suffixes is based upon the class of the predicate. For example, the source of a 

transfer verb and the source of a motion verb tend to be marked by different relational 

suffixes, while the goal of a motion verb and the source of a motion verb tend to be 

marked by the same relational suffix. 

Because Salish languages have many relational applicatives, and also because 

some of the languages, especially Central Salish and Tsamosan languages, have so many 

different relational suffixes, they provide a unique opportunity to study the verb class 

semantics of applicative constuctions. A variety of different predicates appear in 

relational constructions; their frequency of occurrence with certain suffixes allows for a 

classification of predicates into a small list of types, as in (9): 



(9) a. Internal experience 
Psychological event (e.g. 'be afraid o f ,  'be ashamed o f ,  'be tired o f )  
Perception (e.g. 'feel', 'hear', 'see') 
Cognition (e.g. 'know', 'think', 'understand') 
Liking or desire (e.g. 'like', 'want', 'wish') 

b. Expression 
Speech act (e.g. 'ask', 'sing', 'speak') 
Facial expression (e.g. 'cry for', 'smile at', 'wink at') 

c. Action 
Social interaction (e.g. 'meet', 'marry', 'act tough on') 
Activity (e.g. 'work', 'dance') 

d. Movement 
Motion (e.g. 'go', 'run', 'walk') 
Body movement/position (e.g. 'hide', 'lean', 'sit') 

e. Transfer (e.g. 'borrow', 'sell', 'steal') 
f. Nature (e.g. 'hail', 'rain', 'snow') 

Perhaps the relational and redirective applicatives are classified differently-the 

relationals in terms of verb class and the redirectives in terms of the semantic roles of the 

applied object-because relational constructions are formed on intransitive bases, while 

redirective verbs are formed on transitive bases. 

8.2.6 The syntax of applicatives. 

Much work has concentrated on the syntactic properties of applicatives, that is, 

what position the applied object occupies in the surface syntax and what transformation 

(or equivalent in non-derivational theories) can be posited to accommodate the 

occurrence of the applied object in this position. From the syntactic point of view, Salish 

applicatives are relatively simple. The applied object is always the direct object in the 

surface syntax, as seen by evidence from the case of nominals, the form of pronouns, 

passivization, and extraction (see Chapter 2). We see none of the multiple-object effects 



in Salish that Kimenyi (1980) shows for ~ i n ~ a r w a n d a . ~  Only one applied object and not 

the theme nominal shows the full range of object properties in ~ a l i s h . ~  

8.2.7 Combinations of applicatives with other morphology. 

One important aspect of the morphosyntax of applicatives is their interaction with 

other constructions such as reflexives, reciprocals, passives, antipassives, noun 

incorporation, and causatives (see Baker 1988 and works cited therein). Only a handful of 

data with complex interactions were attested in my database, but they show that 

reflexives, reciprocals, lexical suffixes, causatives, and non-control transitive suffixes can 

appear either before or after applicative suffixes. To be more precise, detransitivizing 

suffixes like reflexives and reciprocals appear before relational suffixes, transitivizing 

suffixes like causatives and non-control transitives appear before redirective suffixes, and 

lexical suffixes, which are variable in their transitivity, appear before both relational and 

redirective suffixes. 

The suffixes allowed after applicatives vary suffix by suffix and language by 

language, but basically we see that reflexives, reciprocals, causatives, and non-control 

can appear after both relationals and redirectives, and lexical suffixes appear after 

relationals. 

3 Beck (2006) shows that a variety o f  applied objects can simultaneously determine agreement in 
Upper Necaxa Totonac. 
4 Some issues on the properties of ditransitive constructions, especially definiteness of the theme 
NP in Intenior Salish languages were addressed in Kiyosawa (2004a). 
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8.2.8 Multiple applicatives. 

Cross-linguistically, examples where two applicative afixes are directly stacked 

on top of each other are rare. They are attested in Kinyarwanda (Kimenyi 1980), Sierra 

Popoluca (Marlett 1986), Huastec (Constable 1989), and Upper Necaxa Totonac (Beck 

2006), but are not allowed in Ilokano or in Halkomelem (Gerdts and Whaley 1993). It 

remains a puzzle why some languages allow multiple applicatives while others prohibit 

them. 

In Salish, examples of multiple applicatives are attested in Colurnbian, 

Lushootseed, Tillamook, and the three Northern Interior languages. Three patterns of 

stacking are attested: the sequence of a relational followed by a redirective, which is 

fairly common, the sequence of two relationals, which is attested in only four examples, 

and the sequence of two redirectives, which is attested in only one example. The 

sequence of a redirective followed by a relational suffix is not attested in the databa~e.~ 

8.2.9 The discourse function of applicatives. 

While the syntax of applicatives has received much attention, there have been few 

attempts to explain the reasons for choosing applicative constructions over intransitive 

oblique phrases. Two studies along these lines are Donohue's (2001) examination of 

Tukang Besi (Austronesian) applicatives from the viewpoint of Giv6nYs (1983) theory of 

topicality and Peterson's (1 999) cross-linguistic study of applicatives in fifty languages6 

Apparently, a variety of semantic and discourse factors come into play in the use of 

5 See Samkoe (1994) for a Mapping Theory treatment of multiple applicatives in the world's 
languages, including examples from Northern Interior Salish languages. 

Peterson's sample includes one Salish language-Halkomelem, based on the data and analysis 
of Gerdts (1 988b). 
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applicatives. Gerdts and Kiyosawa (2005a) give a brief overview of some of these for 

Salish applicatives. 

The results of our study on the discourse use of applicatives are somewhat 

preliminary since our data sample was small. Nevertheless, our research has revealed that 

in most cases the applied object has discourse prominence. Either the outcome of the 

action affecting the object is central to the story or the applied object itself is highly 

topical. Thus, the NP is worthy of being cast as an argument rather than an oblique. The 

function of applicatives thus parallels the function of passives, which are used in many 

languages to place a theme that is more central than the agent into the subject position. 

Our study also shows that applied objects tend to rank high on the personlanimacy 

hierarchy. When inanimate NPs, such as things or locations, are expressed as applied 

objects, they are important to the storyline or to the main character and are thus highly 

topical. We conclude that the person/animacy effects attested in our data sample are just a 

reflection of the centrality of the applied object. 

8.3 Transitives versus applicatives. 

The cornerstone of my analysis is that applicatives are differentiated according to 

the transitivity of the base they are attached to. Relational suffixes attach to intransitive 

bases, while redirective suffixes attach to transitive bases. Transitivity is a pervasive 

concept in Salish languages. Not only are verb roots categorized for transitivity (Gerdts 

2006, Gerdts and Hukari in press, Thomason and Everett 1993), but verbs in clauses that 

are transitive in the surface syntax are overtly marked with transitive s~f f ixes .~  Overt 

' Bella Coola is the lone exception: it has no general transitive suffix. 
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marking of transitivity is quite rare in the world's languages, but it is a key element in 

Salish clause structure. 

The core functions of the two types of applicatives and two of the transitive 

suffixes, the general transitive suffix and the causative suffix, are summarized as follows: 

Table 73. Core Functions of Applicative and Transitive Suffixes 

RELATIONAL Applicative Intransitive 

REDIRECTIVE Applicative Transitive 

GENERAL Transitivizer Intransitiveltransitive 
TRANSITIVE 

I CAUSATIVE 1 Transitivizer 1 Intransitive 

OBJECT I 
Non-theme 

Theme 

Non-theme (causee) 1 

However, the distinction in function between applicative suffixes and transitive suffixes 

is not always a clear one. Applicative suffixes function as transitive suffixes, and vice 

versa. Furthermore, as shown in Chapter 5, there is some type-shifting among applicative 

suffixes, especially redirective suffixes functioning as relationals. In sum, the relationship 

between the four types of suffixes is a complex one, as diagrammed in Figure 5; solid 

lines represent a robust number of examples of a suffix at the tail of the arrow behaving 

with the function at the head of the arrow, and dashed lines indicate few examples: 



Figure 5. Functions of Applicative and Transitive Suffixes 

Furthermore, applicative morphemes and transitive morphemes sit next to each 

other in the verb suffix template and seem to work in tandem to license arguments. The 

conditions on the co-occurrence of applicative suffixes and transitive suffixes are 

complex, as we saw in Chapter 6 ,  and are tied to the choice between the two sets of 

pronominal object suffixes. Furthermore, in some cases, we see that a sequence of an 

applicative and a transitive suffix has fused into a single unanalyzable form. 

8.4 Future research directions. 

Obviously much work is left to do on this topic, since the exact nature of 

transitive marking in Salish languages is not well understood. Furthermore, the research 

on verb classes, especially types of intransitive verb classes and the intransitive versus 

transitive, is not far advanced in Salish languages. My work is hindered by the lack of 

criteria for testing root classes and a clearer picture of the nature of the stem. 

Nevertheless, I have tried to be as systematic as possible in assigning semantic values to 



verbs and their associated nominals and the results of my research may in fact help 

elucidate the verb class semantics in Salish. 

My study only addressed the issue of applicative semantics in one direction, 

namely what applicative suffixes appeared on what verbs to license what semantic roles. I 

did not systemically look at a class of verbs to study the way they functioned without 

applicative suffixes, nor did I look at the expression of certain semantic roles to try to 

ascertain when they were expressed as direct objects, applied objects, or obliques. The 

functions of the applicative versus non-applicative constructions are only revealed when 

the data are examined in a richer contextual setting. As more texts from Salish languages 

become available, especially in electronic format, a more precise study of the function of 

applicatives will be possible. 

Furthermore, to my knowledge, no attempt has been made previously to discuss 

applicative systems from the point of view of a whole language family. Little is known 

about the paths of grammaticalization of applicative morphology in the world's 

languages. Research on the development of applicatives in Salish is hindered by the lack 

of documentation of Salish languages in pre-contact times. As more comparative work on 

Salish is undertaken, a clearer picture of the Salish internal relationships may help to 

clarify some of the distributional issues, and the reconstruction of applicatives can be 

placed in the context of Pan-Salish morphology, syntax, and semantics. Also, areal 

influences are strong in northwest North America, making the picture in the modern 

languages very complicated, Nevertheless, I hope that this study makes a contribution to 

the enterprise of historical-comparative studies of morphosyntax. 



It remains to be seen if the properties I use to classify Salish applicatives- 

transitivity, verb class, and semantic role-and my two-way typology of applicatives into 

relational and redirective applicatives prove useful in the analysis of applicatives in other 

languages. I hope that my presentation of a detailed analysis of the Salish system will 

bring some perspective on the form and hnction of applicative constructions. 
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